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INTRODUCTION
Coal is a fossil fuel that made possible the Industrial Revolution, and its bountiful
presence in the Eastern United States has contributed significantly to the industrial development
of the United States. As noted the 1905 Annual Coal Report for Illinois, “the country having
access to the greatest supply of cheap coal is destined to lead in the struggle of nations. To this
fact more, we believe, than to any other, can be justly ascribed the constantly increasing power
of the American nation” (Illinois Bureau of Labor Statistics [IBLS] 1905). Throughout the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Illinois ranked as one of the major producers of coal, and
today Illinois still has one of the most extensive reserves of bituminous coal in the United States.
Through 1990, approximately 5.5 billion tons of coal had been extracted from Illinois mines,
with more than 1,150 square miles having been undermined and more than 392 square miles
surface (or strip) mined (Illinois Coal Association 1992:5, 25). Throughout its history, coal
mining has played a dramatic role in the social and economic development of the state.
Coal mining has left its mark on the nation’s landscape. Although current mining
practices utilize methods that promote a healthy land stewardship, this has not always been the
case. Historically, many mines were hastily closed and not appropriately shut down, leaving
behind dangerous open or poorly capped shafts, waste rock piles, and abandoned machinery and
buildings. More recent legislation mandates that coal companies provide for the proper clean up
of their current facilities upon the closure of their mines. Similarly, the passage of the Surface
Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA; Public Law 95-87) has resulted in a tax
or fee being levied on active coal mines to fund the reclamation of abandoned coal mine
properties. Yearly, the federal government allocates 50% of the monies collected from the active
coal mining companies from this tax to the coal mining states for reclamation work at abandoned
mined lands. In Illinois, the Department of Mines and Minerals (DMM), Illinois Department of
Natural Resources (IDNR) oversees a program of abandoned mined land reclamation that is
funded with these monies.1
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) requires federal agencies
to take into account the effect of their undertakings (federally funded, licensed or permitted
projects) on historic properties. SMCRA “introduced a nationwide, uniform approach to coal
mining and reclamation operations. Historic properties were addressed from a national
perspective that required applicants for surface coal mining permits to include in their
applications accurate maps showing all man made features and significant archaeological sites
that are known to exist in the proposed project area” (Kirby and Block 1999:58). This act also
created the Office of Surface Mining (OSM) “as the federal agency responsible for implementing
the provisions of the Act, and it provided for the delegation of most responsibilities to coal
producing states that want to assume their own regulatory programs.” Unlike NHPA, SMCRA
1

The Abandoned Mined Lands Reclamation program was initially under the guidance of the Abandoned Mined
Lands Reclamation Council (AMLRC), which was established in 1975 by the State of Illinois (Public Act 78-1293).
In July 1995, the AMLRC was reorganized as the Abandoned Mined Lands Reclamation Division of the Illinois
Department of Natural Resources.
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applies “to all activities authorized by that Act” including “those a state assumes when it accepts
a grant to cover a portion of the cost of its own regulatory program, thereby agreeing to assist the
Secretary of the Interior in fulfilling his Section 106 responsibilities” (Kirby and Block 1999:58).
In 1987, OSM established new regulations regarding the protection of historic properties.
These new regulations met with legal challenges from both the coal industry and the preservation
community (Kirby and Block 1999:59). At that time, “the court ruled that the regulations were
based on the incorrect premise that state permitting actions are not federal undertakings and then
remanded the matter to the Secretary for action to bring OSM into compliance. As a result of
this lawsuit and subsequent amendments to the NHPA, OSM in cooperation with the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) and the National Conference of State Historic
Preservation Officers [developed a] nationwide programmatic agreement as an instrument for
implementing its Section 106 responsibilities relative to state issued mining permits” (Kirby and
Block 1999:59). As Kirby and Block (1999:59) have noted, “the passage of time also creates
other dilemmas for OSM, such as the status of buildings and structures that are more than 50
years old and may have characteristics that would make them eligible for the National Register,
but are subject to reclamation under both SMCRA’s active and abandoned mine lands
programs.”
In the late 1980s, a new interest in mining properties flourished. A couple of key
conferences were organized to discuss the potential National Register of Historic Places
significance of mining properties (Beuchler 1988, Barker and Huston 1990), and several
professional publications on mining resources soon followed (cf. Hardesty 1988). At this time,
the National Park Service (NPS) published National Register Bulletin 42, “Guidelines For
Identifying, Evaluating, and Registering Historic Mining Properties” (Noble and Spude 1992).
Although the U.S. Congress discussed funding a National Historic Mining Initiative, the plan
unfortunately never materialized (Milford 1998).
Nonetheless, mining properties were receiving attention at a national level, and a wide
range of industry-related resources (including buildings, structures, and landscape features) were
being surveyed and evaluated. Grant money supplied to coal mining states has been used for
reclamation as well as compliance surveys and documentation projects. As Kirby and Block
(1999:58) have noted, “historic preservation consultations on thousands of abandoned coal mine
sites have been conducted since the program began. Many of the properties have been
determined significant and warrant additional preservation work or project redesign” (Kirby and
Block 1999:58). This work has “ranged from simple recording to complex Historic American
Buildings Survey and Historic American Engineering Record documentation, from stabilization
to restoration, from simple data recovery programs to full development for public tours.”2
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Some notable examples include Montana’s abandoned mine land program. Their web site illustrates maps of over
200 mining districts (www.deq.state.mt.us/mtmines2//inmines.htm). Significant reclamation projects that have
integrated preservation goals include Utah’s Silver Reef Reclamation Project, Cordero Mine in the Powder River
Basin of Wyoming, and the Caballo Creek Rifle Pit Site mitigation. OSM funding has supported two awardwinning films (Against the Darkness, 1991 and Paupers’ Dreams, 1992) both produced by the Montana Department
of Environmental Quality, Abandoned Mine Reclamation Program. These films illustrate the history of mining in
that state (OSM website—http://www.osmre.gov/osm.htm).
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But all states have not treated mining properties in a similar manner. Perry (1991:4)
notes the lack of State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) interest in historic mining properties
in some states. In Illinois, over 20 years of cleanup activity has transpired with little to no
cultural resource evaluations being conducted. During much of this time, the Illinois SHPO
office saw little inherent value in the resource. Although SMCRA was initially established to
eliminate the health, safety and environmental hazards at abandoned coal mine sites (with the
funds used in the program actually being derived from the coal mining industry), the law was
broadened in 1989 to allowed a small percentage of the funds generated by the program to be
allocated for the reclamation of abandoned non-coal sites that threatened public safety. In
Illinois, some of these funds have been used for reclaiming lead and zinc mines in northwestern
Illinois, as well as fluorite mines in southern Illinois. In 1991, the Illinois Historic Preservation
Agency (IHPA) requested the National Register of Historic Places assessment of a series of lead
and zinc mines proposed for reclamation in Jo Daviess County. The lead and zinc reclamation
continued through 1996 and resulted in the assessment of several significant historic properties
in northwestern Illinois (Mansberger et al. 1997).
In May 1995, in accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of
1966, the Preservation Services Division of the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency requested
an archaeological and structural assessment (National Register of Historic Places evaluation) of
two coal mine properties in southern Illinois that were slated for reclamation work. At that time,
staff from Fever River Research under contract with the IDNR evaluated two large industrialized
mines that were determined to be eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places
(Mansberger 1995). Since that time, IDNR has requested similar National Register assessments
on a select number of other coal mine sites where reclamation work was to be undertaken.
In assessing the potential significance of a resource, one needs to understand the resource
in its proper historic context—in this case, the social and technological history of coal mining in
Illinois. As the National Register Bulletin “How to Apply the National Register Criteria for
Evaluation” (National Park Service 1997:7) notes, “the significance of a historic property can be
judged and explained only when it is evaluated within its historic context. Historic contexts are
those patterns or trends in history by which a specific occurrence, property, or site is understood
and its meaning (and ultimately its significance) within history or prehistory is made clear.”
Historic resources need to be placed in a proper time and place perspective to be evaluated.
Without such an understanding, it is generally impossible to determine the significance of the
resource. With this in mind, and with an increasing number of mine sites needing evaluation as
per the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency’s request, the IDNR contracted with Fever River
Research to prepare a historic context for Bituminous Coal Mining in Illinois. This document
was intended to provide IDNR with an appropriate context statement to evaluate the potential
significance of the abandoned coal mine properties. The context developed here resulted from a
detailed survey of the historical literature relating to the social and technological transformation
of Illinois’ coal industry, and from the field investigations of a select number of abandoned coal
mine sites in the state. The context statement has three goals in mind: 1) identify property types
associated with this significant industry; 2) provide a framework for evaluating the potential
National Register of Historic Places eligibility of these historic properties; and 3) make
recommendations for both short- and long-term goals regarding the management of these
resources.
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PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON ILLINOIS COAL MINING
Illinois coal mining has been covered by numerous studies in the past. This previous
research has approached the topic from a wide a range of perspectives—including geology,
economic and social history, industry, labor, biography, and material culture—and varies
considerably in content and analysis. None can be considered to be comprehensive, though this
is by no means surprising given the breadth of the subject at hand.
Geologist Amos H. Worthen provided one of the earliest overviews of coal mining in the
state through the series of surveys he conducted for the Illinois State Geological Survey during
the middle nineteenth century. Worthen primarily focused on the economical geology of each
county, but he also provided information on the coal mines operating at this early date. In 1915,
S. O. Andros and the Illinois State Geological Survey produced a statewide survey entitled Coal
Mining in Illinois (Andros 1915). Andros also published detailed accounts of the mining
methods employed in the various districts (Andros 1914a, b, c, d, e; 1915a, b). During this same
period, John Ross produced a history of Illinois coal mining. Ross, who was a representative of
the Bureau of Inspection and Accident Prevention of the Aetna Life Insurance Company of
Hartford, Connecticut, observed that at this date, “information regarding the early history of coal
mining is very meager” (1916:4).
The coal mining industry in Illinois was changing rapidly during the late 1920s. Arturo
Bement’s Illinois Coal: A Non-Technical Account of Its Organization, Production, and
Preparation (1929) was a modern description of the new mining methods of the time. In 1931,
John Millhouse published A Compilation of the Reports of the Mining Industry of Illinois from
the Earliest Records to the Close of the Year 1930 (Millhouse 1931). The Illinois State
Geological Survey published “The Historical Development of the Illinois Coal Industry and the
State Geological Survey” in 1943 (Leighton and Carroll 1943). One of the more interesting
histories of the Illinois coal industry from this early twentieth century period was written by
Oscar Cartlidge in 1933, and his Fifty Years of Coal Mining (1933) is an interesting, personal
narrative about early coal mining in Illinois. A wide variety of period literature exists for the
study of coal mining outside of Illinois. For a general introduction to coal mining see Shurick
(1924).
Several master’s theses and doctoral dissertations have been written on the Illinois coal
industry over the years. Of particular note are Dixon’s The Illinois Coal Industry (1951) and
Scamehorn’s Transportation and Coal: The Development of the Coal Mining Industry in Illinois,
1860-1890 (1952). The latter work does an excellent job in tracing the development of the rail
industry as it relates to coal mining.
The strife between management and labor in the Illinois coal industry has been written
about at length (cf. Gutman 1960, Joyce 1980, Marchello 1972). Paul Angle graphically
describes several of the more violent strikes in southern Illinois in his popular history Bloody
Williamson (1983). Krohe (1975) and Oblinger (1991) provide two labor studies of coal mining
in central Illinois. Similarly, the mining disasters associated with the industry have been of
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interest to historians (cf. Stout 1979). To a lesser extent, the role of minorities in the industry
also has been covered by historians (cf. Gottleib 1979).
The subject also has been approached through various photographic studies. One of these
is Horrell’s Southern Illinois Coal (1995), which was a contributor to President Franklin
Roosevelt’s Farm Security Administration’s documentary photographs. Another source is A
Pictorial History of Coal Mining in Illinois, Photo Exhibit (Ledvina et. al 1992), a booklet which
was prepared in association with the Illinois Mining Institute’s Centennial Meeting in 1992.
This booklet was intended to be a precursor to a larger work by the same title (Pictorial History
of Coal Mining in Illinois) authored by Christopher T. Ledvina. Proceeds from the sale of the
book were to be placed in a special fund at the Illinois Mining Institute “to research the complete
mining history of Illinois” (Ledvina et al. 1992:1). Although slated for publication in 1993,
Ledvina’s book has not yet gone to print (Nancy Cline, pers. comm., 15 March 2005).
Landscape-oriented studies of the Illinois coal mining industry are rare. One such study
is David Robertson’s “‘Heaps of History’: Toluca and the Historic Longwall Mining District”
which discusses the symbolic meaning and social significance of the gob piles associated with
mines located in that community (Robertson 2000).
Similarly, relatively few material cultural studies of coal mine properties have been
completed in Illinois to date. By circa 2000, only a handful of such properties had been
evaluated by the Illinois SHPO. Two tipples (Sahara #12 at Muddy, Saline County and Kathleen
Mine at Dowell, Jackson County), the Nason Mine complex (Jefferson #20) at Nason, the Cherry
Mine, the Standard City Powerhouse, and the Orient No. 2 Mine at West Frankfort3 have been
determined eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places (Tracey Sculle,
personal communication, 2004). No coal mines in the state have been formally listed on the
National Register, although a number of industry-related properties have. One of these is the
Union Miners Cemetery at Mt. Olive, which is owned by the Progressive Mine Workers of
America (Keiser 1970). Other examples include the Miners Institute Building in Collinsville, the
Grand Tower Mining, Manufacturing and Transportation Company site (at Grand Tower, also
known as the Devil’s Backbone Iron and Coke furnaces), and the John Lewis House and the
Mine Rescue Station—both of which are located in Springfield.
The Historic American Building Survey (HABS) and the Historic American Engineering
Record (HAER) are two programs administered by the National Park Service that have
conducted studies of both the anthracite and bituminous coal mining industries. These programs
focus on the preparation of detailed measured drawings and narrative reports. Illinois has its
own version of the HABS/HAER program (known as IL-HABS/HAER), which is administered
by the IHPA. To date, however, only three mine properties—the Standard City Power House,
3

Orient No. 2, which is located near the northern outskirts of West Frankfort represents a fully intact 1920-vintage
coal mine. It is fairly unique among Illinois mines, in that it was the largest underground coal mine in the state (and
potentially North America) at its peak. The mine is touted as being the first totally mechanized coal mine in North
America, and as the “only standing mine in the United States from the 1920s” (Daily Egyptian 11 July 1997). The
mine was visited by Eleanor Roosevelt in 1936 and by President Jimmy Carter in 1980, and suffered an explosion in
1951 that killed 119 people. The surface complex of the mine is now occupied by John A. Logan’s West Frankfort
Extension Center.
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the Kathleen Mine tipple, and the Cherry Mine—have been documented through this program.
These and other out-of-state HABS/HAER projects primarily have focused on surface facilities.
Recognizing the lack of information on underground mining technology, the National Park
Service in 1997 contracted with the Institute for the History of Technology and Industrial
Archaeology (IHTIA) to prepare drawings and a narrative report on underground mining
technologies. Industrial archaeology represents yet another avenue of research for coal mine
properties. Hudson (1979), in the book World Industrial Archaeology, contains a chapter on the
extractive industries.
Discussions with surrounding State Historic Preservation Offices yielded few studies of
note. One exception is Peter DiCiccio’s “Bituminous coal and Coke Context of Pennsylvania,
1740-1945” (1993), which was prepared as a National Register of Historic Places Multiple
Property Documentation Form. Margaret Mulrooney (1991) also has studied the coal company
towns of southwestern Pennsylvania. Farther a field, there have been numerous studies in Great
Britain, where many of the early pioneers of coal mining in Illinois began their careers (cf.
Thornes 1995).
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TYPES OF SOURCE MATERIAL AVAILABLE FOR RESEARCH
AND PRINCIPAL REPOSITORIES
There is a wide variety of primary source material available for the study of coal mining.
These materials are located in public depositories at the federal, state, and local level, as well as
in private collections. The following discussion is intended to provide a brief overview of the
main types of source material available and the principal depositories where they are found, with
an emphasis on those in Illinois. It is not a comprehensive list.
Sources
Worthen Geological Surveys: Beginning in the very late 1850s and continuing through
the early 1870s, the Illinois State Geological Survey conducted surveys of every county in the
state, under the direction of State Geologist Amos H. Worthen. These surveys later were
compiled into a multi-volume series entitled Geology (Worthen 1866, 1868 etc.), though they
generally are referred to as the “Worthen Geological Surveys.” The emphasis of the surveys is
on the economic geology of each county, though they also included a variety of information on
the early coal mines operating in the state. Some of this material has been incorporated into the
context statement presented here.
Annual Coal Reports: With the passage of legislation in 1873 (Act of 1873), each of the
coal mining counties in the state of Illinois was to appoint a mine inspector who was to submit
annual reports to the Governor. Annual county coal mining reports exist for several counties (La
Salle County for 1879 and Sangamon County for 1874 and 1879) in the Illinois State Archives,
and additional reports may exist within the individual county repositories. Unfortunately, few
counties complied with this statue, thus leading to the creation of the State Inspector’s office in
1882.
With the systematic, statewide assessment of coal mining activities by the State of
Illinois, and the preparation of a yearly annual report, a wealth of information about the post1881 coal mining industry exists for Illinois. These annual reports were compiled and published
by several state agencies through the years, beginning with the Bureau of Labor Statistics (18811910) and then followed by the State Mining Board (1911-1916) and the Department of Mines
and Minerals (1917-1975). The title changed subtlety through these years as well, Annual
Report of the State Bureau of Labor Statistics, Coal in Illinois… (1881-1898). Annual Report of
the State Bureau of Labor Statistics, Labor Statistics Concerning Coal in Illinois (1897-1898),
and finally as the Annual Coal Report beginning in 1899. For convenience, we will reference
this source as the Annual Coal Report elsewhere in the context statement. Collectively, these
volumes represent one of the more significant sources of information we have for the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century mining industry within the state. They are organized by
mining district and contain countywide statistics about the mining industry, including number
and type of mines reporting, monthly and total production, average number of men employed
and days worked. Statistics for individual mines are also are provided, detailing the tonnage
produced, workforce employed, sources of power for hoisting and haulage, method of extraction,
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number of cutting machines and locomotives used, and number of accidents (including injuries
and deaths). These statistics are presented in a tabular format. In addition, the reports published
prior to 1917 include textual descriptions of new and abandoned mines, mine improvements, and
of accidents involving deaths. The Illinois State Archives has a complete collection of the
Annual Coal Reports (Record Group 245.002). The Illinois State Library also has many of the
volumes on file (call number I 622.33Mb). Representative copies of pages from the Annual Coal
Report are attached as Figures 1 through 2.
Abandoned Mine Maps: Many individual mine maps are on file at the Illinois State
Archives (Record Group 245.004). These maps primarily illustrate underground workings,
though they occasionally illustrate aboveground features associated with the surface complex,
including main and air shafts, tipple, buildings, and rail and road networks. Dwellings also
occasionally are shown (see Figures 3 through 5). The earliest maps date from 1877, though the
collection is not all-inclusive, particularly for nineteenth century mines. Maps are available for
most twentieth-century mines of any significant size. A comparison of these maps could serve as
a useful study in the variability in the spatial layout of coal mine sites.
In 1969, the State of Illinois, Geological Survey, produced a series of maps entitled
“Mined-Out Coal Area Maps.” Later, in consultation with the Illinois State Museum, the Illinois
Department of Natural Resources prepared an inventory of past and present coal mines in the
state with maps. These were updated and published by county by the Illinois Department of
Natural Resources in the 1990s as the Directory of Coal Mines in Illinois. Besides giving the
legal location of the mine, the directory lists the period the mine was in operation, names under
which it operated, and method of mining utilized. The maps included with this source are not
mine-specific; instead, they cover an entire county and indicate the extent of underground
workings for all known mines in that area (see Figure 6). A copy of the Directory of Coal Mines
in Illinois is on file at the Illinois State Library.
County Atlases, Plats and Published Histories: There is also a wide range of county plats
and atlases dating from the 1870s and early 1880s that offer detailed views of the cultural
landscape of Illinois during this period. These atlases contain a variety of lithographic views of
farmsteads, urban housing, and other activities such as coal mining. A systematic survey of the
majority of these plats and atlases has been made over the past ten years by Fever River
Research, resulting in the compilation of a variety of 1870s-era images of coal mines in Illinois.
The illustrations are of exceptional value in that they depict the mining industry in the state prior
to the intense industrialization of the industry during the late nineteenth century—and, equally
important, date from a period where there is a shortage of contemporary documentary sources
(see Figures 7 through 9). The atlases also contain plat maps showing mine properties. While
the plats are not as detailed as the lithographs, they still indicate mine location, the footprints of
major buildings, and the real estate owned by the mine operator. The plats are especially useful
in identifying early coal towns, or hamlets, that are poorly documented in written records and
have since disappeared from the landscape (see Figure 10). Similarly, a series of early twentieth
century plats and atlases contain a wealth of similar photographic views of the regional
landscape including a variety of industrial sites such as coal mines. These have not been
systematically surveyed as of yet.
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There also were many county histories published in the late 1870s and early 1880s, which
offer information on period coal mines. Some histories contain lithographs of mines and related
properties (see Figure 11). They also offer verbal descriptions, indicating scale of production,
mining methods and equipment utilized, and history of ownership. Jackson, Macoupin,
Madison, Menard, Mercer, Randolph, Sangamon, St. Clair, Tazewell, Vermilion, and Will
Counties all have late-nineteenth-century atlases and histories containing coal mine images.
More recent county and municipal histories often contain photographs of coal mines.
Other rather unique published sources exist for coal mining in Illinois. For example, the
coal industry in St. Clair County is documented through a number of sources not typically
available for other regions in the state. One of these is The Industrial Life Belleville, a vanitypress publication issued in 1905, which has a number of views of mines and mining activity
around the city (Reid-Fitch Publishing Company 1905) (see Figure 20). Another is the Coal
Operators and Miners Journal, a circa 1918 publication that contains a wealth of information
relating to the coal mines operating in St. Clair County during World War I. This source
provides one of the best assemblages of photographs of coal mines in one county at a specific
point in time available in the state (Jakoubek c1918) (see Figures 21 and 22).
A variety of popular journals such as McClure’s Magazine and Frank Leslie’s Popular
Monthly published of articles relating to the coal mining industry over the years. One example is
Stephen Crane’s “Among the Coal Mines”, which was published in Leslie’s in 1877 (Crane
1877). Although not specific to Illinois, these articles are excellent context materials relevant to
the early mining practices of the state. Moreover, they often contain superb line drawings.
Other unusual sources such as The Missionary Review contain miscellaneous articles specific to
the life of Illinois coal miners and their families (Robinson 1902).4
United State Geological Survey Topographic Maps: Although less detailed than some of
the maps previously discussed, topographic maps are of great use in researching coal mine sites.
They indicate mine location and illustrate major surface features, including buildings, roads,
railroad sidings, gob piles, and retaining ponds (see Figure 12). Quadrangle maps have been
updated over time and can, in some instances, illustrate the evolution of mine sites. On a
cautionary note, the topographic maps are drawn at a relatively small scale and vary in detail.
Some mine sites are better illustrated than others. Early versions of these topographic maps are
drawn at a 1:24,000 scale (15-minute) and later ones are drawn at a 1:24,000 scale (7.5 minute).
Copies of the most recent and earlier topographic maps can be obtained from the Illinois State
Library and the Illinois State Geological Survey.
Company Records: Architectural plans and building specifications of coal mining
structures, as well as company financial records, have the potential to contribute dramatically to
our understanding of the industry. However, it is unfortunate, do to the nature of the coal mining
industry, that these records are apparently poorly preserved. At one time, there were a great
number of coal companies operating in Illinois, and the records of these firms have the potential
to be a great untapped resource for historians—provided they still exist. Many records
undoubtedly were discarded as a matter of course when coal companies went out of business or
4

The Missionary Review is a monthly periodical that began ca. 1887. The place of publication has yet to be
determined.
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were consolidated with other firms; others may have been lost through attrition over time.
Nonetheless a limited amount of these materials have survived. Records from a number of coal
companies are on file at the Illinois State Historical Library in Springfield and at the Illinois
Historical Survey at the University of Illinois, Urbana (see discussion below). Further research
needs to be conducted to determine what additional company records may still exist. Similar
allied industries and/or professional service companies also should be consulted in this regard.
Two firms of special note are Allen and Garcia, and Roberts and Schaeffer—two Chicago
engineering firms that attained national recognition for their mine engineering capabilities.
Unfortunately, the records of these two firms have not been located.
Insurance Records: A variety of insurance records once existed for the coal industry.
One of the more common forms of insurance records in Illinois are fire insurance maps.
Although produced by several prominent firms, the maps most commonly available are those
published by the Sanborn Map Company.5 These maps cover most communities in Illinois with
populations over 500 and typically will detail any coal mine located within, or in close proximity
to the town. Sanborn maps represent one of the most detailed sources of information available in
regard to the mine surface complexes. They provide a site plan and indicate the footprint,
function, and type of construction for each of the buildings present. They also typically note the
source of heat at the mine, whether it was equipped with electric lighting/power, detail the water
supply system, and note the presence or absence of full-time watchman. Sanborn maps were
regularly updated, and hence they have an added value in depicting the evolution of mines
through time (see Figures 13 and 14). It should be noted, however, that the maps are not uniform
in their coverage. Early Sanborn maps focus on the central business districts in town and may
omit mine sites located on the periphery of the town, although that same mine might appear on a
later, updated map. Similarly, mines located some distance from a population center might not
be covered at all. A prime example of this is the Bunsenville Mine in Vermilion County, which,
although one of the largest mines in the state at its peak, is not depicted on any of the Sanborn
maps of nearby communities. Other area mines, less isolated than Bunsenville, do appear on
these maps, however.
Local History Collections: A vast amount of untapped material on coal mining is
available in local libraries, historical societies, and private collections. Of particular value are
the variety of historic photographs of mines, miners, and related subjects. The fine miningrelated photograph collections at the Westville Historical Society (Vermilion County) and
Marion County Historical Society (Harrisburg) are but two examples (see Figures 15 and 16).
Postcard collections represent another potential source for images of coal mining. One of largest
such collection is the Curt Teich Company archive of Lake County Forest Preserve, Wauconda,
Illinois (www.lcpfd.org).6 Also of importance is the wealth of site-specific historical
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Early in its history, this firm also went by the names “Sanborn Map and Publishing Company” and “Sanborn-Perris
Map Company.”
6

A preliminary search of “mining” within the Curt Teich and Company’s archives at the Lake County Discovery
Museum noted the presence of postcards illustrating mines at St David, Gillespie, Eldorado, Christopher, New
Athens, Du Quoin, Benton, Spring Valley, Johnson City, Stauton, West Frankfort, Carterville, Pana, Harrisburg,
Canton, Herrin, La Salle, Dowell, Mt. Olive, as well as Mine Rescue Station images at La Salle. Additional subject
headings not searched under “industry, mining” include “dwellings, employee facilities, explosives, exteriors,
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information located within local newspapers. Published county histories and historical society
journals are two other sources.
Trade Journals: By the late nineteenth century, several trade journals were being
published for the coal mining industry. Some of the more interesting trade journals relating to
the coal industry include Coal Age (New York),7 the Engineering and Mining Journal (New
York City),8 the Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers (New York City;
1871-1919), and Electrical Mining (Chicago; unknown date range, circa 1904). These journals
are of great interest in that they discuss trends and developments in the coal industry from a
contemporary perspective. There also are instances where the magazines carry full-length
articles specific to Illinois (one example being an article in Coal Age on the Kathleen Mine in
Jackson County). The advertisements carried within these journals are of considerable value of
themselves, providing insight into the various players involved in the field (coal operators,
engineering firms, equipment manufacturers, etc.) and new equipment being introduced at
different times. Also, such period publications as the Illinois Journal of Commerce have the
potential to shed light on the coal mining industry of Illinois during its twentieth century
development (Voskuil 1936). Some of these trade journals are on file at the University of
Illinois, Urbana (see discussion below). The Illinois State Library has copies of the Engineering
and Mining Journal on microfilm. One Illinois-specific coal periodical is the Illinois Mining
Institute Bulletin, which was published through Southern Illinois University (Carbondale)
starting in 1928.
Published Engineering Works: These materials are invaluable for understanding the
changing technologies and conceptual framework for coal mining through time. Geared toward
the professionals involved in the field, these books commonly provide detailed drawings of
representative site plans, buildings types, and machinery (see Figures 17 and 18). Of particular
interest for this context study was Peele (originally published in 1918; third edition published in
1941) and the International Textbook Company (1907). Others are also available. The
University of Illinois library system has one of the best collections of engineering books in the
nation (see discussion below).
Oral History Collections: The personal histories and reminiscences of thousands of
individuals once involved in the coal industry represent a particularly rich avenue of research.
Unfortunately, it is a resource that is diminishing through time (with mortality) and is not as
easily accessible as published and archival sources. Several oral history projects have focused
on the lifeways of coal miners. Sangamon Valley University (now the University of Illinois at
interiors, machinery, miscellaneous, and workers”—all of which should contain images of interest to the study of
Illinois coal mines and miners.
7

The magazine Coal Age, which was begun in late 1914 and ran through the 1980s, represents an extremely useful
source of both general context and site-specific mining information. A complete run of this periodical is present at
the University of Illinois, Engineering Library.
8

The Engineering and Mining Journal (Western and Company, New York) was first published in circa 1861 and
later merged with Mining and Scientific Press to form Engineering and Mining Journal-Press. Over the years, it
absorbed many other journals such as Coal (1884), Mining Review (1877) and Coal and Iron (1875).
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Springfield) has an oral history program and conducted projects specific to coal mining in 197273 (Coal Mining and Union Activities Project), 1985-86 (Illinois Coal: The Legacy of an
Industrial Society), and 1994 (Moweaqua Coal Mine). Carl Oblinger’s book, Divided Kingdom
(1991), is an outgrowth of this program.
Federal Records: Several sources of federal documents are of interest in the study of coal
mining in Illinois. One of the earlier sources of information on mines in the state comes from the
mid-century industrial censuses (particularly the 1860 and 1870 returns). Another source of
information at the federal level is the records of the United States Bureau of Mines, which are
compiled as Record Group 70 in the National Archives (National Records Center, Suitland,
Maryland). The Bureau was established in 1910. There also are the records of the Geologic
Division of the United States Geological Survey, which are filed as Record Group 57 at the
National Archives. One unique source—and one that has been relatively underutilized—is the
Farm Security Administration (FSA) photographs from the 1930s and early 1940s. Photographer
Arthur Rothstein covered southern Illinois for the FSA in the late 1930s and included coal
mining in his subject matter (Horrell 1995). The Library of Congress has scanned fifty-four of
Rothstein’s coal-mine-related photographs and has integrated them into their on-line database
(http://lcweb2.loc.gov) (see Figure 19).
Cultural Resource Management (CRM) Reports: Over a dozen coal-mining properties in
Illinois have been documented by Fever River Research in recent years through the IDNR’s
Cultural Resource Management Program, prior to their being subjected to reclamation activities.
The reports prepared on these properties include site-specific histories and descriptions of the
physical remains. Copies are on file at the IDNR and IHPA. Three of the properties in
question—the Standard City Powerhouse, Cherry Mine Fan House, and Kathleen Mine Tipple—
were determined to be National-Register eligible and were recorded in more detail through
Illinois Historic American Buildings Survey (IL HABS) documentation packages (cf. Slocombe
and Stratton 2001; Stratton, Mansberger, and Stanley 2002; Mansberger, Stratton, and Stanley
2003b). Microfilm copies of the IL HABS reports are available at the Illinois State Historical
Library in Springfield.
An undetermined number of additional coal-mining-related sites have been documented
through traditional archaeological surveys. The Archaeological Survey Short Reports (ASSR)
prepared on these properties may contain photographs of mine buildings and ruins, as well as
summaries of their histories.
Web Sites: An ever-increasing amount of coal-related information is being disseminated
through Internet sites. Only a few of these sites will be discussed here. General source material
about the industry can be obtained from the Department of Commerce and Economic
Opportunity (DCEO) Coal Facts web page.
Another interesting web page is
www.MiningUSA.com, which is a tourism-based web page sponsored by the Kentucky Coal
Association that has lots of mining history and tours. IDNR’s Office of Mines and Minerals also
has a web page (www.dnr.state.il.us/mines). Site-specific historical information on coal mines
often can be found on web sites developed by local historical/genealogical societies. The one for
Macoupin County, Illinois is particularly good (www.rootsweb.com/~ilmacoup/macoupin.htm).
Another example is the community website for Minonk, Illinois, which discusses the historic
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coal mine at the town and related subjects (http://www.minonktalk.com). The Library of
Congress’s American Memory website (http://memory.loc.gov) has a large number of images
relating specifically to the coal industry in Illinois. These include Arthur Rothstein’s FSA
photographs (mentioned above), as well as photographs of the 1909 Cherry Mine Disaster taken
by Chicago Daily News. The site contains hundreds more images of coal-related subjects in
Illinois, many of them illustrating coal distribution and consumption in Chicago. Moving farther
a field, there is Robert Burt’s University of Exeter Mining History Network
(www.ex.ac.uk/~rburt/minhisnet). Other pertinent web sites are mentioned elsewhere in the text.
Repositories and Research Centers
Illinois State Archives (Springfield): The State Archives is one of the best repositories
for primary source material relating to the coal industry. The coal records there are divided
between two principal record groups: Record Group 365.000, which covers the Bureau of Labor
Statistics and the State Mining Board; and Record Group 245.000, which contains materials from
the Department of Mines and Minerals. Record Group 365.000 has registers of mine examiners,
fire bosses, and hoisting engineers (1897-1926) and a tabular statement of the proficiency of
candidates for certificates (1 volume, 1897-1906). Record Group 245.000 is larger and contains
coal purchase analysis for state institutions files (1963-1965), reports files (1881-1975), accident
reports files (1950-1963), abandoned mine maps (1877-1975), and mine explosion investigative
reports (1929, 1932, 1947). The archives also have more recent records from the Abandoned
Mines Reclamation Council (RG 315.00), including administrative files and council minutes.
All of these materials are discussed in more detail in the Descriptive Inventory of the Illinois
State Archives (Bailey and Evans 1996), which is available both in print and on-line
(www.sos.il.us/departments/archives/archives).
Illinois State Library (Springfield): The Illinois State Library has a fine map collection
that can be utilized for site-specific coal mine research. This collection includes historic plats
and atlases for the entire state (both hardbound and microfilm copies), Sanborn fire insurance
maps on microfilm, and United States Geological Survey topographic maps. The library also has
the Directory of Coal Mines in Illinois for all counties, copies of the Annual Coal Report for
some years, and microfilm copies of some trade journals including Coal Age and the
Engineering and Mining Journal. Other state-government publications relevant to the coal
industry may also be present.
Illinois State Historical Library (Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library): This library has
manuscript collections from the Barclay Coal and Mining Company (1872-1905), the Chatham
Coal Mining Company (1887-1890), and the Vermilion Coal Company (1864-1871). The
Barclay and Chatham companies were both located in Sangamon County. There are twenty-one
volumes of records for Barclay, including a letterpress book, cash books, journals, ledgers, time
books, and bank deposit books. Similarly, two account books are available for the Chatham Coal
Mining Company. The Vermilion Coal Company was located in Streator, Illinois. Sixteen
letters from this company discuss stock prices, amount of coal being mined, statistics on coal
use, prices, and problems with railroads, striking miners and the growth of Streator. Such
manuscript collections are invaluable to the study of the coal mining industry.
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University of Illinois (Urbana), Graduate Library: The following is a partial list of coalrelated publications on file at the graduate library at the University of Illinois. Relevant notes are
included in the parenthesis.
The Mineral Industry (Volume 1, 1892 to Volume 50, 1941; McGraw-Hill Book
Company, New York. Originally published as a supplement to Engineering and
Mining Journal)
Mechanical Handling/Cassier’s Magazine (1891-1912; British; good illustrations)
Colliery Engineer (Published in Pottsville and Scranton, Pennsylvania; monthly began in
August 1887; absorbed by Coal Age in 1915; also variously known as Mining
Herald and Colliery Engineer, Colliery Engineer and Metal Miner, and Mines
and Minerals).
Coal Mining (Modern Mining Publication Company, Pittsburgh, 1924 to ?)
Coal Mining Institute of America Proceedings (Pittsburgh, 1900-1969)
Keystone Coal Industry Manual (1918 to ?)
Illinois Mining Institute Proceedings (Urbana, 1892-95, 1915-1928)
University of Illinois (Urbana), Engineering Library: This library has a number of very
useful journals for coal research, the most significant of which are listed below, with
parenthetical remarks.
Proceeding of the Coal Mining Institute of America
Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers (New York; begins with
Volume I, 1871, through circa 1970; New York, well indexed).
Transactions of the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy (London; begins in 1892 and
continues through circa 1990).
Transactions of the Federated Institution of Mining Engineers (New Castle-Upon-Tyne,
begins in 1889 to 1950s).
Colliery Guardian (collection starts with Volume 65, 1893 to circa 1990; well illustrated
English periodical; contains interesting “monthly list of recent coal literature”
which summaries other publications—including American).
Central Mining Institute of Western Pennsylvania (begins in 1900 and continues through
circa 1969).
Coal Mine Modernization (Washington, D.C. by the American Mining Congress; short
run from circa 1950 to 1955).
Coal Age (New York; Volume 1, October 1914 through Volume 93; absorbed Colliery
Engineer in 1915 and Coal Age News in 1928; ceased publication in January
1988[?], when merged with Coal Mining to form Coal).
Illinois Historical Survey, University of Illinois (Urbana): Although the manuscript
collections of the Illinois Historical Survey have limited materials specific to coal mining in
Illinois, they still contain a number of unexplored resources that might contribute to the study of
the industry. Relevant materials include: the Records of the Chicago Coal Company (19031910), John Yantis Papers (1855-1945; papers of a Shelby County democrat and owner of the
Century Coal Company), and the William Morris Papers (1897-1939; mine inspector and union
organizer’s notebooks relating to inspections and surveys, 1907-1913, 1918, 1924, expense
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accounts 1900-1905, and dispersion of food and money to miners, 1897-1898, 1930-1932).
There also are the George Henry Haskins Papers (1881-1931), which contain: record books for
coal accounts and shipments, labor accounts, rent records, and personal financial records; plans
for machinery and inventions, miscellaneous surveys, receipts, and photographs; and a variety of
Vermilion County mine surveys from the 1920s.
University of Illinois (Urbana) Archives: The University archives contain the papers of
many past professors of the engineering department. These include: the Rudolf Wuerker Papers
(1932-1965; professor of mining engineering from 1949-1961); the William Chedsey Papers
(1913-1960; professor of mining engineering from 1946 to 1955; which have mine survey notes
from 1913 to 1937 as well as extension course information on “coal preparation materials from
1959-1960); and notebook prepared by John Powell (1868-1947) in 1889, which includes
blueprint course notes from the University course in mining engineering, and sketches of mining
equipment and construction methods.
Illinois State Geological Survey Library (University of Illinois, Urbana): This library
contains all of the expected state geological survey publications (Bulletins, Circulars, and Report
of Investigations) but also contains a variety of publications (books and periodicals) from the
surrounding state surveys (Arkansas, Missouri, Wisconsin, Indiana, West Virginia). It also
contains a full run of the Mines and Minerals Annual Reports, and a wide range of federal
publications including the U. S. Mines Bureau’s Bulletin (Volume 1 to present) and Technical
Papers (Volume 1 to present), and the U. S. Geological Survey’s Professional Papers,
Monographs, Circulars, Annual Reports, and Bulletins. Additional coal-related publications at
the library are listed below.
American Geologist (Volume 1, 1888 to Volume 36, 1905)
Coal Age (Volume 29, 1926 to present)
Economic Geology (Volume 1, 1905 to present)
Fuel (Volume 1, 1922 to present)
Geological Society of American Bulletin (Volume 1 1889 to present
Journal of Geology (Volume 1, 1893 to present)
Journal of Science and Arts (Volume 1, 1846 to present).
Keystone Coal Buyers Manual (1968 to present)
Mining Engineering (Volume 1, 1949 to the present; published by the American
Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, New York).
Transactions of the Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers (Volume 1 to
circa 1973; New York)
The Geological Magazine (Volume 1, 1864 to Volume 10, 1893)
Another resource available at the ISGS library is its large photograph collection, which
contains images from the many surveys conducted by the organization over the years. The
collection includes images of both above- and belowground workings at coal mines. Many of
these photographs subsequently were published in government bulletins, but the original copies
are of a much higher quality than the published ones.
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Southern Illinois University (Carbondale): Southern Illinois University (SIU) presents a
number of research options relating to coal mining. The University’s Department of Mining and
Mineral Resources Engineering offers B.S. M.S. degrees in Mining Engineering, as well as a
Ph.D. in Engineering Science. This is the only accredited Mining Engineering program currently
offered in Illinois. Although not assessed in preparing this context statement, the University
library(s) no doubt has many coal-specific works, potentially including some of those already
discussed in relation to the University of Illinois. The Illinois Mining Institute, founded in 1892,
also is based at SIU, as is the Coal Research Center, which is directed toward past and present
study of the industry. The Illinois Clean Coal Institute, based at the Illinois Coal Development
Park in Carterville, is a cooperative effort of SIUC and the Illinois Department of Energy and
Natural Resources aimed at developing new and more environmentally friendly uses for coal
(ICA 1992:40; http://www.icci.org/).
Coal Mine Museums: There are a number of museums around the state that emphasize
coal mining. The Museum of Science and Industry in Chicago interprets the Old Ben No. 17
Mine, providing simulated trips into the 600’-deep mine as it would have appeared in the 1930s.
The Old Ben No. 25 Mine, which is located in West Frankfort and ceased production in October
1994, was reopened as the National Coal Museum in August 1996 under the direction of Dr.
Christopher Ledvina. It gave tours of an 800’-stretch of the mine with former coal miners.
Unfortunately, the museum was forced to close in January 2000 after being cited for safety issues
that it was not able to amend, due to costs (http://www.oshrc.gov/decisions/html_2001/992240.html). During the three years it was in operation, the museum had over 70,000 visitors.
There also is the Moweaqua Coal Mine Museum. Other coal mining museums present in the
region include The Coal Miners Museum (Novinger, Missouri), the Kentucky Coal Mining
Museum (located Benham, Kentucky) and the Portal No. 31 Underground Mine tour and
Lamphouse Museum (located in Lynch, Kentucky). Another example is the National Mining
Hall of Fame and Museum, located in Leadville, Colorado.
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Figure 1. Representative mine statistics for the Fourth Inspection District, taken from
1895 Annual Coal Report (Illinois Bureau of Labor Statistics [IBLS] 1895:XXXIII, XXXV).
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Figure 2. The Annual Coal Report also includes information on new and abandoned mines
and on mine improvements (IBLS 1895:81).
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Figure 3. Abandoned mine map showing the extent of Mohn's Mine in Peoria County at the time of its closure in the early
1950s. The white circle marks the location of the mine entrance (Illinois Department of Mines and Minerals [IDMM],
Abandoned Mine Map, Edward Mohn and Son Mine, 1952).
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Figure 4. Detail of previous figure, illustrating the overlay of above- and belowground
workings typical of abandoned mine maps. The map shows the main slope entry to Mohn’s
Mine, surface buildings and structures associated with the mine, as well as the public road
through the area (Illinois Department of Mines and Minerals [IDMM], Abandoned Mine
Maps 1952).
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Figure 5. Detail of the abandoned mine map for the Bunsenville Mine in Vermilion
County, which was one of the largest in operation in the state at its peak. This map shows
the surface complex of the mine in much more detail than the one for Mohn’s Mine
(IDMM, Abandoned Mine Maps 1947).
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Figure 6. Representative example of the type of map included within the Directory of Coal
Mines in Illinois. The map above shows the area around Westville and Georgetown in
Vermilion County. The hatched areas indicate mined-out lands, with the dots pattern
denoting underground works and line pattern surface-mined areas. The squares designate
mine shaft locations (Illinois State Geological Survey 2000).
22

Figure 7. This full-page illustration in the Atlas Map of Fulton County, Illinois (Andreas,
Lyter and Company 1871:77) prominently illustrates David Williams (in the center) and
his coal mine properties—which includes the town of St. David (lower half of image), the
shaft of the Canton Coal Mine (upper left), and the Canton Coal Chute (upper right).
Additionally, several interesting vignettes illustrating various aspects of the 1870s coal
mining industry compliment the border of this image.
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Figure 8. Detail of the previous figure, showing one of the small vignettes around the
border, which illustrate various mundane activities associated with the coal mining
industry (Andreas, Lyter and Company 1871:77). The vignette above depicts the hoist
operator and hoist drum within the hoist engine house. The individual sitting in the
foreground smoking the pipe is either a foreman or Mr. Williams himself. Other vignettes
on the lithograph illustrate the scale house interior, dumping ore cars, hand pushing ore
cars, and the pulling of ore cars by horse.
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Figure 9. Lithograph of a Staunton coal mine that was published in an 1875 atlas of Macoupin County (Warner and Beers
1875). This illustrates a well mechanized late 1860s/early 1870s mine complex with a substantial tipple and power house.
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Figure 10. Detail of a township plat from an 1875 atlas of St. Clair County. The plat shows
several coal mines (labeled "CM"), around which is a cluster of buildings—presumably
miners’ housing and potentially commercial buildings (Warner and Beers 1875). Such
informal company towns have all but disappeared from the landscape and are represented
only in the archaeological record.
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Figure 11. The Ellsworth Coal Company, near Danville, as illustrated by an 1879 history of Vermilion County (Beckwith
1879:337).
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Figure 12. United States Geological Survey Map showing the Bunsenville area in 1947.
The managerial housing, mine site, and workers’ housing have been labeled (USGS
Georgetown Quadrangle 1947).
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Figure 13. This 1915 Sanborn map of the St. Paul Coal Company’s Mine No. 2, at Cherry
in Bureau County, illustrates the detailed character of information offered by fire
insurance maps (Sanborn Map Company 1915).
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Figure 14. Sanborn maps also can show change through time. (TOP) A Sanborn map
illustrating the Sharon Coal Company in 1909. This mine was the first large mine
established in the Georgetown area and serviced the local market, rather than shipping its
coal by railroad (Sanborn map Company 1909a). (BOTTOM) Sharon mine in 1927, after
it had ceased operation (Sanborn Map Company 1927).
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Figure 15. Historic photographs represent a particularly rich source of information on
coal mine properties. The photograph above shows the surface complex of the Bunsen
Coal Company’s Mine No. 3 in Westville, Vermillion County. This image is part of the
Westville Historical Museum’s fine collection of photographs of local coal mines. It is
undated but presumably was taken during the Bunsen Coal Company’s period of
ownership (1909-1916). The photographer has misidentified the company’s name as
“Bunceton.” The surface complex for this mine was completely rebuilt by Bunsen after
their acquisition of the property. Note the preponderance of frame buildings at the mine,
which contrasts with complex developed by U. S. Fuel at Bunsenville. Also of interest are
the stacks of logs, which were used to timber up the mine passageways, and the coal rail
cars.
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Figure 16. Historic photograph of the Galatia Coal Company’s mine in Saline County, on
file at the Galatia Public Library. The photograph is undated but may have been taken
soon after the mine opened in 1903. Moving from the left to right, the buildings shown are
the boiler house, engine house, and tipple (Galatia Public Library, photograph collection).
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Figure 17. The International Textbook Company's books on coal mining offer a
particularly rich selection of detailed drawings, including the representative site plan
(TOP) and tipple car dump (BOTTOM) shown here (ITC 1907:21, 65).
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Figure 18. ITC drawings illustrating the exterior and interior of a representative coal
tipple (ITC 1907:17, 35).
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Figure 19. Two of the coal-related photographs Arthur Rothstein took in Williamson and
Franklin counties in January 1939. (TOP) An African-American coal miner in Colp, a
small mining community located west of Herrin. (BOTTOM) Photograph of Franklin
County Coal Company Mine No. 5 at Freeman Spur (Library of Congress, Prints &
Photographs Division, FSI-OWI Collection, LC-USF34-026794-D, LC-USF34-026958-D).
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Figure 20. The Industrial Life of Belleville, a vanity-press publication produced in 1905, provided a number of images of that
city’s flourishing coal industry. Highlighted in the vignettes above are the Avery Coal Mine, a coal cage, and the hoisting
apparatus at a local mine—all located on the lower rank of views (Reid-Fitch Publishing Company 1905).
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Figure 21. Photograph of the Groom Coal Company’s Mine located along the Illinois Central Railroad (ICRR) in St. Clair
County, which is included in the The Coal Operators and Miners Journal, a ca. 1918 publication produced in Belleville. The
small tipple and associated mine buildings appears to be sitting immediately adjacent to a small rural house and/or farmstead
(Jakoubek 1918).
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Figure 22. Two additional images from The Coal Operators and Miners Journal, showing
the St. Ellen Coal Company’s mine at O’Fallon (TOP) and the Superior Mining
Company’s mine at Belleville (BOTTOM). Both mines were represented by the West
Virginia Coal Company of Missouri (St. Louis)—Operators and Sales Agents (Jakoubek
1918).
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THE GEOGRAPHY AND/OR GEOLOGY OF ILLINOIS COAL
Coal is a mineral that formed from organic plant materials once living in the remote past.
Low lying marshes during the Carboniferous Period (225-350 million years ago) produced
massive amounts of organic plant material, much of which later was covered with sediments. In
conditions of low oxygen where the organic materials do not decay, this organic material is
converted into peat, and with sufficient time (and additional heat and pressure) the peat is
transformed into coal. Based on the degree of metamorphism, coal is placed into one of several
different “ranks” that equate with hardness and/or burning quality. The softest coal (and the
closest in character to the original peat) is lignite. With more pressure and heat, lignite is
transformed into bituminous coal, and finally, with more pressure and heat bituminous coal is
transformed into anthracite—which is the hardest and cleanest burning coal. Geologists and the
coal industry subdivide both anthracite and bituminous coals into a series of additional ranks (cf.
Moore 1940). Anthracite, which is often referred to as “hard coal,” occurs in limited distribution
in the eastern United States. Much more extensive deposits of bituminous coal (or “soft coal”)
are present in the United States.
According to Ries’ Economical Geology of the United States (1907:19), coal-bearing
deposits in the United States date from the Carboniferous, Cretaceous, and Tertiary periods. It is
the Carboniferous age coals that are of interest to us in Illinois. According to Ries (1907:19), the
“carboniferous coals are commonly grouped into several well-marked and clearly separated
areas… this isolation is probably the result of folding and erosion, all excepting the Michigan
field having apparently been originally continuous.” Ries (1907) further notes that the more
significant carboniferous coal fields in the United States include the Appalachian Field, the
Eastern Interior Field (Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky), the Northern Interior Field (Michigan
Basin), the Western Interior Field (Iowa, Missouri, and Kansas), and the Southwestern Field
(Oklahoma and Texas) (see Figure 23). By the 1920s, the coal mining industry of the United
States had been divided into at least seven broad geographical districts that included the
Anthracite Region, the Eastern or Appalachian Field, the Middle Western Field, the Western
Field, the Southwestern Field, the Rocky Mountain Fields, and the Pacific Coast Field (Shurick
1924). The Middle Western Field was comprised predominately by the Eastern Interior Field (or
Illinois Basin).
It is in the Eastern Interior Field that the coal resources of Illinois are located. Also
known as the Illinois Coal Basin, this field “is an oval, elongated basin…extending northeast and
southwest with the marginal beds dipping gently toward the lowest portion, which lies in Illinois,
where the beds are nearly horizontal” (Ries 1907:26). According to Ries (1907:26), the total
thickness of the coal-bearing rocks is 1,200 feet. The coal measures are located toward the base
of the basin, and thus outcrop around the margins. The coal outcrop is particularly well exposed
along the western and northern margins, where the Mississippi and Illinois River valleys and
their secondary tributaries have eroded into the coal measures. Similar erosion has exposed the
margins of the coal along its eastern and southern boundaries. The Illinois Coal Basin contains
over 46,600 square miles of coal deposits, three-quarters of which is located within the
boundaries of Illinois. Writing in 1907, prior to the introduction of the newer mines in the center
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of the coal basin during the 1910s and 1920s, Ries (1907:26) noted that “the mining operations
are confined to a narrow belt [around the margins of the coal basin], because near the center of
the basin the coal beds underlie too great a thickness of unproductive strata to permit of
profitable working under present conditions.” By the 1920s, the coal industry had expanded into
the southern regions of this deep coal (see Figures 24 and 25).
The United States General Land Office (USGLO) had surveyed the Old Northwest,
laying out the region into township and ranges. While in the process of surveying these new
lands, the surveyors prepared a map for each new township. These General Land Office plats,
which are some of the first detailed physiographic maps depicting the Illinois landscape, often
contain a note depicting coal outcrops. In 1839, the Federal Land Office, recognizing “the
potential value of geological studies for locating and mapping mineral resources,” contracted
with Dr. David Dale Owen “to conduct geological studies over a large area of the Middle
West—in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, western Tennessee, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, and southern
Wisconsin.” The results of this work were first published in 1844 (and continued to be published
through 1852). These studies “supplied the first relatively accurate geological information
regarding the central interior coal fields, and attracted considerable interest” (Leighton and
Carroll 1943:43). A copy of Owen’s map illustrating the eastern edge of the Illinois Basin is
attached below as Figure 26.
Due, in part, to the success of the Owen research, the governor of Illinois in 1851
requested monies to establish a state geological survey. Governor French commented that “we
have unmistaken evidence, that this state is scarcely excelled in the extent of her mineral riches,
and all that seems wanting to render them richly productive is to point attention to them”
(Leighton and Carroll 1943:45). Legislation was subsequently passed, and Dr. J. G. Norwood
was appointed State Geologist in October 1851—a position he maintained through early 1858.
In March 1858, Amos H. Worthen was appointed State Geologist and quickly initiated an
“ambitious program of preparing separate detailed reports on the geology and mineral resources
of each county in the State” (Leighton and Carroll 1943:45). Over the next twelve years,
Worthen and his assistants conducted exhaustive surveys of each county, which were printed
throughout the late 1860s and 1870s. The surveys later were collated and published in an eightvolume set in 1882. As Leighton and Carroll (1943:45) note, “the eight large volumes ultimately
published by Worthen represent a prodigious accomplishment, and these reports are even yet
regarded as excellent reference works among American geological literature.”
Worthen’s studies of the economic geology of Illinois discuss a number of different “coal
measures” in the state. According to Worthen (1866:48), the term “coal measures… is applied to
a certain series of strata which contain all the principal coal beds and seams, and forms the upper
division of the Carboniferous System. These measures consist of repeated alterations of
sandstone, shales, bituminous slates, thin beds of limestone, and seams of coal, with the underclay which usually accompany them.” Worthen initiated a strategy of numbering the coal seams
in Illinois from top to bottom. Ries (1907:27) notes that, “there are many coal beds in Illinois
worked at depths of from 50 to 200 feet or more; but there is a marked absence of stratigraphic
knowledge regarding this part of the field.”9 He (1907:26) further observed that, as late as 1907,
9

Ries (1907:27), when discussing the Eastern Interior Field, illustrates the shaft house and tipple at Spring Valley,
Illinois.
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“great difficulty has been encountered in attempts at correlation of the coal beds of different
parts of the field, because of the varying section shown from place to place, and lack of
continuity of the beds. In consequence, the custom has arisen of giving the coal beds numbers
instead of names” (Ries 1907:26). In Indiana, “coal is found in at least twenty horizons with
workable beds in not less than eight,” but in Kentucky, “there are only two workable coal beds of
decided importance.” Speaking of the Kentucky coal resources, Ries (1907:27) states that “fully
75 percent of the coal produced in the state comes from the upper of these. This bed is so
persistent that it underlies a part of the whole of 8 counties, with an average thickness of 5 feet
and a depth commonly less than 200 feet” (Ries 1907:27).
The coal seams in Illinois vary in thickness from a few inches to over fourteen feet in
thickness. Although several of the coal seams in the Illinois Basin have been commercially
exploited over the years, only seven of these seams have been “important in terms of past and
present production” (Neeley and Heister 1987:181). From oldest, to youngest, these are the
Davis, Dekoven, Seelyville, Colchester (No. 2), Springfield (No. 5), Herrin (No. 6), and Danville
(No. 7) seams (see Figure 27).
Although representing one of the last to be commercially mined, the Herrin (No. 6) coal
seam is one of the most economically important coal seams in Illinois. This seam, which
averages about 6 feet in thickness and underlies a large section of southern Illinois, supplies the
vast majority of the coal currently mined in the state. The continuity and thickness of the Herrin
seam (which approaches 15 feet in thickness at places) allows for large, highly mechanized
mines with continuous output. Coal mines have averaged 100 to 700 feet in depth, though
deeper deposits in southeastern and east central Illinois (700-1200 feet) have yet to be exploited
(see Figure 28). As with most Illinois coal, the majority of the Herrin coal seam is relatively
high in both ash and sulfur. A small area of the Herrin (No. 6) coal seam in parts of Williamson,
Franklin, and Jefferson Counties is very low in both ash and sulfur and is referred to as the
Quality Circle of Southern Illinois.10
The Springfield (No. 5) coal seam is the second most productive seam in Illinois.
Sometimes referred to as the Harrisburg seam, this seam is of importance in both Kentucky and
Indiana. Mines exploiting this seam are currently located in southeastern Illinois (formerly
referred to as the Harrisburg [No. 5] coal seam). This seam averages 4½ feet in thickness but
may approach 8 feet. During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, this seam was
exploited in large quantities around Springfield, in Sangamon County. Coals such as the Rock
Island (No. 1) seam of northwestern Illinois “for many years provided the basis for a locally
important industry in Rock Island and several adjacent counties.” However, it “does not persist
in mineable thickness over large areas, a prerequisite for modern large-scale mining” (Neeley
and Heister 1987:184). Treworgy and Bargh (1984) presents a series of five maps that designate
the location of over thirty seams of coal identified as being of potential importance in future
mining in Illinois.

10

The origins of these low sulfur coals lies in their proximity to early river systems that deposited overbank sands
and silts on the early peat deposits and sealed them from later saltwater seas that were to cover them. The sulfur in
Illinois coal comes from the sea saltwater that once capped the peat deposits (see discussion in Neeley and Heister
1987:184-185).
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By the 1860s, three distinctive mining districts had developed within the State of Illinois,
which were referred to as Northern, Central, and Southern Districts. These districts were defined
primarily by geography, but also somewhat by the regional market they served. The northern
district, for instance, catered to the Chicago market, while the southern district exported a large
amount of coal to St. Louis; and the central district shipped coal to both of these large urban
centers. All three districts, of course, supplied coal to local consumers. As time passed, these
original “districts” were subdivided as the coal industry expanded, and by 1915 Andros
(1915:51) recognized eight distinct coal mining districts in the state. These later districts were
still geographic in nature, in that they encompassed contiguous counties, but were based more on
state administrative needs than by market served or mining method used. Figure 29 illustrates
the geographic subdivisions of the Illinois coal field, as presently recognized by the Keystone
Coal Industry Manual.
The Northern District: The Northern district extended from Rock Island County on the
western edge of the state to Will County on the east. This district is located along the northern
edge of the Illinois Basin and is dissected by both the Illinois and Rock River valleys. Shortly
after the opening of the Illinois and Michigan Canal in 1848, the coal resources in La Salle
County came to be exploited by some of the earliest large-scale mining operations in Illinois. By
the late 1870s, the Wilmington/Braidwood region became of equal importance. Due to the
relatively thin deposits of the coal in this region, the mines utilized longwall extraction methods.
As Robertson (2000:162) notes:
The Longwall Mining District was the site of several firsts in both the United
States and Illinois coal industries. It was the first large-scale commercial coalmining field in Illinois, and its development facilitated the industrialization of the
state. In addition, the district was the only coalfield in the United States to rely
almost exclusively on the longwall system of mining: a method where all coal is
extracted from a seam as work progresses along an extended working face.
Peele (1941:10-507) observed that, “this is one of the few American regions where longwall
[mining] has been successful.” By the early years of the twentieth century, the mines of this
district were quickly disappearing.
Central District: The Central district, as its name implies, is centrally located within the
state. The Central District originally developed in the Civil War years in Sangamon County
(Krohe 1975). Mining in this district intensified during the very late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. Mines soon developed around the excellent rail corridors in the surrounding
counties of Christian, Macoupin and Madison County, and by the 1890s, eighteen counties were
producing coal in the district (including Calhoun, Effingham, Greene, Jasper, Jersey, Macon,
Montgomery, Morgan, Pike, Richland, Scott, and Shelby Counties). The last mine closed in
Sangamon County in 1952.
Southern District: Some of the earliest coal mining in the state was conducted in St. Clair
and Jackson Counties. These coal mines were located along the western edge of the coal basin
where it outcropped along the Mississippi River Valley and its tributaries. By the 1850s,
numerous mines exploiting the Belleville coal seam were located in this district. Besides
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supplying coal to a growing industrial market in and around the Belleville area, these mines
shipped a large percentage of their product to the St. Louis market. By the 1880s, this district
had expanded into Perry, Jackson, Randolph, Clinton and Marion Counties. By the 1910s, a
major shift occurred in the location of coal mines in the Southern District. By this date, new and
highly mechanized mines (exploiting the thick, but much deeper Herrin coal seam) were being
constructed inland in such counties as Franklin, Gallatin, Hardin, Hamilton, Jefferson, Johnson,
Saline, Washington, and Williamson Counties.
Coal seams were accessed by several different methods. The simplest method was by
“drifting” a tunnel into a coal seam where it was exposed along a hillside.11 This type of
operation was known as a drift mine. Deeper seams could be accessed by means of a vertical
shaft. Early shaft mines often were less than 100’ deep, while larger mines in the Quality Circle
in southwestern Illinois probed as much as 600’ below the surface in order to reach the rich
Herrin seam. Another mining method (though less common historically) was by means of a
slope mine, where the main entry tunnel was excavated on a slope leading down to the coal
seam. Upper coal seams also were exploited by surface, or strip, mining, which entailed the
removal of the earth and rock overlaying the coal. Strip mining was tried intermittently in
Illinois during the late nineteenth century, but assumed greater importance in the state’s coal
during the middle twentieth century. This context will primarily address underground mines.
Many different organizational methods were employed by the coal miner to remove the
coal from underground in such a way to prevent the sudden collapse and/or slow subsidence of
the ceiling onto the miner. The thickness of the coal bed, the characteristics of the surrounding
matrix (character of the ceiling and floor of the mine), and the extent of the capital investment all
played a role in the methods of extraction employed by the miner. Peele (1941:10-472) states
that, in Illinois, “straight room-and-pillar, panel systems, and a modified panel system known as
the “block room-and-pillar” or ‘semi-panel’ are all in use.” The room-and-pillar method was the
one most commonly employed in Illinois mines. It involved the excavation of a series of rooms
to either side of a main access tunnel. The rooms were aligned parallel to one another and were
separated by walls of un-mined coal, which served as the “pillar” supporting the roof. The
robbing or drawing of pillars, which involved removing of the coal left in place to support the
roof, often was conducted after the initial mining phase had been completed. This process was a
dangerous operation that often resulted in the collapse of the roof (see Figures 30 and 31).
Andros (1915:69-69) characterized mine types at the turn-of-the-century by a
combination of factors, including: 1) the size of the market area and/or the transportation method
used to ship the coal to market (Local versus Shipping Mines), 2) the method of underground
extraction and/or the arrangement of the underground workings (Room and Pillar, Panel,
Longwall, and Surface Stripping methods), as well as 3) the method of accessing the coal (Drift,
Slope, or Shaft mines). He noted in 1915 that
There are at the present time in Illinois five types of coal mines: 1, the small
“country-bank” or “local mine” with a production of 10 to 50 tons per day
existing solely for the supply of a small local demand; 2, the unmodified room-an11

In the early days of mining, such exposed coal seams were referred to as “coal banks.”
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pillar mine…. 3, the panel mine…. 4, the longwall mine in seams not thicker
than 4½ feet; and 5, the stripping mine.
Andros further noted that two different types of room-and-pillar mines existed: 1) a mine opened
15 to 40 years ago and still operated on a crude unmodified room-an-pillar system, and 2) the
room-and-pillar mine opened recently. Similarly, there were two types of panel mines: 1) “the
older mine which has changed its system from unmodified room-and-pillar to panel; and 2) “the
mine opened in recent years on the panel system.” Today, the Illinois Department of Natural
Resources recognizes two major types of coal mines; those utilizing 1) Room and Pillar methods,
and 2) High-Extraction methods (which includes High Extraction Retreat and Longwall
methods) (see Figure 32).
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Figure 23. Coal fields of the eastern United States (Ries 1907: Plate I). The green areas
represent the Carboniferous coal deposits comprising the Southwestern, Western Interior,
Eastern Interior, Northern Interior, and Appalachian Fields.
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Figure 24. The coal measures located within the Illinois Basin are distributed across the
states of Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky (Neeley and Heister 1987).
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Figure 25. Cross section of the Eastern Interior Coal Field as illustrated in Ries (1907:26; after Ashley 1902). St. Louis and
the Mississippi River are at the far left, and the Wabash River (and the State of Indiana) are on the right. Note how the
majority of the mining at this date had concentrated around the periphery of the coal basin, and that the deep deposits of the
interior of the basin had not yet been exploited to a high degree by this date. As Ries (1907) pointed out, the stratigraphy of
the coal measures had not been worked out well at this date.
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Figure 26. Published by Dr. David Dale Owen in 1844, this was first geological map of the Old Northwest. It illustrates the
“eastern interior coal field” and documents well the extent of the Illinois Basin and its relationship to Illinois, Indiana, and
Kentucky (Owen 1844).
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Figure 27. Names of coal seams recognized by the Illinois State Geological Survey and
generalized stratigraphic section showing vertical relations of Illinois coals (ISGS 2003:fig.
2).
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Figure 28. The thickest coal seam in the Illinois Basin is referred to as the Herrin (No. 6) seam. The seam approaches 15’ in
thickness at some locations. The thickness of the seam is noted by the left image; the depth of the Herrin seam is noted in the
right view. The deepest portion of the Illinois Basin is located in southeastern portion of Illinois, where the Herrin seam is
located at approximately 1,200 feet below the surface (Neeley and Heister 1987).
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Figure 29. Map showing geographic subdivisions of the Illinois Coal Field. The historic
Longwall District was located in the northern region (No. 1). The southeastern region (No.
6) includes the “Quality Circle” area, an especially thick deposit of low-sulfur coal centered
on Franklin, Jefferson, and Williamson Counties (Keystone Coal Industry Manual
2003:503).
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Figure 30. Representative illustration showing different types of room-and-pillar mining
utilized in Illinois. The map at upper left shows the crude, less uniform method typical of
middle-to-late nineteenth century mines (ISGS 2003:fig.1). With the passage of time, the
process became more systematic resulting in the more efficient recovery of the coal.
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Figure 31. Diagram illustrating the method of ventilation used in a room-and-pillar mine
with a double-entry system (Cartlidge 1933:17).
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Figure 32. Representative illustrations showing early and late Longwall mining methods
and the High Extraction Retreat method used in modern mines (ISGS 2003:fig.1).
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HISTORY OF COAL MINING IN ILLINOIS
This historical context attempts to identify the historic property types encountered during
field surveys of coal mine properties in Illinois and to outline a system for determining their
potential National Register of Historic Places eligibility. Prior to understanding the types of
historic properties associated with this important industry, one needs to understand the history of
the industry. Obviously, the technology of coal mining evolved dramatically over the last 200
years in Illinois. Changing extractive technologies and transportation systems have affected the
coal industry in major ways; similarly, the changing ethnic character of the work force, as well as
the involvement of prominent figures have all played a dramatic role in the development of the
state’s coal industry and/or industrial coal landscape. Additionally, market forces—the
consumers’ demand for coal—has affected the growth and decline of the industry.
The following discussion outlines the more significant changes associated with Illinois’
coal industry. This discussion expands on the context developed earlier by Andros (1915c) in his
Coal Mining in Illinois. In that early twentieth century work, Andros (1915c) discussed the
history of the coal industry in three distinct phases that included 1) Period of Exploration (16731810), 2) the Ante-Railroad Period (1810-1850), and 3) the Railroad Period (1850-1915).12
Andros was writing during a period of rapid growth within the Illinois coal industry, and the
years immediately following the publication of his work witnessed the development of some of
the largest, most mechanized and productive coal mines in the world. With this in mind, we will
add another phase to this framework: the period 1915-1945, which can be described as the
“Golden Age” of coal mining in Illinois. Noble and Spude (1992:3) note that mining contexts
will generally exhibit a similar sequence of 1) discovery, 2) development or boom, 3)
maturation, and 4) bust or decline. Although similar patterns have been documented in the
growth of the Illinois coal industry, the final stage of “decline” has not involved a complete
shutdown of the industry, but rather one of industrial reorganization. Modern coal research and
the development of highly industrialized, high-tech mining processes continue to make Illinois
coal a valuable commodity that will supply markets for many generations to come.
The story of the Illinois coal industry is one of discovery, local exploitation, increased
intensification and mechanization, decline, and industrial reorganization. The general themes
associated with the industry include: changing uses and market demands for coal through the
years, changing technologies associated with the extraction and processing of coal, changing
transportation systems for bringing coal (the product) to the market consumer, and the changing
social dynamics of the work force that labored to produce it. Geographically, the early landscape
of the industry is dominated by two distinct centers of production—one in St. Clair County
(furnishing the St. Louis market), and the other in La Salle County (furnishing the Chicago
market)—with major shifts in geopolitical influence during the nineteenth through early
12

More recent national contexts of coal mining, such as DiCiccio’s 1993 Bituminous Coal and Coke Resources of
Pennsylvania, 1740-1945 divides the phases of development in that state into 1) The Emergence of Coal in the Age
of Wood, 1740-1840, 2) Transportation, Iron, and Railroad Revolution as Impetus for Expansion of the Coal and
Coke Industry, 1840-1880, 3) The Golden Era of King Coal, Queen Coke, and Princess Steel, 1880-1920, and 4)
Retrenchment, Decline and the Mechanized Mine 1920-1945.
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twentieth centuries. The center of production shifted from La Salle and St. Clair Counties to a
more central region around Sangamon and Macoupin Counties during the period 1880-1910.
Another shift occurred during the early years of the twentieth century, with large-scale
development of the inland southern coalfield, centered on Williamson, Franklin, and Jefferson
Counties.
The following discussion divides the history of the Illinois coal mining industry into a
series of distinct chronological periods. Although these periods attempt to bring order to this
discussion by grouping relatively common themes together, the beginning and end dates are very
problematic. Change is a cultural process that often occurs at variable rates dependent on a
variety of factors and, as pointed out by DiCiccio (1993:3), is generally “gradual and incremental
and often do not conform to any artificial historical time model.” The topics of labor, ethnicity,
and housing are discussed in separate sections following the general history.
Exploratory Era (1673-1810)
The presence of coal in Illinois was first reported upon by French explorers who traveled
through the region during the late seventeenth century. Andros (1915:10-13) notes that several
late seventeenth and eighteenth century explorers saw coal along the upper stretches of the
Illinois River valley. In 1673, the explorers Joliet and Marquette observed coal (charbon de
terre) along the upper reaches of the Illinois River, near present-day La Salle County. Similarly,
the French soldier Henri Joutel noted coal outcropping along the Illinois River in 1687 (Sauer
1916:187-189). Joutel spent the winter of 1687-1688 at Fort St. Louis (Starved Rock), after
surviving Robert La Salle’s failed expedition to the mouth of the Mississippi. Besides Marquette
and Joliet, Fathers Hennepin and Charlevoix both noted the presence of coal in the upper Illinois
River basin. Somewhat later, in the early 1770s, the explorer Patrick Kennedy found coal near
the mouth of the Mackinaw River in Tazewell County. Although Kennedy did not find an actual
mine, he found clinkers, which led him to believe “that a coal mine, not far distant, was on
fire….” Although these early explorers were aware of the potential value of the coal, the mineral
was considered more of a novelty than a significant resource at this particular time and place
(Andros 1915:10-13). Aside from being used by an occasional French blacksmith, the abundant
coal resources in Illinois saw little exploitation during these years.
Ante-Railroad Era (1810-1855)
The year 1810 is generally cited as the beginning of commercial coal mining in Illinois.
It was at that time that coal was removed from the south banks of the Big Muddy River several
miles below Murphysboro, in Jackson County, and floated downriver on a flat-boat to New
Orleans. Taylor (1855:475) notes that:
This Muddy creek coal seam is a horizontal bed six or seven feet thick…coal can
be thrown from the mouth of the drift into a boat. Its quality is most excellent,
igniting readily, and caking together perfectly, without making much clinker. It
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has been used for fifty years by the old French settlers, to make edge tools, which
have borne a high reputation.13
This pioneering mining locality was referred to as Mount Carbon14, and it was at this location
that an excellent grade of blacksmith coal outcropped along the river (Andros 1915; Beck 1823;
Brink, McDonough and Company 1878:70; Risser and Major 1968:10; Leighton and Carroll
1943:43). Brink, McDonough and Company (1878:39) states that:
The history of the mining of the dusky diamonds begins almost with that of the
settlement of the county….15 There were no shafts running down at that time into
the bowels of the earth, but they procured coal by “drifting” into a hill. Coal was
mined as early as 1812, but it was not until the year 1822 that work was
systematically begun. In this year the “Jackson County Coal Company” began
operations. A drift was opened on the south side of Muddy, near Murphysboro’,
which is even now worked. The products of the mine found a market far to the
south, in the city of New Orleans whither they were sent, via Muddy and
Mississippi, by flat-boat.16
The Jackson County Coal Company continued to mine coal from along the banks of the Big
Muddy through the Civil War years.17
Writing in the early 1820s, Beck (1823) noted in his Gazetteer of the States of Illinois
and Missouri that coal was abundant within Peoria County “on the banks of Kickapoo creek,
about one mile above its mouth. It was first discovered by the soldiers stationed at the fort [Fort
Clark], and being of a good quality, was used by them for fuel. It is found 12 or 14 feet below
the surface….” By the middle 1820s, Peoria area coal was being shipped downriver to distant
markets. Beck (1823) also discussed the presence of coal in St. Clair County, writing that “coal
exists in abundance…” within the reach of the American Bottom and “the bluffs which bound
it”. He further noted that “a coal bank has been opened [here]—the vein is as thick as any at
13

Taylor’s reference to the “old French settlers” use of this coal bed suggests that the coal here had been exploited
by the French prior to the circa 1810 “discovery” by the Anglo-American pioneers. As such, it is possible that the
colonial French may have exploited the coal bed during the middle-to-late eighteenth century. On November 7,
1844, the Belleville Advocate carried a story on the history of the French efforts at mining.
14

Daniel Brush, in his Growing Up With Southern Illinois, noted that “in the spring of 1833 a man named Hall
Neilson who owned the Mount Carbon coal mines and lived in Richmond, Virginia sent a stock of goods to his
brother William, who was managing the mines in a moderate way, shipping coal south on flat boats” (Quaiffe
1992:74).
15

The first permanent settlement of Jackson County did not occur until circa 1802. Once part of St. Clair, and then
Randolph Counties during the territorial period of state history, the county of Jackson was formed in 1816—two
years prior to statehood (Brink, McDonough and Company 1878:12, 32).
16

Brink, McDonough and Company (1878:70) also note, “in 1822 governor Joseph Duncan loaded several boatloads of coal for market at New Orleans.”
17

The “Mount Carbon Coal Mines” were the focus of a letter to the Journal of the Franklin Institute in 1836, which
noted the fine qualities of this coal (see Andros 1915:19 and Millhouse 1931:13).
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Pittsburg.” According to Beck, coal first was discovered in the district when a burning tree
continued to smolder and burn “for some time [and] upon examination, [the roots] were found to
communicate with a bed of coal, which continued to burn until the fire was completely
smothered by the falling in of a large mass of incumbent earth” (Beck 1823, as cited in Andros
1915:13). John Reynolds related a similar story in his history of Illinois (Reynolds 18xx).
The early coal mining activity discussed above—in Jackson, Peoria, and St. Clair Counties—
represent some of the earliest documented references to the exploitation of Illinois coal.
Other early writers also touted Illinois’ natural resources. Peck, in his 1831 A Guide for
Emigrants, states:
Stone coal abounds in Illinois. It may be seen frequently in the ravines and
gullies and in the points of the bluff. Exhaustless beds of this article exist in the
bluffs of St. Clair County, bordering the American Bottom, of which large
quantities are transported to St. Louis for fuel. It sells in St. Louis from ten to
twelve and a half cents per bushel. From twelve to fifteen large ox wagons are
employed most of the year in hauling it to market, the distance of seven miles
across the American Bottom.
Similarly, Tanner (1834; A View of the Valley of the Mississippi) noted “bituminous coal is found
abundantly in all parts of this State, in the bluffs and the banks of the water courses. On the
Illinois, and opposite to St. Louis in St. Clair County, it is very abundant.” Describing the
geology of the State of Illinois, geologist G. W. Featherstonhaugh18 commented that “during my
late tour I had occasion to examine the bituminous coal beds in various parts of Illinois; and in
the bluff, distant about seven miles east from the city of St. Louis, a fine vein about eight feet
thick is opened for the consumption of the city” (as cited in Andros 1915).
As Peck (1831) and others suggest, by the very late 1820s or early 1830s several
individuals had begun to mine coal in St. Clair County and market the mineral to the nearby
commercial and industrial center of St. Louis, as well as to surrounding local communities. 19
The St. Clair County history suggests that it was not until 1830 that a local Centerville
blacksmith named Joshua Hughes “began taking coal from a hillside, about a half mile southeast
of Centerville” (McDonough 1881). Within a year of Hughes first surface “diggings” along the
hillslopes southwest of Centerville, several drift mines were in operation at that location, and
miners apparently were hauling their product to the St. Louis market by ox wagon (as noted
earlier by Peck). The coal also saw local use in Belleville. Peck (1831) notes that Belleville had
a steam flouring mill, which makes thirty barrels of flour per day. The engine is
of twelve horse power. The fire consumes two cords of wood and seven bushels
of bituminous coal in twenty-four hours. The wood costs one dollar per cord, and
18

Featherstonhaugh was an English geologist who came to the United States in 1807. Beginning in 1834 he served
as the principal geologist for a number of surveys financed through the United States Bureau of Topographical
Engineers.
19

The Belleville Advocate carried a story on May 30, 1862 stating that bituminous coal was discovered and first
used by the blacksmiths Smith and Small at High Prairie “about 1818.”
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the coal five and one half cents per bushel, and is hauled five miles from the
bluffs.
By the middle 1830s, a small mining community named Pittsburg had developed adjacent
to the mines along the east bluffs of the American Bottom, immediately west of Belleville. The
1881 St. Clair County history provides a short history of the mining activity in this community:
Pittsburg is situated on the bluff, in the extreme eastern portion of Cahokia
precinct, in sec. 3. It was established in 1836, and at one time had a population of
upwards of 200 inhabitants, mostly coal miners. Coal was obtained here by
drifting into the bluff, where in places it cropped out to the surface. As many as
seven drifts have been in operation at one time, and from twenty to thirty cars of
coal mined in one day; but for several years the mines have been exhausted and
abandoned (McDonough 1881).20
In 1833, 6,000 tons of Illinois coal was removed from the mines around Bellville and hauled to
St. Louis markets. Leighton and Carroll (1943:43) observe that, “considerable amounts of coal
were undoubtedly being mined by that time in various other parts of the State, although no
production figures were collected by the government until 1833.”
The early mines at Pittsburg were predominately drift or slope mines. Miners often
referred to these prospects as “surface diggings” or “scratchbacks.” Such terms as “thin coal,”
“low coal”, or “crawl coal” were used to describe the thin deposits of the upper coal beds, while
more substantial beds were often referred to as “four foot coal” or “five foot coal”, in reference
to the thickness of the seam (Horrell 1995). Coal was exposed along the heavily dissected slopes
of the eastern bluffs of the Mississippi River valley and adjacent tributaries. Exposed coal banks
along the hillsides were worked laterally into the sides of the valley by the early miners. It was
not until circa 1842 that the first shaft mine was excavated in this district. This mine was located
more inland, near Belleville, where the coal was located at a slightly deeper depth below the
surface (Risser and Major 1968:10). The St. Clair County mines of this period generally were
small, family-owned operations employing local capital and expertise.
It was due to the exploitation of coal in the vicinity of Pittsburg that the first railroad in
the State of Illinois was constructed. The Coal Mine Bluffs Railroad was completed in 1837 to
haul coal from these mines to Illinoistown (present-day East St. Louis), on the shore of the
Mississippi River opposite St. Louis. Constructed by John Reynolds, Samuel Chandler, George
Walker and Daniel Pierce, this early railroad was only six miles in length and traveled over
wooden rails with cars pulled by horses. Reynolds, in his My Own Times, wrote the following:
I had a large tract of land located on the Mississippi Bluff, six miles from St.
Louis, which contained in it inexhaustible quantities of bituminous coal. This
coal was the nearest to St. Louis, Mo., of any other on this side of the Mississippi
20

As part highway construction, archaeologists from Illinois State University investigated several small house sites
presumably associated with miners living in the dispersed settlement of Pittsburg. These small house sites contained
few subsurface features other than an occasional wood-lined cellar and cistern (Sonderman 1979).
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River. I had also most of the land on which a railroad might be constructed to
convey the coal into market. Under these circumstances, a few others with
myself, decided to construct a railroad from the bluff to the Mississippi, opposite
St. Louis. This road was about six miles long, and although short, the engineer
made an erroneous calculation of the cost—making the estimate being less than
one-half of the real cost. We all embarked in this enterprise when we knew very
little about the construction of a railroad, or the capacity of the market for the use
of the coal. In fact, the company had nothing but an excessive amount of energy
and vigor, together with some wealth and standing, with which to construct the
road; and we accomplished it.
The State of Illinois granted the company a charter for their railroad in early 1841 under the
name “Illinois and St. Louis Railroad Company.” 21
The coal resources of northern Illinois also began to draw interest during this period.
Chandler Gilman, a New York physician who arrived in Ottawa (La Salle County) in 1835,
reported that
We saw a large fire of bituminous coal; it is found in great abundance in this
vicinity, and is, I should think, from a casual examination, of decidedly better
quality than that of Pittsburgh; in fact nearly equal to Liverpool. It will be of
incalculable advantage to the country, the thinness of the forests will very
speedily lead to a scarcity of wood for building purposes; it is therefore all
important that as little as possible should be used as fuel (Angle 1968:157).
In Illinois in 1837, S. Augustus Mitchell observed that
Iron ore and stone-coal are found in several places along the Upper Rapids of the
Mississippi. The latter article, of a good quality, pervades the Rock River bluffs
extensively and will, before long, become a very important article of trade with
the lead-mines, where the country is destitute of it. The recent improvement in
smelting furnaces, and the contemplated introduction of steam-engines to drain
the mines on the plan of the miners of Cornwall, England, which must take place
before long, will cause the consumption of an immense quantity of stone-coal.
Although Mitchell contemplated the establishment of lead furnaces in the Rock Island vicinity
(to smelt lead ore from the Galena vicinity), they were never to materialize. However, Mitchell
was correct in his assertion that it was easier to transport the ore to the fuel source rather than the
other way around. Two decades later zinc smelters were constructed at La Salle for this very
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In 1871, the Illinois and St. Louis Railroad and Coal Company extended their line from the bluffs into Belleville
(Scamehorn 1952:19; Ackerman 1844). The Belleville and Illinoistown Railroad line connected the early coal fields
along the Mississippi River Valley bluffs to the ferry at Illinoistown immediately across the river from St. Louis.
This road eventually consolidated with other lines and formed the Louisville, Evansville and St. Louis Railroad
Company in 1889 (Scamehorn 1952:20).
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reason. Shephard (1838) contains a description of the geology of the Upper Illinois River valley,
which includes information on the coal resources of the region.
Except for a number of notable exceptions, coal was not commercially mined to any
significant extent prior to circa 1840. Generally, when coal was easily mined (mostly with
simple “gathering” techniques or with small drift or slope mine openings), it was locally
marketed within the surrounding community for use in the blacksmith trade, for fueling an
occasional industrial boiler for a steam engine, and rarely for home consumption.22 During these
early years, the coal resources often were not located in close proximity to urban centers, and
effective transportation systems had yet to be developed. As such, most coal operations during
the early years of settlement in the state were considered by Andros (1915) to be “Local Mines,”
in contrast to “Shipping Mines.” Nonetheless, a number of early Shipping Mines did develop
during this period in areas where regional marking efforts could be undertaken. These mines
predominately were located along the Big Muddy River, in St. Clair County (in and around
Belleville), along the Illinois River in Peoria and La Salle Counties, and along the Mississippi
and/or Rock River in Rock Island County. Coal from these mines was supplied to the steam
riverboat trade, downriver communities as far south as New Orleans, and especially the rapidly
developing St. Louis market.
As of circa 1840, coal production in Illinois was still quite modest. Taylor (1855:476,
citing from Hunt’s Merchants’ Magazine) indicates 13,427 tons of coal as being mined in 1839
and 15,417 tons the following year. The 1840 U.S. Federal Census gives some of the earliest
detailed statewide information regarding coal mining in Illinois. Coal mining was reported in
nineteen counties, with a total production of 16,968 tons (a figure slighter higher than that
reported by Taylor). Larger coal producers were located in Madison, St. Clair, and Sangamon
Counties, but these operations were still quite modest by later standards. Statewide, the census
reported approximately 150 men employed in the coal industry (Ross 1916:4). Of course, this
figure likely excludes those individuals who were employed in the trade on a seasonal basis.
Table 1 details coal production in Illinois in 1840, by county. Unfortunately, the 1850 U. S.
Federal Census combined coal statistics with all other mining activities in the state, and thus the
1850 census gives little insights into the industry at that time.23
Waterways formed important transportation corridors, and they were widely utilized for
the shipment of coal during this early period. The shipment of coal from Jackson County to New
Orleans by flatboat down the Mississippi already has been discussed above. Waterways also
facilitated the shipment of coal into Illinois. Coal from the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania region, for
example, had reached urban markets along the lower Ohio and Mississippi Rivers by an early
date. Similarly, eastern coal was shipped to Chicago by way of the Erie Canal and Great Lakes.
The Great Lakes coal trade dominated the burgeoning Chicago market through circa 1870
(Scamehorn 1952:1). Its dominance began to be undercut in 1848, however, with the opening of
22

Oliver Evans built the first steam engine in the United States, at Pittsburgh in 1809 (DiCiccio 1993:33). These
early engines, which consumed about 20 bushels of coal per day, were used on both grist and saw mills during their
initial use. By mid-century, they were being utilized to drive a variety of machinery.
23

A search of the 1850 Federal Industrial Census has been conducted as part of this ongoing research. Few coal
mines were documented in this census.
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the Illinois and Michigan Canal in 1848. At this point, Illinois coal began to be shipped into
Chicago from mines around La Salle. Describing the canal’s impact on the Chicago coal trade,
Scamehorn (1952:13) states:
By means of that artificial waterway from La Salle to the Great Lakes coal from
the vicinity of the western terminus found a ready market in Chicago where a
growing demand was raised for a cheap bituminous fuel to replace the expensive
Pennsylvania and Ohio coals which arrived at the city by lake cargo. By 1860,
the La Salle area held an advantageous position by right of railroad and water
communication which gave promise of eventually gaining a controlling influence
in the coal trade of Northern Illinois.”24
Although the Illinois and Michigan Canal provided an important boost to the marketability of
northern Illinois coal, the waterway quickly was supplanted in importance by the railroad, which
proved to be a more practical and versatile system of transportation.
Table 1
Illinois Coal Mines by County, 1840
(Andros 1915:32-33)
County
Adams
Edwards
Gallatin
Henry
Jackson
Lawrence
Madison
Marshall
Morgan
Peoria
Perry
Randolph
Sangamon
Schuyler
Scott
Shelby
St. Clair
Vermilion
Warren

Capital ($)

100,000
110
1,900
200
1,000
600
525
650
10
2,331
500
12,250

Men
5
1
2
2
21
6
25
3
3
8
1
11
10
5
18
2
24
0
0

Bushels
2,700
2,000
1,500
2,250
15,000
1,650
97,250
4,000
2,000
12,000
1,500
6,011
82,000
5,230
52,200
2,700
129,396
2,800
2,800

24

Scamehorn (1952:15) notes that the Chicago Board of Trade in their 1860 Annual Report quoted prices for
Pennsylvania and Ohio coal at $3.50 to $4.00 per ton in 1859 compared with $2.25 to $2.75 per ton for Illinois coal.
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Early coal mining in Illinois largely was characterized by intermittent, small-scale mines,
which were operated by small enterprises (family and small partnerships) and catered to a local
market. Mining often was conducted on a seasonal basis, and was done by individuals also
involved in agriculture. One such farmer/miner was John Schultz in St. Clair County, whose
personal history was described in an 1881 county history:
For sixteen years he hauled coal from the bluffs to St. Louis. He followed this
business in winter. The occupation was not the easiest…. In 1840, after his
father’s death, he rented a farm on the bluffs, below Caseyville, where the
Sweigart stone house now is, and mined coal, bought teams, and hauled the coal
to St. Louis on his own account. This occupation was heavy and laborious, but
profitable. In 1844 he bought eight acres of land, in section fourteen of township
two north, range nine west, for twelve dollars and a half an acre, which at that
time, was considered a high price (McDonough 1881; as cited in Andros
1915:27).
The mining techniques employed by these early miners were traditional and primitive
compared to later operations. Tools included “the pick and shovel and wedge and sledge” (see
Figures 33 through 35) (Cartlidge 1933:49). Many of the earliest mines were more surface
workings than actual subsurface mines. Miners removed the overburden and collected coal from
exposed outcrops located along the many small tributary valleys lying adjacent to the edges of
the Illinois coal basin—a method especially employed in St. Clair, La Salle, Peoria, and Rock
Island Counties. With increased market demand (particularly around such urban centers as St.
Louis), the miners’ efforts became more intensified and the coal vein was followed underground
with the miner excavating more-or-less horizontally into the valley edge (drift mines). Other
miners excavated shallow, reasonably sloped entry shafts (that allowed carts or wagons to be
moved along its path) down to the coal vein (slope mines). Drift and slope mines generally
required less capital investment than mines accessed by a vertical shaft (shaft mine), which
required more complicated hoisting arrangements. Nonetheless, shallow shaft mines with
simplified hoisting arrangements (usually animal powered) were in use by the end of this period.
These early mines (whether drift, slope, or shaft) generally followed a crude room and pillar
method of extraction underground. As Andros (1915:68) notes, there was great variability
among the miners of the day with regard to the size and arrangement of the rooms worked and
pillars left behind. It was a period of trial and error for the miners, as they attempted to
determine the most appropriate arrangement of rooms and pillars for their particular setting.
The hoisting systems on early mines, when present, were animal powered “gins” (see
Figure 36). Cartlidge (1933:13) describes one such system:
The ‘hoist’ invariably was a blind horse hitched to shafts which were attached to a
long ‘sweep’ extending out from the drum on which the rope wound and
unwound. The drum was vertical and about 6 ft. in diameter. When the loaded
car reached the surface, the cager dropped two doors over the shaft with a loud
‘bang,’ which was a signal to the horse to halt and back up until the car rested on
the doors. Here the horse rested until the cager had removed the load and
substituted an empty, when, at the cager’s command, he raised the car high
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enough to permit opening of the doors, when he immediately turned the shafts in
opposite direction and lowered the car to the bottom, reversing his position, ready
for the next hoist the instant he felt the car touch bottom.
After being hauled to the surface, the coal was then loaded onto wagon for shipment to
market (see Figure 37). Such simple methods of operation persisted at many Illinois
mines well after the widespread introduction of railroads across the state.
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Figure 33. Mining technology remained unchanged for several centuries. This illustration
was published in 1556 in De re metallica (Agricola 1556, as reprinted from Nef 1977). This
sixteenth century illustration depicts shaft mines with simple windlasses and timber lined
shafts, as well as drift mines with cribbed entries—technologies that remained relatively
unchanged for many years.
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Figure 34. Traditional hand mining of coal had not changed significantly for hundreds of
years. Coal mining was a dangerous, labor intensive process utilizing picks and shovels
and hand carts (Cartlidge 1933).
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Figure 35. Until the early twentieth century, the tools used by the miner saw little change,
consisting predominately of picks, sledges, wedges, and shovels (Krohe 1975).
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Figure 36. Undated photograph of Brophy’s mine, Shelby County, Illinois. According to
Cartlidge, this mine was operated by a blind horse on this gin hoist. In the left foreground
is the loading platform. Although this mine possibly operated in the early twentieth
century, its simple character is representative of the early mines of the Ante-Railroad era
(Cartlidge 1933).

Figure 37. Early mines in the state had to haul in their coal to market in wagons such as
that shown above. Even with the development of railroads, this practice persisted at those
mines lacking rail service. In the early twentieth century, coal wagons began to be replaced
by trucks (Brink, McCormick, and Company 1873:156).
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Post-Railroad, Hand Production Era (1855-1880)
The middle 1850s witnessed one of the most significant transportation revolutions to
affect the Illinois landscape in its entire history. As Risser and Major (1968:11) note, “the
biggest impetus to coal mining was the development of steam-powered railroad locomotives.”
The new transportation corridors, which developed significantly during the 1850s through 1870s,
allowed for the transport of bulky coal located in newly developed coal districts to distant urban
markets. During the middle nineteenth century, the markets for coal also grew in size,
particularly with the development of steam engines and their adaptation to a variety of industrial
tasks. The railroads that quickly transformed the landscape and transported the coal to the
nascent industries also became one of the most voracious consumers of coal itself, after they
began to shift from wood to coal-burning locomotives in the late 1850s. From circa 1860 until
1930, railroad companies consumed nearly a quarter of the coal produced in the country
(DiCiccio 1993:69).25
Associated with this transportation revolution was the industrialization of the state. Iron
foundries, rolling mills, nail manufactories, as well as a whole host of other industrial ventures,
arose in Chicago and smaller urban centers like Joliet, Peoria, Springfield, and Belleville during
the middle nineteenth century. These industries required a vast amount of energy—energy
generally supplied by coal burning steam engines. Demand for coal increased in conjuncture
with industrialization, leading to the development of new coal fields and the intensification of
mining in previously established ones. As Scamehorn (1952:11) comments, “the real
contribution of the railroad to the industrial organization of the State came from the incentive
inspired for the exploitation of the central and southern county coal deposits, developed after
1860.” Commenting on the importance of the steam engine and coal, Illinois state geologist A.
H. Worthen wrote in 1866 that
The steam engine has become the indispensable agent of productive industry
throughout the civilized world, and that country which possesses the greatest
facilities for cheap generation of steam power, all other things being equal, will
inevitably take the advance in commerce and manufactures, and must,
consequently, progress with rapid strides on the highway of national wealth and
power. Coal is the cheapest fuel known at present for the generation of steam,
and as the population of the State increases, and its commercial interest are more
fully developed, creating a greatly increased demand for mineral fuel, the value of
coal mines will be more highly appreciated, and the important bearing of these
fuel resources on our future prosperity will be better understood (Worthen
1866:48, as cited in Scamehorn 1952:10).
The rapid pace in development of the Illinois coal industry during the middle nineteenth
century is well illustrated by U. S. Census data. In 1840, 16,968 tons of coal had been mined in
25

Not until the shift to non-coal fired diesel engines did this particular market for coal drop. And when the shift
came, it came quickly.
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the state by a modest work force of 152. Twenty years later, the 1860 Federal Census reported
that 568,000 tons of coal had been mined and 1,049 workers were employed in the industry
within the state.26 The 1880 Census reports 6,089,514 tons of coal having been mined within 46
counties by a work force of 16,301 (Ross 1916:4).
Some of the earliest railroads in the state were “coal roads”—rail lines constructed
specifically for the transport of coal. Probably the most famous of these was the Coal-Mine
Bluff Railroad in St. Clair County, which has been discussed above. In Rock Island County, the
Cable brothers built a twelve-mile coal road running from their mine in Coal Valley to the city of
Rock Island in the 1850s (Ogle 1905:145). Similarly, a rail line was laid from the Illinois Coal
Railroad Company mine to Caseyville. Daddow and Bannon (1866:368) and Gerhard
(1857:432) both discuss these types of railroad projects that pre-dated 1860 (Scamehorn
1952:17).
But clearly, the most significant event in the railroad history of Illinois was the
development of the Illinois Central Railroad, which connected Cairo, at the far southern tip of
Illinois, to the community of Dunleith (now East Dubuque), in the northwestern corner of the
state. It also had a major branch line running from Centralia to Chicago. The Illinois Central
was completed by 1856. That same year the Chicago and Rock Island Railroad (western
terminus at Rock Island) and the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy line (with western terminus at
both Quincy and Burlington via Galesburg) connected Chicago with the Mississippi River. By
1860, “Illinois contained an elaborate projection of rail facilities founded upon major roads
crossing the length of the State north and south, and east and west” (Scamehorn 1952:25).
As Scamehorn (1952:26) notes, “of all the pioneer railroads, the Illinois Central appeared
to grasp the full importance of the coal deposits lying contiguous to its line in many areas of the
State, and looked to the future when the coal traffic would constitute a major portion of its
freight revenues.” In 1855, writing a promotional pamphlet for the Illinois Central Railroad prior
to its completion, David Neal noted:
The first source of income to this road, it has already been stated, would be found
in the produce of mine and forest, in other words in the transportation of coal and
lumber. Coal of a bituminous character is found in many places in Illinois. Two
fields of very superior quality will be found intersected by this Road or its
Chicago Branch, one about fifty miles from Cairo, and the other 120 miles from
Chicago. It is not probable that any considerable quantities will be exported from
Cairo, because the coal from Ohio, being contiguous to its bank, can be delivered
on shipboard for less money. It will, however, be wanted by every steamboat that
touches at that place, and the convenience and facility with which it may be
furnished from the Road, will ensure the custom…. How much would be carried
north for the supply of inhabitants is still more problematical. From the mines
near Danville, Chicago and all the towns of Lake Michigan would draw their
supplies of coal to more advantage than from any other source. So also would all
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In contrast to the earlier censuses, the 1860 census enumerates coal mines separately, rather than grouping them
by county, thus providing insights into the industry during the years immediately prior to the Civil War years.
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the steamers navigating the Lake… (Neal 1855:4-5, as cited in Scamehorn
1952:26).
One of the more immediate outcomes of the Illinois Central Railroad was the opening of
coal mines near Du Quoin and St. John, which were in operation by 1855. Railroad development
had spurred coal production in Perry County (DuQuoin and St John vicinities) and Vermilion
County (Danville area) as early as circa 1855. It also played a role in the development of the St.
Clair, Madison, Sangamon and Scott County coal fields. William Ferguson, a Scottish scientist
traveling on the Illinois Central railroad in 1855, wrote:
A little to the north of Duquoin is the first place where it has been attempted to
work coal on the line of the road in the south of the state. The train was stopped
to allow us to examine the coal-pits. There has been one shaft sunk
perpendicularly 74 feet,—in reaching which depth it has passed through a bed of
limestone, 4 feet thick, then shales, and lastly, the coal-bed, which is 6 feet 8
inches thick. The limestone is very compact, crystalline, and not fossiliferous, as
far as I could judge on a hasty glance. They are now sinking an incline to reach
the coal on a slope. They have got down 150 feet, but have not reached the coal
yet. As I stood at its mouth looking down, a blast exploded at the bottom, and
made me start. A small quantity of coal has as yet been taken out, as the mine is
only in course of being opened. It is supposed they have got to about the center of
the basin, for the coal rises on each side from this shaft. It crops out about half a
mile to the east, and again on the banks of the Bigmuddy [sic] river to the west. It
is stated that the coal can be sold at the pit-mouth at $1, or 4s. per ton. The head
miner is a Lanarkshire27 man. There was a large lump of solid coal lying at the
pit-mouth, about 4 by 4 by 2, or 32 feet cubic. It was taken out from the bottom
of the perpendicular shaft” (Angle 1968:307).
James Caird, an Englishman on an American tour in 1858, similarly commented on the Duquoin
mines. Caird commented that the coal “is easily wrought, but at present there is not much sale
for it, as the country is very thinly settled, and there is no scarcity of wood. In the whole
country, for nearly the last 150 miles, there was scarcely a settler four years ago, but so rapidly
has settlement followed the opening of the railway, that it is estimated that half a million of acres
of land have already been brought under cultivation along this part of the road” (Angle
1968:316). William Russell, another Englishman traveling the Illinois Central rail line in 1861,
commented that “at Carbondale there was no coal at all to be found, but several miles farther to
the north, at a place called Dugoine [sic], a field of bituminous deposit crops out, which is sold at
the pit’s mouth for one dollar twenty-five cents, or about 5s. 2d. a-ton” (Angle 1968:338).
When Neal wrote his promotional pamphlet in 1855 about the Illinois Central Railroad,
he did not foresee the future demand for coal that the railroad itself would soon have. Although
the railroad industry predominately used wood for fuel at that date, they were experimenting
with new grates and flues that would allow for the burning of coals—particularly the sulfur-rich
coal of Illinois. In 1857 the Illinois Central and the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroads
27

Lanarkshire is a county in south-central Scotland. It is rich in mineral deposits and historically has been a center
of industry. The foreman at the Du Quoin mine likely had begun his mining career at that location.
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both announced to their stockholders “that experiments with engines to burn Illinois coal had
been successfully completed” (Scamehorn 1952:30). Coal markets were rapidly growing. As
Scamehorn (1952:31, footnote 68) notes, “it seems plausible that the aggregate consumption of
all the major railroads operating within the State in 1860, would have totaled 100,000 tons, or
more.” And this consumption would soon increase dramatically.
With the development of the state's rail transportation system during the 1850s, Illinois'
coal mines increased in number and began to serve a much larger market area. As Leighton and
Carroll (1943:45) note, "coal production in Illinois increased from 260,000 tons in 1849, to
728,000 tons in 1860, and reached the million-ton mark by 1864." Leighton and Carroll
(1943:45) also note, the coal mining industry was "expanding rapidly... in harmony with the
rapid construction of [the] railroads." The association of the railroad and the coal industry
forever changed the mining landscape in Illinois, leading to development of large shipping mines
and the greater sophistication in the top works of mines to facilitate the loading of rail cars. In
1952, Scamehorn observed:
The prominent features which were to thereafter characterize the coal mining
industry attained definite form during that period [the 1860s], and have generally
retained that form to the present time. The railroad, more than any other single
factor, determined the ultimate size and scope of the mining industry;
consequently the evolution of railroad facilities—particularly the pattern of
growth—must be understood in order to trace the development of the coal mining
industry (Scamehorn 1952:18).
Geological surveys conducted during the middle nineteenth century shed new light on
Illinois’ enormous coal reserves. In 1851, Dr. J. G. Norwood was appointed Illinois' first state
geologist. In 1858, Norwood published his Abstract of a Report on Illinois Coals, With
Descriptions and Analyses, and a General Notice of the Coal Fields. A synopsis of the portions
of this coal report relevant to St. Clair County was published in The Weekly Belleville Advocate
(February 12, 1858), which stated that the report listed 110 mines operating in the state at that
time. These mines were spread among thirty counties, including nineteen in La Salle County,
nine each in Madison, Gallatin, and Vermilion Counties, and eight from St. Clair County.
Norwood was succeeded in 1858 by Amos Worthen, who initiated an ambitious county-bycounty survey of the geology and mineral resources of the state. Worthen regularly commented
upon the coal mines, and his surveys represent one of the best sources of information on middlenineteenth-century coal mining in Illinois.
By the middle 1860s, Illinois was producing over a million tons of coal annually. St.
Clair County alone accounted for about one-half of this output. Other large producers of note
included Madison, Grundy, and La Salle Counties and the Kewanee vicinity in Bureau County,
all of which had produced at least 100,000 tons (Daddow and Bannan 1866:370, as cited in
Scamehorn 1952:11). Many new mines were opened in the Vermilion, Sangamon and
Wilmington Districts in the late 1860s and early 1870s. By 1870, commercial mining was being
carried out in thirty-seven counties in Illinois, and total coal production in the state had risen to
2,624,163 tons (Leighton and Carroll 1943:46). During this period, larger amounts of capital
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were being invested in the industry and it began to become more mechanized, particularly with
the introduction of the steam engine.
St. Clair County was the largest producer of coal in Illinois during the Civil War era, and
its coal industry deserves to be discussed in some detail (see Figure 38). As noted above, early
mining activity in the county was characterized by drift and slope mines. Surface mines such as
those along the bluff edge adjacent to the Mississippi River generally produced a more
weathered and inferior coal than that found at deeper depths. With continued development of the
industry, shaft mines began to be opened father east of the American Bottom. The first of these
was opened near Belleville in circa 1842 (see Figure 39). On November 29, 1854, The Belleville
Advocate ran a short news brief on “Belleville Coal” which stated:
Quite a trade is now going on between this city and St. Louis, in the article of
stone coal. The railroad has placed our inexhaustible coal fields in competition
with those of the Bluffs, from whence St. Louis has heretofore chiefly derived her
supplies. We learn that not less than twenty-five tons of this article pass over the
railroad daily, from this point, to St. Louis. We also understand that an additional
number of coal cars are to arrive in a short time, to meet the increasing demand
for speedy transportation.
A few years later, The Weekly Belleville Tribune noted that “quite a number of coal pits have
been recently opened on the Railroad, within a mile or two of this city, and coal of the best
quality is taken therefrom. The coal business now forms a large item in the trade of Belleville
and doubtless it is very lucrative to all engaged in it.” By 1862, the Belleville Advocate could
report twenty-three mines operating between Belleville and the bluffs alone. Some 16,500
bushels of coal were being conveyed to East St. Louis daily on the Belleville-Illinoistown
Railroad (Belleville Advocate 13 June 1862). Writing in the early 1860s, Amos Worthen noted
that, “The Belleville coal seam No. 1 C is the principal one worked at the present time, and was
probably the first ever worked in the State. Its natural outcrop along the bluffs, in such near
proximity to St. Louis, called attention to its value at an early day, and was worked in open
trenches, and by tunneling into the bluffs, long before its existence under the surface of the
adjacent highlands was ever suspected” (Worthen 1866:236).28 Some of the mines commented
on by Worthen in his survey of St. Clair County were the Alma Shaft (two miles west of
O’Fallon), Summerfield Shaft, Mascoutah Shaft, an unnamed shaft near Urbana (north of
Belleville), Hodges Creek Coal Mines, and the Pittsburg Mines (Worthen 1866:299-302).
By the middle 1870s, the Belleville area represented one of the most important mining
districts in the state (Andros 1915:41). R. A. Tyson provided a description of the Belleville
district in his 1875 History of East St. Louis. Tyson noted that, “the main coal seam No. 6 has
been opened at many points about Belleville, and the river bluffs back of the outcrop. It is
reached by twenty-five shafts, such to a depth of from 50 to 150 feet. In the Alma shaft the coal
was found at a depth of 170 feet below the surface, and the seam is seven feet thick. It is the
same thickness at Mascoutah, at 132 feet deep, and 6½ feet thick at Urbana or Freeburg, and
about the same depth below the surface.” Tyson added that, “the development of the industry to
28

The engineering journal The Colliery Engineer (1891:53) apparently also makes note of the Belleville coal seams
(as noted in Scamehorn 1952:12, footnote 11).
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the proportions it had reached by 1875 had not been unaccompanied by labor disputes nor by
periods of depression and ruinous competition” (as cited in Andros 1915:43-44).
In its 1881 History of St. Clair County, Brink, McDonough and Company (1881:40-41)
commented that “bituminous coal is by far the most important mineral resource of this county…
these vast deposits of coal fix the status of Belleville, and indeed of all the county, as a natural
center of manufactories… [and] the hum of machinery makes sweet music….” The history also
included the 1880 annual report of the county mine inspector, James Ward. This report noted the
presence of fifty-nine coal mines operating in the county at that time. Of these mines, one was
listed as mule powered, six as gin powered, while the remainder were powered with steam
engines. As for the type of entry, the county inspector noted thirty-seven shaft mines and one
drift mine. The mode of access for the remaining twenty-one mines included in the report is
unclear, since they are categorized as “engine” or “gin”, rather than drift or shaft. However, it is
possible that these too were shaft mines. The one mine clearly classified as a drift was the only
one using mules to haul coal to the surface (Brink, McDonough and Company 1881:41). Mules,
however, certainly would have been utilized for underground haulage at most of the shaft mines
listed.
Two mines of note operating in the county during this period were Reinecke’s Mine No.
1 at Reinecke Station on the Louisville and Nashville Railroad, and Reinecke’s Mine No. 2 at
Belleville, which was on the same rail line. Both mines were illustrated in the 1881 county
history, as was the residence their owner, Conrad Reinecke of Belleville (see Figures 40 through
43). Reinecke was the son of a German immigrant who arrived in Belleville in the late 1850s.
Conrad was employed for a short while as a blacksmith, working “in that line for coal miners,
which gave him some idea of the business.” He later worked at the mines of John A. Reeves, 29
soon became superintendent, and
then went into partnership with his brother-in-law in the business, which latter
undertaking was very unprofitable, as the concern failed, owing to the unwise
action of his partner. Mr. Reinecke concluded for the future to avoid partners,
and start alone in the business. In 1872 he had but a small sum of money, but he
invested it in coal and commenced buying and selling, and was exceedingly
29

Reinecke was born in Martzaum, Hess Cassell, Germany in May 1844. The family immigrated to the United
States, via New Orleans, in the 1850s. Although his father found work in a distillery in Belleville, he “was a miller
by trade, and followed that calling in Germany. He was a man who at one time was possessed of large means, but
he made some unfortunate ventures and lost all of his savings excepting sufficient to bring him and the family to
America. When he arrived here he was penniless. This loss was a serious blow to the family, as it compelled all the
members of the family to become self-supporting at a very early age” (Brink, McDonough and Company 1881:225).
During his early childhood, Conrad attended the public schools, but at the age of thirteen, “he hired out to a man by
the name of Ward to work on a farm, for which he received seven dollars per month and board. He was faithful and
remained with Mr. Ward for six years. Chapman (1892:205) suggests that Conrad set aside his blacksmithing
business in circa 1865, at which time (at the age of twenty-one), “he began coal-mining as superintendent and
manager for John A. Reeves, with whom he remained until 1871. At that time, having through economy and
prudence acquired sufficient means, he became a partner of William M. Reeves, a son of this former employer, in
operating a mine at Reeves Station.” As noted by the earlier history, this partnership was unsuccessful, and he went
into business for himself. The 1881 county history suggests that he remained in partnership with Reeves for only six
months, whereas the later 1892 county history suggests he remained in the partnership for three years (Brink,
McDonough and Company 1881:225).
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fortunate, and made money rapidly. At the end of six months he sunk a shaft of
his own, and after he got it in working order he began going upward to prosperity.
By his speculation in coal the first winter in St. Louis he made $7,000. He then
with that money leased land, sunk a shaft, and when completed he was $6,000 in
debt. It was not a very encouraging outlook, but he knew just what he was doing,
and never doubted his ability to soon pay off every dollar he owed, which he did
in a short time after he commenced operating his mine. He has now two of the
best mines in the county, which are certain sources of wealth under such
experienced management as his (Brink, McDonough, and Company 1881:225).
Conrad Reinecke proved extremely successful in his business pursuits, and this is reflected in the
spacious brick residence he constructed for his family in Belleville. This residence still stands
today at 316 North Jackson Street, Belleville (see Figure 230).
Reinecke was still operating this original shaft in 1892. By that date, he removed “about seven
thousand bushels of coal per day. He has shipped as many as fifteen thousand bushels per day
on the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and gives employment to about fifty men. He has
purchased the coal underneath about one hundred and sixty acres of land and has been an
important factor in the development of the bituminous coal resources of Western Illinois.” In
1892, Reinecke was the President and owner of the majority of stock in the Reinecke Coal
Company which had “extensive mining interests near the Louisville & Nashville Depot and at
Madisonville, Ky.” (Chapman Brothers 1892:205). The 1892 county history further noted that
“the mine of which Mr. Reinecke is owner is equipped with all the necessary machinery and
appliances for the successful operation of the business, and the management and practical details
of the work are in the hands of a man who is thoroughly familiar with every branch of the
business. He is the organizer of the Reinecke Coal Company, which has a capital stock of
$100,000 paid up. I. Bailey is the Secretary of this company, also Treasurer and General
Manager. Shipments of his coal are made exclusively by rail to all parts of the South, where the
product of his mine is especially noted as a superior quality and is in large demand throughout
the territory covered by his trade.”
Another St. Clair County coal operator of note during this period was the Gartside Coal
Company. This firm was organized in 1872 by Joseph Gartside, a resident of St. Louis who was
“one of the heaviest dealers in coal that ever operated in the Mississippi Valley.” Gartside had
mines at Alma and at O’Fallon in St. Clair County, where the company dug four shafts,
“supplied with engines and the necessary appurtenances for hoisting…. to one of these, No. 2, is
attached a saw-mill, with which is manufactured lumber sufficient for all the building of the
company, either manufactured lumber sufficient for all the building of the company, either the
necessary shops, etc., or the tenement houses which have been built for the accommodation of
the employees.” These mine properties were valued at $720,000 (Brink, McDonough, and
Company 1881). Gartside also had a coal mine in Jackson County, located two miles north of
Murphysboro (Brink, McDonough, and Company 1878:39, 70).
Madison County, which abuts St. Clair on the north, also had a flourishing coal industry
by the 1870s. Some mining had occurred in the vicinity of Alton as early as 1848, and, for a
number of years, this coal was shipped to distant points (Springfield, Bloomington, and Chicago)
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on the Chicago and Alton Railroad. The coal seam exploited around Alton was relatively thin
(approximately 30”), however, and it appeared to be nearly exhausted by the 1870s (Brink
1882:514). More ample coal deposits were found in the southern part of the county, around the
towns of Caseyville, Collinsville and Glen Carbon. The coal mining undertaken in this vicinity
was stimulated by the same factors as that by Belleville: multiple railroads lines passing near
them and a tremendous demand for the fuel locally, particularly in respect to the burgeoning St.
Louis market. Brink (1882:458) noted that “there is a fine body of bituminous coal underlying
the whole surface of this region of the country, and in the vicinity of Collinsville the vein will
average from seven and a half to eight feet in thickness. The coal found at a depth of 160 to 190
feet is of an excellent quality, and is extensively mined.” Brink (1882:458-459) continued by
giving brief histories of the Collinsville Coal and Mining Company (established circa 1862 with
horse power), the Lumaghi Mine (opened in 1869), the Cantine Coal and Mining Company
(opened in 1873), and the Abbey Coal and Mining Company (opened in 1873). According to
Brink (1882:459), the Abbey Coal and Mining Company “is the most extensive mining company
on the line of the Vandalia Railroad. However, there is only one mine operated by them in
Madison county, the others being in St. Clair.” Their mine in Madison County was located near
Collinsville and was designated “Abbey No. 3.” Describing the Abbey No. 3 mine, Brink
(1882:459) noted that “the vein will run from seven to 8 feet in thickness, and it is worked
entirely by machinery, employing 60 men on top. The Lawrence Mine No. 4, is similar to that of
No. 3, being a machine mine. The others are worked by the old system, employing in all from
400 to 500 men.”
La Salle County, along the upper Illinois River valley, was another leading producer of
coal during the 1860s. During his survey of La Salle County, Amos Worthen noted the recent
growth of the coal industry there and the impact the Illinois Central Railroad30 had played in this:
The railroad and water communication give La Salle a peculiarly advantageous
position for transportation facilities, which must eventually give this point the
controlling influence in the coal trade of Northern Illinois; and these facilities,
with the abundance of coal qualities suited to the different wants, must at the
same time tend to build up a great manufacturing city here. The beginning of this
movement is the permanent established of a large zinc smelting works and rolling
mill, for reducing the ores of Wisconsin, and of glass factories (Worthen
1882:231).
Along the upper Illinois River Valley, one of the first shaft mines was excavated at Ottawa in
1855. Shaft mines in nearby Utica were opened shortly thereafter (Kett 1877:301). The first
major mine in the La Salle region was the shaft of the La Salle Coal Mining Company, which
was opened in the spring of 1856. By the fall of that year the Northern Illinois Coal and Iron
Company and the Peru Coal Mining Company also had opened mines in the area (Worthen
1882:231). With the introduction of these large corporations, the smaller drift and slope mines
within the wider La Salle area (including the La Salle, Peru, Ottawa areas and along the Big and
Little Vermilion rivers), which had predominated the landscape a generation earlier, began to
falter.
30

The railroad crossed the Illinois River at La Salle.
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Immediately following the Civil War, in 1865 and 1866, the Chicago Coal Company, the
Illinois Valley Coal Company, and the Kenosha Coal Company all opened shafts within the La
Salle and Streator areas, further expanding the significance of this coal region. The Streator
district rapidly expanded. Similarly, in 1864-1865, coal was discovered near Braidwood (Will
County) and surrounding Grundy County (Robertson 2000). Soon after, in 1866, the Chicago,
Wilmington, and Vermilion Coal Company was organized and sunk mines in the area, with
access to the Chicago and Alton railway line.31 Braidwood quickly developed into a mining
community, and the surrounding coal mining area become known as the Wilmington District (in
reference to the larger, nearby community of Wilmington). The wider coal region extending
across Bureau, La Salle, Grundy, and Will Counties eventually was referred to as the Northern,
or Longwall, District. The latter name was derived from the preferred method of mining utilized
in the area, which distinguished it from other coal regions in the state. In contrast to the Roomand-Pillar method widely used elsewhere, Longwall mining involved a common working face
and produced 100% extraction of the coal, thus maximizing upon the relatively thin coal seams
found at this location. Stone backfill, produced from the mining process, was used to support the
mine ceiling as the working face moved outward.
By 1870, Will, Grundy and La Salle Counties had become the second, third and fourth
leading coal producers in the state. Will County became the leading coal producer from 1875 to
1880, and the Northern District continued to lead in production through 1887 (Robertson
2000:165). As Robertson (2000:165) noted, “the discovery of coal in the Braidwood region
revealed that the coal measure outcropping along the Illinois River stretched south of the river
into those newly settled regions. Now aware that a vast fuel supply lay below their trunk lines,
the railroads began developing mines at points along their routes. Soon, mines began to appear
farther south and west of the established mining areas near La Salle and Braidwood, along the
growing network of trunk lines radiating from Chicago. All of the major railroad companies
running lines west of Chicago operated coal mines in northern Illinois.” 32
According to Maue (1928:344-352), Braidwood was slow to develop due to its prairie
setting, and it was not until the railroad arrived in the 1850s that the region developed with vigor.
According to Maue (1928:344-45), “there were few who could lay claim to being permanent
settlers; and neither were there any additional settlements until the discovery of coal. Even in
1878, there were, perhaps, not more than twenty families outside of the city limits.” Discussing
the development of Braidwood, Maue (1928:345) states that “in many respects, this city is
peculiar, and in its growth certainly is a wonder…”. In 1864, no improvements were present at
this location. That same year, however, William Henneberry discovered coal while digging a
well. In 1865, the state geologist (C. D. Wilbur), along with J. D. Bennett, M. B. Killbourn, C.
L. Whitcomb, and Seth Turner, leased land in the area in anticipation of mining coal. These men
had barely embarked upon their project before they sold out to the newly organized Chicago,
31

Wilmington Coal was identified as Coal No. 2. This coal was situated between 60 and 550 feet below the surface
and averaged 38” in thickness.
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In February 1883, the Diamond Mine, located near Braidwood, flooded and sixty-nine men lost their lives. This
was the one of the worst coal mine disasters to occur in the state up to that time (see Milhouse 1931:68).
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Wilmington, and Vermillion Coal Company. Headed by a group of Boston investors, this
company was well capitalized and sunk at least four shafts in Braidwood before 1873. Several
other coal companies also were operating mines in the vicinity of the town by this date. By 1878,
the community of Braidwood had developed into a town of 5,000 inhabitants “with seven
churches, three schools and gigantic systems of mining machinery” (Maue 1928:345; Thompson
Brothers and Burr 1873:132-133).
Another individual closely associated with the development of the town was its
namesake, James Braidwood. Braidwood was a Scottish immigrant who came to the Braidwood
vicinity in 1865, at which time he “assisted in sinking most of the early shafts.” In 1872, he and
some other investors sunk a mine known as the “Braidwood Shaft.” After the top-works of this
mine burned in 1876, Braidwood rebuilt it and went into business on his own. He sold much of
his coal to the Bridgeport Rolling Mills at Chicago.
As spectacular as Braidwood’s development was, its heyday was relatively brief. The
town had reached its peak of development by the late 1870s. In 1880, the Chicago, Wilmington,
and Vermillion Coal Company employed 700 men (half of which were of African descent) at
Braidwood and raised about 130,000 tons of coal annually there. Yet, even at this date, demand
for the company’s coal was falling off due to competition from new coal mines being opened
around the state. Even so, the Chicago, Wilmington, and Vermillion Coal Company would
continue to mine at Braidwood for another two decades (Maue 1928:346) (see Figures 45
through 50).
One of the areas competing with the Braidwood District was Vermilion County, located
along the Illinois-Indiana state line roughly 100 miles due south of Chicago. Although local coal
resources in Vermilion County were exploited to some extent for blacksmithing from the earliest
days of settlement, efforts at commercial coal mining did not begin until the middle 1850s, when
the expanding railroad system created both a market and mode of transportation for the fuel.
Coal mines were opened all around Vermilion County during the Civil War era, with varying
success, but they were particularly concentrated in the vicinity of Danville. These early mines
generally were located close to rivers or streams, where coal was observed eroding out of the
banks, and were primitive affairs compared to later operations. Rather than sinking a vertical
shaft, many early mine operators in the county chose to approach a coal seam by slope or drift
mines or by stripping away the face of coal seam without digging underground (known as a strip
bank mine) (Beckwith 1879:334-335). One early shaft mine in the county was located on the W.
B. Squire property in Section 25 of Catlin Township. The cage for this mine was operated with a
horse-powered gin hoist, and the coal extracted was transported by wagon (Brink and Company
1875) (see Figure 51). In contrast, a contemporary shaft mine operated by the Ellsworth Coal
Company south of Danville, was steam powered and could ship coal on the adjacent Toledo,
Wabash, and Western Railroad (reference Figure 11). In 1879, the Ellsworth mine was
producing several hundred tons of coal per day. That same year, fifty-four coal mines were in
operation around Vermilion County; fifteen of these were shaft mines, while fourteen were drift,
three were slope, and twenty-two were “strip banks.” Combined, the mines had produced
200,000 tons of coal and had employed 325 men and 100 horses and mules (Beckwith 1879:337338).
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Coal production in central Illinois was relatively limited prior to the Civil War. By the
1870s, however, this had begun to change. As Scamehorn (1952:11) comments, “the real
contribution of the railroad to the industrial organization of the State came from the incentive
inspired for the exploitation of the central and southern county coal deposits, developed after
1860.” In 1860, only three counties within the Central District (Madison, Sangamon, and Scott
Counties) were producing much coal. But by 1884, there were 104 mines, spread over fourteen
counties, in this district. By 1890, seventeen counties were producing coal in this region
(Scamehorn 1952:55). The geographical location of coal in relationship to rail lines was of
prime importance in the growth of the coal industry in this region. The rail system was steadily
expanded during the middle-to-late nineteenth century, and Sangamon County alone was crossed
by seven railroads, many of which converged at Springfield. These rail connections, coupled
with the Capital’s strategic location midway between Chicago and St. Louis, allowed Springfield
to develop a heavy industrial base, which included the likes of the Sangamon County Rolling
mills, Sattley Plow Works, and Springfield Iron Company.
In Sangamon County, there was some early drift mines located along the Sangamon
River and its tributaries that were exploited prior to 1860. In the middle 1850s, coal was being
worked from the banks of a small stream in present-day Washington Park for use by the
Springfield Gas Light Company (Krohe 1975:4). Contractors drilling a city well east of town in
1858 discovered coal in the process, but the conditions for mining were not very favorable, and
the quality and abundance of the coal was not realized at the time. Worthen (1882:327, 329)
noted that the coal measures “outcrops in the bank of the Sangamon River at Howlett, and on
Spring creek and its branches north and west of Springfield; and previous to the discovery of the
heavy beds below this, it was extensively worked in strip banks, and by tunnels along its line of
outcrop.” Worthen further noted that at Howlett (located on the Toledo, Wabash and Western
Railroad), a six-foot seam of coal was found at approximately 200 feet below the surface. A
shaft was sunk here in June 1867, and this was the first large-scale mining operation in
Sangamon County. In 1870, the Howlett Mine produced 84,500 tons of coal (Illinois State
Journal, December 31, 1867; Mine Inspectors Report 1870). According to Worthen (1882:330),
the next shaft mine opened in the county was begun by Jacob Loose and was located two miles
south of Springfield, at the junction of the Toledo, Wabash and Western and the St. Louis, Alton
and Chicago railroads.33 Other contemporary shaft mines included Beard and Sanderson’s one
mile north of the city, and Starne and Shutt’s shaft “just west of the city limits, on the line of the
Springfield and Southeastern railroad.” A number of mines were opened at Pleasant Plains
during this same period. Claiborne and Company sank the first of these mines, one mile north of
town, where the coal was found only 80 feet below the surface. A second shaft was sunk
approximately one-half mile east of the village. A shaft mine also was opened at Barclay Station
(on the Gilman, Clinton and Springfield Railroad).
Worthen (1882:333) describes the coal reserves of Sangamon County in some depth,
starting with the following:
33

Drilling operations south of Springfield in 1866 had noted the presence of a thick seam of coal 237 feet below the
surface, and shortly thereafter, in the winter of 1866-67, the ex-dry goods clerk Jacob Loose hired a crew and
excavated a shaft to this seam at what was known as the Iles Junction. By April 1867, a rather festive occasion
marked the sale of the first carload of coal removed from Loose’s mine. With the success of Loose’s mining efforts,
Howlett quickly opened a shaft in what was to become Riverton (Krohe 1975:4-5).
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Commencing at the west line of the county, the main coal worked in the shafts in
Sangamon and Macoupin counties, which I believe to be No. 5 of the general
section of our Illinois coals, is found at the depth of 120 to 150 feet below the
general prairie level, and it dips eastwardly at the rate of about six feet to the mile,
and in the central portions of the county it will be found from 200 to 250 feet
below the general level, and in the eastern portion, from 300 to 400 feet… the
supply from No. 5… is so great, that it will probably be many years before any
serious attempts will be made to mine the lower seams in this county. At every
point in the county where a reliable boring has been made, or a shaft sunk to the
horizon of this coal, it has been found well developed, being usually from five to
seven feet in thickness, with an excellent roof of bituminous shale and limestone.
None of the shafts in this county are troubled with water, and in most of the mines
the rooms are as dry as an ordinary underground cellar.
Worthen further noted that:
The coal seam now worked in the shafts in this county will furnish at least five
millions of tons of coal to every square mile, or section of land in the county, and
that is probably less than one half the full resources of the county in fossil fuel.
There are certainly four seams in other portions of the State, which underlie the
main coal worked in this county, having an aggregate thickness of about twelve
feet of solid coal, and there can be no reasonable doubt but some of them will be
found here thick enough to work when the one now mined is exhausted. With
such fuel resources at command, there is no reason why Central Illinois should
not become a great center of iron manufacturing interests, for it seems to be a well
settled proposition that it is cheaper to transport the ores to the fuel, than the fuel
to the ores. We have the fuel in almost inexhaustible quantities, and by the
improved methods of smelting, our coals are equal in value to the block coals of
Indiana, and no good reason can be assigned why this portion of the State should
not soon become as noted for the production of iron and steel as it now is for beef
and corn. Located, as it were, midway between the great iron ore deposits of
Michigan and Wisconsin on the north, and those of Missouri on the south, they
must eventually become tributary to Illinois for the means of rendering their vast
deposits of iron available as a part of the great industrial resources of the West.
Springfield, with its system of railroads radiating in all directions, is favorably
located as a center of important iron and steel manufacturing interests, and it only
requires that a knowledge of the resources and facilities here existing should be
generally disseminated, to concentrate here the capital and skill required for such
enterprise (see also Krohe 1975).
In 1874, seven shafts were reported in Sangamon County. Two were located at Pleasant Plains,
one each at Barclay and Howlett (Riverton), and the remaining four were in the vicinity of
Springfield (Scamehorn 1952:62). Coal mining in the southern portion of county developed
slightly later. In Menard County, immediately north of Sangamon, W. G. Greene had opened the
Discovery Coal Shaft at Tallula by 1874 (Brink 1874:37) (see Figure 52). Greene later opened a
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second mine, named the South Valley Coal Shaft, which was located at Petersburg and was in
operation by 1879 (Baskin 1879:709).
Coal first began to be mined on a commercial scale in the Macoupin County during the
late 1860s, and the industry expanded significantly in the following decade. By 1879, there were
at least fifteen coal mines operating in the county. These early operations varied considerably in
terms of production, though all were much smaller than the next generation of coal mines. At
the low end were the slope mines of the sort found around Chesterfield. Rather than excavating
a deep vertical shaft, these mines approached a seam of coal by digging a horizontal, or sloping,
shaft into the face of a hillside, thus avoiding the cost entailed in building and operating a hoist
system. T. Beilby’s slope mine at Chesterfield, for instance, employed only one man
(presumably Beilby), involved an investment of only $100, and had produced 6,000 bushels of
coal over the previous year. Thomas Carr also had a slope mine at Chesterfield. His operation
employed two men and represented a $300 investment. Shaft mines appear to have been divided
into two general categories at this date: “gin pits”, which were small-scale operations utilizing
old-fashioned, horse-powered gin hoists; and “shafts”, which were larger producers and
generally steam-powered. The distinction drawn between the gin-pit and shaft mine seems to
have revolved around the scale of production rather than the depth of the pit. A gin-pit at
Staunton, for instance, had a 220’-deep shaft, employed three men, and produced 13,000 bushels
for the year (1878-1879), whereas the South Shaft Coal Mine in Carlinville, with a comparably
deep shaft (210’) and horse-powered hoist, employed eight men and produced 32,000 bushels of
coal during the same period. The latter mine was operated by Bartles and Son and sold its coal
exclusively to the home market, as opposed to shipping it by rail (Brink, McCormick, and
Company 1879:37, 86).
Several of the largest coal mines operating in Macoupin County in 1879 were located in
the towns of Saunton and Mount Olive, which were positioned along the Toledo, Wabash, and
Western Railroad (or Wabash Railway) in the southeastern corner of the county. The Staunton
Coal Company, for instance, had two shaft mines that employed 100 to 140 miners and produced
one million bushels of coal in 1879. Some of the coal extracted from the mine supplied the local
trade, but much of it was loaded directly onto rail cars and shipped to distant markets (see Figure
3). Henry Voge and William B. Parnhorst, two German immigrants, had established the
Staunton Coal Company in 1871. Voge became the sole owner after his partner’s death in 1877
(Brink, McCormick, and Company 1879:37, 125, 132, opp.134) (see Figures 53 and 54).
Mount Olive was located approximately 5.5 miles northeast of Staunton (see Figure 4).
The town was platted out in 1865, around an existing hamlet known as “Neiman’s Settlement” in
reference to a store built at that location by John C. Nieman in 1859. Nieman, a native of
Prussia, had immigrated to the United States in 1839 and came to Macoupin County in 1841 in
the employ of a Kentuckian named William Edwards. After working several years as a farm
hand, he was able to start farming on his own and eventually built a large, prosperous farm (see
Figure 6). Nieman’s store in Mount Olive provided the initial impetus for the growth of the
town, and he subsequently served as the community’s first postmaster and platted several
additions to it. In 1874, John Nieman opened a new avenue of development when he established
the Mount Olive Coal Company and sank the town’s first coal shaft. He opened a second shaft
in 1878. Both mines were located within the town limits, adjacent to the Wabash Railway (see
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Figures 55 and 56). By 1879, the mines employed 120 to 150 miners and were producing one
million bushels of coal annually (Brink, McCormick, and Company 1879:126, opp.128, 129130). The roles played by such German immigrants as John Neiman, Henry Voge, and William
Parnhorst in the development of Macoupin County’s coal industry is noteworthy, especially
since it is the British who typically receive the most recognition (among immigrant groups) as
pioneers in the Illinois coal industry.
The coal industry also was well established in a number of counties on the west side of
the Illinois River by this period, including Peoria and Fulton Counties. One of the centers of
early coal mining in Peoria County was Kickapoo Township. Coal had been mined on a very
limited scale in the vicinity of Hale’s Mill as early as 1836, but it wasn’t until 1849-1850 that
extensive commercial mining began in the township. English immigrants eventually came to
dominate the local coal industry, both as operators and miners. However, it was a group of
Germans who were among the first to conduct large-scale mining in Kickapoo Township. The
earliest of these was Joseph Darst, who started “stripping” coal around Hale’s Mill in 1849 and
1850 and continued with this activity for about five years. In 1851, Darst sold some adjacent
land to two other Germans, Frederick Ruprecht and John Woolenscraft, who mined coal by
“drifting” into the bluffs for several years. By 1860, these early mines had been purchased by
Samuel Potts. Potts was an experienced miner from England and ultimately became the largest
coal operator in the township. The mining community of Pottstown was developed on Section
35 around the former site of Hale’s Mill. Another important mining center in the township was
Edward’s Station, which was located on Section 19. Both towns were serviced by the Peoria and
Galesburg Branch of the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railroad. This railroad had been
constructed in the early 1850s, as the Peoria and Oquawka Railroad, and ran along the northern
edge of the Kickapoo Creek valley. Coal from the Kickapoo Township mines was shipped
exclusively to the Peoria market (Johnson and Company 1880:600-602; Bateman and Selby
1902:726).
Coal mines were opened elsewhere in Peoria County as well, particularly in the heavily
dissected uplands bordering the Illinois River valley. One such area was Orchard Mines, which
was located along the edge of the river valley directed south of the city of Peoria. Coal from the
Orchard Mines was transported to Peoria and other points by rail, via the Toledo, Peoria, and
Warsaw Railroad. The mines also were serviced by a short horse-drawn railroad, which
extended across the bottomlands to a point on the river immediately opposite of Pekin, a minor
industrial center in neighboring Tazewell County (Andreas 1873:39) (see Figure 57).
The publishers of an 1871 atlas of Fulton County observed that, “within a few years past,
the coal business has been one of the most important branches of trade. The vein which is under
most of the county is about five feet in thickness, and of a very superior quality.” This
assessment was echoed by State Geologist Amos Worthen, who stated in his 1866 survey report
that, “Coal No. 4 is a very persistent seam in its development, and has been found in every
locality in the county, that we have examined, where the proper horizon for it was exposed. This
seam has been more extensively worked by Mr. David Williams, at Canton and St. David, than
by any other person in the county” (Worthen 1866, as cited in Andreas, Lyter and Company
1871:47).
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The David Williams referenced by Worthen was born in South Wales in 1827 and
immigrated to the United States in 1855. Shortly after arriving in Canton in 1856, Williams
leased a coal bank located three miles north of Canton, which he worked for four years. He
subsequently opened up five or six mines of his own in the same area (described as “strips” and
“drifts”), from which he hauled coal by wagon to the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railroad
line. Impressed with the level of Williams’ production, the railroad constructed a three-milelong spur line off their main track to service his mines. In 1861, Williams opened a new drift
mine (“of the best quality”) at the point where the spur intersected the Chicago, Burlington, and
Quincy, around which the town of St. David ultimately developed. In 1869, he opened the
Canton Mine, one-half mile southwest of Canton. The Canton Mine had 90’-deep shaft and
exploited a 5’-thick vein of coal. The coal was hauled over a rail spur to the Toledo, Peoria, and
Warsaw Railroad and deposited into chutes, from which it was sold to the railroad and local
consumers. In 1871, Williams’ mines in St. David and Canton each were producing about 6,000
bushels per day—the equivalent of twenty railcars. The 1871 county history noted that, “Mr.
Williams deserves great credit for his enterprise and skill in developing these mines. He was the
first to embark in the mining business extensively, and today, three powerful companies in
Fulton county have followed in his footsteps, and, with an immense amount of capital, are
making the coal business one of the most important branches of industry in the county,
employing hundreds of men, and sending coal all over the western country” (Andreas, Lyter, and
Company 1871:7) (see Figures 58 through 61).
Another of the “powerful” coal operators in Fulton County in the 1870s was the Fulton
Coal Company. This company was based in Cuba, in the north-central part of the county, and
had been organized in the spring of 1870 with the authorized capital of $200,000. The Fulton
Coal Company’s mines were located about one mile northwest of Cuba, and were connected to
the Toledo, Peoria, and Warsaw Railroad by a horse-drawn tramway. The cars in which the coal
was transported could hold 25 to 40 bushels each. Upon reaching the railroad, the coal cars were
moved onto an elevated tramway with chutes by which railroad cars could be filled (an
arrangement identical to the Canton Mine). These particular chutes were the invention of Dr.
Alex Hull, the president of the coal company. The 1871 county atlas gives a glowing account of
the Fulton Coal Company, asserting, “the mines are inexhaustible, the vein being about five feet
in thickness, and the coal of superior quality, not surpassed by any in the west, for steam, fuel,
and blacksmith purposes. The works connected with these mines are superior in construction,
and admirably adapted for the purposes for which they are intended (Andreas, Lyter and
Company 1871:7)” (see Figure 62).
Farther north, coal mining was being carried out on a more modest scale in Mercer
County. According to Hill and Company (1882:685), coal was first discovered in the county in
1840 on the farm of Russell Park, northwest of Viola. Park opened a mine on his farm as early
as 1845, and in 1865 he sunk a shaft near his residence. In 1873, he opened a second coal shaft,
which penetrated a four-foot vein of “very fine coal from which he has taken as high as 50,000
bushels per year” (see Figures 63 and 64). The Park mine was one of eight or nine “principle
shafts” in the immediate area that exploited the coal deposits along the Edwards River valley.
Hill and Company (1882:653-54, 684) note that Coal No. 1 and No. 3 had been “most
extensively mined” in this vicinity and indicate that several farmers had opened mines on their
lands, which “afforded a fair quantity of fuel coal, but were never operated except for the use of
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the owners’ families and some of their neighbors.” This county history further stated that some
of the farmers had attempted strip mining at an early date, but this proved unprofitable due to the
increasing depth of the deposits. Additionally, “the promise of a poor ‘roof’ over the coal
discouraged the owners from running a drift into the hills.”
One outgrowth of the rapid development of Illinois’ coal industry during the middle
nineteenth century was the large-scale manufacture of iron and steel in the state. Iron production
in Illinois increased from 25,761 tons in 1870 to over 1.6 million tons in 1890, and the state’s
rank rose from 15th to 3 rd in terms of production nationally (Risser and Major 1968:9). Early
iron furnaces were in operation in Hardin County as early as the 1830s. These furnaces utilized
iron concretion and sedimentary iron ore (limonite) of local origin and primarily used charcoal
(produced from wood) for fuel. Two furnaces were constructed approximately six miles north of
Rosiclare. One of these, known as the Illinois Furnace, was constructed in the late 1830s and
continued in operation through 1883.34 In 1848, Daniel McCook and Company built the Martha
Furnace two miles east of the Illinois Furnace; it closed in 1857. Production at these facilities
was relatively low due to an inadequate supply of ore (Risser and Major 1968; Swank 1968).
The 1840 U. S. Census also mentions the presence of furnaces in Cook, Fulton, Hardin and
Wabash Counties. The Wabash County furnace produced eight tons of “cast iron” that year,
whereas the Cook County furnace apparently produced 150 tons.35 During the 1850s, the Saline
Coal and Manufacturing Company began an ambitious industrial development along the Saline
River, near Shawneetown. In 1855, the company reported it had “one charcoal furnace, in blast
producing from eighteen hundred to two thousand tons per annum of very superior pig iron.”
This company also claimed to have “three coal pits opened with railroads extending from them
to the river, all in complete working order” (Saline Coal and Manufacturing Company 1855:13)
Jackson County, which was one of the centers of early coal mining in Illinois, was
another area where iron production was undertaken at an early date. Forrest Shepherd noted the
presence of iron ore deposits in the county in 1840, during a survey he conducted in
southwestern Illinois and southeastern Missouri for the “Boston Association For Purchasing
Mineral Property in Missouri and Illinois.” In Jackson County, Shephard found “a bed of
excellent bituminous coal, very free from sulphur and earthy impurities, and workable 8 feet in
thickness without intervention of slate.” He also noted the presence of iron ore overlying the
coal bed along the Big Muddy River, three miles upstream from Brownsville. He noted:
Both the coal and iron beds, with all the accompanying strata rise gradually as
they recede from the river, so as to afford spontaneous drainage to the levels when
worked. When I first discovered this ore bed, I felt that I would gladly exchange
the privilege of making iron here in almost any other place for the opportunity
presented here. For with one hand, I could reach the coal, and with the other, the
34

Swank (1968:317) notes that the Illinois furnace is located four miles northwest of Elizabethtown and was
constructed in 1839 by Leonard White, Calen Guard, and Company. The furnace was purchased by C. Wolfe and
Company of Cincinnati in 1856. At that time, the original stack was torn down and a new larger stack was
constructed. The furnace was important during the Civil War years.
35

The census may have been confusing “foundry” with “furnace” as no furnace is known to have been in operation
in Cook County at this early date (Swank 1968:317).
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ore containing its own flux; while at my feet was a navigable stream for a great
part of the year, to carry the iron to market. The deposits of iron ore and coal on
this tract alone, I am confident cannot be exhausted in a period of many years (as
cited in Andros 1915:30-31).
Shepherd recommended the purchase of nearly 2,000 acres of land around Brownsville and the
Muddy River to his employers. Additionally, he produced a map of the region that illustrated the
coal mines and coal resources near Belleville as well as at the mouth of the Big Muddy River
(Andros 1915) (see Figure 65).
At mid-century, it was the Grand Tower Mining, Manufacturing, and Transportation
Company that attempted to integrate the coal and iron industries in Jackson County. After taking
over the Jackson County Coal Company in 1864, the firm continued to mine coal at Mt. Carbon36
and ship it via flat boat to Grand Tower (formerly known as Evan’s Landing) “where it was used
chiefly to feed the fires that roared up the great chimneys of their iron works.” With construction
of the Grand Tower and Carbondale Railroad (which was owned by the Grand Tower Mining,
Manufacturing and Transportation Company) to Mt. Carbon, transportation of coal to Grand
Tower was conducted by more efficient rail “and the mining interest speedily grew to be one of
the great industries of the county, employing a large capital and a great number of men. The coal
produced from the mines of this county is of a very superior quality, and is without rival west of
Pennsylvania” (Brink, McDonough and Company 1878:39).
In 1878, the Grand Tower Mining, Manufacturing, and Transportation Company owned
6,000 acres of coal land, on which they had three shafts and one drift mine. The shafts were
“contiguous to their railroad line, and are on the south side of Muddy, near Murphysboro.” The
first shaft was sunk in 1867, and the other two were developed in 1868 and 1869. The drift mine
was opened in 1872. By 1878, the company employed 700 men, most of who were miners
(Brink, McDonough and Company 1878:39, 70). At Mt. Carbon the mining company
constructed a saw mill, machine shop, a car shop, a foundry, an engine house, turn-table, railroad
depot, and store-room. The company’s greatest single day of coal production was 1,460 tons, at
a time when coal was selling for 75 cents per ton. The company owned 260 rail cars, eight
barges, and a tugboat for the shipment of coal. The barges and tug were used to transport fuel to
steamboats plying the Mississippi River,37 as well as for shipping coal to river towns.
Apparently, the company also supplied the “Carbondale furnaces with all the coal used in their
great smelting furnaces. ” As of 1878, capital investment of the Grand Tower Mining,
Manufacturing, and Transportation Company was $5,000,000 (Brink, McDonough and Company
1878:94). Of course, the company consumed much of its own coal at the two blast furnaces it
36

The Carbon Hill Mines were located one mile southeast of Carbondale. The 1878 Jackson County history touted
them as “one of the best arranged of any in southern Illinois.” This mine was well drained via a drift, and “the
hoisting apparatus is driven by horse-power, although arranged for steam, which will be applied as soon as the
revival of the coal interest will justify it. That day will soon come. Then will the inexhaustiable [sic] mines of our
great county teem with human forms engaged in digging the ‘dusky diamonds’” (Brink, McDonough and Company
1878:40).
37

Brink, McDonough, and Company (1878:94) described the process by which the steamboats were loaded: “the
steamers load on their up trip. They take the loaded barges alongside, and unload on the up stream. The company
sends a man along, who, when the barges are emptied and cast loose, pilots them to the company’s wharf.”
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operated at Grand Tower (see Figure 66). The pig iron produced at this facility was of a high
grade and was awarded a medal at the Centennial World’s Fair at Philadelphia in 1876. In 1870,
the firm of Sheikle, Harris and Company of St. Louis constructed a third (or “lower) furnace at
Grand Tower, downstream from those operated by Grand Tower Mining, Manufacturing, and
Transportation Company (known thereafter as the “upper furnaces”). The use of local iron ore at
the Grand Tower furnaces eventually was abandoned in favor of superior ore from Missouri.
Local limestone (which was abundant) and Illinois coal from the Big Muddy coal fields
continued to be used, however.
An 1878 history gave high praise to the coal and iron resources of Jackson County,
stating:
Nowhere is better coal for mechanical purposes, for making coke and gas. An
analysis of the coal from the mines of the Carbondale Coal and Coke Company,
show it to be especially rich in carbon and free from the impurities of sulphuret of
iron. It may therefore be regarded as among the best coals of the whole country,
and as it lies near the surface and is not in a situation to be deluged with water, it
can be raised with the greatest economy.
This coal is in great demand in St. Louis, and in places where manufacturing is
largely carried on. The Grand Tower Mining, and Transportation Company [sic]
has mines of excellent coal at Mt. Carbon, and furnaces at Grand Tower. This
company has large interests in the county, and by its railroad and mines, and
manufacturing has acomplished [sic] much to make available our industrial
advantages. By its enterprise a tri-weekly steamboat runs from St. Louis to Grand
Tower. Other mines of coal are worked by various companies, Gartside and other
names (Brink, McDonough and Company 1878:37-38).
When this was written, however, the iron industry at Grand Tower was, in fact, still suffering
from the effects of the Panic of 1873. Prior to the Panic, the population of Grand Tower was
2,000, but by 1878 it had dropped to about 1,200. Nonetheless, the 1878 county history
remained optimistic, asserting “the great iron industries of Jackson County, which, though now
in greatly depressed condition, are destined in the near future to far surpass the past” (Brink,
McDonough, and Company 1878:93-94). Iron production at Grand Tower peaked during the
1880s but continued through the early years of the twentieth century.
One of the coal companies supplying coal to the furnaces at Grand Tower was the Lewis
Coal Company, whose mine was located two miles north of Murphysboro. This company
employed 440 hands capable of loading 2,000 tons of coal per week. During the winter of 1876
a coke company was established and built ovens near Lewis Mine, with the intention of
converting the unsaleable “slack” at the mine into coke. In 1878 it was reported that the coke
works “employ numerous hands, and have caused the building of a respectable village near the
scene of the daily labor of the occupants” (Brink, McDonough, and Company 1878).
Another new market for coal arose with the introduction of coal-gas generating plants
and the production of coal gas for use as gas lamp lighting. By the 1850s many of Illinois’ major
communities were beginning to construct coal-gas plants. Initially used for street lamps, the
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technology was soon adapted for use in public buildings and domestic housing of the wealthy.
The Belleville City Gas Works, which was described as a “most excellent gas-works,” was put
into operation in 1856. By 1870, over five miles of gas pipe had been installed, illuminating 150
street lamps (Hinchcliffe 1870:26). Springfield also had a gas plant by the 1850s. In later years,
private utility companies would become one of the primary consumers of coal through the
production of electricity.
Many of the coal operators during this period (1855-1880) were successful local
merchants or farmers. Several examples are worth noting. One such individual was Henry
Vicary in Peoria County. Born in Cornwall, England in May 1832 he immigrated to America at
the age of eighteen (circa 1850). Although he briefly located in Pennsylvania, Vicary ultimately
chose to settle in Kickapoo Township, Peoria County, in circa 1862
where he has since resided engaged in coal mining and farming. He has given his
attention chiefly to the former occupation, carrying on operations in Peoria
County. His farm comprises about two hundred and sixty acres of good land
upon which he has erected a comfortable house and other good buildings. His
land lies close to Pottstown, on section 36, where he and his family live in
comfortable independence surrounded by all the conveniences and many of the
luxuries of modern civilized life (Biographical Publishing Company 1890:936)
Vicary’s biography illustrates the importance of the agricultural cycle to the early miner
in Illinois. Another English immigrant who followed this pattern was Richard Howarth, a native
of Lancashire, who settled in Peoria County in the early 1840s. In addition to farming, Richard
Howarth also mined coal on his land. Since he is not listed as a coal operator in either the 1850
or 1860 Industrial Schedules of Peoria County, we do not know the full extent of Howarth’s
early mining operations.38 Yet, he did report his occupation as “miner” in the 1850 census, at the
very time that the first extensive coal operations in the county were starting up around Hale’s
Mill (later Pottstown). Howarth possibly worked the coal measures illustrated on his land in the
NE¼ of Section 30 (south of Kickapoo Creek) by the 1873 atlas of Peoria County (Andreas
1873:127). Howarth retired from mining in 1867-1868, but he reentered the field in 1876, in
partnership with William Taylor, his son-in-law. Taylor, like Howarth, was a native of
Lancashire, and one wonders if he too might have worked in the coal fields of that region prior to
emigrating in 1873 (Johnson and Company 1880:773; Biographical Publishing Company
1890:764; Bateman and Selby 1902:728).39
38

The fact that Howarth’s coal mine is not listed in the Industrial Schedules for 1850 and 1860 does not mean that
he was not mining coal, since the schedules are notoriously spotty in their reporting of rural industries.
39

In 1882, Richard Howarth also established a coal-mining partnership with Isaac Wantling. Their co-partnership
agreement stated that the men intended to open a mine (or mines) on Howarth’s lands in Section 30 of Kickapoo
Township. Howarth relinquished his coal rights on Section 30 to the partnership, and also agreed to give land in
Section 19 for the construction of a grocery store, tenant house and other buildings that might be necessary for the
operation of the mine. In consideration for providing the coal, the right-of-way, and the land to the business,
Howarth was to receive six cents per each ton of coal mined, beginning after December 1, 1885. Profits above this
royalty were to be shared equally, and the two men also agreed to split the costs of establishing and operating the
mine. Another stipulation of the agreement allowed Howarth to substitute William Taylor for himself as partner in
the firm (Peoria County Deed Record MG: 126-127). A 1902 biography of Taylor emphasizes his long-term
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Other farmers who engaged in coal mining on the side were John C. Niemann, in
Macoupin County, and Russell Park in Mercer County, both of whom have been discussed
above. David Boyd and Madison Miller operated coal mines on their farms in Randolph County,
as did Peter Robertson in Madison County. These men took equal pride in their farms and
mines, and they made a point of having them illustrated in the atlases for their respective
counties (see Figures 67 through 70).
Although most mines during this period were generally locally controlled and familyowned, a shift towards non-local, corporate mine ownership had begun to develop somewhat
prior to 1880 (see Figure 71). Shifts also were occurring in the organizational structure of the
mining industry, as the fairly independent, “jack-of-trades” miner started to give way to less
skilled mine worker with increased specialization and supervision. A new division of labor was
created with a two-tiered system: tonnage men and company men (see DiCiccio 1993:186192).40 Nonetheless, coal mining had not yet assumed the specialized character it would later on.
As late as 1888 the Report of the Illinois Bureau of Labor Statistics (1888) was able to observe
the following:
The skilled miner takes his tools into the pit and undertakes to deliver from the
wall of mineral before him certain tons of coal for a certain sum per ton. He
mines and drills and blasts and loads his own coal, timbers his own roof, takes
care of his tools, and is responsible mainly for his personal safety and the amount
of his output (DiCiccio 1993:184).

involvement in mining coal on the Howarth Farm (Bateman and Selby 1902:728), and it is possible that he oversaw
day-to-day operations of the mines, while his father-in-law devoted the bulk of his attentions to farming.
40

A similar shift was occurring in the industrial field—from the independent contractor to factory worker—during
this same period.
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Figure 38. One of the earlier maps of southwestern Illinois that illustrates the mineral
resources of St. Clair County. This map was drawn by F. Shepard and printed in 1840.
Note the presence of “Coal Bed 3 Ft” along the tributary immediately east of Belleville.
(Andros 1915:29).
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Figure 39. Details of an 1867 bird’s eye view of Belleville, showing a coal mine on the
southwest fringes of the city (Ruger 1867). This mine may represent one of the earlier
industrialized mines in the state of Illinois, possibly being the very one noted by John
Reynolds as being opened by William Fowler in 1825 (Reynolds 1862b). Note the lack of a
hoist, suggesting that the mine was a drift or slope mine. A horse-drawn rail spur connects
the mine to the nearby rail corridor.
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Figure 40. Portrait of Mr. Conrad Reinecke, president and founder of the Reinecke Coal
Company, Belleville, Illinois (Brink, McDonough and Company 1881:225).
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Figure 41. In 1881, the St. Clair County history published a single page of views entitled “Views of Residence and Business
Property of Conrad Reinecke” (Brink, McDonough and Company 1881:opposite 224). This is the view of “Reinecke’s Mine
No. 1 at Reinecke Station, on the L. & N. R. R., St. Clair Co., Illinois.” Additionally, two other views (one of another mine,
and a third of his residence) were illustrated as part of this larger lithograph.
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Figure 42. Close-up view of Reinecke’s Mine No. 1 (Brink, McDonough and Company 1881). This was a large, industrialized
shipping mine. Note both the masonry chimney and the steel tubular chimney at the boiler/engine house. The large building
incorporating the boiler/engine house is exceptionally large, and may have also housed the mule shed (note the large double
doors facing the rail siding). The headframe is of a rather sleek, two-post design, suggesting that it may be of metal
construction. If this is indeed a cast iron or steel headframe, it would represent one of the earliest documented non-timber
headframes in Illinois. Located immediately adjacent to the side of the boiler/engine house was a large, potentially masonry
furnace flue (which may sit above an air shaft). The uniform character of the large structures immediately behind the mine
suggest that they are company housing for the miners and their families.
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Figure 43. This is the second mine illustrated in the 1881 county history (Brink, McDonough and Company 1881). This is
“Reinecke’s Mine No. 2 at Belleville on the L. & N. R. R., St. Clair Co. ILL.” This mine is not as modern as Reinecke’s Mine
No. 1. Note the four-post timber headframe and much smaller engine/hoisting house. Both mines had a very simple set of coal
chutes. Whereas the earlier illustration depicts a mine tipple with two chutes (suggesting that the coal is being screened and/or
sorted into at least two sizes) the tipple at this mine has only one rail siding and a single chute suggesting that “run-of-themine” coal is being marketed here. Also present at the far right is a short masonry furnace flue (which probably was located
above a second air shaft). Furnace flues were the precursor of rotary fan ventilation systems. This mine is in a rural setting
adjacent to a farmhouse and/or mine manager’s residence. Note the use of flatbed rail cars to transport relatively large lump
coal.
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Figure 44. Braidwood, Will County, Illinois in 1873. Coal was discovered at this locality in
circa 1865. Located in Reed Township, the community of Braidwood was developed
among the coal mines of the Chicago and Wilmington Coal Company. This unique coal
town was developed around a series of coal shafts connected by rail spurs to the adjacent
Chicago, Alton and St. Louis Railroad (Thompson, Brother and Burr 1873:132). The
Wilmington coal-field “is not large, but it furnishes a large supply of valuable coal. The
area is estimated at twenty square miles, and the thickness of the vein averages, it is
thought, three and a quarter feet…. This corner of the county is honeycombed with shafts,
the depth of which varies from twenty to seventy feet. Hundreds of thousands of tons are
annually sent to market. This industry has built up a considerable city in the township of
Reed, of the name of Braidwood…” (Le Baron 1878:227).
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Figure 45. This single page illustration of the Chicago, Wilmington, and Vermilion Coal
Company mines and office properties in Braidwood, Illinois was published in the Will
County atlas (Thompson, Brother and Burr 1873:133). These extremely fine detail
lithographic views of four large scale industrial mines within Braidwood represent some of
the more interesting views of early 1870s industrial mines that exist for Illinois. This area
was known for its distinctive longwall mining methods.
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Figure 46. Detail of the Chicago, Wilmington and Vermilion Coal Company’s Shaft B, looking from the southeast (Thompson,
Brother and Burr 1873:133).
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Figure 47. Detail of the Chicago, Wilmington and Vermilion Coal Company’s Shaft C, looking from the southeast
(Thompson, Brother and Burr 1873:133). This illustration seems to depict an abandoned power plant in the left foreground
(note boarded up windows and collapsed chimney stack).
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Figure 48. Detail of the Chicago, Wilmington and Vermilion Coal Company’s Shaft E, looking from the west (Thompson,
Brother and Burr 1873:133). This view contains nice detail of the screens and chutes associated with both wagon and rail box
car loading facilities.
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Figure 49. Detail of the Chicago, Wilmington and Vermilion Coal Company’s Shaft G, looking from the north (Thompson,
Brother and Burr 1873:133).
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Figure 50. Residence of J. Johnson, Engineer and Superintendent of the Chicago,
Wilmington, and Vermilion Coal Company at Braidwood (Thompson, Brother and Burr
1873:133).
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Figure 51. An 1875 lithograph showing the residence, tenant houses, and coal mine buildings located on the property of W. B.
Squires in Catlin Township. The county history noted that Catlin was both a farmer and coal dealer who had been born in
Ohio. The cage for this early shaft mine was raised and lowered by means of a horse-powered hoist (located the left of the
office). Note the wagons hauling away coal from the mine in the lower figure (Brink and Company 1875:105).
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Figure 52. Detail view of the Discovery Coal Shaft which was located on lands owned by Honorable W. G. Greene in Menard
County (Brink 1874:37). Various vignettes surrounding the illustration of his main residence (Elm Grove) noted his industrial
achievements in agriculture and industry (and included small details of the Discovery Coal Shaft, Reliance Agriculture,
Enterprise Woolen Factory, and the Public Spirit Railroad Enterprises). Greene was a successful farmer and banker from
Tallula who was of English descent. Greene also owned the South Valley Coal Shaft at Petersburg (Baskin 1879:709)
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Figure 53. The Staunton Coal Company mine at Staunton (Macoupin County), was owned
and operated by Henry Voge (Brink, McDonough and Company 1879:41, 121). Voge
operated two mines, both of which are illustrated here. One shaft was sunk in 1871, the
second in 1876. The depth of the mines were about 325 feet and the coal vein averaged
about 8 feet in thickness. Mr. Voge employed “from one hundred to one hundred forty
miners,” and in 1878, the mines produced “nearly one million and a half bushels of coal.”
Voge was of German descent and had only arrived in the county in 1869. At nineteen years
of age, trained as a stone cutter and mason, Voge “wished to be free from service in the
German army” and immigrated via New Orleans to Belleville in 1856. It was in Belleville
that he began working in the coal mines, and eventually worked as an agent for the
German Mining and Coal Company. Another less-developed mine, well removed from the
rail line, was also in operation at this time in Macoupin County. These mines were
operated by the Western Coal Company.
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Figure 54. This is Henry Voge’s second coal mine at Staunton (Brink, McCormick and
Company 1879:41).
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Figure 55. An 1879 lithograph illustrating the two mines of the Mount Olive Coal Company. The “old” shaft was sunk in
1874, while the “new” shaft was sunk in 1878 (Brink, McDonough and Company 1879:128).
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Figure 56. An 1879 lithograph illustrating the two mines of the Mount Olive Coal Company. The “old” shaft was sunk in
1874, while the “new” shaft was sunk in 1878 (Brink, McDonough and Company 1879:128). The “New Shaft” is typical of an
1870s-era industrialized mine with its enclosed wooden headframe and tipple with multiple chutes (for loading various sized
coal), and an adjacent frame engine and hoisting house. Few other buildings were associated with this mine.
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Figure 57. View of the “Orchard Coal Mines, P. V. Schenck, Propt., Orchard Mines,
Peoria Co., ILLS.” (Andreas 1873:39). The actual mine (which is a drift mine) is at the far
right (note the presence of the large furnace flue). The small coal mining community of
Orchard Mines was located in Hollis Township, in southern Peoria County. The city of
Pekin, in neighboring Tazewell County, appears in the far distance, on the opposite side of
the Illinois River. Coal from Orchard Mines was transported by steam locomotive via the
Toledo, Peoria, and Warsaw Railroad, which appears in the foreground. Additionally, a
horse-drawn railroad connected the mines with the nearby community to Pekin. P. V.
Schenck was the proprietor of the coal mines at Orchard Mines at the time the county atlas
was published (Andreas 1873:39).
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Figure 58. David Williams was the owner and developer of the Canton Coal Mine
properties. Mr. Williams’ Canton Coal Mines represented “one of the largest businesses
[of its kind] in the state” at that time (Andreas, Lyter and Company 1871:47, 77).
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Figure 59. The coal town of St. David was developed by David Williams at the junction of the company’s rail spur and the
Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy rail line (Andreas, Lyter and Company 1871:77). This illustration is an excellent depiction
of a circa 1865-70 company town. The company store is located immediately adjacent to the tracks. At least three sizes of
houses were present within the community, and these variations in house size mirror the social and management hierarchy
present in the mines at this time. Additionally, as this image suggests, large numbers of the houses were copies of other
housing in the community—generic rows of similar housing typical of cheap workers’ housing. Also note the schoolhouse to
the far left.
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Figure 60. View of the Canton Coal Mine shaft (Andreas, Lyter and Company 1871:77). This mine was touted as being one of
the finest in the state for this date, and included a frame tipple and large shed-roofed power plant that probably housed both
the hoisting engine and steam engine. Note the horse-drawn ore carts on tracks leading away from the shaft.
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Figure 61. View of the Canton Coal Chute (Andreas, Lyter and Company 1871:77). Located within the community of St.
David, it was from this coal chute that the coal was unloaded from the ore carts and dumped directly into the waiting railroad
box cars. It appears that the Canton mines sold “run-of-the-mine” coal, without any screening or sorting. The small building
in the background, with the sign running along the ridgeline of the building, was the “Office of the Canton C 0 Mines.”
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Figure 62. “Works of the Fulton Coal Mines, Cuba, ILLS.” (Andreas, Lyter and Company 1871:85). The actual mine was
located on Alexander Hull’s land approximately one mile northeast of the community. In Cuba, the Fulton Coal Company
had a substantial rail siding with an elevated office building and modern coal chutes. The raised water tank, windmill, and
rail depot became a common feature of the Illinois village landscape during the 1870s.
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Figure 63. View of the farm residence and coal shaft on the property of Russell Park, located northwest of Viola, Mercer
County (Brink and Company 1875:54). The small dwelling adjacent to the coal mine may represent the log cabin constructed
by Mr. Park upon arrival at this location in 1839 (Hill and Company 1882:685).
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Figure 64. Two views of the coal shaft and top works illustrated in “Farm Residence and
Coal Shaft” of Russell Park (2½ miles northwest of Viola, Mercer County) (Brink and
Company 1875:54). This mine was located adjacent to the farmer’s house and serviced a
local market via wagons. Typical of these early Local Mines was the “loading platform”
which is depicted well in this illustration. Miners travel with their ore carts along an
elevated walkway and dump the unscreened ore into partially opened bins that were
elevated to the height of a wagon bed. The shaft at this mine was completely enclosed with
a frame building that housed a small hoisting engine, boiler and simple headframe. The
headframe appears to consist of a single beam (supported by two large posts at each end of
the building) that passes through the roof of the structure and presumably passes over the
center of the shaft.
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Figure 65. Detail view of Shepard’s Map of Parts of Missouri and Illinois (1840; as
reprinted in Andros 1915:29) map of… illustrating the industrial development along the
lower reaches of the Big Muddy River in Jackson County. Coal beds, salt works and
millstone quarries were noted within the region.
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Figure 66. Two views of coal mining facilities at Grand Tower, Jackson County, Illinois.
The upper image is a view from Tower Rock and illustrates a river tipple and flat boats
docked for loading. The lower illustration is a view of one of the iron foundries with coal
loading facility. These works were owned by the Grand Tower Mining, Manufacturing,
and Transportation Company (Brink, McDonough and Company 1878:36-37).
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Figure 67. Farm views of David B. Boyd, rural Randolph County, Illinois (Brink and Company 1875:78). Beside agriculture,
Mr. Boyd operated a sawmill and coal mine on his property. He was assisted in his work by tenant farm hands. Mr. Boyd’s
property was located along the line of the Cairo and St. Louis Railroad. Farmers like Mr. Boyd were often diversified and
practiced a variety of other trades and/or activities in the down time afforded by the agricultural cycle. As such, many
farmers were farmer/potters, farmer/blacksmiths, or in this case, farmer/coal miners.
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Figure 68. View of the “Miller Place—Residence & Coal Mines of Gen. Madison Miller, Randolph County, Illinois (Brink and
Company 1875:69). The atlas also noted that W. J. Rury, of nearby Perry, was the proprietor of the Miller Coal Mine at that
date. McDonough (1883:55) noted that “mining coal, a comparatively new industry, is being rapidly prosecuted, and with
constantly increasing facilities for its transportation…”. Mr. Miller occupied a distinctively large masonry house and was
proud of his industrial accomplishments. Unfortunately, the published county histories of Randolph County give little
information regarding Madison Miller.
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Figure 69. View of the “Residence of Peter Robertson, Section 1, Town[ship] 5, Range 10, Greenwood & Upper Alton Road,
Madison Co., Ill.” (Brink, McCormick and Company 1873:156).
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Figure 70. Detail of Peter Robertson’s Coal Banks, rural Madison County, Illinois (Brink, McCormick and Company
1873:156).
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Figure 71. There was a major change in the structure of coal mine ownership during the
late nineteenth century. Early mines were predominately privately owned, and often
family operated. Simple partnerships commonly were formed to work many of the earlier
industrialized mines (such as the J. C. Loose and Company mine in Springfield, TOP).
Later mines, which generally required massive capital investments, were corporate-owned
stock companies (represented by the Mount Olive Coal Company stock certificate,
BOTTOM). With this change in ownership and increased mechanization came a shift in
the role of the skilled miner in the mine. Earlier miners were skilled picksmen who viewed
their work as a craft and often operated as independent craftsmen. In contrast, increased
mechanization led to labor specialization and the rise of the general non-skilled worker
who was supervised by a “company” man.
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Post Railroad, Early Machine Production Era (1880-1915)
The economic depression that followed the Crash of 1873 slowed down the pace of
Illinois’ industrial development, including the coal industry. This depressed state of industry
continued throughout the late 1870s. Things changed dramatically in the 1880s, however. As
Scamehorn (1952:39) states, “Commencing in 1881, the coal mining industry in Illinois began
anew a tremendous era of expansion which carried mining operations into areas of virgin coal
resources contiguous to lines of railroads constructed across the central and southern counties.”
The late nineteenth and early twentieth century was a period of great transition in the Illinois coal
industry: mines became more mechanized with the introduction of machine mining techniques;
older coal districts were eclipsed by new ones; new markets were opened with the increased use
of coal by railroads and for home heating; labor became unionized; and new legislation was
passed to regulate the industry. Scamehorn, writing in the early 1950s, noted that by circa 1890
the coal industry had “achieved the general characteristics it has retained to the present time”
(Scamehorn 1952:35).
Railroads continued to play a vital role in the coal industry’s development. Discussing
this influence, Scamhorn writes:
Three alterations gradually gained form under the influence of the extensive
system of transportation facilities afforded the coal producing areas by the
railroads as the coal mining industry gained a new character. These may be stated
as distinct aspects of the transition: 1) Coal production for individual mines and
companies noticeably increased as shipping mines gradually gained in the
proportion of the total production. Local mining enterprises continued to
predominate in number, and even to increase, but they produce a smaller
proportion of the annual product. 2) Restriction of mining enterprises to an area
immediately adjacent to particular markets was removed. Geographical location
of mining operations became less decisive in determining the competition for
markets. 3) Extension of the mining industry to the interior counties of the State
on a grand scale created a rival for the older areas of mining enterprises for the
markets of the Northwest, Chicago, and St. Louis (Scamehorn 1952:35).
The first Annual Coal Report published by the Illinois Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1883
(summarizing mining in 1882) provides the first comprehensive look at the mining industry in
Illinois. The report indicates that there were 704 mines reporting in the state. Of these, 207
mines were classified as “steam shafts,” 140 were “horse power shafts,” 9 were “steam slopes or
shafts,” and 329 were simply classified as “other slopes or drifts.” As this report indicates,
nearly half (n=338 or 49.4%) of the mines41 were classified as simple slope or drift mines. Of
these slope or drift mines, only nine (2.7%) were mechanized with a steam engine. In contrast,
59.6% of the shaft mines reporting at this date (n= 347; or 50.6% of total classified) had already
employed steam power for hoisting operations. Nonetheless, as late as 1882, apparently over
40% of the shaft mines in operation in Illinois were still being operated with horse power
(Leighton and Carroll 1943:46). State law by this time required improved methods of ventilation
41

Only 685 mines of the 705 listed as reported were actually classified. The discrepancy is not understood.
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and double entry escapement hatches. Subsequent Annual Coal Reports detail that these
improvements were being undertaken. By 1886, 310 mines in operation had escapement shafts,
with 152 having installed fans (IBLS 1886).
Central Illinois saw dramatic increases in coal production during the period 1880-1890.
Sangamon County remained an important center of production, but new mines also were opened
in Christian and Macoupin Counties. The extreme depth of the coal in Christian County (720
feet) delayed significant exploitation until after 1880. By 1890, however, mines were operating
in Pana, Taylorville, Assumption, and Edinburgh (Scamehorn 1952:64.) Coal mining in
Macoupin County was well underway by the 1870s, but the industry enjoyed dramatic growth in
the decades that followed. As Scamehorn (1952:65) notes, “between 1880 and 1890, that
industry experienced a phenomenal expansion which carried the county [Macoupin] to the lead
in the central field, and to a similar position among all the counties of the State.” One of the new
mines opened during this period was the “Hoosier” Mine, first opened in 1887 by the Mt. Olive
Coal Company. In 1895, this mine was acquired by the Madison County Coal Corporation,
which owned multiple mines in the surrounding region (Stratton 2002d). Another large coal
producer in Macoupin County during this period was the Consolidated Coal Corporation (see
Figure 72 through 76).
The state’s ever-expanding railroad network helped open up new coal fields in southcentral Illinois as well, resulting in a shift in the center of production away from the longestablished coal districts around St. Clair and Jackson Counties. The coal beds in the southcentral counties were found at a deeper depth, but were much thicker. By 1890, there were
fifteen coal-producing counties in the southern district, with a combined production of 3,000,000
tons of coal (Scamehorn 1952:68). Some interior mines had developed along the Illinois Central
Railroad line at DuQuoin and St. John as early as the late 1850s. By the late 1880s, new mines
of equal importance had been opened around Tamora and Pinckneyville in Perry County. In
Randolph County mining activity was centered on the towns of Percy and Sparta. Jackson
County also saw the development of new mines, around Carbondale, Murphysboro and De Soto.
Some mining activity also was present around Centralia, Sandoval, Odin, and Salem in Marion
County, and around Carterville in Williamson County; however, it was not until after 1900 that
these counties came into their prime and the “interior of the southern field became the center of
the state-wide industry” (Scamehorne 1952:77). Herrin, Marion, and Johnson City in
Williamson County all developed into important mining centers after 1900 (see Figures 77
through 81).
Circa 1902-1907 several new large mines were opened in previously untapped sections of
the inland southern field. These mines were very sophisticated for the time and required
considerable capital investment (Abbott 1920; Andros 1915:68). The most impressive of these
was the Zeigler Coal Company’s Mine No. 1 in Franklin County. This mine, which was the first
to be opened in Franklin County, started production in 1904. Its owner, a Chicagoan named
Joseph Leiter, had purchased 7,500 acres of land in the southwestern part of the county with the
intention of constructing “vast coke ovens” in association with the coal mine. Leiter never
completed his coking operation, but he did make his mine one of the most modern and well
equipped in the world at the time. He reportedly was the first coal operator to provide his mine
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with rescue apparatus and a building especially designed for fire fighting and rescue work42
(Cartlidge 1933:40; see also Angle 1952:118-119). Other innovative aspects to Zeigler No. 1
were its tipple, which at 125 feet was the tallest in Illinois, and its washhouse, one of the earliest
built in the state. The mine also had a “combined railroad car loading and weighing system
which was the most advanced in the country” (ICA 1992:37). The Zeigler mine set the standard
for those that were to follow it in Franklin County and adjoining areas included within the socalled “Quality Circle” (see Figure 82).
Even with developments like Zeigler, many mines in Illinois continued to be opened by
small-scale operators during this period (see Figures 82 and 83). Andros (1915) observed that,
“these shallow mines were cheaply opened and by 1900 there were over 900 mines in the State.”
They generally utilized unmodified room-and-pillar methods. But with increased depth of the
coal, more capital was needed finance the operation, and the individual mine owner became
supplanted by the larger corporation devoted to exploiting the deeper inland coal seams.
Although these mines required a much larger outlay of monies and time to construct (many
taking multiple years to develop prior to the extraction of any coal) their output was far greater
than that associated with the earlier mines. This was the character of the mines of the twentieth
century. The number of small mines (those producing less than 10,000 tons of coal per year)
peaked in 1905 (with a total of 620 mines). At that time, these operations comprised over 62%
of the total number of mines in operation. In 1883, there were a total of 442 of these small mines
in the state, which comprised slightly over 69% of the total number of mines (Andros 1915:69).
With time, the number of mines operating in the state dropped, while the production levels of the
individual mines rose dramatically.
One of the prime factors in the increasing demand for coal was the railroads. Railroads
served an essential function to the coal industry by transporting its product to market, but they
also represented its largest customer. Steam locomotives consumed vast amounts of coal, and
they came to the mine as much as a consumer as a carrier. Hence, these two industries grew in
conjuncture with one another. It was also during this period that coal became more acceptable
and/or practical for use by the home consumer. Previously, wood was generally used for
domestic purposes by most of the population—although the use of coal had become acceptable
by some of the more wealthy families prior to this time. Initial efforts at coal burning fireplaces
were predominately a practice of the upper class during the 1860s and 1870s. Few working class
families utilized coal for home consumption at this time. It was not until the advent and/or
development of more centralized heating systems (whether in coal-fired hot air systems or coalfired boilers for hot water and steam heating systems) during the latter nineteenth century that
the burning of coal for home consumption became more widely practiced. Still, these systems
were predominately utilized by the more wealthy class of home owners until the early years of
the twentieth century. It was not until the development of coal burning hot air furnaces that the
home use of coal became common among the working class family. By the early 1870s,
Chicago officials noted that coal was cheaper than wood, and the inhabitants of the city were
choosing coal over wood for domestic use (See Schwieder 1983:5). Scamehorn (1952:101)
notes that:
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In 1908, he imported eight Draeger rescue outfits from Germany (Cartlidge 1933:40).
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In the supply for household consumption, the producers of anthracite enjoyed a
definite advantage. One correspondent for a coal trade magazine [Coal] noted in
1883, that all the ‘better homes’ of the Middle West and West were turning to the
use of that fuel. During this same time the continued high cost of anthracite, in
comparison to the price of both eastern and western grades of bituminous coal,
tended to lend impetus to a trend for a more widespread use of the cheaper fuels.
Another market for Illinois coal was heavy industry, both as a fuel and as a source of
coke for iron and steel production. The iron industry of Northern Illinois was initiated in 1857
with the construction of the Chicago Rolling Mill, which was constructed by Captain E. B. Ward
of Detroit on the right bank of the Chicago River (Swank 1968:318). Initiated to roll iron rails
for the rail industry, these mills predominately used Lake Superior iron ores. The first two
furnaces for smelting iron ore in the Chicago region were constructed in 1868 by the Chicago
Iron Company, later the Union Steel Company. Two additional furnaces were constructed in
1869 by the North Chicago Rolling Mill Company. In 1871, the Union Steel Company produced
the first Bessemer steel within northern Illinois. New open-hearth furnaces were introduced in
1888. Between 1873 and 1875, the Meier Iron Company constructed two large coke furnaces at
East St. Louis. These furnaces were unsuccessful ventures and were dismantled in 1890;
relocated to Big Stone Gap, Virginia (Swank 1968:318). The Joliet Iron and Steel Company was
established along the banks of the Illinois and Michigan Canal in 1873.43 Its first two furnaces
were of the Bessemer Converter type. Two additional furnaces were constructed sometime
shortly after 1900; these were much larger and emphasized the critical changes in furnace
technology during these formative years (Bergstresser 1997:35). In 1890 there were fifteen
completed furnaces in Illinois and five more were in the course of erection. In the same year
there were seven standard Bessemer steel works in the State, four of which were owned by the
Illinois Steel Company, which had absorbed in 1889 the business of the North Chicago Rolling
Mill Company, the Union Steel Company, and the Joliet Steel Company (Swank 1968:318). In
1894, a foundry was established at Granite City for the production of enameled kitchenware. By
1908, this firm was producing a full range of steel products. Other plants were soon established
at Peoria, Alton, Sterling, and East St. Louis (Risser and Major 1968; Swank 1968).
Early foundries and/or furnaces in northern Illinois used coke produced from Illinois
coal, but these facilities quickly switched to eastern coke (predominately that produced near
Pittsburgh) which was of a better quality. The Meier Iron Company at East St. Louis apparently
used “Carbondale Coke” manufactured from Jackson County (Swank 1968:318). Illinois coal,
which generally is high in sulpher, does not make a strong coke. Production dropped from
12,700 tons in 1880 (with a ranking of 8th in U.S. production), to only 2370 tons in 1899 (with a
ranking of 22 nd in the U.S. production) (Risser and Major 1968:26). This decline in state coke
production is discussed by Parker (1897):
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The ruins of the Joliet Iron and Steel Company are located within the Illinois and Michigan Canal National
Heritage Corridor. Forest Preserve District of Will County, in cooperation with the Canal Corridor Association and
the Illinois Department of Natural Resources, has developed the ruins into a series of bike and interpretive trails
integrated into the corridor as a heritage park.
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The revival of coke making in Illinois which was predicted in the preceding report
has not been borne out by results. The number of establishments increased from
one in 1894 to three in 1895, and the number of ovens from 24 to 129. The output
of coke did not increase materially, however, and what increase is reported in
1896 was from the same bank of 24 ovens which has furnished the entire product
for five years. Of the 105 ovens added in 1895 none were fired and 1896 shows
the number of ovens two less than in 1895.
Parker continues, observing that, “The impurities in Illinois coal have worked against it in the
manufacture of metallurgical coke, and until recently the attempts to improve the quality of the
coal by washing have not been attended with marked success.” At this time, Parker noted that all
of the coke produced in Illinois was “produced at Equality, in Gallatin County, where all of the
coke product of Illinois for several years has been made” (Parker 1897:699). Parker (1897)
contains an excellent context for coke production in the state. The decrease in local coke
production in Illinois during the 1890s was due predominately to improved rail transportation
and movement of anthracite-derived coke from the East. Illinois coke was relegated to
producing mostly water, gas, and heat. Although coke production in Illinois increased during the
first decades of the twentieth century, much of the coal used in its production was eastern coal. 44
Beehive coke ovens located 2½ miles southeast of Sparta (Randolph County) operated in the
1880s.
Technological advancements in coal mining during this period primarily revolved around
improved methods of extraction and haulage. Cutting machines, which mechanically undercut
coal seams (thus reducing labor-intensive pick work), began to be used in Illinois mines in the
1880s and gradually came into standard use over the next forty to fifty years. The first coalcutting machine to be used was the air puncher, which was invented by George Harrison and
powered with compressed air (see Figure 84). In 1913-1914, several of the larger mines in
southern Illinois replaced their punchers with electric chain breast machines, and “this lead was
soon followed by most of the larger operations.” Francis Lechner, of Stark County, Ohio was
the inventor of one of the first chain coal-cutting machines (Cartlidge 1933:48, 50). In 1882,
coal-cutting machines reportedly were being used at a limited number of large mines in six
counties (La Salle, Mercer, St. Clair, Vermilion, Will and Williamson). The first strict
accounting of these machines is the 1888 Annual Coal Report, which indicates that they had
been introduced into thirty-eight coal mines—or one-eighth of the total reporting (Leighton and
Carroll 1943:46). It is not until the early years of the twentieth century that the percentage of
mines using undercutting machines approached 20% of the mines in operation, and not until
circa 1920 that a majority of mines had adopted them (even then that majority was a slim one).
Many local mines continued to extract coal by hand for years to come, either out of tradition or
due to the expense of purchasing mining machines. The machines were adopted at a faster pace
by large shipping mines, particularly those in the southern district, where the coal seams were
much thicker than other parts of the state (Ross 1916:7).
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It was not until research conducted during the 1940s, which mixed high volatile coal from Illinois with low
volatile coals from southern Appalachian coal fields, that the manufacture of “acceptable coke” was accomplished in
Illinois. As such, coke production in Illinois increased from 140,000 tons in 1944 to 637,000 tons in 1960, and 1.9
million tons in 1966 (Risser and Major 1968:27).
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The adoption of coal cutters in mines was an early point of dispute between labor and
management, and it remained a major source of discontent for some time to come. This is
apparent from the 1882 Coal Report, which commented that the coal “operators regard them [the
cutters] as a financial success” but that the “miners differ in opinion about the machines, the
more intelligent holding that it is only a question of time when machinery will have to do a large
part of the work now being done by hand, and that it will be better for the men that it should;
while others foresee only the ruin of the miners, and the reduction of wages to starvation prices”
(as cited in Schull 1954:51). Some miners in St. Clair County also complained about the noise
generated by the machines. One consequence of the mechanization of coal mining was the loss
of the skilled labor force. As Ross (1916:7) notes
The application of power to coal mining has practically eliminated the
experienced, highly skilled picksman, whom it was a privilege and a pleasure to
watch in action, and whose special characteristics can be recalled now only in
connection with the blacksmith in Longfellow’s theme, or the axe men of the type
of Lincoln. Not only has this interesting individual passed out of sight but with
him has naturally disappeared the implements of his craft. I am told there are still
some mines in Illinois in which picks may be found, but they are employed
chiefly in the dangerous, unlawful practice of opening powder kegs, or in other
ways foreign to their legitimate function.
In respect to haulage, electric-powered trains, called “motors”, eventually replaced the
hand, horse/mule, and cable-drawn coal carts used by the early generation of mines (see Figure
85). Motors not only modified the method of loading within the mine, but also led to the
integration of electrical power plants within the surface complex. The first electric locomotive
was designed in Germany and placed on exhibit at the Berlin Trade Exhibition in 1879. This
technology was quickly adapted to mining operations. In July 1887, an innovative electric
locomotive (aptly named the “Pioneer”) was put into service at the Lykens Valley Coal
Company’s anthracite mine in Pennsylvania. One year later, the Jeffrey Manufacturing
Company installed a similar machine in the bituminous mine operated by the Upson Coal Mining
Company in Shawnee, Ohio. Electric locomotives saw their first use in Illinois in 1888 at the
Chicago, Wilmington and Vermilion Coal Company’s Mine No. 3 in Streator. This locomotive
was designed and constructed by the Sperry Electric Mining Machine Company of Chicago
(predecessor of the Goodman Manufacturing Company). The years 1899-1904 can be
considered an introductory period for electrical locomotives. Some mines opted to experiment
with cable, compressed air,45 and even gasoline-driven locomotives.46 One of the early problems
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Between 1895 and 1908, compressed air locomotives made great improvements in design (Stoek 1922:18).
Nonetheless, they were short-lived—as in 1921, none were in operation in Illinois.
46

First gasoline locomotive in Illinois was built and used by the Sangamon Coal Company in 1904 at Springfield.
Andros (1915:179-180) states that, “this crude machine… pulled in a trip seven to nine pit cars each weighing
loaded 4,000 pounds.” A few of these massive locomotives were constructed in Chicago and St. Louis in 1905-06.
In 1909, the Kolb Coal Company of Mascoutah shipped a gasoline locomotive to their mine. “This locomotive gave
such satisfaction that several more were ordered by this company.” In 1910, about 300 of these were in use “in all
parts of the world.” By 1915, many were in use in Illinois. Their use was restricted due to ventilation problems. In
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cited in regards to electric “motors” is that they required exposed wires, presenting a potentially
dangerous situation in the often-wet conditions found in a coal mine (Steck et al. 1922). In 1900,
only seven mines in the state were using electrical motors. By contrast, 512 mines used horses
and mules to haul coal, 374 mines did it by hand, and twenty-seven mines used cables this same
year (Leighton and Carroll 1943:46). Electrical locomotives became widely adopted during the
1910s, however, after effective storage batteries were developed,47 since the locomotives no
longer needed to be “hard wired.” By 1910, thirty-four mines were using electrical locomotives.
This transition had further progressed by 1916 for Ross (1916:7) to observe that “even the long
suffering mule can catch a glimpse of his ultimate liberation in the 15 ton ball-bearing mine
locomotives operated by that mysterious power known as electricity, and capable of hauling at
one time sufficient coal to fill several railroad cars.” Mules continued to be used in mines
around the state, but their use was steadily declining (their average work life was approximately
3 years). As long as mines did not have steep grades, the storage-battery locomotives were
reported to be “successful and cheap to operate” (Stoek et al 1922). By 1920, 75% of the mines
in the state were using electric locomotives to haul coal belowground (IDMM 1954:48-62).
Besides making technological improvements in regard to extraction and haulage during
the early twentieth century, the coal industry also made strides in the area of safety by
developing improved ventilation systems, equipping mines with electric lighting and telephones,
and by providing escape tunnels (called “escapements’) to be used in the event of a disaster
(IDMM 1954:48-49).
Coal preparation became more advanced during this period as well. Mines were offering
a greater variety of sizes (or grades) of coal, and the material was better screened. A growing
number of shipping mines were also washing their coal to remove unwanted materials, such as
dirt and sulfur, from the fuel to make it burn more cleanly and efficiently. Coal washers became
especially prevalent at the larger mines in the Quality Circle (reference Figures 77 and 78). Coal
washers also were making their appearance in St. Clair County by circa 1900-1910. In 19061907, the Southern Coal, Coke, and Mining Company built a coal washer along the main line of
the Southern Railway at Centerville Station,48 in the American Bottom east of East St. Louis.
This facility washed coal shipped in from eight different mines the company owned locally.
Two other coal washers also were in operation in St. Clair County at this date: one was operated
1922, it was observed that “their use underground is steadily decreasing; storage battery locomotives are replacing
them to a very great extent” (Stoek et al 1922:19).
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The first storage battery locomotive was experimented with in a British mine in 1886. The first successful use of
such a machine in the United States occurred in 1899 in the Pocahontas region of West Virginia in 1899. In 1900,
the Jeffrey Manufacturing Company marketed a storage battery locomotive. The next ten years were experimental
and slow paced for storage battery locomotives.
48

The 1907 Annual Coal Report indicates that this washer was located “on the main line of the Southern Railway,
near Coulterville Station, in St. Clair County” (Illinois Bureau of Labor Statistics 1907:308). Coulterville, however,
is located in Randolph County and was not serviced by the Southern Railway. Hence, we believe that the report
intended to say Centerville Station, since this town was in fact on the main line of Southern Railway and in St. Clair
County. Furthermore, when the coal washer burned down in 1912, the newspaper article describing its destruction
states that the washer was located “near the bluffs on the Southern railway”—a location matching Centerville
Station (East St. Louis Daily Journal 19 November 1912, p. 1, col. 1).
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by the Consolidated Coal Company at its No. 17 mine in Collinsville; and the other was run by
the Bessemore Washed Coal Company on the south side of East St. Louis. Consolidated’s
washer presumably processed coal extracted form its own mine. Bessemore, however,
purchased slack or screenings from various small mines in St. Clair and Madison Counties and
cleaned it for sale to the St. Louis Market. The 1907 Annual Coal Report noted that, “The
consumption of washed coal is largely on the increase” (Illinois Bureau of Labor Statistics
1907:308). The Centerville Station coal washer caught fire and burned to the ground in
September 1912. Two months later, the Southern Coal, Coke, and Mining Company filed a
building permit with the city of East St. Louis for the construction of a new washer located south
of the Free (now MacArthur) Bridge, just inside the city limits. The company felt that this
location would provide them with better access to all of the railroads coming into East St. Louis
than their former site had. The estimated cost of the new coal washer was $35,000 (East St.
Louis Journal 19 November 1912, p. 1, col.1).49
The period 1880-1915 also witnessed the development of a new form of commercial
mining: surface or strip mining. This mining technique generally was done on level ground and
involved the removal of the overburden covering a coal seam, thus eliminating the need for any
underground work. Worthen (1882) noted a number of early attempts at strip mining in
Brown,50 Pike,51 and Grundy52 Counties. But the place best known for its early strip mine
operations was the Danville vicinity in Vermillion County. Risser and Major (1968:10) and
DiCiccio (1993:31, 53) both state that the first strip mining in United States occurred near
Danville in 1866. Worthen (1882:516, 521) discusses several such operations—referred to
49

Stratton (2002e; 2003) discusses the history of the Southern Coal Coke, and Mining Company’s coal washer and
its Mine No. 8 at Shiloh, St. Clair County.
50

Describing the coal mining methods used in Brown County, Worthen (1882:315) notes that the No. 2 coal seam
(which is approximately 24-30” thick) “is only worked in a very primitive way, by the process called ‘stripping,’
which consists of throwing off the overlying material where the coal outcrops in the valleys of the small streams,
and then taking out the coal where the seam has thus been laid bare. This seam is as thick here as it is in the vicinity
of Colchester, where it is successfully worked, both by tunneling into the hillside along its outcrop, and by shafts
sunk to the level of the coal in the highlands.” Underclays from these coals supplied a healthy stoneware industry in
and around the community of Ripley. Worthen (1882:317) noted that “about a dozen potteries have been
established in the vicinity of Ripley, and this number may be increased indefinitely as the wants of the community
shall require, as the supply of the raw material is abundant”.
51

Describing the conditions of coal mining in rural Pike County, Worthen (1992:280) states that “the coal deposits
of this county are limited in their extent, and at all the points where coal has been found, with a single exception, the
seams have proved to be too thin to be worked, except by the process of ‘stripping’ or throwing off the overlying
material, and working out the coal in open trenches. There are probably a good many points in the county where
this may be done to advantage, in the valleys of the small streams where the coal seams outcrop, but the completion
of the railroad from Naples to Hannibal will give access to the heavy coal seams east of the Illinois river, and thus
supply the demands of this county for coal, at cheaper rates than could be done from the limited deposits within the
county.”
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Worthen (1882:462-65) noted the presence of early strip mines in Grundy County along Goose Lake, near
Morris. An early industrialized pottery was established at this location in the 1850s (cf. Mansberger 1997). In
discussing the economical geology of the county, Worthen (1882:464) observed that “‘stripped’ coal is always
inferior to that from a shaft of considerable depth, from its greater exposure to atmospheric and aqueous influences.
As a whole, the product of the main seam is a fine steam and grate coal, and is largely shipped to the Chicago
market, the distance being only sixty-two miles.”
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simply as “strippings”—around Danville and nearby Georgetown. The firm of Kirkland,
Blankey and Graves apparently made one of the first attempts in this field. Early stripping
methods were primitive and predominately involved the use of hand shovels. Then, in the 1870s,
Michael Kelly introduced the use of horse teams with scrapers. In 1885, the Consolidated Coal
Company contracted with Wright and Wallace, drainage contractors and dredgers from
LaFayette, Indiana, to strip coal on a piece of bottomland known as “Missionfield,” located west
of Danville. Wright and Wallace converted steam-powered dipper dredges (typically used in the
clearing of waterways) for this purpose. The redesigned machine was referred to a “dry land
dredge” and could make cuts up to 20’ wide (see Figure 87). Dry land dredges continued to be
used at Missionfield until 1890, when they were replaced by more efficient draglines (Jacobson
and Bengal 1981:ii). In 1900, the Butler Brothers constructed a $30,000 dragline with three
buckets, but the machinery proved overly cumbersome and impractical. This was a trial-anderror period for strip mining, and the process did not become overly successful for some time.
Circa 1910, the Missionfield Coal Company contracted with the Marion Steam Shovel Company
of Marion, Ohio to construct a 250-ton, steam-driven, rail-mounted shovel with oversize bucket
and boom for the Danville coal field. This shovel was placed in operation in 1911, and was still
in use in 1935. Sheley (1935:118) states that, “the advent of this shovel, the first of its type,
brought strip mining to the status of a practical and profitable industry after many discouraging
and financially disastrous efforts, going back almost half a century.” Even so, strip/surface
mining would represent only a modest share of the total coal production in Illinois until the
1920s.
By 1904, per capita coal production in the United States had reached nearly 1,000 tons
per worker. In comparison, miners in United Kingdom were producing only 287 tons per miner,
Germany 242 tons, France 198 tons, and Belgium 166 tons. Noting this vast disparity in per
capita production between American miners and their European counterparts, the 1905 Annual
Coal Report provided the following explanation:
The difference in favor of the miner in America is not due, it is fair to say, to
superior skill as a workman, on the contrary it is but just to admit, that, considered
from the standpoint of handcraft, the foreign, and particularly the British miner, is
the better workman, if fact the best class of pick men in American miners today
come from the British Isles. The American miner’s superiority as a producer is
explained in the fact that better and easier conditions of mining prevail here,
besides machinery is utilized to a greater extent in the mining of coal, as in other
industrial departments in this country, than anywhere else. In the thicker coal
seams of this State, the necessity for the pick miner seems to have entirely
disappeared. Even the physical exercise formerly required in drilling has been
obviated through the introduction of machines for that purpose. In the thick vein
regions the partnership heretofore existing between the miner and the pick has
been practically dissolved. Metal has taken the place of muscle and powder has
been substituted for picks (Annual Report 1905:1).
By 1910, Illinois had became the second largest coal producing state in the nation, trailing only
Pennsylvania (Abbott 1920:1). In the years that followed, two-thirds of nation’s production
came from Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Illinois.
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Figure 72. Illustrations of Sangamon County coal mines engraved by F. J. Howess in 1886.
The top image depicts the Starne, Tracey and Company’s coal shaft located two miles east
of Springfield. This mine was owned by Charles A. Starne and Frank Tracey. The bottom
image depicts the Capitol Coal Company mine, east of Springfield. This mine was operated
as a “co-operative” mine. The president was Thomas McGraw. The surface works of these
mines include large, complex wood head-frame and tipple complex, along with an
engine/hoist house, blacksmith shop, and multiple smaller buildings. Starne, Tracey and
Company’s mine appears to have had at least two headframe and tipple complexes
(Howess 1886). Copies of these and the following four images were obtained courtesy of the
Sangamon Valley Collection, Lincoln Library, Springfield.
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Figure 73. Illustrations of two other Sangamon County coal mines in 1886. The upper
image depicts the Riverton Coal and Mining Company’s facility. Note the proximity of the
mine to the railroad depot and the large enclosed tipple attached via a trestle to the ore
bins located along the railroad tracts. Charles Brown was president of the company. The
lower image depicts the Barclay Coal and Mining Company’s mine at Barclay. This mine
also was located near the town’s railroad depot. J. H. Williams was the president of the
firm (Howess 1886).
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Figure 74. Illustrations of Sangamon County coal mines from 1886. The top image depicts
the Wabash Coal Company’s mine at Dawson. This mine was apparently 250 feet deep.
Fred and William Wilms, the president and secretary/treasurer of this company,
respectively, were from Quincy (Adams County). This mine appears to have an unusual
headframe/tipple which was completely open on the ground story. The lower image is the
Sangamon Coal Company’s Shaft No. 3. It, too, had a very open lower story associated
with the tipple and headframe. Both of these mines had substantial screen arrangements
over the adjacent railroad tracks (Howess 1886).
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Figure 75. View of the Springfield Colliery Company Mine (whose agents were Jones and Adams Coal Company of Chicago
and Peoria). This mine was located north of Springfield and, like the other mines of the region, exploited the Springfield (No.
5) Coal. This photograph dates from circa 1910 and illustrates the tipple, headframe, powerhouse, hoist engine house and an
unidentified building to the right (ISGS, as copied from Ledvina et al. 1992:3).
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Figure 76. Two historic photographs of the Hoosier Mine. Based on the character of the
tipple/breaker complex and the change in the number of smoke stacks present in the boiler
house, the top photograph is believed to be earlier and to have been taken ca. 1905. The
bottom photograph shows the mine as it appeared in circa 1910 (Stanton 1993).
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Figure 77. A 1902 Sanborn map showing the layout of the Chicago and Carterville Coal
Company’s Mine “A” in Herrin, Williamson County. This was one of the many shipping
mines opened in the Quality Circle region of southern Illinois during the early years of the
twentieth century. The mine operated from 1900 to 1931. Note the washer and screening
house on the left side of the map (Sanborn Map Company 1902).
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Figure 78. Peabody Mine No. 3, located near Marion (Williamson County), circa 1908
(Ogle 1908:109). This mine was opened by the Southern Illinois Mining and Washing
Company in 1901 and was purchased by Peabody in 1905. It closed in 1930. The large
cribbed structure located behind the tipple is a coal washer.

Figure 79. The Carterville District Mine, shown above in 1908, was located three miles
north of Marion (Ogle 1908:109). It operated from 1906 to 1928.
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Figure 80. The Sunnyside Mine was located in Herrin, in northern Williamson County. It
operated from 1900 through 1925 (Ogle 1908:109).

Figure 81. Another coal mine located adjacent to Herrin was the Nubbin Ridge Mine,
shown above in 1908 (Ogle 1908:109).
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Figure 82. Undated photograph of Joseph Leiter’s massive Zeigler Mine No. 1 (Zeigler,
Franklin County), possibly taken circa 1910. The Bell and Zoller Mining Company
assumed management of the mine in 1909. It remained one of the largest producers of coal
in the state until its closure in 1949 (Photograph courtesy of Zeigler Public Library).
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Figure 83. Illustration of a Local Mine, ca. 1915. This mine has a four-post timber tipple
with a simple screen system and a horse gin system of hoisting. It is interesting to note the
presence of the screens at this Local Mine. Earlier Local Mines spent little time on the
preparation of coal and sold it as “run-of-mine” coal directly to the consumer. Aside from
the screens, however, there is very little difference between this mine and those operated
more than fifty years before (Andros 1915:204)

Figure 84. Coal mine of Frank Sargent, on Mascoutah Avenue, Belleville (St. Clair
County). This local mine apparently did not have access to a railroad. Note the number of
horse teams and wagons around the tipple. The simple headframe is located in the
background (note the sheave overhead). The large iron chimney suggests that a steam
engine is being used to hoist the coal and men from the mine (Reid-Fitch Publishing
Company 1905:77)
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Figure 85. By the late nineteenth century, mining technology began to change quickly.
(TOP) Undercutting the coal seam was one of the more difficult tasks for the miner (ISGS).
The traditional method of undercutting was done with a pick and required an extremely
ambidextrous individual. (BOTTOM) This two-man operated “puncher” was operated by
compressed air and, although it eliminated the tedious pick work, produced much more
explosive coal dust. This short-lived machine was replaced by more modern breast cutting
machines (Cartlidge 1933).
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Figure 86. Once the coal had been broken from the coal face, it was loaded into a basket,
wagon or cart to be transported out of the mine. The early carts were pulled by the miner
himself, or by animal power. Although dogs were sometimes employed in the smaller
mines, mules became the more dependable method of haulage. Electrical motors
eventually supplanted mules (Church 1925).
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Figure 87. "Dry land dredge" developed by Wright and Williams for use at the
Consolidated Coal Company’s Missionfield strip mine during the late 1880s. This machine
was the second type of coal stripping machine to operate in the United States (Jacobson
and Bengal 1981:cover).
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The Golden Age of Coal Mining in Illinois (1915-1945)
The years immediately preceding the United States’ entry into World War I were
dynamic years for the American coal industry. Older mines were upgraded (many with new,
modern steel tipples and surface plants), numerous new mines were opened, and as a result, coal
production peaked during the war years. The year 1918 saw the all-time high production levels
for Illinois coal (90 million tons). During the early 1920s, there was a major shift in the
character of production. The mechanization of mining operations, begun in the preceding period,
saw a further maturation, and the shift from hand to mechanical excavation in the mines of the
major producers was nearly complete, resulting in an increase in the output, as well as in the
number of miners working. Mechanization also resulted in the closure of many smaller mines.
Hand mining was completely eliminated by 1933 (IDMM 1934:185). This was a period of
modern, mechanized mines. The industry also faced major challenges during this era, however.
Immediately after the cessation of World War I, demand for coal declined dramatically, leading
to several major labor disputes (e.g. the Strike of 1919) and ultimately causing the closure of
many mines. The 1920s-era “coal depression” was punctuated by the onset of the Great
Depression in 1929. In the years that followed, industrial production in the United States
plummeted, causing a further decrease in volume of coal consumed by manufacturers.
Production outputs would increase once again during the World War II years, averaging slightly
more than 70 million tons per year. The coal industry was to face additional challenges,
however, as its consumer base was eroded with the introduction of diesel-powered railroad
locomotives and the alternative home-heating fuels.
Early in this period (1915-1945) there were a large number of local mines, or “country
banks” still in operation, though their production was comparatively low. As late as 1915, these
small mines comprised over 56% of the number of mines operating in the state, but their annual
production rate amounted to only 2.5% of the tonnage (Andros 1915:70). Local mines remained
prominent in western and north-central Illinois, as well as in the Danville area, where they
constituted the majority of the mines operated. As late as 1915, nearly 97% of the mines in
operation in District III53 were local mines. Similarly, slightly over 63% of the mines in District
VIII54and nearly 70% in District IV55 were non-shipping operations. By 1915, very few local
mines were present in northern Illinois, where Andros claimed, “the coal is nearly all worked
out.” Similarly, in the more industrialized areas of Districts VI (Sangamon County) and VII
(Macoupin and Montgomery Counties), they comprised only about 23% of the mines in
operation in 1915.
These local mines were modest operations compared to the large shipping mines opened
in response to the industrial demand generated by the First World War. In 1920, Herbert and
Young (1920:808) noted that “within the past few years, considerable development has been
made in the coal-mining industry in Illinois and Indiana… perhaps the two most striking features
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In 1915, District III included Peoria, Woodford, Tazewell, Menard, and Putnam Counties.
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District VIII, in 1915, included the counties of Bond, Marion, Madison, and Clinton.
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In 1915, District IV then included solely Fulton County.
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are the entry into the producing fields of certain large consumers of coal and the magnitude of
some of the new operations.” The authors specifically pointed out the Chicago and
Northwestern Railroad, the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad, the Standard Oil
Company of Indiana, the Union Electric Light and Power Company of St. Louis, and the United
States Steel Corporation as having entered the coal mining industry. Prior to World War I, these
large consumers generally had been able to purchase coal in the open market cheaper than they
could produce it, but the disruption in supply caused by the war encouraged them to pursue their
own mining interests.
The United States Steel Corporation became involved in coal mining in both Vermilion
and Franklin Counties during World War I, through its subsidiary, the United States Fuel
Company (later changed to the United States Coal and Coke Company). In December 1916, U.
S. Fuel purchased the Middlefork Mine, located outside Benton in Franklin County. Over the
next two years, the company refurbished the surface plant at the mine, mechanized mining
operations, and increased daily production from 500 tons to 3,000. Construction on an enormous
coal washer—reportedly the largest in the world at the time—started in October 1918. The total
cost of these improvements was $2 million (Frier 1919:239). In Vermilion County, U. S. Fuel
purchased four active mines from the Bunsen Coal Company in 1917 (Stratton 2002a:6).
Herbert and Young (1920:808) note that many of mines developed during World War I
were designed for large-capacity production, leading to “an interesting rivalry among some of
the mines of large output.” The authors state that
for a few years, the record for a day’s output from a shaft mine in the bituminouscoal districts of the United States, and probably in the world, was held alternately
by the No. 3 mine of the Superior Coal Co., at Gillespie, and the No. 1 mine of
the New Staunton Coal Co., at Livingston. Subsequently, the contest passed to
the south, and the record was held alternately by the Orient mine of the Chicago,
Wilmington & Franklin Coal Co. 56 at Orient, Ill., and the No. 1 mine of the
American Coal Mining Co., at Bicknell, Ind. (Herbert and Young 1920:809).
In their 1920 article, Herbert and Young choose six mines of note for “exhibiting the most
striking recent developments.” These mines included: 1) the No. 2 mine of the Standard Oil
Company at Schoper, Macoupin County; 2) the No. 4 mine of the Superior Coal Company, 7
miles southwest of Gillespie, Macoupin County; 3) the Kathleen mine of the Union Colliery
Company at Dowell, Jackson County; 4) the No. 2 mine of the Bell and Zoller Mining Company,
1½ mile southwest of Zeigler, Franklin County; 5) the Valier mine of the Valier Coal Company,
3 miles north of Christopher, Franklin County; and 6) the No. 2 mine of the American Coal
Mining Company, 2½ miles southeast of Bicknell, Indiana. Typical of this period, the plans
and/or design of these large industrialized facilities were developed by “engineers of experience
in coal mining and of perfect familiarity with the conditions to be met.”57 Each of these mines
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This company formerly was named the Chicago, Wilmington, and Vermilion Coal Company.
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Herbert and Young (1920:836) further noted that “recent progress in mining points to an increase of the
percentage of coal extracted. In conclusion it may be stated that present developments show application of the
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had an expected output of 6,000 to 8,000 tons of coal per day. Subsequent changes in the plant
designs of these new breed of mines included 1) larger sized shafts to accommodate the
necessary hoisting and ventilation needs, 2) improved hoisting equipment (larger hoists, many
being electric powered), and 3) new layout of the underground workings to facilitate the
movement of men and materials to accommodate the modern mining techniques, and to improve
upon safety. With regard to tipple design, the authors noted that, “the construction of the tipples
shows only one striking novelty, the concrete air-shaft tipple of the Kathleen mine…” (Herbert
and Young 1920:820). A number of these “modern” mines actually were equipped with two
tipples—one being used exclusively for hoisting coal and the other for men and material—thus
allowing continuous production (see Figures 88 through 90).
The advances in engineering and production made by the industry during the war came at
a human cost, however. These years were marred by numerous fatal coal-mining accidents
around the country. Franklin County, Illinois was particularly hard hit. The North Mine at
Royalton, for instance, lost seventy-three miners in two separate explosions on October 27, 1914
and September 28, 1918. An explosion at United Coal No. 1 in Christopher on July 27, 1915
claimed the lives of nine men. Old Ben No. 11, located at North City (near Christopher), had an
explosion on November 29, 1917, which resulted in eighteen deaths. The Chicago, Wilmington,
and Franklin Company’s Orient No. 1 Mine lost five miners in a haulage accident on September
17, 1917. These incidents represent only a small percentage of the total number of accidentrelated fatalities in coal mines nationwide during the period 1914-1918.58
Overall, the coal industry in Illinois increasingly became characterized by fewer coal
companies with larger outputs during the period 1915-1945. As DiCiccio (1993:291) notes,
“nationally 12 percent [of the coal companies]… produced 79.7 percent of all bituminous coal in
1929. The 17 largest operators produced 19.9 percent of the total tonnage.” Of these seventeen
large operators, ten sold their product on the open market, while seven operated as “captive” or
“consumer” mines.59 Four of these companies—the Chicago, Wilmington, and Franklin Coal
Company,60 Consolidated Coal Company, Old Ben Coal Company, and Peabody Coal
Company—were among the top ten producers nationally; all had operations in Illinois.
Mechanization of the industry also forged ahead. By this period, electricity had become
one of the major sources of energy within the mines, powering the lights in the mine and
majority of the equipment. The Electrical Era, begun during the very late years of the nineteenth
century, was in full force by circa 1930, and electricity was reaching even the most rural of
highest engineering skill and thereby indicate the realization of the necessity of engineering in coal production and
foreshadow growth of the functions of the coal-mine engineer.”
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A complete list of coal mine disasters, involving five or more fatalities can be found at
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/mining/topics/data/tables/discoal.html.
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Although the captive mines were generally associated with steel corporations, many small mines in the Belleville
vicinity appear to have functioned more-or-less as captive mines. The January 15, 1875 issue of the Belleville
Advocate reported that the Bornman Mining Company had been awarded a contract for supplying 3,000 bushels of
coal per day (at 3 ¾ cents per bushel) to the Belleville Nail Mill.
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This company formerly was named the Chicago, Wilmington, and Vermilion Coal Company.
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locales. One advantage enjoyed by coal mines in this respect was the fact that they had the
capability to generate large quantities of steam (for use in their steam power houses), which was
easily redirected into powering their own independent electrical plants. Hence, in some areas,
mines enjoyed electrical power well before the residential community around them did. During
the first decade of the twentieth century, the magazine Electrical Mining devoted itself to the
application of electricity to the mining profession. Beginning in the 1930s, there was a major
change in the surface or top workings at large mines. Mechanical cleaning of coal became more
common, and the powerhouse was often enlarged or abandoned in favor of the utility grid—the
latter of which required the installation of transformers for lowering voltage and rectifiers to
change alternating current (AC) to direct current (DC) power.
The loading of coal was one of the last areas of coal mining to be mechanized. The early
method of loading coal was done by hand with a shovel. Two miners commonly worked in
tandem, with one man doing the undercutting and the other loading the dropped coal. The
Bennett Mine in Lebanon, St. Clair County was one of the first to use a mechanical loader. In
1890, this mine used a Stanley-Header type loader with conveyor (Schull 1954:56). Another
early loader marketed was the Hamilton, which was employed by the St. Louis and Big Muddy
Coal Company at their Dewmaine Mine in 1903. It had a 150-ton capacity per day. A Jeffrey
entry driver was in use at the Old Ben Coal Company No. 9 mine at West Frankfort in 1914, and
a McKinlay entry driver was in use at the Southern Coal, Coke and Mining Company’s
Belleville mine at an early date. During the early 1920s, Joy loaders, Myers-Whaley shovels,
Shortwayloaders, Goodman Power Shovels, Sullivan Loaders and Wilson Chainloaders were in
operation at a limited number of mines (Schull 1954:57). Despite the many variants of coal
loaders that were introduced during this period, Leighton and Carroll (1943:47) note that, “very
little progress had been made in mechanical loading practice” prior to 1923. This was due
mostly to the fact that the United Mine Workers of America (UMWA) had vigorously resisted
the introduction of loaders. The miners feared a further deskilling of their craft and, more
importantly, the elimination of the many job positions held by union coal loaders. Their
proposed use at Zeigler Mine No. 2 in 1904 had led to a protracted strike, in which the miners
ultimately prevailed. In 1928, the UMW came to an agreement with coal operators, in which
mechanical loaders were to be introduced gradually over a number of years (Schull 1954:57).
The impact of this agreement is reflected in the Annual Coal Report figures. In 1927 (the first
year coal loader statistics are listed), 129 loaders were being used in twenty-one separate mines
around the state. One year later, 992 machines were in operation in fifty-one mines, and in 1930,
there were 2,238 machines in operation (see Figures 91 and 92).
Additional statistics further illustrate the growing mechanization of the coal industry. As
of 1935, 56.5% of coal mines in Illinois were using cutting machines, and these mines produced
75.2% of the state’s total output in coal. There were 103 mines using a total of 1,010 machines
(IDMM 1935:12). That same year, only 54 mines (or 29% of the total) had loading machines,
but these mines represented 49.9%of the total output (IDMM 1935:11). Also in 1935, 79.2% of
coal mines (n=1122) were using motor cars to haul coal, and 98.3% of the coal produced in the
state was hauled in this manner (IDMM 1935:92). Peele (1941) contains an excellent summary
of the state of the mechanical cutting and loading equipment in use during the late 1930s.
Another advancement in extraction pertained to the adoption of safer, more predicable,
explosives. Traditional black powder eventually was supplanted by pellet powder and then by
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permissible explosives, which generated a more directed, controlled blast. This also represented
yet another aspect to the deskilling of the industry, since the miner no longer had to measure out
his charge as he had done previously. At larger mines, the use of explosives for felling coal was
abandoned in favor of Cardox shells by the 1930s. Cardox shells were filled with liquid carbon
dioxide, which was heated by an internal heating filament to the point where the gas expanded
and burst out the end of the shell. Cardox eventually was replaced by Airdox, which employed a
similar system but with compressed air (Ledvina et al. 1992:8-9).
Over the previous generation or two, mine ventilation had improved, but the use of
machinery underground led to increased amounts of coal dust in the air. Coal dust was highly
combustible, and a small explosion at one point in the mine could turn into a larger blast and/or
fire under the right conditions. Although better ventilation systems helped control this problem,
explosions remained common. Rock dusting eventually was adopted as a measure to dampen the
effects of mine explosions. The first rock dusting experiments undertaken in the United States
took place at the Old Ben Coal Corporation Mine No. 11 (North City, Franklin County, Illinois)
in the 1910s and 1920s, under the direction of John Jones and DeWitt Buchanan. In its early
years of use, rock dust was placed in bags, baskets, or troughs suspended from the roof of the
mine, where it would be rapidly dispersed in the event of an explosion, thus assisting in
extinguishing the fire. Today, rock dust is mechanically sprayed onto the sidewalls and ceiling
of the mine to prevent fires (Ledvina et al 1992:29). Another Illinois mining engineer, Jim
Conway, pioneered the use of roof bolting, though this innovation slightly post-dates the period
covered here. Conway conducted his experiments in this area at the Consolidated Coal
Company’s Mine No. 7 at Staunton (Macoupin County), beginning in 1946. The bolts, which
were first installed by hand and later by machine, provided a more unobstructed workspace for
miners and a safer ceiling (Roof falls remain the principal killer in the industry even today). In
time, roof bolting would supplant the timbering and concrete/concrete-block shoring previously
relied upon, thus opening the way for modern continuous-mining machines (Ledvina et al
1992:11).
During this period, a major shift was occurring in the consumer market for coal.
Production of electric power increased threefold between 1920 and 1940 (DiCiccio 1993:283).
The increased use of electricity for both industrial and domestic purposes resulted in the
construction of larger coal-burning generating plants throughout the region. Utility companies
eventually replaced railroads as the primary consumers of coal. The United Electrical Light and
Power Company presents but one example. In 1923, this company started construction on the
Cahokia Power Plant, which was located on the riverfront opposite St. Louis (see Figure 93).
Constructed in stages between 1923 and 1926, Cahokia was the largest electrical power plant in
the Midwest upon its completion and was the first designed to burn low-grade Illinois coal in
pulverized form. When first brought on line, the plant was located in an unincorporated area
outside the East St. Louis City limits, and the facility took its name from the old French village
of Cahokia located two miles south of it. The property subsequently was incorporated into the
town of Monsanto (now Sauget), a corporate town jointly founded by United Electric and the
Monsanto Corporation. The Cahokia Power Plant was equipped with fourteen boilers and
consumed coal at the rate of one ton every 30 seconds. This represented seventy-six carloads of
coal every day and 1,250,000 tons of coal per year. After arriving at the plant in train cars, the
coal was dumped, run through a drier, and then crushed into a fine, pulverized powder that was
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blown into the boilers (East St. Louis Daily Journal 30 November 1924; 11 May 1930; Federal
Writers’ Project 1983:492). Much of the coal consumed at the power plant came from United
Electric’s strip mine outside of Freeburg, St. Clair County (IDMM 1929:166, 170; Stratton
2002e).61
Keen competition during the 1920s caused the industry to try new methods for improving
the quality of the coal. The increased use of mechanical loaders had resulted in higher degree of
impurities (such as rock) in the coal, which screens would not remove. Earlier preparation plants
consisted predominately of sorting coal by size predominately by the use of screens. Although
coal washing technology had been around for many decades, many coal washers were introduced
during this period (DiCiccio 1993:297). Early consumers were generally interested in lump coal,
but by this time period demand was for the fines or slack coal particularly for use by industrial
consumers. For more efficient burning, this fine coal needed to be separated from other non-coal
fines (and thus the need for coal washers to clean this type of coal). Although these coal washers
were expensive operations to construct, they could clean and wash 50-70 tons per hour.
In 1938, The Belleville Daily Advocate (March 4, 1938) reported the near completion of a
coal washer at the St. Ellen Mine in St. Clair County by the Perry Coal Company. This coal
washer, which was located west of O’Fallon, cost $200,000 to construct. “Trial runs and
experimental tests were being made… [and] due to danger of accidental injury until the intricate
mechanism is perfectly adjusted, visitors are barred until the washing plant is accepted and in
operation by the mining company.” The three-story steel building was located adjacent to the
company’s mine and was “designed to wash all coal of four inches and under in size which will
conform with the St. Louis smoke ordinance. It is known as the Jeffrey diaphram [sic] jig-type
and is conceded to be modern in every respect, capable of washing 250 tons of coal per hour.”
Clean coal became a major issue in large urban centers, St. Louis being but one example.
Until natural gas became readily available, Illinois coal represented the cheapest heating source
available to St. Louis’ residents and businesses, and they consumed a vast amount of the fuel.
This practice made St. Louis one of the sootiest cities in the nation, surpassing even Chicago and
Pittsburgh in terms of coal soot emitted into the air. The city government made a number of
efforts to reduce air pollution, starting with the passage of anti-smoke ordinances in the 1890s,
but these efforts had little effect as the city continued to grow (and smoke emissions in
conjuncture with it) and in the face of vigorous opposition to restrictions on the use Illinois
coal—the principal culprit. In 1937, the St. Louis Board of Alderman mandated that all coal
burned in the city be washed. While coal-washing did reduce the amount of sulfur in the air, it
did not appreciably reduce overall smoke emissions. In late 1939, the city endured three weeks
where the smoke hung low over the city, blocking out the sun. One day, November 28, was so
dark that it was referred to as “Black Tuesday.” The following spring, the Board of Aldermen
followed the recommendations of its Smoke Commissioner, Raymond Tucker, and banned the
use of Illinois coal except when mechanical stokers were used. To ease the financial burden of
those citizens with furnaces lacking stokers, the city government made arrangements with the
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The United Electric Company acquired this mine from the Solar Coal Company in 1926-1927. By 1929, it had
become the largest shipping mine in St. Clair County, with a total production of 422,821 tons for the year (IDMM
Minerals 1929:166, 170; 1954:90-91).
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Frisco Railroad to ship hard Arkansas coal to St. Louis at a reduced cost. This decision resulted
in a dramatic decrease in smoke emissions during the winter of 1940-1941. A natural gas
pipeline from the South was completed to the city around this same time, thus providing a cheap
alternative to coal in the future (Primm 1981:474-477). In the late 1930s, experiments were
made with coking Belleville coals, in an effort to produce a smokeless coal for the St. Louis
market. These experiments were carried out at the Mulberry Hill Coal Company mine near
Freeburg, in a facility designed by a Swiss engineer (Belleville Daily Advocate December 1,
1939).
The character of the development of the Illinois coal industry during this period is well
summarized by Cartlidge (1933) and Wilderman (1936). Cartlidge (1933:60) writes:
The period of our history, 1910-1920, inclusive, saw the greatest development in
mining. Mules were rapidly giving place to electric motors for haulage, and
electric drills were displacing hand and air-powered machines for boring slot
holes. Steam was still favored for hoisting and for fan power, electricity being
regarded by most as still too uncertain to be relied upon solely for these two most
important functions. …Underground double-entry systems gave way to triple,
and even more, main entries, and coal preparation became an exact science. It is a
far cry from the first tipple erected by Colonel Roberts for the Egyptian Coal
Company to the Westmoreland Coal Mining Company’s cleaning plant at Irwin,
Pennsylvania. –We thought a lot of our little three-track tipple, with its facilities
for making five sizes of coal, but it was a mere pygmy compared to some of the
giants of recent times. –The Westmoreland tipple, erected by the same company,
accomplishes the sizing and cleaning of 600 tons of coal an hour, and it can size
and wash, by Menzie’s Hydro-separators, 380 tons an hour. A dozen or more
sizes, from run-of-mine down to ½-in. washed, may be prepared, and all of these
different sizes can be shipped separately or combined in any manner required by
running them over a mixing table in the tipple. —There are Marcus screens with
picking tables, Arms vibrating screens, loading booms, hydro-separators, sludgerecovery tanks, storage bins, fireproof construction, and a very large tonnage
handled, with the least possible amount of machinery, at a minimum first cost,
and with a very low operating and maintenance expense. —Undercutting and
overcutting machines, shearers, loaders, drills, motors, conveyors, water, air and
sand cleaners, electric hoists, high-speed fans, frictionless mine-car wheels, and
improved explosives are some of the many advances made during this period.
Continuing, Cartlidge notes, “closer supervision, better explosives, rock-dusting, and better
ventilation had greatly reduced the number and seriousness of underground disasters, and the war
[World War I] had brought on an era of unprecedented prosperity” (Cartlidge 1933:60-61).
Wilderman (1936:20) observes that:
For many years Illinois has led the Nation in the preparation and sizing of its coal.
Most of the mines in Illinois are peculiarly adaptable to mechanization, and the
amount and percentage of coal in the state mined mechanically is greater than in
any other state in the Union. This fact, coupled with the desire to better serve the
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many users of Illinois coal, both industrial and domestic, has been largely
responsible for the erection of large and costly preparation plants. During the past
three or four years, millions of dollars have been spent in building new
preparation plants or in improving old ones. More than ten large washers have
been erected during this time capable of washing out the impurities from some
10,000,000 tons of coal. In addition, most of the more modern mines have
equipped themselves so as to remove the real fines from their industrial coals and
to treat their product with oil or calcium chloride so as to allay the dust. New
preparations and sizes have been carefully worked to meet the requirements of the
small domestic stoker which is coming into prominence more and more every
day. Illinois coal, as sold, is an entirely different product than it was five years
ago.
Despite these advances in production and mine safety, the Illinois coal industry faced
serious challenges during the inter-war period. Following the conclusion of World War I, the
coal industry in Illinois slipped into a prolonged recession. A decrease in demand led to a drop
in coal prices, production cut backs, and, ultimately, mine closures. Standard Oil Company of
Indiana, which had invested heavily in its Macoupin County coal properties in 1918-1919,
ultimately abandoned the field entirely, closing its last mine (Schoper) in 1925. The company
found it cheaper to buy coal rather than producing it on their own (Slocombe and Stratton
2001:18). The U. S. Fuel Company remained a player in the coal industry, but it significantly
cut back its operations in Illinois during the 1920s. The company shut down its Middlefork
Mine, with its huge coal washer, in 1925 (Settle 2000:52). In Vermilion County, it closed Mine
No. 3 in 1921-1923 and No. 4 in 1922-1923, but continued production at its Vermilion (or No.1)
and Bunsenville Mines (Stratton 2002a:7-8). Competition from the non-union mines in
Kentucky and West Virginia contributed to the economic woes of the Illinois coal industry
during the 1920s (Angle 1983:269).
The onset of the Great Depression in 1929 simply accelerated the on-going trend of mine
closures, and coal production dropped significantly. In 1932, for example, only 34 million tons
of coal was produced in Illinois—a figure that represents less than half the production of 1918.
Areas like Franklin and Williamson Counties, whose economies were heavily dependent on the
coal industry, suffered terribly during this period. In the spring of 1932, Maurtiz A. Hallgren,
associate editor of the Nation, visited southern Illinois and found unemployment rates as high as
60% in the coal towns there. Government relief rolls were three to four times higher than that in
comparable communities throughout the decade (Angle 1983:269). Aurthur Rothstein
documented the economic devastation in the region in a photographic study prepared for the
Farm Security Administration in January 1939. He noted that coal production in Williamson
County had dropped below 2 million tons annually, which was less than a fifth of the tonnage
raised there during the early 1920s. Only two of the sixteen mines located in the vicinity of
Herrin were still operating at this time, and the future of these mines was uncertain (see Figures
94 through 96). Three years later, the Works Progress Administration (WPA) sponsored a
separate study of Williamson, Franklin, and Saline Counties, whose findings was published as
Seven Stranded Coal Towns: A Study of an American Depressed Area (Angle 1952:269-270).
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Some small-scale coal operators sought to carve out their own niche of opportunity
during the Great Depression. In southern Illinois, Arthur Rothstein photographed miners
operating small mines referred to colloquially as “gopher holes” (see Figure 97). These were
local mines, which supplied coal to the local market by truck. The number of local mines
operating in Vermilion County actually increased during the Depression, rising from fifty-seven
in 1925, to eighty-seven in 1930, and 137 in 1935. The cost of operating these mines was
considerably lower than that for shipping mines, and most were small producers. Forty-nine of
the local mines operating in 1930, for example, produced less than a 1,000 tons each (IDMM
1930:142). In 1935, forty independent local mines were operating in Hoover Hollow alone. The
Hollow was located north of Tilton on a 400-acre tract owned by Blackburn University and had
been strip mined earlier in the century. The coal reserves left behind were considered
inconsequential until the Depression hit, and unemployed coal miners, as well as mining novices,
started mining coal in the Hollow in a desperate effort to earn an income. The mining methods
were crude and labor intensive: excavation and loading was done by hand; mine hoists, where
present, were powered by automobile engines; and the coal extracted was hauled away one
truck-load at a time. The owners of the land received a royalty of 30 cents per ton of coal
extracted. One miner admitted that he and his cohorts didn’t make much money but added, “it’s
at least a winter’s vacation and a place to work” (Hackman 1935; Stratton 2002a:8-9).
Another local mine opened during the Depression was the Worden Coal Company Mine
No. 1, located outside Worden in northern Madison County. This mine was opened in 1939 by a
partnership comprised of Patrick Scanlan, Scanlan’s five sons (Driscol, Wendell, Gleason,
Lowal, and Edward), William Sullivan, and Francis Koch. Most, if not all, of these men had had
prior experience in coal mining. This was especially true of Pat Scanlan, who had started mining
at age 8 in Tennessee and gone on to work in mines in Kentucky, West Virginia, and Ohio before
being hired on as superintendent at the KD Mine (a shipping mine in Worden) in 1920. Due to
the prominent roles of Pat Scanlan and his sons in the Worden Coal Company, local residents
referred to the company’s one mine as the “Scanlan Mine.” Work on the shaft started in April
1939 and continued into the following year. Coal was hit on Christmas day 1939, and the first
load was brought to the surface in February 1940 ([Village of Worden] 1977:11; Worden Family
Seekers 2002:16). The Worden Coal Company was a small operation, even by the standards of a
local mine. The company reported 2,560 tons in 1940-1941 and 2,007 tons the following year.
These statistics are a reflection of the small workforce employed, the short period of time the
mine was open each year, and the limited machinery used. Between 1940 and 1942, the mine
was open an average of 75 days per year and employed five to seven individuals, several of
whom were working on the surface. Although all of the coal was excavated by machine, there
was only one machine in the mine. Motive power underground was provided by a single mule
(DMM 1940:164-165, 1941:152-153, 1942:136-137). Characteristic of a local mine, coal was
hauled by truck from the mine and distributed to customers in the surrounding area (see Figure
98). The last year the Worden Coal Company was reported on in the Annual Coal Report was in
1942, which suggests that it closed at some point the following year. Local histories indicate that
the mine remained open until 1943 or 1944. Interestingly, one of these sources asserts that the
primary reason the mine finally closed wasn’t a lack of business, but rather a shortage of
manpower resulting from World War II ([Village of Worden] 1977:11; Worden Family Seekers
2002:16). The history of the mine’s development provides an interesting and illuminating
sideline to Illinois coal mining: the story of a group of unemployed but experienced miners
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successfully starting their own mine to service a niche market during a period when the coal
industry was in decline, forcing the closure of much larger and better-financed mines than
theirs.62
With its long history of coal mining and extensive urban base, Peoria County had a large
number of local mines. A representative example is Mohn’s Mine, located in Bartonville (just
south of Peoria), which operated between 1918 and 1952. Like many other local mines in the
vicinity, Mohn’s Mine was referred to as a “truck mine.” After being extracted, screened, and
sorted, coal from the mine was transported to customers by truck, rather than by rail. As such,
Smithville Road served as a vital transportation route for the mine, and that road became the
locus around which the sales and distribution facilities at the mine came to be concentrated. The
company’s sales office remained in Peoria until around 1935, when they moved to a site along
the south side of Smithville Road in Bartonville, immediately adjacent to the mine. Besides
selling their own coal, the company marketed non-local Illinois coal (e.g. Springfield) as well as
Kentucky and West Virginia coal (Leshnick 1925:62, 1929:64; Polk 1933:780, 1935:426;
Stratton 2001). Mohn’s operations were similar to those of other local mines positioned close to
large urban centers (see Figures 99 through 101).
The Surface Mining industry grew dramatically in scope towards the end of the 19151945 period. In the early 1920s, surface mined coal comprised less than one percent of coal
produced in the state. However, its market share slowly rose in the following decade with the
introduction of new equipment. In 1923, electric-driven shovels were first introduced; these later
became fairly standard. The first crawlers were used in 1925. Three years later the Northern
Illinois Coal Corporation at Wilmington installed a large, 12-cubic yard shovel at their mine at
Wilmington, Will County. By 1935, surface mined coal represented 16% of the state’s total
output, and by 1938 it had risen to 26.2% (Bristow 1939). In northern Illinois, surface mining
eventually supplanted underground mining entirely in Fulton, Grundy, and Will counties. As
discussed previously, the coal seam in a surface mine was exposed by removing the overburden
with large power shovels or drag lines. The coal was removed with power shovels or endloaders and dumped into trucks or rail cars, which then hauled it to a preparation plant, where it
was cleaned, screened, and readied for transport to the consumer (see Figures 102). This mining
process produced a distinctive landscape characterized by ridges separated by deep-water lakes.

62

The Worden Mine Site was documented by Fever River Research in December 2002 as part of IDNR’s Cultural
Resource Management Program (Stratton 2003b).
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Figure 88. One of the large modern mines developed during World War I was the Bell and
Zoller Mining Company's No. 2 Mine at Zeigler, Franklin County. This mine was
equipped with an enormous power house (shown at left) and extensive preparation plant
(at right). The tipple appears in the center of the image (photograph courtesy of Zeigler
Public Library).
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Figure 89. A 1921 Sanborn map showing the extensive surface plant associated with the
Bell and Zoller No. 2. Mine. The section of the plant covered by the previous photograph
appears on the upper part of the map (Sanborn Map Company 1921). .
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Figure 90. Another innovative mine opened in southern Illinois during World War was the Union Colliery Company’s Kathleen Mine at
Dowell, Jackson County. The panoramic view above shows the mine as it appeared in 1939 (James Corbin, personal collection). The air
shaft with concrete tipple (in background at right) was the focus of an IL-HABS documentation package prepared by Fever River Research
(Stratton, Mansberger and Stanley 2004).
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Figure 91. Through the early twentieth century, coal was loaded by hand in the mine. The
image above shows miners loading coal at the Bell and Zoller No. 1 Mine (Zeigler, Franklin
County) circa 1910. Their shovels lie on the ground in the foreground (Ledvina et al.
1992:8).

Figure 92. By the 1930s, mechanical loaders had supplanted hand loading at many large
mines in the state. This image shows a joy loader in operation at Bell and Zoller No. 2 circa
1930 (Ledvina et al. 1992:23).
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Figure 93. Copy of a photograph of the Cahokia Power Plant published in the East St.
Louis Daily Journal on May 11, 1930 (p. 10D, col. 8). Electrical plants like this one
represented a growing consumer base for the Illinois coal industry during the early-tomiddle twentieth century.
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Figure 94. Many coal mines in Illinois closed during the late 1920s and 1930s. One of these
was the Vermilion Mine at Westville (Vermilion County), which was operated by the
United States Fuel Company. Production at the mine stopped in 1932 and never resumed.
The image above shows the surface plant at the mine being dismantled in 1942 (photograph
courtesy of Westville Historical Society).
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Figure 95. Southern Illinois was hit especially hard by the Great Depression. One of the
mines closed during this period was Consolidated Coal Company's Lake Creek Mine, at
Johnson City (Williamson County), shown above in a 1939 photograph taken by Farm
Security Administration photographer Arthur Rothstein. The caption Rothstein included
with this photograph noted, “This mine will never reopen” (Library of Congress, Prints
and Photographs Division, FSI-OWI Collection, LC-USF34-026984-D).
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Figure 96. Arthur Rothstein’s photographs also documented the economic toll of the
Depression on individual mining families. The photograph at TOP shows the family of an
unemployed coal miner on relief. This family had taken up residence in an abandoned
store front in Zeigler (Franklin County), shown at BOTTOM (Library of Congress
Photograph LC-USF34-026808-D, LC-USF34-026811-D).
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Figure 97. Photograph of a "gopher hole”—a small local mine established on a farm in
Williamson County during the Depression. The mine tipple appears in the center of the
view (LC-USF34-027054-D).

Figure 98. View of the Worden Coal Company’s mine (the “Scanlan Mine”) circa 1940.
This short-term but successful local mine was located outside Worden, Madison County.
The truck shown is parked in front of coal chute leading off the tipple ([Village of Worden]
1977:11).
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Figure 99. Advertisement carried by Edward Mohn and Company in the 1936 Peoria City
Directory. As noted in the advertisement, the company was involved in both the retail and
wholesale sides of the coal business and sold a number of non-local grades of coal in
addition to that which was produced at its own mine (Polk 1936:33).

Figure 100. The Equator Coal Company was one of the local distributors of coal in Rock
Island, Illinois during the 1940s. The photograph above shows William Haalk standing in
front of his truck filled with “Green Marked Fireballs” (The Dispatch and the Rock Island
Argus 2003:40).
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Figure 101. Domestic consumption of coal remained strong through World War II, and
coal-distribution facilities were found in the most urban settings. The photograph above
shows a complex of coal silos and hoppers owned by the Collins and Wiese Coal Company,
positioned directly adjacent to Wrigley Field in Chicago. This photograph was taken in the
fall of 1945—the last year the Cubs won the National League Pennant (Chicago Tribune).
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Figure 102. Surface, or strip, mining had expanded significantly in Illinois by the late
1930s. The photograph above shows a strip mine encroaching on farmland near
Carterville, Williamson County in 1939 (LC-USF34-027058-D).
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Decline and Reorganization (1945-Present)
Although coal production had increased during the World War II years, upon the
cessation of hostilities, the bottom dropped out of the coal market. During the 1920s and 1930s,
an increasing number of household consumers had been moving away from the use of coal.
Both oil and natural gas began to cut into coal consumption during these years. With the
discovery of oil in the middle nineteenth century, kerosene had become a successful form of
lighting replacing more expensive and less efficient burning fluids. During the early years of the
twentieth century, gasoline became a primary fuel for the internal combustion engine and fuel oil
became a common fuel for heating homes. Crude oil production increased seven fold between
1900 and 1920 (DiCiccio 1993:280). Similarly, natural gas pipelines were constructed during
these years and brought a ready supply of natural gas from the south into the Illinois. Offsetting
this to some extent was the increase in home consumption of electrical power, which primarily
was provided by coal-burning power plants during this period. Production of electric power
increased threefold between 1920 and 1940 (DiCiccio 1993:283).
Many mines around the state closed in the post-war era. These mines had been mainstays
in their communities, and their sudden closure had deep economic and social repercussions. The
Bunsenville Mine in Vermilion County provides but one illustration. This mine had been
developed during World War I and for many years was one of the top producers in the state. In
April 1947 the mines owner—the United States Coal and Coke Company—stopped production
at the Bunsenville Mine and announced that it would be dismantled. The reasons cited by the
company included increased costs of production and lower demand for coal due to competition
from other fuels. The decision by the Elgin, Joliet, and Eastern Railroad (the successor of the
Chicago and Eastern Illinois) to adopt diesel locomotives certainly played a role in the decision,
since railroad companies represented the Bunsenville’s principal customer base and had
purchased a growing share of the mine’s coal throughout the 1930s and 1940s. Vermilion
County coal was considered good for generating steam but inadequate for coking steel, thus
eliminating another potential market (Danville Commercial News 22 April, 25 April 1947). One
factor in the higher cost of production at the mine was the continued dependence on the hand
loading of mine cars there. At the time of its closure, the Bunsenville Mine was the largest handloading operation in Illinois. The mine’s failure to mechanize this aspect of production seems
odd, given its early adoption of machine cutters and motors. Three machine loaders were being
used in the mine in 1945, but they were responsible for less than a third of the total tonnage
loaded (DMM 1945:55). Company officials stated that the mine had been operating at a loss for
twenty years (losing $180,000 annually in the last ten year) but had been kept open to supply the
Chicago market. Vermilion County residents understandably were dismayed by the prospect of
the Bunsenville Mine closing. In 1947, the mine employed around 700 workers and had a
monthly payroll of $150,000. Moreover, the area had already been hit by a large-scale layoff in
March of the previous year, when the Chicago-Harrisburg (formerly Peabody) Mine No. 24 in
Catlin closed and 550 workers lost their jobs (Danville Commercial-News 24 April, 25 April
1947). Hoping to keep the Bunsenville Mine open, a committee of local officials traveled to
Pittsburgh, to appeal directly to Harry Moses, the president of the U. S. Coal and Coke
Company. Moses, whose father had begun his mining career in Vermilion County, was
sympathetic but could only agree to delay the dismantling of the mine until June 30 to allow the
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committee time to find a potential purchaser (Danville Commercial-News 27 April, 11 June
1947). The committee failed to find a purchaser, however, and the mine was never reopened
(see Figure 25). At the time of its closure, the underground workings of the Bunsenville Mine
extended over approximately six square miles.
Winston Farrow, a former coal operator who resides in Bartonville, Illinois, attributes the
decline of the coal industry in Peoria County to a combination of factors, including competition
from non-local coal and the introduction of alternative heating fuels. Farrow and his father
operated a number of local coal mines in the Bartonville area between 1933 and 1951, the largest
of which were the Middle Road Coal Company and the Hill Top Mine. They didn’t actually own
any of these mines but rather leased the mine facilities and coal rights. The Farrows’ decision to
leave coal mining was due in large measure to competition from washed coal from southern
Illinois and West Virginia. Although still bituminous, these non-local coals had lower sulfur
contents, burned cleaner, and provided higher BTU’s than Peoria County coal. Farrow’s father
got out of coal mining in 1951 and went into the retail/wholesale coal business. When they did
so, the miners at the Hill Top Mine, who were UMWA members, decided to take over
management of the mine. The mine went out of business one year later, however. The Farrows
remained in the retail/wholesale business for about nine years, during which time they were
awarded a number of large coal contracts, among which were the Peoria Public Schools, the
State Hospital for the Insane, and the Peoria Housing Authority. They left the business for good
in 1960, by which time many homes and businesses had switched over to either heating oil or
natural gas for heat. Reflecting back on his involvement in coal mining and sales, Winston
Farrow remembers the industry as having been a “good business” where you worked hard but
earned a good living (Farrow, pers. comm., 2001).
St. Louis finally banned the burning of all southern Illinois coal within its limits in 1951,
restricting coal usage to hard anthracite (Nunes 1995:140). The restrictions on the use of
bituminous coal in St. Louis represented a major blow to St. Clair County’s coal industry, and
this setback was compounded by the gradual elimination of steam locomotives in favor of dieselpowered ones during the same period. The southern coal fields—predominately non-union fields
of West Virginia, Kentucky—grew at the cost of the older eastern fields of Pennsylvania and
lesser degree to Illinois during this period (DiCiccio 1993:289). Brownell, writing in 1958,
wrote briefly of the life and death struggles of the coal miner of Southern Illinois (in Angle
1968:556).
Mine production expanded considerably from 1958 to 1969 due to increased demand
from electrical utilities (ICA 1982:17). Production hovered around 60 million tons during the
1960s and 1970s. The coal industry was able to survive through increased mechanization. The
thick, relatively level character of Illinois’ coal beds facilitated the continued expansion of
mechanized production methods. Some of the largest mining machinery employed for
underground and surface mining is used in Illinois, and “as a result, Illinois mines are among the
most productive and efficient in the nation” (Riser and Major 1968:13). By the 1960s, surfacemined coal accounted for over half of the state’s total production (ICA 1982:7). In the middle
1960s, the Captain Mine was opened at Percy and Cutler (near the Perry-Randolph County line).
This facility ultimately was developed into one of the largest surface mines in the world,
covering some 11,000 acres in the 1990s. It also was equipped with one of the largest coal
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preparation plants in the nation, eventually capable of processing 2,800 tons of coal per hour
(ICA 1992:24).63 Modern draglines used in surface mines have great capacity. The dragline
presently used by AMAX Coal Industries at their Delta Mine near Marion, which went into
service in 1979, is one of the largest in the world, with a capacity of 176 cubic yards with boom
length of 330 feet (ICA 1992:18). In the 1980s, these machines were excavating eight to nine
square miles per year (ICA 1982:7).
The 1970s presented a mixed future for the Illinois coal industry. On the one hand, the
Middle-East oil embargo and fuel shortages caused a renewed interest in American energy
reserves, including coal. In 1975, then Governor Daniel Walker envisioned “a rosy picture of
mine tipples again dominating parts of the Illinois countryside” (ICA 1992:6-7). New modern
mines were introduced during this period. One of these was the Monterey Coal Company’s
Mine No. 2, located near Albers in Clinton County, which began production in 1977. This
facility has been described as “part of a newer generation of deep mines employing the latest
techniques in extraction, preparation and transportation of coal.” (ICA 1992:51). The mine is
330’ deep and has a slope entrance encased in concrete. Coal is brought to a “rotary breaker
house,” where suspended magnets remove iron from raw coal and any stone is removed. After
being reduced to a maximum size of 4 inches, the coal is transported by conveyor to a sevenstory preparation plant where coal is washed to remove impurities (such as sulfur) and crushed to
a finer size. The finished coal is stored in enormous silos, measuring 70’ diameter and 190’ tall,
where it awaits shipment to the consumer. The surface works of this mine are described as “a
city in itself, with an electrical substation, a water treatment plant, lakes, and an extensive system
for controlling coal refuse” (ICA 1982:38-39). Also of this generation of modern coal mines is
the Farmersville—Crown III Mine, which is one of five deep mines constructed by the Freeman
United Coal Mining Company in Illinois. It is 373’ deep and utilizes the latest technology for
extraction, preparation and transportation of coal. In 1982, the mine had 550 employees and
produced 10,000 tons of coal per day (ICA 1982:15).
At the same time these new mines were being introduced, environmental legislation was
placing significant burdens on the Illinois coal industry. The Federal Clean Air Act of 1970 (and
subsequent amendments) attempted to control the production of sulfur-rich emissions. Illinois
coal contains 3-5% sulfur, which when burned combines with oxygen to produce sulfur
dioxide—a compound that when mixed with water forms acid rain. During the 1970s, these new
environmental regulations emphasized the use of low sulfur western coals—even though those
coals have lower BTU ratings (produce less heat) and cost more (due in part to greater
transportation costs) than those mined in Illinois. This shift to western coal hurt Illinois’ coal
industry dramatically. Another blow was the Federal Surface Mining Control and Reclamation
Act of 1977. Industry officials have described this Act as containing “regulations… laden with
overly restrictive provisions which went far beyond congressional intent and threatened to
become a mechanism for undercutting national economic and energy goals…” (ICA 1982:32).
From 1970 to 1991 there was major drop in production of surface mines and increase in
underground mine production in Illinois; as of 1991, 26% of the coal produced in Illinois was
surface mined (ICA 1992:40, table). The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 further tightened
the restrictions on emissions and hit the Illinois coal industry very hard. In 1980, 65% of Illinois
coal was shipped out of state (ICA 1982:17).
63

The plant was constructed in 1964 and was updated in 1977 and 1989 (ICA 1992:24).
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The Illinois coal industry continues to face a number of serious issues, including sulfur
content and acid rain production, competition from western coal and nuclear energy, and land
reclamation requirements. Research in the 1980s and 1990s has paid off with the introduction of
“scrubbers” which remove the sulfur dioxide from the emissions at the stack. Central Illinois
Public Service Company (CIPS) added scrubbers to its Newton Power Station in rural Jasper
County in the early 1980s; these scrubbers employ a double alkali, flue gas desulfurization
system. The initial costs for plant construction have slowed the growth of this new technology
(ICA 1982:27). In 1980, a coal gasification demonstration plant was constructed by the Illinois
Power Company at its Wood River Station (Madison County). Although interest in coal
gasification has fluctuated over the past two decades, the technology is again being investigated
due in part to increases in natural gas prices. A new coal gasification plant is being constructed
in rural Fayette County.
One of the newer mines in the state is the Kerr-McGee Coal Corporation’s Galatia Mine,
which was opened in 1992. The surface complex of this mine occupies 714 acres and is
dominated by four massive 12,000–ton concrete silos rising 187 feet above the ground. An
efficient computer-controlled coal cleaning plant is situated between the silos, one pair of which
are used for the storage of raw coal while other pair holds processed or clean coal. The coal is
transported by a covered, elevated, multi-level conveyor system. Also present at the site are the
mine headquarters, employee facilities, shaft entrance, warehouse and maintenance structures.
Below ground, the mine “is a maze of streets, avenues and passageways—complex operations
that not only require unique machinery to cut and remove the coal but also a lot of other special
techniques, such as roof bolting to help prevent mine roofs from falling in working areas.” The
mine is well ventilated and drained, and uses continuous mining machines, which produce 4-15
tons per minute. The room-and-pillar method employed recovers approximately 50% of the
available coal (ICA 1992:12-13). Preparation plants at other Illinois mines also have become
more sophisticated. The Freeman United Coal Mining Company has a state-of-the-art facility at
Orient Mine No. 6, which utilizes modern jigs with “the latest technology hydro-cyclones and
heavy media cyclones” increased output with recovery of enhanced fine coal (ICA 1992:14).
In 2002, Illinois ranked ninth in coal production in the United States, producing over 33
million tons of coal. In 2001, nineteen mines, located in 14 counties, employed 3,516 miners
with an average wage of $45,450 per year. These approximate 3,600 miners produced as much
coal as 15,000 miners produced in 1954, and 41,000 miners produced in 1927! At this date,
electric utility companies consume over 81% of the coal mined in the state—with over two-thirds
of the product being shipped out-of-state. The top seven utility users in 2001 were the Tennessee
Valley Authority, Tampa Electric Company, Ameren Energy Generating, Northern Indiana
Public Service, PSI Energy, Gulf Power Company, and Central Illinois Light Company
(http://www.commerce.state.il.us/coal/coal_fact.html). In 2004, Illinois had fifteen active coal
mines, which employed approximately 3,500 individuals and produced 31 millions tons
(Southern Illinoisan 13 March 2005). Graphs illustrating coal production and methods of
production and loading through time in Illinois are attached below as Figures 104 through 106.
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Figure 103. Graphs illustrating coal production between 1810 and 1966 (Risser and Major
1968:11, 13).
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Figure 104. Graphs illustrating methods of production and loading at Illinois coal mines
(Neeley 1987).
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Figure 105. Growth and decline of the Northern District (Robertson 2000).
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Ethnicity and Race
In spite of being hard and dangerous work, coal mining attracted a wide range of ethnic
and racial groups in Illinois historically. Some groups were drawn to the trade because they had
prior experience working in other countries or states in the industry, and they could apply their
expertise for decent pay. Others entered mining because it represented one of the few
employment opportunities afforded them, on account of their marginal social status. In either
event, coal mining created a diverse cultural landscape in many of the areas of the state where
the industry took hold.
During the early years of coal mining, immigrants from the British Isles were closely
identified with the industry. Coming from the leading industrial nation in the world, English
immigrants (considered as a group) tended to be highly skilled in a wide range of industries,
including iron and steel, textiles, pottery, and mining. As such, they were able to find ready
employment in these same industries after immigrating to the United States, in many cases as
foremen and managers. Mining was one industry, in particular, that the English were identified
with and enjoyed a reputation as experts in. English miners played a prominent role in the
exploitation of lead resources found in the Driftless Region of northwestern Illinois,
southwestern Wisconsin, and northeastern Iowa. Americans initiated the “rush” into this mining
frontier during the middle 1820s, but it was immigrant miners from England—Cornwall and
Yorkshire especially—who expanded lead production beyond its primitive beginnings by
utilizing the hard-rock mining and smelting techniques they had learned in their homeland.
English miners were drawn into the Lead Mining District in the large number during the 1830s
and 1840s, and many of them settled permanently in the region. Chain migration was common.
By 1850, there were 13,114 people of British-birth residing in the Driftless Region, of which an
estimated 7,000 were from Cornwall. Mineral Point, Wisconsin was especially noted for its
Cornish character (Van Vugt 1999:80-85). Across the state line, in Jo Daviess County, Illinois,
the English comprised 39.3% of the mining population in 1850 (Meyer 2000:248). One of the
distinguishing characteristics of the English lead miners was their occupational flexibility. Many
of them owned farms in addition to mining. This practice allowed a safety net of sorts, in the
event lead prices fell or the mineral was exhausted, but it also was a reflection of the seasonal
nature of agriculture. Miners with farms would devote the warmer months of the year to
agriculture and would spend the winter mining lead. For many, this was a repetition of an old
pattern they had followed in England. In addition to mining, English immigrants assumed
prominent positions as tradesmen, mechanics, and merchants in the Lead Mining District (Van
Vugt 1999:85-87).
In other parts of Illinois, English miners applied their expertise to the exploration and
extraction of coal (Van Vugt 1999:93-95). Unlike its lead deposits, which were concentrated
principally in one county (Jo Daviess), Illinois’ coal reserves extended across two-thirds of the
state. Commercial mining of these extensive resources was relatively limited until the 1850s,
when the state’s expanding railroad network opened up distant markets and created a new
demand for mineral as a fuel, but coal production expanded dramatically in the decades that
followed and ultimately became one Illinois’ largest industries (Bogart and Thompson 1920:420421). Opportunities in this growing field drew English miners to points all around the state
during the nineteenth century (Van Vugt 1999:93-95).
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One rural enclave of English settlement in Peoria County was located in northern
Limestone and southern Kickapoo Townships. John Benson probably was the first Englishmen
to settle in this area; he came to Limestone Township in 1834, preceding the main influx of
English settlement by nearly a decade (Johnson and Company 1880:787). Immigrants who
arrived during the 1840s included the families of Richard Howarth (1842), Jacob Scofield
(1844), and Thomas Lonsdale (1842), all of whom came from Lancashire and settled within one
mile of one another. Later arrivals included Charles Greenwood (1850) from Cumberland,
Richard Radley (1850) and Richard Stear (1850) from Devonshire, Joseph Burdett (1851) from
Nothhampshire, Samuel Potts (1857) from Leicestershire, Richard Glaze (1862) from
Warwickshire, and Henry Vicary (1864) from Cornwall (Andres 1873:41, 109; Johnson and
Company 1880:771-772, 779-780, 782, 784, 788). These men had been engaged in a wide range
of occupations in England. Richard Howarth, for example, had been a stonemason (Biographical
Publishing Company 1890:763). The background of Thomas Lonsdale in England is not known,
but his son Richard, who joined his parents in America at a slightly later date (1849), had
practically been raised in the textile industry. Richard started as a hand-loom weaver when he
was eight and at age eleven was hired at a cotton mill where he was employed for twenty-one
years, the last thirteen of which were spent superintending the engines powering the mill
(Johnson and Company 1880:778). Henry Vicary had been a wool-comber in his native
Cornwall, while Jacob Scofield had been employed in the express business (Johnson and
Company 1880:780, 784). A number of the settlers had been coal miners in England, including
Richard Howarth, Jr., Samuel Potts, and Richard Glaze (Johnson and Company 1880:772-773,
779). Very few of the settlers appear to have been career farmers prior to immigrating. One of
these was Richard Stear, who “was bred a farmer” in Devonshire. Joseph Burdett began his
working career as a farm laborer, at age eleven, but abandoned it in favor of coal mining when he
was seventeen (Johnson and Company 1880:771, 782). Yet, nearly all of the Englishmen
discussed above took up farming in Peoria County, following the pattern discussed by Van Vugt
(1999). Some entered agriculture immediately after coming to the county, while others followed
a less direct path. Joseph Burdett, for example, first worked at Aquilla Moffat’s coal mines for
two years, then mined coal on his own, and finally, in 1863, took up farming full-time in
southern Kickapoo Township. By 1880, Burdett had become the image of a successful,
progressive farmer: he owned 360 acres of land, belonged to the Patrons of Husbandry and the
South Kickapoo Grange, was president of the Peoria County Grange Co-operative Association,
and was a member of the Big Hollow Butter and Cheese Manufacturing Company (Johnson and
Company 1880:771). Some of the English engaged in both farming and mining after
immigrating, in the same manner of their countrymen who had settled in the Lead Mining
District. The most notable example of this practice (for the purposes of this report) was Richard
Howarth, Junior, who became a very successful farmer and stockbreeder but also mined coal at
different periods of time. Samuel Potts, the proprietor of Pottstown and owner of several
hundred acres of coal land in Kickapoo Township, principally made his wealth as a coal
operator; yet, he also identified himself as a farmer (Johnson and Company 1880:779; Andreas
1873:41). Henry Vicary likewise combined farming and coal mining (Johnson and Company
1880:784).
In addition to farming, Richard Howarth also mined coal on his land (see Figure 106).
The extent of his early mining operations are not known, since he is not listed as a coal operator
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in either the 1850 or 1860 Industrial Schedules of Peoria County.64 Yet, he reported his
occupation as “miner” in the 1850 federal census, at the very time that the first extensive coal
operations in the county were starting up around Hale’s Mill (later Pottstown). He possibly
worked the coal measures the 1873 atlas of Peoria County illustrates on his land on the NE¼ of
Section 30, south of Kickapoo Creek (Andreas 1873:127) (reference Figure 19). Howarth retired
from mining in 1867-1868, but he reentered the field in 1876, in partnership with William
Taylor, his son-in-law. Taylor, like Howarth, was a native of Lancashire, and one wonders if he
too might have worked in the coal fields of that region prior to emigrating in 1873 (Johnson and
Company 1880:773; Biographical Publishing Company 1890:764; Bateman and Selby
1902:728). In 1882 Richard Howarth also established a coal-mining partnership with Isaac
Wantling. Their co-partnership agreement stated that the men intended to open a mine (or
mines) on Howarth’s lands in Section 30 of Kickapoo Township.65 Howarth relinquished his
coal rights on Section 30 to the partnership, and also agreed to give land in Section 19 for the
construction of a grocery store, tenant house and other buildings that might be necessary for the
operation of the mine. In consideration for providing the coal, the right-of-way, and the land to
the business, Howarth was to receive six cents per each ton of coal mined, beginning after
December 1, 1885. Profits above this royalty were to be shared equally, and the two men also
agreed to split the costs of establishing and operating the mine. Another stipulation of the
agreement allowed Howarth to substitute William Taylor for himself as partner in the firm
(Peoria County Deed Record MG: 126-127). A 1902 biography of Taylor emphasizes his longterm involvement in mining coal on the Howarth Farm (Bateman and Selby 1902:728), and it is
possible that he oversaw the day-to-day operations of the mines, while his father-in-law devoted
the bulk of his attentions to farming.
Germans also played a prominent role in the early development of the Illinois coal
industry. The activities of a number of notable German immigrants involved with mining have
previously been described in the report, including: Joseph Darst, Frederick Ruprecht, and John
Woolescraft, who opened the first mines along Kickapoo Creek in Peoria County (see p. 82);
John Niemann (see Figure 107), Henry Voge, and William Parnhorst in Macoupin County (see
pp. 81-82); and Conrad Reinecke in St. Clair County (see p. 75). This immigrant group was
heavily involved in coal mining in St. Clair and adjoining counties, which had been the target of
large-scale German immigration during the middle nineteenth century.
In addition to English and Germans, the early generation of miners in Illinois included
native-born Americans, Irish, and Scotch—a composition that reflected the general population in
the state at the time. As late as 1890, only 7% of the workers in Illinois’ mines and quarries
came from non-English-speaking countries other than Germany and the Scandinavian states.
This quickly changed, however, when new groups of European immigrants began arriving in
large numbers during the 1890s. By 1899, 25% of miners in Illinois were from France, Italy,
Russia, Austria-Hungary, and Belgium. Italians represented one of the more significant
nationalities involved in mining during this period, especially in the Longwall District in
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The fact that Howarth’s coal mine is not listed in the Industrial Schedules for 1850 and 1860 does not mean that
he was not mining coal, since the schedules are notoriously spotty in their reporting of rural industries.
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The articles of agreement specifically identified the NE¼, the NW¼, the N½, SE¼, and the N½, SW¼ of Section
30 as the potential location for the mine(s) (Peoria County Deed Record MG:126-127).
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northern Illinois. During the first decade of the twentieth century, there was an increase in
immigration from southern and eastern Europe. Italians remained very prominent, but there also
was a growing number of Greeks, Poles, Lithuanians, and Russians participating in the Illinois
coal industry. The groups moved into different parts of the state as new coal mines were opened
(Abbott 1920). Many of these immigrants came from agricultural farming and/or trade-related
backgrounds, and had no prior experience with coal mining before coming to Illinois.
Management tended to remain in the hands of the American-born and/or western European
immigrants of long standing (especially British). “The Alien Character” of the mining
communities often stirred discontent and nativist sentiments among the non-mining sections.
Language and cultural differences played a role here, as did religion. Many immigrant miners
followed the Catholic and Orthodox faiths, which often set them apart from their native-born
neighbors. This was particularly true of areas such as southern Illinois, which prior to 1900 had
a population predominately comprised of Protestants linked culturally to the Upland South (c.f.
Angle 1983:138).
African Americans comprised another important mining group in Illinois. This group not
only had to deal with an ingrained race bias, but faced an additional hurdle in overcoming the
early perception of them as being strikebreakers and “scabs.” The number of African Americans
employed in the industry in Illinois appears to have been relatively modest until the middle-tolate 1870s, when a number of coal companies began recruiting them. Unfortunately, these early
recruitment efforts often coincided with strikes by white miners, which made clashes between
the two groups inevitable. One of the first instances in which this occurred was in February
1874, when 300 white miners attempted to persuade twenty-five African Americans working at
the mine of Robert Lemon in St. Clair County to adhere to a strike in order to secure a 4-cent per
bushel concession from the local mine owners. When the African-American miners (who were
mining coal for only 3-cents per bushel), refused to go out on strike, the white miners burned
their shanties and drove them off (Keiser 1972:315). Violence between white and black miners
also occurred during the protracted coal strike that occurred at the Braidwood mines in 1877.
The miners went out on strike in April after a reduction in pay, and several months later the
Chicago, Wilmington, and Vermilion Coal Company—the largest operator in the area—began
bringing in African Americans from Kentucky and West Virginia to work its mines. The
enraged strikers eventually drove over 400 miners and family members out of town. To prevent
further violence, Governor Cullom sent 1,300 National Guardsmen to Braidwood to restore order
and allow the replacement laborers (derisively referred to as “blacklegs”) to resume work. The
troops remained in Braidwood for approximately three weeks, after which many of the striking
laborers returned to work (Maue 1928:348-350; Keiser 1972:315). Many African Americans
remained at Braidwood even after the strike was settled. As of 1880 they constituted roughly
half the miners employed there by the Chicago, Wilmington, and Vermilion Coal Company
(Maue 1928:346). The importation of African American miners from the South also figured
prominently in the violent coal strikes at Virden, Pana, and Cartersville in 1898-1899. John
Keiser’s 1972 article “Black Strikebreakers and Racism in Illinois” provides an excellent account
of these and related events. Angle (1983:93-116) also covers the Cartersville strike.
As these events make clear, racial tensions in the coal industry heightened during periods
of strikes and recessions in the coal market. Marginalized both economically and socially,
African American and immigrant miners had much in common and yet often found themselves
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pitted against one another to secure employment. Competition between black Americans and the
growing number of Italian miners in the Longwall District led to a race riot at Spring Valley,
Bureau County, in 1895 (Armfield 2000:185-200). Similarly, several immigrant coal miners
were implicated as provocateurs in the bloody Springfield Race Riot of 1908 (Senechal
1990:148). Some of the racial tensions in the coal industry would be eased during the early
twentieth century through the growing unionization movement; union affiliation provided a bond
cutting across racial and ethnic divisions.
Federal census statistics illustrate the diverse makeup of coal mining communities in
Illinois. A few representative illustrations will be provided below. One of the coal operators in
Tazewell County during the early twentieth century was the Groveland Coal Company. This
firm developed two mines located in the uplands bordering the Illinois River, on the outskirts of
present-day Creve Couer. Groveland Mines No. 1 and 2 both had workers’ housing located
directly adjacent to them. The 1920 census provides separate enumerations for both mines, and
also lists a considerable number of miners residing along the Groveland Coal Mine Road. Many
of these miners were immigrants. At Mine No. 1, for instance, the census lists six residences,
five of which had heads of family who were Italian and had immigrated to the United States
during the period 1911-1914. The head of household at the remaining dwelling had been born in
Illinois. The census reports twenty-eight residences at Mine No. 2. Here, the heads of family
included thirteen native-born Americans (mostly from Illinois, but also Iowa and Washington),
eight Croatians, four English, one Lithuanian, one Italian, and one from “Cretia”66 (USBC
1920:13A-17B).
The 1930 federal census provides a comprehensive enumeration for the mining
community at Groveland Mine No. 2.67 The census reports thirty households within the confines
of the town, with a total population of 114. These households reflect the diverse ethnicity of
Illinois’ coal mining communities. Only nine (30%) of the households were headed by
individuals who had been born in the United States. Most had been born in Illinois, though
others had been born in the adjoining states of Iowa, Indiana, and Missouri. The remaining
twenty-one household heads had been born in Europe, with Italians (n=10, 33%) being the
largest ethnic group. Others were from Croatia (n=3, 10%), Yugoslavia (n=3, 10%), Great
Britain (n=3, 10%), and Austria (n=2, 7%). Yugoslavia, of course, was a polyglot nation—a
recent creation of the Treaty of Versailles—and two of the three heads of family identified as
Yugoslav actually spoke Croatian in the home while one spoke Italian. Considering the coal
town’s population as a whole, thirty-nine individuals (or 34%) had been born overseas. There
were thirty-six individuals reported with occupations outside the home. The vast majority of
these (n=31) were employed as miners. Of the five remaining individuals, two were employed
as laundresses at a hospital, one was a laborer at a tractor company, another was a teacher in a
public school, and one was a grocery merchant. The merchant was William Venovich, a
Croatian who had previously worked as a miner at Mine No. 2. He presumably operated the
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“Cretia” may refer to the Greek Island of Crete. The name of this individual, however—Melosavitch—suggests
that he was of Croatian, or at least, Yugoslavian origin.
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The census incorrectly lists the town under the heading “Groveland Mine No. 1”. The latter mine had been
closed down for nearly eight years by this time. The No. 2 mine was owned by the Crescent Coal Company at this
date.
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store at the mine, which is illustrated on the 1929 map. Only four of the miners reported having
been employed the previous working day. All of the houses at the mine were rented, and
occupants generally paid between $9 and $12 per month in rent. An exception was Venovich,
who paid $15, presumably due to the commercial character of his property (USBC 1930:17A18A).
Freeman Spur is a small mining town straddling the line between Franklin and
Williamson Counties. This town coalesced around a shipping mine that operated between 1908
and 1951. The 1930 federal census reports 619 people and 164 households in Freeman Spur. Of
this population, 331 resided in Franklin County, while the remaining 288 lived south of the
county line in Williamson. The majority of the population was white (n=495). However, there
also was significant black community, numbering 124 individuals and occupying forty-two
households. The blacks all lived in the northwest corner of town, on a 40-acre tract of land
owned by the coal company (presumably the section of town originally platted as Franklin).
Although there were a few white households in this area, there were no blacks in the eastern and
southern parts of town, which were solidly white. Freeman Spur was thus divided along racial
lines, and the coal mine represented the barrier separating the white and black sections of town.
There were forty-two households in town headed by immigrants. Italians represented the largest
immigrant group, but Polish, Lithuanians, Russians, and Scots also were present. Although
homeownership was not rare, most people rented their homes. Interestingly, the immigrant
population enjoyed a particularly high rate of homeownership (76%) compared to the rest of the
population. The vast majority of the working population in town was engaged in coal mining,
and many of these men likely were employed at Mine No. 5 (United States Bureau of the Census
1930a:1A-3B; 1930b:6A-9A).
Dowell, in northern Jackson County, provides a final example.68 This town was
established adjacent to the Kathleen Mine, a large shipping mine opened by the Union Colliery
Company in 1918. In 1920, the working population of Dowell consisted of approximately 153
individuals. Of this working population, seventy-eight individuals (representing approximately
51% of the working population) were between the age of 21 and 35. In contrast, forty-nine
individuals (representing 32% of the workers) were between the age of 36 and 50, sixteen
individuals (approximately 10.5% of the working population) were under the age of 21, and ten
individuals (representing only 6.5% of the working population) were over the age of 50. The
youngest worker (a clerk in the butcher shop) was only 15 years of age. In contrast, the oldest
worker was a 65-year-old miner. Additionally, a 78-year-old, apparently retired male without an
occupation listed was present. As would be expected with a “frontier” mining community, the
working population in this community was skewed slightly in favor of the young worker. This
working population was predominately male and foreign born. Of the total working population
ninety-two individuals were immigrants while sixty-one were U.S. born. The dates of
immigration recorded by the census range from 1870 to 1919, with a majority of immigrants
entering the United States between 1900 and 1914.
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The following discussion is taken from “Illinois Historic American Engineering Documentation: Kathleen Mine
Tipple (IL HAER No. JA-2003-1)”, which was prepared by Fever River Research for IDNR and IHPA (Mansberger
et al 2003).
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During the 1920’s Dowell’s working population had a small but prominent “white collar”
class that consisted of merchants and tradesmen, who operated the commercial center of the
community. The commercial properties included: a bakery, a butcher shop, a general store, a
grocery store, a lumberyard, a meat market, and a shoe repair shop. Of these businesses, most
were owned by non-residents. At this time, only two of the businesses were owned by Dowell
residents: a native Illinoisan (32-year old G. Naualey) owned the meat market, and an Austrian
immigrant (39-year old P. Makrim [spelling?]) was the proprietor of the general store.
Nonetheless, these businesses employed a variety of individuals, with the census listing
occupations such as baker and bakery manager, boardinghouse servant, butcher shop clerk,
general laborer, general store manager, grocery store manager, house carpenter, lumberyard
laborer and teamster, manufacturing company salesman, shoe repair manager, and coal mine
teamster. These occupations were more likely to be held by native-born Illinoisans. Only four
immigrants worked in these “white collar” jobs, compared to nine who were from Illinois, and
one from Pennsylvania. As expected for this time period, the majority of the “working”
population of Dowell was men, and the majority of the women in the community were recorded
by the census simply as the wives of the working men. However, a handful of women were
accounted for in the working population including one woman who was employed as a boarding
house servant and instances where women were listed as “head of house” by the census.
The development and success of Dowell was largely dependent upon the coal mining
industry. As noted above, the 1920 census indicates 153 individuals of the adult population
worked outside of the home. Of these, 124 individuals (representing 81% of the non-home
workers) worked in the mines (and were simply listed as “miner” in the census return). The
mining population in Dowell was predominately foreign born with twice the number of recent
immigrants in the mines as native-born Americans. In 1920, the census taker noted that eightyone miners (representing 65% of the miners) were foreign born, in contrast to the forty-three
(representing 35% American born miners). This dichotomy was typical of mines throughout the
state and reflects the fact that coal mining represented an ideal entrance-level occupation for new
immigrants—one that was widely available, could be entered with limited perquisite skills, and
presented less competition from native-born Americans due its laborious and dangerous
character. The immigrant mining population in Dowell was largely represented by men from
Austria (n=34), England (n=10), France (n=8), and Hungary (n=12). Smaller populations of
immigrant miners were from Belgium (n=1), Germany (n=1), Italy (n=3), Poland (n=2), Russia
(n=7), and Scotland (n=3). The American born mining population were represented
predominately by Illinoisans (n=16) and Pennsylvanians (n=11), but the states of Arkansas
(n=1), Indiana (n=2), Iowa (n=1), Kentucky (n=3), Nebraska (n=1), Ohio (n=5), Tennessee
(n=2), and Texas (n=1) were represented as well. The number of Pennsylvanian miners suggests
the movement of miners from the coal regions of that state to Illinois during the early years of
the twentieth century.
While immigrants represented approximately twice the number of native born miners in
Dowell, it is interesting to note that the overall economic status of the immigrant mining
population was higher than the native born mining population. The dichotomy of the socioeconomic status of the mining population is illustrated by the comparison of homeownership
among immigrants compared to U.S. born miners. The census reports that twenty-eight
immigrant miners (representing nearly 35% of the immigrant miner population) were
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homeowners compared to only seven U.S. born miners (representing only 16% of the American
born miners). Conversely, there were twenty-one immigrant miners who rented housing
(representing approximately 26% of the immigrant mining population) and thirty-two that
boarded (representing approximately 40% of the immigrant mining population). In contrast,
fifteen American-born miners rented (representing approximately 35% of the American-born
miners) and twenty-one American-born miners boarded (representing nearly 50% of the
American-born miners). As this illustrates, the vast majority of the miners were boarders—
indicating the relatively transient character of the mining population, whether foreign-born or
American-born.
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Figure 106. Lithograph of Richard Howarth, Jr., an English immigrant who settled in
Peoria County in the 1840s. This image was published in the 1890 Portrait Biographical
Album of Peoria County, Illinois and shows Howarth in his later years and at the height of
his success as a farmer and coal operator (Biographical Publishing Company 1890:762).
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Figure 107. Portrait of John C. Nieman, who established Mount Olive’s first coal mines
(Macoupin County). Aside from his involvement in the coal business, Nieman was a
successful farmer and merchant. He also was regarded as the “father” of Mount Olive’s
German colony (Brink, McDonough and Company 1879:129-130).
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Labor Developments and Mining Legislation
One of things that ultimately bound the various racial and ethnic groups involved in
mining coal was their identity as miners and, ultimately, their participation in a common union.
The miner’s life clearly was a hard one, particularly prior to the early twentieth century.
Although safety was always a concern for the miner, his major complaint—historically—
generally focused on poor economic conditions. Early wage disputes often focused on price per
ton mined, as well as screen size. The miner generally paid for the volume (by the bushel or
carload) and later by the weight (by the ton) of product produced. The shift to a weight-based
system led to much discontent in the industry, since it was the company that did the weighing,
and many miners felt that the operator was weighting their loads short and thus not paying them
for their full tonnage. Efforts were made to have a miner’s representative (a checkweighman)
alongside the company’s weighman. The other issue about pay revolved around the use of
screens. During the middle nineteenth century, the smaller pieces of coal were not marketable,
since the consumer preferred larger chunks of coal. As such, coal companies preferred to screen
the miner’s carload of coal prior to weighing it, and determine the payment based on the removal
of the smaller pieces. To the miner, this was not acceptable, as they felt they were not being paid
for the full amount of coal mined. In addition to the general use of screening, the specific size of
the screens used (which affected the amount of coal the miner was being paid for) and the
company’s use of equipment such as shaking screens and spreaders (which tended to break the
coal into smaller pieces) became matters of discontent (Schwieder 1983:12-13).
Poor wage rates forced many miners to organize into cohesive groups in order to bargain
for better working conditions and wages. Organized labor unions were to play a large role in
coal mining during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and coal miners in Illinois
were instrumental in the formation of the early coal mining unions. One of the first attempts of
coal miners to form a national labor union occurred in St. Clair County during the early 1860s.
Due to wage cuts in late 1860, miners in St. Clair County walked off the job in protest. In an
effort to promote the strike, miners in West Belleville formed the Miners’ Association in January
1861, and soon started publication of their association newspaper, the Weekly Miner. Demands
made by the miners at this time stressed the return of the earlier wage, the installation of scales,
and the elimination of the wage rate based on volume. The Miners’ Association was successful
in their demands and managed to convince the Illinois State Legislature to require coal be
weighed to determine wage rates. This legislation was known as the Miners’ Bill. As Schwieder
(1983:14) noted, “by the end of March 1861 President Weaver reported that the Miner’s
Association had ‘upwards of five hundred members.’” A subsequent strike in September 1862
resulted in an increased wage, and shortly afterwards the organization “began to expand beyond
the state of Illinois.” By the end of the Civil War, the Association apparently had approximately
22,000 members.69 In 1865, shortly after an unsuccessful strike in the Blossburg District of
Pennsylvania, union officials had a disagreement over the editorship of the Weekly Miner; these
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The Belleville Democrat carried articles on April 6, 1861 about Martin Boyle being appointed “Lecturer and
Organizer.” Later, on April 44, 1863, the same newspaper carried a story of the coal miners of Illinois holding a
convention at La Salle. This convention resulted in the drafting of a union constitution and the formation of 15
regional chapters of “Locals.” The February 28, 1863 issue of the same newspaper carried an article about the mine
operators meeting in Chicago to draw up resolutions against the Miners Association, and to lock out miners
belonging to secret societies.
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events, coupled with the slowdown in mining activity immediately after the Civil War, led to the
dissolution of the union (Schwieder 1983:14). Although the Miner’s Association may not have
maintained its national focus thereafter, it still continued to represent the miners of St. Clair
County. In August 1875, the Belleville Democrat published the “Platform and Constitution of
the Re-organized Miners of St. Clair and Adjoining Counties” (Leighton and Carroll 1943:46).
The miners’ earlier efforts had succeeded in shifting wage determinations away from volume and
more towards weight; they were now concerned with the use of screens and the manner in
determining weight. The re-organized constitution of the St. Clair County miners contains “one
of the first mention of the use of screens at Illinois mines” which stated, “no coal shall have a
screen to exceed one inch between bars…” (Leighton and Carroll 1943:46).70
The first serious mining legislation passed in Illinois dates to 1871, when a series of
provisions were integrated into the new State Constitution aimed at “safeguarding of the lives
and health of the men employed in the mines” (Millhouse 1931:63). The new constitution gave
the Illinois legislature the power to pass laws to protect miners working in the state, and
particularly noted the need for improved ventilation and the construction of escapement shafts
“or such other appliances as may secure safety in all coal mines.” This law also noted the need
“to provide for the enforcement of said laws by such penalties and punishments as may be
deemed proper” (Article 4, Section 29, Illinois State Constitution, 1870). Pursuant to the new
Constitution, the Illinois State Legislature passed an Act in 1871 requiring every county with
active coal mines to appoint a County Inspector who would inspect the mines and make annual
reports to a county board. Initially unsuccessful in meeting its goal, the law was amended in
1872 making the County Surveyor the County Mine Inspector. The next year, a law was passed
giving the County Board the power to appoint the County Mine Inspector. Inspections were not
performed uniformly between counties, and reports often were not filed. On the local level, there
was much dissatisfaction with the legislation, and efforts soon began to put the inspection burden
on the State and not the various counties. In 1883, the law was again changed creating a State
Inspector and dividing the state into a series of districts—all of which reported to the State
Inspector. Exhaustive surveys of the states mines were initiated. At the same time, a separate
Act was passed to provide for the weighing of coal at the mine (Millhouse 1931).71
The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were a period of labor unrest in Illinois,
and America in general. The coal mining industry was not immune to this unrest, and some of
the more violent labor riots occurred within the State of Illinois. During the prolonged recession
following the Panic of 1873, miners’ wages were rolled back, and this inevitably led to strikes.
The year 1877 was particularly bloody, with strikes occurring in the coal fields (as illustrated by
the events in Braidwood) and in other industries (the national railroad strike of this year being a
notable example). Labor-management relations remained unsettled in the decades that followed.
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A January 26, 1861 article in the Belleville Democrat called for a strike for higher wages and prompt pay. The
Bellville Advocate carried an article on February 1, 1861 calling for the miners of St. Clair County to form a General
Union and strike for better wages. The Belleville Democrat carried a similar article on February 14, 1863
demanding five cents per bushel for digging coal; a subsequent article on February 28, 1863 noted that the miners
had settled for five cents per bushel and an “open shop” system of operation. On March 7, 1863, the Belleville
Democrat carried a story that the engine house at the Winona Mine had been destroyed by fire, and that the Miners’
Association was accused of setting it on fire.
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Millhouse (1931) summarizes a variety of other laws relating to the coal industry in Illinois.
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The June 1, 1883 issue of the Belleville Advocate reported that the state militia, which had been
called out to avert a strike at Reinecke’s Mine No. 1 in St. Clair County, had killed a miner
named Henderson. Mount Olive’s coal miners went out on strike on more than one occasion to
express their grievances toward management. One strike, in 1884-1885 lasted several months
(DMM 1885:109). Another took place between May and July 1894 (Stanton 1991:11, 14).
In order to provide a more effective front in addressing their grievances, coal miners once
again turned towards unionization. In September 1885, the National Federation of Miners and
Mine Laborers was organized at Indianapolis. This organization was renamed the Miners’
National Progressive Union in 1888, and the United Mine Workers of America (UMWA) in
January 1890 (DcCiccio 1993:223-224). The United Mine Workers made little headway in
attracting membership in Illinois until 1897, when it called for a national strike. The strike began
at Mount Olive, where an English miner named Alexander Bradley took a leading role in
convincing the local miners to leave the coal pits. Later dubbed the “General” by his followers,
Bradley marched an “army” of Macoupin County miners south to Madison County and St. Clair
Counties and called on the miners there to adhere to the strike. Succeeding in Madison and St.
Clair Counties, he then marched on to more southern coal fields. When the strike finally ended,
the majority of mine operators had agreed to an eight-hour day, six-day work week, and
increased rates for each ton of coal loaded. The UMWA was strengthened immeasurably by this
victory. At the beginning of the strike, only 400 miners in Illinois were members of the union,
but by the end of it, 35,000 of the state’s 39,000 miners were members (Keiser 1977:79-81;
Howard 1972:412).
Several coal companies in Illinois decided not to follow the agreement reached with the
UMWA in 1897. One of the disaffected operators was the Chicago and Virden Coal Company,
which had a mine at Virden in northern Macoupin County. The company refused to recognize
the UMWA, and when its miners went on strike in protest, it chose to recruit African-American
miners from the South rather than deal with the union. When the first trainload of strikebreakers
arrived at Virden on October 12, 1898, it was met by a mob of angry white miners lead by
“General” Bradley and his Mount Olive men, who were determined not to let the African
Americans detrain. Shots were fired at the train, prompting the company guards to return fire.
When the shooting was over, seven miners and four guards lay dead and more than forty were
wounded (Keiser 1977:82; Howard 1972:412-413). Four Mount Olive miners were among those
killed. They were buried in the local cemetery, but were later moved when the miner's union
established their own burial ground in Mount Olive. In the years that followed, the Union
Miners Cemetery became the site of an annual gathering of miners and labor sympathizers
commemorating those who died at Virden on October 12, 1898. Mary Harris (“Mother”) Jones,
a union-organizer and vocal advocate of workers' rights, was one of the most renowned speakers
who came to the October 12th events. When Mother Jones died in Washington D.C. in 1930, her
body was brought back to Mount Olive and buried at the Union Miners Cemetery, in accordance
with her wish to be buried with the “Virden Martyrs.” A monument was erected to Jones six
years after her death (Keiser 1977:85). 72
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This is the only union-owned cemetery in the nation. It was placed on the National Register of Historic Places in
1972.
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The early years of the twentieth century witnessed a number of major mining accidents,
which focused greater attention on mine safety. Mine fires posed a problem as did explosions.
The latter became more common after mechanical coal cutters were adopted, producing dustier
conditions in the mines. Coal dust is extremely flammable, and, combined with new source of
electrical power (and sparks), there was in increased risk of explosions. The year 1909 was one
of the deadliest in the nation’s mining history, with over 20 coal mine disasters occurring that
year alone (http://www.msha.gov). The prominent of these in Illinois was the Cherry Mine fire,
which resulted in the death of 259 coal miners and rescue workers (see Figures 108 and 109).
These events helped strengthened the United Mine Workers of America and led to the passage of
stricter safety legislation (Stout 1979; Stratton, Mansberger and Stanley 2002; see also Illinois
Coal Mining Act and Illinois Workmen’s Compensation Act). New legislation passed included
the Mine Rescue Act of 1910, which required fire-fighting equipment at coal mines and the
appointment of an employers’ liability commission, and the General Mining Law of 1911
(Cartlidge 1933:45). The Illinois State Mine Rescue Commission Act of 1911 provided for the
establishment of three mine rescue stations, which eventually were constructed in LaSalle,
Springfield, and Benton. The State Mining Law of 1913 required that all new shafts be of
fireproof construction (Andros 1915:197). Another timely change was the establishment of the
United States Bureau of Mines (BOM) in July 1910.73 Rock dusting, first experimented with in
Illinois in the late 1910s, significantly reduced the risks of coal dust explosions.
Labor unrest persisted within the industry. The intermittent nature of mining, which
could fluctuate widely by season and market demand, contributed to intensity of labor relations.
Employment often was tenuous at best, and this situation only was exacerbated by the increased
mechanization of the industry during the early twentieth century. Yet, miners had deep
attachment to their craft, which was part of their personal identity—an identity that was multigenerational in some families.
Not surprisingly, mechanization was one of the principal causes of labor discord in the
Illinois coal fields during the 1920s and 1930s. It not only deskilled the mining trade but also
inevitably led to a loss of jobs. Shurick (1924), which contains a short summary of the labor
dispute in the coal mining industry through the early 1920s, noted that “one of the most
spectacular struggles over the matter of the closed shop was that tragic and brutal massacre of
twenty-five non-union workers at Herrin, Illinois in June, 1922.” The Herrin Massacre was
precipitated when the Lester Mine, a new strip mine operation in Williamson County, hired nonunion miners. Coal production in the area had started to slip since the end of World War I, and
unionized miners would not tolerate competition from non-union workers. In discussing the
strength of the United Mine Workers, Shurick (1924:347) observes that “in some sections, such
as Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, the union has effected a one hundred per cent organization which
has stood the test of time and is loyal to the last man.” This intense loyalty was painfully
illustrated by the manner in which the employees at the Lester Mine were executed. Paul
Cadmus’ 1939 paintings of the Herrin Massacre, which were produced for Life Magazine,
graphically depict the violence of the period (Mavigliano 1997). Paul Angle provides a detailed
account of the massacre in Bloody Williamson (1983).
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The Federal Coal Mining Act, which established minimum safety requirements, was not passed until 1952.
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The controversy over how to balance job security with mechanization was a contributing
factor in the schism within the United Mine Workers of America (UMW) that resulted in the
organization of a rival union named the Progressive Mine Workers of America (PMA). The
PMA was founded in 1932 at Gillespie, Illinois, during a prolonged and violent coal strike in
Illinois’ Midland Tract. The upstart PMA initially attracted some 20,000 members in central and
southern Illinois, but fell on hard times later in the decade. Most of the mines with which the
PMA had contracts with in Illinois were small and un-mechanized and hence could not compete
with the larger mines, which were dominated by the UMWA (Oblinger 1991:9-11, 18-19).
Between 1920 and 1960, John Lewis headed the UMWA. Lewis had an aggressive
personality and was a zealous advocate for union rights and privileges. On a number of
occasions, he initiated strikes that were deeply unpopular with the government and public at
large—the strike of 1947 being one example. He also helped organize the Congress of Industrial
Organizations (CIO), which he headed between 1935 and 1940. Often a lightening rod for
conflict and protective of his own power within the union, Lewis nonetheless proved an effective
steward for the UMWA during his long presidency (Bridgewater 1960:752).
Safety remained on-going concern in the coal industry. In 1941, U. S. Congress passed
the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act, which brought uniform national standards to the industry.
Unfortunately, the Federal inspectors had no enforcement powers. In March 1947, 111 miners
were killed in a dust explosion in the Centralia No. 5 mine in south-central Illinois. This disaster
stirred interest on a national level to amend the earlier law and give enforcement powers to the
inspectors. Unfortunately, this was not to happen for several years. On December 21, 1952, a
gas explosion in the Orient Mine No. 2 rocked the community of West Frankfort. A staggering
119 workers of the Chicago, Wilmington, and Franklin Coal Company lost their lives that
evening due to the accumulation of explosive methane gases within worked-out areas of the
mine. Although the company had been cited for numerous violations of the Federal Safety Code,
the mine had not violated any of the state safety codes. State code did not require the sealing off
of worked out areas to prevent the accumulation of gases. As noted in the United Mine Workers
Journal (1952), this explosion “re-centered attention on the failure of Congress to enact pending
amendments to the Federal Mine Inspection Act which have been repeatedly sought by the
UMWA for the purpose of clothing the Federal inspectors with enforcement powers.” Shortly
after this explosion, the U. S. Congress modified the 1941 Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
(Federal Coal Mine Safety Act of 1952) giving Federal mine inspectors the power to close a
mine if it was deemed unsafe. Today’s Coal Mining Act requires that state mine inspectors
conduct detailed monthly visits of active coal mines. Illinois has its own Coal Mine Safety Act,
whose implementation is overseen by the Mine Safety and Training Division of the IDNR .
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Figure 108. Photograph of the St. Paul Coal Company's Mine No. 2 at Cherry, where 259
miners died in a fire on November 1909. Relatives of the victims and curious onlookers are
shown gathering at the mine (photograph courtesy of Charles Bartoli).

Figure 109. Photograph of miners’ bodies in the makeshift morgue set up after the deadly
mine fire. These bodies could not be removed until March 1910, several months after the
fire began (photograph courtesy of Charles Bartoli).
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Mining Communities and Housing
Coal mining activity encouraged the foundation, or further development, of hundreds of
towns across Illinois during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Depending on the size of the
workforce employed, the development of new mines created extraordinary demands on the local
housing market. New dwellings had to be constructed, and the issues of water supply and
sanitation had to be addressed—and done quickly. Sometimes the mine owners arranged for the
construction of this housing; in other circumstances, private developers were responsible. One
solution was the purchase of pre-fabricated housing. It was not uncommon to find worker’s
housing in close proximity to a mine, in the event it was isolated. The character of the housing
varied considerably, depending on where and when it was constructed, and by whom. Coal
mining also attracted new commercial developments (service, professional, etc.) catering to the
needs of the mining community. The following discussion is intended to provide a brief
overview of mining communities and housing in Illinois through time, with a few representative
examples.
A number of small coal mining communities developed in St. Clair County during the
middle nineteenth century (see Figures 110 and 111). One of these was Alma, near O’Fallon,
which was the location of two mines operated by Joseph Gartside, one of the larger coal
operators in the area. Gartside’s Alma mines were headlined in an 1863 article in The Bellville
Democrat (May 30) entitled “The Town of Alma near O’Fallon.” This article stated that
This town is pleasantly located on a slight eminence one mile and a half west of
O’Fallon, in this county, and is the exclusive property of Joseph Gartside, Esq.,
the eminent coal merchant of St. Louis. It is but a few years since “Joe,” as he is
familiarly called, commenced sinking for coal at this place and at that time, after
having sunk to what was deemed a great depth without finding the black
diamonds he was in search of, he was laughed at and spoken jeeringly of, as the
Englishman who was throwing away money on a wild and uncertain speculation.
But “Joe” knew what he was about, and success at last awaited and rewarded his
perseverance. Coal was no sooner struck than the erection of houses for the
accommodation of his hands, was commenced by Mr. Gartside, and the wiseacres
who before had shook their heads knowingly in derision of what they deemed his
folly at last conceded that the speculation might turn out all right.
The opening of the first shaft was soon succeeded by the opening on another and
the erection of more houses, among which two stores—in buildings which are
also used as Hotels—marked conspicuously the progress of the little town. These
were rapidly followed by the erection of Blacksmith, Machine, and Carpenter
Shops, and finally a Church, until at last Alma is fairly entitled to rank as one of
the important towns of “Old St. Clair.”
Mr. Gartside employs on his works at Alma, one hundred miners, forty day
laborers, two blacksmiths, two strikers, four carpenters, two engineers, one
machinist, one mason, one telegraph operator, and one butcher. There are, in all,
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four hundred and ten inhabitants and eighty-five houses. There are fifteen horses
and mules worked at the mines, nine of which are at the pit bottom. The wages
are punctually paid at these works every alternate Thursday, the average amount
of money required is $4,500, or twenty-two hundred and fifty dollars per week.
The amount of coal lands owned by Mr. Garstside, at Alma alone (Besides the
tracts owned by him elsewhere) are more than three hundred acres, and he
contemplates opening another shaft at this place, on his return from Europe, for
which place he takes his departure in a few days. With such a present population,
and such facilities for concert of action in regard to the development of the
industrial, social, intellectual, and moral resources of that population, we look
forward with pleasure to the future of Alma. Under the intelligent management of
Mr. Garside, and other good men who are inhabitants of the town, the future of
Alma is pregnant with hope and success.
Two years later, Alma was the subject of another, less attractive, article by the Belleville
Democrat. On December 30, 1865 the paper reported that miners at the “Alma Mines
Subdivision” were protesting an increase in rent due on their cottages. The same article reported
that miners employed at Gartside’s mines in Carbondale (Jackson County) had lodged a similar
protest.
Some of the mining communities established in St. Clair County during the nineteenth
century were much smaller than Alama. One example is the hamlet developed adjacent to the
Ruby Mine, a small shipping mine in Caseyville Township that operated from 1888 to 1935.
The 1900 census of Caseyville Township lists ten households headed by coal miners in the
immediate vicinity of the Ruby Mine. Although the census does not specifically state that these
families were residing at the mine, the households that precede and follow them suggest they
were. The census indicates that all ten of the mining households rented their homes, presumably
from the mine operator. Altogether there were fourteen males employed as coal miners in this
small community. Some were single men boarding with families (U. S. Bureau of the Census
1900:9B-10A; Stratton and Mansberger 2005a:3).
In Randolph County, Madison Miller housed his miners in a series of 1-½-story, frontgabled, frame cottages during the 1870s. These were modest structures, having a two-bay façade
and being covered with board-and-batten siding (see Figure 112). Some coal operators chose to
construct multiple-family housing at their mines. Reinecke’s Mine No. 2 in St. Clair County, for
instance, had a number of large two-story, double-pile dwellings located adjacent to it. These
building appear to be either boarding houses or double houses, occupied by two families
(reference Figure 42). Boarding houses were still being constructed at some coal mines in the
early twentieth century. One notable example is Zeigler Mine No. 1, which had three such
buildings in which single men employed at the mine were housed. Locally, these buildings were
referred to as the “Flats” (see Figure 113).
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The 1893 Annual Coal Report includes a detailed report on the character of miners’
housing in sixteen different communities around the state (IBLS 1893:104-134).74 The report
provides statistics on house size (number of rooms), family size, boarders, and average number
of rooms allowed per person. It also includes figures on the nativities of the miners surveyed.
The report is far from complimentary in describing the general conditions of company-owned
housing occupied by miners:
In some of the mining towns, the company owning or operating the mines, also
owned many houses which they rent to their employees. Coal mines are generally
located on the outskirts of a town, and the homes of the miners are, as a rule, in
very close proximity to the mines. Everything is suggestive of coal; standing out
prominently is the black, grim-looking, upper or outer equipment; close by a large
pile of slack or refuse, often towering high above the house tops, the roads and
spaces surrounding the houses are usually covered with cinders or coal dust, there
being a total absence of flowers, grass or other vegetation. The houses are small,
the architecture the same throughout, giving the entire place a very monotonous
appearance. Many of these houses are in a neglected condition and clearly show a
want of much needed repair (IBLS 1893:106).
It also observed that miners’ homes “are, in many instances very much over-crowded, making it
extremely difficult to maintain a proper standard of cleanliness, health or mortality” (IBLS
1893:106).
The 1893 report also weighed in against the use of the “company (or truck) store.” A
common feature at most early mining towns of any size, these enterprises presented a bone of
contention between miners and operators for many years. The company store often had a
monopoly on commerce in a mining community. Goods purchased by miners on credit typically
were deducted from their wages, which created a situation ripe for abuse. Following these
deductions and payment of rent, miners might never see a paycheck. In 1891, the Illinois
General Assembly passed two different pieces of legislation aimed at addressing company store
abuses. One was entitled an “Act providing for the payment of wages in lawful money, and to
prohibit the truck system, and to prevent deductions from wages except for lawful money
advanced,” and “Act to provide for the weekly payment of wages by corporations.” This
legislation helped reduce the number of company-operated stores in the state from seventy-five
in 1885 to thirty-eight in 1893 (IBLS 1893:107-109).
Robinson (1902) gives us insights into the miners’ life in Westville and Kellyville, two
small mining communities located within a ten-mile radius of Danville (Vermilion County):
Westville is a small village of less than a thousand inhabitants, but it has sixteen
saloons—there is an awfully dead sameness about the place; dirt, squalor, and the
houses all shaped alike, of the same size, fashioned according to the same
utilitarian and unartistic principles, and all owned by the mine owners. Since the
formation of a miners’ union the men only work eight hours a day and receive fair
74

The following communities are covered by this report: Barclay, Bloomington, Coalville, Kangley, Ladd, LaSalle,
Minonk, Oglesby, Pana, Peru, Roanoke, Sandoval, Spring Valley, Streator, Taylorville, and Wenona.
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wages. The miners (those who dig for the coal) average about $2.50 a day, while
the rock men, timbermen, cagers, and trackmen get about $2.10. Accidents are so
frequent that a miner’s wife said to me: “A natural death is such a strange thing
here that when one hears that So-and-So is dead, they ask at once, When was he
killed?” ... Womanhood is degraded in the mining communities. A large
proportion drink, and the worst examples of absolute human depravity ever
forcibly or otherwise brought to my notice were two women and a man who rode
on the train, near me, from Danville to Westville. Their language and actions
bespoke unspeakable degradation, and I never realized until then how a woman
could become so besmirched within and without and so befouled that onlookers
would long for a spiritual Board of Health to remove the filth.
The quality of workers’ housing clearly varied. Turn-of-the century advertisements in
such trade journals as Coal Age advertise a variety of ready-made worker’s housing, such as that
offered by the Aladdin Company (and their “Redi-Cut” houses of Bay City, Michigan). Abbot
(1920) provides a study of twenty-six mining towns and camps in Williamson, Franklin, Bureau
and Sangamon Counties. In his 1920 study, Abbott examined the conditions at a number of
mining towns and observed:
The mining towns and camps are painfully alike in appearance. The four or fiveroom box-like houses are built in rows, elevated from the ground on posts,
without any cellar or foundation. Sometimes all the houses in a camp have front
porches; sometimes porches have been provided only for the new houses; in some
of the towns shingling has been used; and in some few the drab-gray paint which
is almost universal has given place to green or some other color. There are
frequently no trees or gardens of any sort (Abbott 1920:14).
Sadly, this description is not much different than the one preciously quoted from the 1893
Annual Coal Report, though made nearly three decades later. Abott noted the inherent problems
associated with mining towns (including the uncertainty of continued employment among the
workforce and sense of impermanence in the community) and argued for a “well-enforced State
housing law” (Abbott 1920:14). The United States Coal Commission compiled national
statistics from the 1920 Federal Census relating to the quality of life of coal miners in the nation.
A summary of this report is presented in Shurick (1924:307-350). Shurick (1924:311) observed
that, “one of the most important considerations in the daily life of the miner and his general
welfare is the matter of housing…”.
Standing in contrast to the mining camps discussed by Abbott, was the approach taken by
the Standard Oil Company of Indiana when it started to develop its mines in Macoupin County at
the end of World War I. Instead of building cheap-quality housing close to the mines, the
company chose to erect a large number of modern, middle-class homes in the established
community of Carlinville (see Figure 115). This is discussed in a 1920 article by Herbert and
Young:
The proper housing of mine labor has always been a serious problem, and one that
has been too much neglected until recent years. This field is fortunate in the fact
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that the most mines are situated near established towns in which men can find
homes. / There has been only one development in mine housing of sufficient
importance to warrant inclusion in a discussion such as this: This is the provision
of residences in connection with the work of the Standard Oil Co. of Indiana.
Though the No. 2 mine is about 8 mi. from Carlinville, it was decided that no
town should be built at the mine, but that houses should be erected in an addition
to the town of Carlinville, thus giving the miners the benefit of schools, lights,
water, and sewer systems. / The houses were erected by Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
of Chicago. One hundred and fifty-six houses were erected in Carlinville, and
twelve more at the mine for the accommodation of those employees who must
necessarily be constantly at the mine. The plans and materials for these houses
were taken from the regular stock of the company, illustrated in their catalog. In
order to diversity the dwellings as far as possible, fourteen different floor plans
were used and these were modified by different arrangements of porches and
roofs so that there are forty-five or fifty different appearances. The difference of
design is further accentuated by painting in different colors, see Fig. 10. The cost
of these houses was nearly one-half million dollars not including grading,
sidewalks, and plumbing. This addition to the town is provided with sewers, the
lots are graded, the sidewalks are in place, and the trees have been planted to the
value of about $50 per lot. This new addition to Carlinville is so different from
the ordinary mine town that no connection between the mines and the dwellings
would be suspected. / The company expects to operate the mine constantly and
desires to attract labor of steady habits and a desire to work, in short, such class of
labor as will desire to live in the kind of houses erected and become a permanent
part of the population. It is not the intention that these houses shall be rented.
The whole undertaking simply represents a desire on the part of the operating
company to so house its labor as to promote contentment rather than unrest and
attract a class of steady industrious labor (Herbert and Young 1920:834-835).
Better living conditions sometimes resulted when the development of a coal community
was not left solely in the hands of the coal operator. One example of this was the town of
Bunsenville in Vermilion County. The Bunsen Coal Company was responsible for the initial
development of the Bunsenville Mine. This firm purchased the N1/2, SE1/4, Section 26 of
Township 18 North, Range 12 West for the site of the mine’s surface complex (Ogle 1895:123;
Bouridnot 1907:20). In expectation of the mine’s eventual opening, Clay F. Lynch platted out
the town of Bunsenville immediately south of the mine site in May 1914. The original plat of
Bunsenville covered the entire S1/2, SE1/4 of Section 26 and contained 491 lots. The
north/south running streets were designated as avenues and were named Gray, Joliet, and S.
Chicago (moving from east to west). Starting on the north and moving south, the east/west
running streets were named Main, Bunsenville, Baker, and Vermilion (Vermilion County Plat
Record 4:274). Since the Bunsenville Mine was located several miles away from Georgetown
and Westville, Lynch probably thought that workers would be interested in building homes in
Bunsenville and that businesses might also be attracted. The growth of the town was relatively
modest, however. Some of the miners ultimately employed at the mine resided in Bunsenville,
but most commuted in from Georgetown and other surrounding communities. As few as fifteen
houses were constructed in the town during the period the mine was in operation, though these
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were privately owned and displayed more variability and style than the typical miner’s cottage.
The majority of the houses fronted Main or Bunsenville Streets. The town also had a grocery
store, located at Main and Gray, a tavern, a Ford garage, and a one-room schoolhouse. A
shantytown reportedly was located adjacent to Bunsenville for a time, apparently having arisen
as a result of a shortage of housing in the area (Wells 1992; Troy Pate, pers. comm. 25 February
2002; Stratton 2002b).
In 1917, the United States Fuel Company purchased the Bunsen Mining Company’s
mines in Vermilion County. The U. S. Fuel Company subsequently constructed a small
residential development for its managerial staff immediately southwest of the Bunsenville Mine.
This development was separate from the town of Bunsenville and contained eight two-story
frame houses, arranged four-to-a-side along a single street. The dwellings were reserved for the
mine superintendent, assistant superintendent, managers, and foremen (Delores Rice, pers.
comm., 26 February 2002). The company supplied this development with such amenities as
water, sewer, and sidewalks. There were four different housing types, whose size, interior
finishes, and placement reflected the corporate/social hierarchy at the mine (Delores Rice, pers.
comm., 26 February 2002; Stratton 2002b). The social stratification evidenced at Bunsenville
was not unique. Larger coal towns also quickly stratified along class, ethnic, and race lines
(Mulrooney 1991).
In 1941 Peele (1941:22-22) argued for the “advantage of judicious planning of a mining
community, to promote healthfulness, cheerfulness, and convenience, is as important from the
financial as from the sociologic point of view.” He also discussed the requirements of a good
company town and illustrates both bunkhouse and single-family house designs. Unfortunately,
there have been few modern studies of mining communities in Illinois.
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Figure 110. By the 1870s, many small rural hamlets had developed around the coal mines
in St. Clair County—particularly along the bluff edge where the coal seam outcropped at
or near the surface. Caseyville was one of the early mining communities that developed in
this setting. Note the presence of the rural settlements around the coal mines (here marked
“C.M.”) (Warner and Beers 1874:36).
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Figure 111. The earliest coal mining in the county occurred along the Mississippi bluff
edge west of Belleville where the coal outcropped at or near the surface. The majority of
these mines were probably of the early drift variety. The small community of Pittsburg
developed early as a dispersed mining community. By the 1870s, several small hamlets had
developed around the coal shafts dispersed in the region—resulting in a distinctive rural
industrial landscape. Large sections of land had been purchased by coal companies such as
the Gartside Coal Company (Warner and Beers 1874:49).
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Figure 112. This is the “View of Eastern Shaft and Miners Dwellings” located at the Miller Place (Brink and Company
1875:69). The shaft is capped with a simple wooden headframe with two cages (note the two sheaves). The steam engine and
hoisting engine appear to be located within a small frame structure located adjacent to the headframe. Two smoke plumes
suggest that two engines are present at this mine. Note the presence of the ventilating “furnace” (the isolated smokestack at
right) which indicates the presence of a second air shaft. Rail-mounted ore carts are being manually pushed by workmen.
This mine may have been connected by this rail spur to the nearby Slope Mine (see next illustration) which had multiple rail
sidings leading to a large open-air screen loading system for railroad box cars.
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Figure 113. A circa 1910s(?) photograph of one of the "flats" located adjacent to Zeigler Mine No. 1 in Franklin County. This
building was intended to house single men employed at the mine (photograph courtesy of Zeigler Public Library).
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Figure 114. Rural mining communities comprised of company-owned housing remained common in Illinois into the early
twentieth century (IDMM, Abandoned Mine Map). The image above is a detail of the abandoned mine map for Groveland
Coal Company Mine No. 2, in Tazewell County. The dark squares that are numbered represent workers’ housing, except for
No. 35, which is a store.
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Figure 115. Two views of the fine housing constructed by the Standard Oil Company of
Indiana in Carlinville, Macoupin County, circa 1919 (Stanolind Record 1919).
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HISTORIC PROPERTY TYPES
AND THE COAL MINING INDUSTRY OF ILLINOIS
A mine is a complex site with multitude of above- and belowground components.
Underground workings were, in of themselves, quite complex and exhibited a great variety as to
methods and structure. Indeed, many period studies of coal mining—Andros’ 1915 study being
a noted example—placed a greater emphasis on the “method of mining” and the organization of
the underground workings than on the surface structure of a mine. Besides illustrating the
method of extraction, the mine proper was the site of numerous activity areas, including stables,
car workshops and/or maintenance sheds, offices, and storage bunkers. No doubt, a great variety
of machinery and tools also were left belowground when mines were abandoned. Unfortunately,
these resources are located in an unsafe, typically inaccessible area, making a detailed study of
them more-or-less impossible. All of the mine sites investigated by Fever River Research as part
of this project, for example, had had their shafts and entrances collapsed and/or filled-in many
years ago. Mine maps are available for a great number of late nineteenth and early twentieth
century coal mines, but these are not comprehensive. Future researchers may consider
evaluating such underground facilities. It is the surface workings at Illinois coal mines—not the
belowground component—that was the principal focus of the research discussed in this report.
The method of entry into the coal vein historically structured the aboveground mine
complex more so than the method of extraction discussed by Andros (1915). With this in mind,
mines are categorized as a Drift, Slope, Shaft, and Strip. Each of these mine types exhibits a
slightly different organizational strategy in its surface workings. Coal mines also have been
broadly categorized by the coal industry as Local or Shipping, based on their market area and/or
their transportation facilities. The aboveground character of a mine is determined by the
presence of various building types, landscape features, and activity areas. The arrangement of
the surface yards at a particular coal mine is dependent on a variety of factors, including 1) the
age and period of operation of the mine, 2) the type of mining conducted (shaft, slope, drift, or
strip), 3) the level of production and industrialization, 4) the type of hoisting utilized (human,
animal, steam, or electric), 5) the mode of haulage (wagon, rail, truck), 6) the need for worker
and management housing on-site or adjacent to the mine, 7) the topographic setting of the mine,
and 8) the background of the person(s) designing the facility.
Mine size is a particularly important consideration, since the extent and composition of
the surface plant is directly related to the scale of production undertaken. Smaller mines
generally required a fewer number of support structures and features on the surface than their
larger counterparts did. There is an economy of scale, both in respect to the complexity of the
overall surface plant, as well as in respect to the individual buildings and features present. Mine
layouts changed through time, in response to increased industrialization, new mining technology,
safety regulations, and changing market demands. New mines tended to be more complex than
the generations preceding them. Similarly, the surface plants of long-term mines often saw
considerable evolution through time (particularly if their period of operation spanned the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries). During early years of mining, operations often were
undertaken in hilly or heavily dissected areas, where the coal measures could be approached by
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means of a drift or slope mine. In such topographic settings, the surface yards had to be
accommodated to, and worked into, the surrounding terrain. Peoria and Tazewell counties are
two areas where this practice occurred. By contrast, many of the mines developed in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were located on rather flat, treeless terrain typical of
central Illinois. The wide-open expanses and flat terrain allowed for the unfettered layout of the
surface yard, which generally was planned in relationship to the availing transportation system.
In some cases, however, the flat terrain posed its own unique challenges, particularly in the
movement of rail cars (this will be discussed in more detail below).
The discussion below focuses first on defining the various types of coal mines that dot
the Illinois landscape, which is then followed by a description of the building types, activity
areas, and landscape features often associated with a mine. The discussion predominately
focuses on shaft/slope/drift mines, as opposed to strip mines, though there certainly is some
overlap in regard to building types. We have chosen to divide Illinois coal mines into four broad
categories: 1) hand/animal powered, 2) steam-powered hand-operated, 3) steam-powered
mechanized, and 4) electric-powered mechanized. These mine types are defined primarily by
technology, on the premise that the method of mining, hauling, and hoisting employed at a given
mine determines the types of buildings and activity areas present there. The categorization
adopted also involves chronological and scale-of-production attributes, which further define
these site types. They also are readily applicable to “local” and “shipping” mines—the two
categories historically used by the coal industry. It is important to note, however, that there is
great variety in Illinois’ coal mines, which does not allow the neat categorization of these
properties in all instances. Some mines saw considerable evolution through time and can bridge
multiple site types (having early and later components).
Hand and/or Animal-Powered Mine: The least complex of the site types is the handpowered mine. The most primitive of these had rude surface workings or slope/drift entrances
without the need for a tipple. Some shaft mines had open pit tops with a hand-operated windlass
present. If a tipple was present, it typically was of frame construction and used animal power for
hoisting (see Figures 116 and 117). Excavation was done by hand, and the coal was hauled from
the mines in small carts, sometimes pushed by hand or pulled by mules, and in instances by dogs.
In some areas, these mines actually were referred to as “dog mines.” The work force at these
operations could be as small as one or two individuals. Once the coal was removed from the
ground, there generally was little to no processing involved. At many mines, it was grossly
sorted by hand, and then distributed onto coal storage platforms from where it was then loaded
onto wagons (in early years) and trucks (later on). In very rare instances, the coal might be
loaded onto rail cars, provided it was located adjacent to a railroad. There generally were few to
no specialized buildings present at such mines, though larger operations might have a small
office and perhaps one or more storage buildings present (see Figures 116 and 117). Ironically,
even though the hand-powered mine was the earliest coal mine type in Illinois, it also was one of
the most persistent.
Mines of this kind operated as late as the 1930s in some parts of the state. Hoover
Hollow, located near Danville in Vermilion County, is one such example. In 1935, forty
independent local mines were operating in Hoover Hollow alone. The mining methods were
crude and labor intensive: excavation and loading was done by hand; mine hoists, where present,
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were powered by automobile engines; and the coal extracted was hauled away one truck-load at
a time. The owners of the land received a royalty of 30 cents per ton of coal extracted (Hackman
1935).
Archaeologically, hand and/or animal-powered mines are the most illusive of coal mine
types in Illinois. They had fewer buildings and structures than other mines, and those that were
present generally were of a rude or temporary construction, being of frame construction and
possible having little to no masonry foundations/footings. As such, the archaeological signature
for these mines likely is relatively minor and subtle. The only surface evidence that may be
present is a collapsed or poorly fill shaft/entrance, soil banks, and a small artifact scatter. No
hand-powered mines were field documented as part of this project.
Steam-Powered, Hand-Operated Mine: These mines continued to excavate and load
coal by hand but employed steam power to hoist coal out of the mine. Steam power allowed for
deeper shafts and a larger output of coal. It also meant a more formal organization to the surface
works, a larger capital investment, and larger work force. Early mines had a combination boiler
and hoist-engine house, an office, blacksmith shop, combination tipple and headframe, and scale
pit present. The site plan was fairly compact, covering a relatively limited surface area. The
mines employed a simplified processing of coal at the tipple, predominately through screening to
remove fines. Local mines of this type had chutes extending off their tipple through which coal
could be dumped into wagons and trucks. The tipples at shipping mines extended out over the
two or more railroad spurs, so that coal could be dumped directly into waiting coal railcars (see
Figures 118 through 120). Steam produced by the boilers also was utilized for heat and for
running the pumps draining the mine. Due the depth and extent of their underground workings,
these mines required ventilating fans (or furnaces, at an earlier date). By the middle 1870s, the
steam-powered hand-operated mine was widespread in Illinois’ coal fields, and it remained the
industry standard in the state until the large-scale adoption of new mining technologies in the
early 1900s. Local mines continued to operate at this scale into the middle twentieth century.
The Worden Mine in Madison County, which operated in the late 1930s and 1940s, is one such
example.
Despite the greater complexity, the surface plants of these mines primarily were
constructed of wood, and their buildings often could be considered relatively impermanent
and/or relatively temporary structures. A 1906 publication provides an extreme example of this
impermanence:
In the Braidwood district, Illinois, the coal is mined generally in tracts of 160
acres each, and when this is mined out the plant is moved to another 160-acre
tract. While this method of working is unusual, at Braidwood, where circular
long-wall advancing is used, it is considered cheaper to sink a shaft 100 feet deep
every 6 years than to incur the increased cost of haulage and the maintenance of
roads through the worked out portion of the mine (ITC 1906:2).
In this case, there generally was no need or desire to built for permanence, as the mine would be
relocated in a short time. The corollaries of this are that a single surface complex could occupy
multiple mine sites over time, and that the vacated mine sites would likely have a relatively
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modest archaeological signature. This practice of relocating whole surface complexes seems to
have been specific to the Braidwood area and perhaps adjacent areas in the Longwall District.
Steam-powered hand-operated mines elsewhere in the state generally occupied a single location
for the duration.
Steam-Powered Mechanized Mine: These mines first appear very early in the twentieth
century and reflect early efforts by the mining industry towards increased mechanization,
efficiency, and safety. Belowground, mechanized coal cutters, loaders, electric lighting and
locomotives were introduced. These innovations required specialized support structures on the
surface, including electric plants and pneumatic equipment (air compressors, tanks). Another
key innovation was in regard to tipple design. In contrast to the generation preceding them, the
new tipples were of fireproof steel construction. They also were larger and allowed more
sophisticated methods of handling and processing of coal. Mining legislation led to introduction
of other building types to the mine surface plant, including the washhouse and hospital/first aid
station.
In order to remain competitive, many of the later steam-powered, hand-operated mines
were updated to become mechanized mines. Two such were the Hoosier Mine in Macoupin
County and Galatia Coal Company Mine No. 5 in Saline County. In the case of the Hoosier
Mine, the modifications produced relatively modest changes to the surface works. The Galatia
Mine, however, started as a relatively small operation, and when it was updated in 1918 nearly
all of the preexisting buildings there were replaced. As noted in the 1918 Annual Coal Report:
At Mine No. 5, practically all of the buildings were replaced. A few of them,
however, being temporarily repaired. The following replacements were made:
Boiler house, together with the installation of two new boilers, engine and
generator room, repairs to tipple, office building and scale house, wash house, fan
house, reservoir and pump house, barn, corn crib and power house, railroad track
and scales. Both the hoist shaft and air shaft were sunk from the No. 6 vein to
No. 5 vein, a distance of approximately 130 feet (IDMM 1918:260).
The Cherry Mine is another example of this mine type. Many of the Steam-Powered,
Mechanized shipping mines closed during the 1920s and 1930s. Local mines of this type, such
as Mohn’s Mine in Peoria County, persisted somewhat longer (see Figures 121 through 122).
The archaeological signature of these mines can be quite substantial. Surface buildings
generally rested on masonry foundations (brick, poured concrete, concrete block), which often
remain after the superstructures deteriorated or were torn down. Various engine mounts and
isolated footings also are present.
Electric-Powered Mechanized Mine: The pinnacle of coal mining in Illinois is
represented by a class of mine discussed here as the Electric-Powered, Mechanized Mine. In
terms of basic operations, these mines shared many characteristics with the Steam-Powered,
Mechanized Mines. Where these two mine types differed was in scale and sophistication of
operations, which surpassed anything previously seen in Illinois and allowed them to exploit
deep coal seams well adapted to mechanized mining. The surface complexes of these mines
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were large, well built, and contained numerous structures. In some instances, two tipples were
present, one of which was used primarily for hoisting coal, while the other was used for moving
men and equipment into the mine (though it to could be used for coal during peak production
periods). The processing of coal was more sophisticated at these mines, and preparation plants
and coal washers often were present. The development of Electric-Powered, Mechanized Mines
reflected a prevailing trend in the Illinois coal industry toward a smaller number of mines, but
ones that were dramatically more productive than those preceding them (see Figures 123 through
125).
The earliest Electric-Powered, Mechanized Mines in the state were constructed during the
coal boom in World War I. The Bunsenville, Kathleen, Standard City Mines all were built
during this period and reflect the first generation of the mine type. Bell and Zoller Mine No. 2 is
another example.
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Figure 116. Two examples of primitive Hand-Powered Mines. (TOP) An early drift mine
along the Illinois River in 1901 (Bluemer 2001:53 ). (BOTTOM) A shaft mine in Vermilion
County, 1910 (IBLS 1910) Note the modest and impermanent character of the surface
works.
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Figure 117. The coal shaft on the W. B. Squires property in Catlin Township, Vermilion County. This early Hand-Powered
shaft mine with a gin hoist operated with horse power. The surface plant of this property is comparatively large for this mine
type (Brink and Company 1875:105).
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Figure 118. An example of an Steam-Powered, Hand-Operated Mine—the Chicago,
Wilmington and Vermilion Coal Company’s Shaft E at Braidwood. Note the compact
surface plant, consisting of tipple and boiler/hoist engine house (Thompson Brothers and
Burr 1873:133).
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Figure 119. Photograph of a “typical” surface plant for a local mine in 1910 (Andros
1915a:30). This is another of example of a Steam-Powered, Hand-Operated Mine. Other
than lack of rail connection, there is little difference between this mine site and that
depicted in the previous figure—even though they are nearly four decades apart.
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Figure 120. A 1909 Sanborn map of Deering Coal Company No. 4. This mine represents a
late example of a Steam-Powered, Hand-Operated Mine. The site remains fairly compact
but contains more substantial buildings (some built of brick) and a greater number of
structures (Sanborn Map Company 1909b:3).
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Figure 121. A 1925 Sanborn map illustrating the Hoosier Mine (Madison Coal Company
No. 5) in Macoupin County. This mine initially was developed as a Steam-Powered, HandOperated Mine but subsequently was mechanized and had its surface plant expanded
(Sanborn Map Company 1925:8).
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Figure 122. Galatia Coal Company Mine No. 5 in Saline County began its history as a
Steam-Powered, Hand-Operated Mine with a modest scale of production (TOP). It later
was mechanized and had its surface plant extensively rebuilt. The photograph at TOP
(Irvin 1977:25) shows the mine as originally built, while the one at BOTTOM (Galatia
Public Library) depicts the updated mine post-1918.
\
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Figure 123. Sketch map of the site plan for the Bunsenville Mine in Vermilion County. This map illustrates the large size and complexity of
a surface plant associated with an Electric-Powered, Mechanized Mine (Stratton 2002a).
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Figure 124. Orient No 2 in West Frankfort, Franklin County is one example of an ElectricPowered, Mechanized Mine. It was reputed to be the largest coal mine in the world at the
time of its completion in the 1920s. (TOP) Photograph of the surface plant of the mine,
showing the main shaft at left and air shaft at right (Bement 1929). (BOTTOM)
Photograph of the opposite end of the surface complex, showing mine office and other
support buildings (ISGS, photo 1980).
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Figure 125. Two other examples of Electric-Powered, Mechanized Mines. (TOP) Old Ben
No. 9 at Frankfort, 1920s (ISGS, photo 36). (BOTTOM) Orient Mine No. 3 at Waltonville,
Jefferson County. This mine has a particularly large preparation plant. Also note the
concrete storage “silos.”
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Building Types and/or Landscape Features
Noble and Spude (1992:9) note that the physical remains of a mine may include: standing
buildings, structures, and other architectural remains; machinery; archaeological remains; and
landscape features such as mine waste-rock dumps, mill tailings, water delivery systems, open
pits, roads, and railroad spurs. The following discussion covers types of buildings and features
that may be encountered at mine sites in Illinois. Some are more common than others. Many of
the building types discussed are well described by ITC (1907), and this excellent source is
quoted throughout.

Mine Shaft: The earliest shafts were small affairs that could accommodate a moderate sized ore
bucket and a man. Later shafts were considerably larger, and were designed to
accommodate a cable-driven platform—known as “cage”—on which coal, men, and
material were moved into and out of the mine (see Figure 126). Larger cages contained
multiple compartments that could accommodate rail cars adapted to transport coal. Initial
shafts were lined predominately with timber or stone. As Andros (1915:200) states,
“with but few exceptions the shafts sunk prior to 1913 are timber lined.” A provision of
the 1913 State Mining Law required that all new shafts constructed after that date be of
fireproof construction. Although a few shallow masonry shafts were constructed after
this law was passed, the vast majority of the new shafts after this date were concrete
lined. One of the earliest concrete-lined coal shafts constructed in the United States was
constructed by the Big Four Wilmington Coal Company’s No. 6 mine at Coal City.
These two circular shafts, which were lined with concrete, were completed in the spring
and early summer of 1903. The concrete was reinforced with iron bars and twisted rods
(Andros 1915:197). The development of the “cement gun”, which sprayed a cement
coating known as “gunite” onto surfaces, during these years further improved
fireproofing techniques in previously constructed timber shafts (Andros 1915:200).
Early coal mines typically had only one shaft present. By the late nineteenth century,
however, most mines had two shafts. A state law passed prior to 1883, required the
excavation of a second shaft at all operating mines, in order to provide an escape route
for miners in the event the main shaft was blocked. The secondary shaft also assisted
with ventilation, and a fan house commonly was erected above it. By 1883, forty-two
mines in Illinois had an escapement shaft. Three years later, 310 mines had them present
(Schull 1954:48).
Mine shafts generally were capped, or filled with debris, soon after a mine was
abandoned. None of the sites visited during the course of the field investigations for this
project had shafts that were open. However, the upper part of the air shaft at the
Kathleen Mine was partially visible.
Headframe and/or Tipple: Shaft mines required hoisting equipment to raise and lower materials,
workmen, and product in and out of the mine. With greater depth, these hoisting plants
became much more complex. The simplest methods of hoisting are unbalanced systems
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associated with one-compartment shafts. More complex balanced systems are associated
with two-compartment shafts where the weight of one car or skip traveling up is offset by
the weight of a similarly descending car or skip. The arrangement of hoisting drums and
cages can become fairly complex depending on the number of levels being served by the
lift. Often multiple engines (two-stage hoisting) are used for multiple levels.
The headframe is the structure located immediately above the shaft and supports the
sheave(s) (or large stationary wheel upon which the rope from the winding drum passes
over upon its way to the ore bucket located in the shaft). Although often used
interchangeably with the term “tipple,” the headframe is that part of the structure that
houses the hoisting mechanism, whereas the tipple is that part of the structure that houses
the coal processing, car dumping and weighting equipment and/or chutes. The Illinois
Coal Association defines a “tipple” as “surface processing structure for cleaning and
sizing coal and automatically loading it onto railway cars or trucks for movement to
market” (ICA 1992:62). Shurick elaborates and notes that “bituminous coal is prepared
for the market at the tipple, where it is dumped from the mine cars into railroad cars for
shipment to the point of consumption. The term tipple is applied indiscriminately to any
kind of structure by means of which coal is dumped into the railroad cars. It may consist
of anything from a simple temporary frame structure used for dumping a limited tonnage
of prospect coal, to a very elaborate combined headframe and tipple, equipped with
several sets of screens, picking tables, conveyors, elevators, etc. In shaft mining, the
headframe by which the coal is hoisted from the shaft is usually incorporated in the tipple
structure itself, thus developing a distinctive form of structure varying in some respects
from the simpler form of tipple used in drift or slope mining” (Shurick 1924:138). As
Shurick (1924) notes, the headframe and tipple often are incorporated into a single
structure.
Within this broader definition, a coal tipple consists of two basic mechanisms or
components: one, a hoist system by which a cage and/or coal car can be raised or lower
into the mine shaft (the headframe); and two; a screening system through which coal
hauled from the mine is dumped, weighed, sorted by size, potentially stored, and then
loaded onto either rail cars, trucks, or wagons. The headframe is located directly over the
shaft and the rope attached to the cage passes over a large sheave wheel at the top of the
headframe and then down to the hoisting engine located in line with, and one side of, the
headframe. The rising coal car reaches the height of the headframe and then is dumped
(either by hand or automatically) onto the tipple proper. The tipple structure may be
simple or relatively complex with the coal falling into a hopper or directly onto a set of
sloped screens. In the tipple, the coal is generally sorted by size (such as the three
common grades of Slack, Egg, and Run of the Mine or Lump common during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries) and stored in elevated hoppers prior to being
loaded onto a railroad car (Shipping Mine) or other form of transport (such as wagons or
trucks at Local Mines). Additionally, in many early mines, each load of coal leaving the
headframe would be weighed prior to processing in order to credit each miner with the
appropriate amount of coal (see Figures 134 through 138).
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The head frame is a wood, iron, steel, or concrete structure constructed over, or adjacent
to, the shaft in order to support the sheaves (head sheaves) over which the hoisting ropes
for the cage or ore bucket are conducted. The upper portion of the guides for the cage is
also incorporated into the sidewalls of the headframe (ITC 1906:31). With shaft mines,
the headframe is generally located immediately over the shaft. With slope mines, if a
headframe is present, it is located to one side of, and in line with, the sloped entry shaft
(see Figures 139 and 140). The height of the headframe is dependent on the elevation of
the cage landing (or skip dump) above the surface, overall height of the cage or skip in
dumping position, and an allowance for overwinding. Whereas many early headframes
incorporated only a single cage (and sheave), more sophisticated headframes by the late
nineteenth century incorporated counterbalanced cages (with one cage going down while
the second was going up), which required two sheaves.
In its simplest form, a headframe consists of two upright posts supporting a horizontal
beam upon which the sheave is attached. As headframes are under great stress created by
the load of the ore bucket in the shaft and the pull and vibration of the winding drum
located on the adjacent surface, inclined struts or bracing is generally required to prevent
the collapse of the structure. As such, the two upright posts of these simple two-post
headframes are generally strengthened by two inclined struts located between the upright
posts and the winding drum. More sophisticated headframes consisted of four upright
posts with inclined struts (and thus known as Four-post headframes).
Tipples (and their associated headframes) were constructed of a variety of materials over
the years, including heavy timber, poles, cast iron, steel and, much more infrequently,
concrete. In 1917, Burr (1917:614) comments that “there are three principal structural
materials that have been used for headframes—wood, steel and reinforced concrete.
Wood has been used since mining began and has done good service in its way.” The
earliest of headframes in Illinois were constructed of heavy timber frames. These early
frame structures utilized mortise and tenon techniques typical of nineteenth century
timber-frame construction. As Peele (1941:12-62) notes, although the “general principles
of design are the same for any framed structure,” the “severe conditions of mining and
great variation of load require larger safety factors than ordinary structures.”
Prior to the late nineteenth century, headframes often were rather simple affairs that did
not incorporate a tipple into their structure, but solely functioned to support the overhead
sheave (see Figures 141 through 144). These headframes were often constructed with
local materials, which consisted predominately of hardwood lumber (oak, hickory). With
the advent of the railroad and improved transportation systems, non-local materials
(particularly softwood lumber) became more available. Later timber frame structures
incorporated less sophisticated joinery and the use of metal hardware (such plates and
bolts) to join the framing members. With the addition of screens, the headframe (with
tipple) became considerably more complex. Timber headframes constructed during the
latter years of the nineteenth century were fairly complex structures.
Headframes were often completely, or partially, enclosed to protect the frame and the
men working inside the structure from the weather. Initially wood, and later sheet metal,
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was used to enclose these structures (see Figure 145). As one textbook noted, “a
covering of boards is the warmest. All woodwork should be painted with fireproof paint
and ample means for extinguishing fire should be provided. A covering of corrugated
sheet iron well painted on both sides to prevent rusting is often used instead of wood and
lessens the danger of fire, but is not as warm a covering as wood” (ITC 1906:42-43). The
same source also notes that “in many states, it is required by law that the top of the shaft
be protected by a fence or by gates to prevent persons [from] falling down the shaft. This
protection is secured at the sides of head-frames by extra timbers or beams forming part
of the frame, or by means of a fence placed near the sides of the frame. The ends of the
shaft are protected by a bar placed across uprights, by gates that swing like an ordinary
door, or more generally by vertical sliding gates that are raised by the cage when it comes
to the surface and drop into place when the cage descends” (ITC 1906:43-44).
It was in the late nineteenth century, with the increased mechanization of the industry and
complexity of design associated with mining, that several nascent engineering firms
began to specialize in the design and construction of mining structures. In circa 1900,
Warren Roberts constructed his first tipple—a frame structure—at Mine No. 1 of the
Egyptian Coal Company, near Harrisburg (reference Figure 147). This combination
tipple and headframe was constructed “of yellow pine, three tracks, with shaking screens”
[see illustration; Cartlidge 1933:26). As one observer noted, this tipple was “a substantial
piece of equipment which he was quite proud and which, for that day, was very up-todate, although I surmise that there comes a smile to his lips now when he thinks of the
first-born of his brain as compared to some of the elaborate steel structures with Marcus
screens and Arms air cleaners which he and his associates erect today” (Cartlidge
1933:26). After constructing his first tipple, Roberts soon thereafter formed a partnership
(Roberts and Schaeffer Company, Chicago) that specialized in the design and
construction of mining structures. 75
Unfortunately, although timber was readily available and clearly one of the cheaper
materials available for construction, it had its problems—the most obvious was that it
was prone to decay. Additionally, wood was very prone to fire. Speaking of conditions
in Illinois mines during the 1910s, Andros (1915:214) noted that
At the older mines tipples are usually of frame construction and at many
of them proper precautions against fire are neglected. Often inflammable
material, such as empty oil barrels… is stored near the tipple. The
frequent loss of tipples by fire emphasizes the need of greater care in the
storing of combustible material on the surface.
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As one of his contemporaries wrote, “from this small beginning arose a vast business which now extends to
practically every mining country of the globe. His business increased rapidly, for it was but a few years until there
was an R. & S. four-track steel tipple with electric hoist at Buckner, Franklin County, which was a far cry in design
from his first effort. Mr. Roberts and I collaborated in writing a description of this mine and plant for ‘Mines and
Minerals,’ or then it may have been called ‘The Colliery Engineer’” (Cartlidge 1933:26).
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One has only to look through the newspapers of mining communities such as Belleville
(St. Clair County) to comprehend the threat fire posed to the predominately wood-frame
surface complexes associated with early mines. A casual inspection of the Belleville
newspaper noted the destruction by fire of a variety of mining structures during the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
John Garcia (1913:786), writing about the development of modern steel tipples during the
early years of the twentieth century, noted that “in the old days the shaft was put down in
the cheapest possible manner, small, cramped and timber lined, and the tipple was placed
immediately on the curbing or in some cases just outside of it. This structure usually
consisted of six heavy, vertical timbers placed at the corners of the two hoisting
compartments, braced laterally by batter braces and carrying the sheave wheel on cross
timbers at the top. A heavy timber brace was then framed between the sheave deck and
the engine foundations. The weighhouse was supported by similar bents placed between
the tracks, and the screens were hung or supported underneath and covered by a loading
shed.” Garcia further notes about the design of these structures, “when shaker screens
began to come into use, it was found necessary to support them on an independent
interior structure, as it proved difficult to produce and maintain a timber frame of
sufficient rigidity to prevent the vibration of the screens from affecting the scales and
seriously damaging the main building. On this account also, it became common practice
to carry the screens on various systems of rollers, instead of hanging them as formerly, in
order to avoid the great heights of the necessary overhead structure.”
By the 1870s, one alternative to timber framing that was being utilized in Illinois, and the
nation as a whole, was cast-iron. Cast iron, which lacked tensile strength like timber, was
relatively fireproof and resistant to rot. One of the major drawbacks to the use of cast
iron in the mining industry was its relative expense. Early cast (and steel) headframes
were constructed with channel bars tied together with lattice bracing to form beams.
Later steel structures were constructed with more substantial I-beams.
Cast iron headframes in Illinois appear to have been fairly rare, and Burr (1917) does not
even discuss them. The 1881 History of St. Clair County, Illinois illustrates a potential
cast iron headframe at Conrad Reineke’s Mine No. 1 near Belleville (Brink, McDonough
and Company 1881) (see Figure 146). Other examples of this headframe type likely were
built in the state, but the extent of their use is not known at this time.
During the late 1890s, a new product—steel—came into use for the construction of mine
tipples. By circa 1900-1905, if a mining operator wanted to build with any permanence,
he was more apt to build with steel which was not only impervious to rot (more-or-less
compared to wood), it was also fireproof and much more durable than wood. As one
mining handbook noted during the early years of the twentieth century, “wherever
permanency of head-frames is required, if steel is obtainable at a price at all comparable
with wood, steel structures are being used, as timber frames rot” (ITC 1906:35). Andros
(1915:214), illustrating a “Fireproof steel tipple” of “a typical modern surface plant in
District VI” noted that “at almost every new mine a steel tipple is built.” In 1917, Burr
(1917:614) noted that “structural steel has been largely used for the last 20 years or more
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at new shafts and for replacements at old shafts. It possesses attractive properties of
permanence not possessed by wood” (see Figures 147 through 150).
Whereas timber has good compressive strength, steel has both good compressive and
tensile strength. As such, the structural design of timber headframes differs significantly
from the design of steel headframes. Similarly, both cast iron and concrete has poor
tensile strength. Headframes generally have vertical posts aligned relatively parallel to
the vertical pull of the rope in the shaft (albeit the base of the headframe is generally
slightly wider than the head), and a stabilizing strut that is at an angle similar to that
represented by the rope traveling from the hoisting drum to the headsheave. In timber
frame structures, the strut must be in a compressive location between the headframe and
the hoisting engine. In contrast, with steel construction, the frame can be of lighter
construction with the inclined strut located opposite the hoisting engine and in a tensile
location.
Although timber headframes were generally designed/engineered by, and/or constructed
by, the local mine operator and his crew, the more sophisticated iron and steel structures
during the early years of use were often designed by engineers from the structural steel
company based on the design needs supplied to the that firm by the mining company. By
the 1890s-1900s, though, mining engineers such as the Roberts and Schaeffer Company,
or Allen and Garcia Company—both firms based out of Chicago—began specializing in
the design and construction of mining structures such as steel headframes and tipples. By
the early 1910s, the firm of Allen and Garcia had developed a steel tipple and headframe
design that became associated with their name (a “Allen and Garcia type tipple”). 76
Writing in 1919, L. V. Rice, a Chicago mining engineer, noted the “splendid” character
of Illinois’ steel tipples of the day and that he “had occasion to design the third steel
tipple” [constructed in Illinois] in 1899. He further noted that “the first [steel] tipples
were built with light material, compared with the present practice, and the progress and
advance in the art have been very marked” (Herbert and Young 1920:842).
John Garcia, writing in Modern Steel-Tipple Design in 1913, noted that “the introduction
of steel and concrete into the construction of mining buildings has revolutionized
engineering practice in their design and erection. This is especially true in coal mining,
where large tonnages have to be handled and where the structures are subject to fire from
both surface and underground.” Speaking of steel structures, Garcia comments that they
have been constructed in the Illinois and Indiana coal fields for only “the past ten or
fifteen years… [since the late 1890s], and even to this day have not been generally
adopted in either of these states, except that fireproof structures are now required by law
in Illinois.” These new building materials, as he notes, fit well into a philosophy of
greater safety and longer use life at the coal mines.”
Discussing the first steel tipples, Garcia (1913:786-87) wrote that “the first steel tipple
followed almost exactly the lines of the accepted design in wood. At least six steel
columns were placed on or adjacent to the curbing, the screens were carried on an
76

Peele (1941:12-61-62) notes that the Allen and Garcia headframe, constructed of steel, had a single or narrow
back-brace. See also Garcia (1913).
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independent structure and the batter braces connected as formerly, and the whole
structure interwoven with a network of light angle bracing. The actual working stresses
in the tower were found to be surprisingly small, and the required sections were made
correspondingly light. The first designers did not realize that steel is an elastic material
and that a structure of sufficient theoretical strength would lack entirely the rigidity
necessary for satisfactory operation under the shock of hoisting and dumping and
constant vibration of the screens.” Garcia continues by noting that “it is not surprising,
therefore, that the first steel structures were distinctly less rigid and satisfactory than their
wooden predecessors. They had just one advantage—they were fireproof. The freedom
from shrinkage and rotting was offset by the rusting of the metal and the extreme liability
of the light members to damage from accident. Any damage to the shaft, any settlement
around it, or fire in the curbing, had almost as destructive an effect on the tipple as if it
had been built of wood, and the operators rightly began to wonder whether even the small
increased cost of steel over wood was worth while.”
Garcia (1913:787) noted that “the first step toward the construction of a steel tipple
distinctly superior to wood was in the adoption of the ‘A-frame’ design, in which the legs
of the tower are carried onto firm ground well away from the shaft. Another
improvement introduced about the same time consisted of crossing the tracks with a clear
span and carrying the screens on a bridge so as to avoid the inconvenience and danger of
columns located between the tracks. The ‘A-frame’ tipple, while a distinct improvement
over previous designs, and greatly superior to the wooden structure in strength,
permanence and rigidity, had some serious drawbacks. The guides had to be carried
inside of a widely spreading tower by means of substantial horizontal frames, which even
if of sufficient strength, were particularly liable to damage and corrosion. Even at the
best they added greatly to the cost of the structure. In this respect the old form of sixcolumn tower, when the footings are carried a sufficient distance outside the shaft, still
has an advantage over the ‘A-frame,’ although this advantage is entirely neutralized by
the greater complexity of the structure.” Garcia (1913) further comments that “in all
these designs the independent screen structure was a uniform feature. The effect of the
vibration of the screens was so little understood and so inadequately analyzed that none
of the designers appeared to be brave enough to break away from the prevailing practice
and plan a structure that should be stiff and strong and with the unavoidable vibration so
localized that no damage could come to the structure or inconvenience to the operation of
the scales.”
As Garcia (1913:787) noted the significance of the use of concrete, and commented that
“in the meantime, there came a development in the direction of concrete or concrete-lined
shafts. Such construction not only removes the danger of fire, but makes the shaft
curbing, in most cases, the best and most substantial as well as the least expensive
foundation on which to place the tower. The principal advantage of the ‘A-frame’
structure was thus removed.”
Discussing the development of the Allen and Garcia Type tipple, Garcia (1913:787)
noted that “about two years ago [circa 1911], the Allen & Garcia Co., of Chicago, took
up the problem of building a tipple over a concrete shaft and decided to place the main
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column members directly on the curbing. A system of construction was evolved and
protected by patents, which seemed to be a distinct improvement over any previous
construction. So simple was it that the only wonder is that it was not devised long before;
in fact, the only reason that can be assigned is found in the gradual steps outlined above,
from which the steel tipple was evolved.” “Instead of putting uprights at the corners of
the shaft, two main columns are placed in the middle of the curbing at either end, just
back of the guides, these members themselves being carried directly by, or bracketed
from, these columns. The center guides are also carried by a vertical column directly
between them, it being hung from the main structure so as not to rest on the buntins and
bracketed at several points so as to have ample lateral and longitudinal stiffness” (see
Figures 151 and 152).
Discussing the tipple, Garcia (1913) comments that “the main structure carrying the
weighhouse and screens is built over the tracks at right angles to the hoisting frame and
designed so as to give the greatest possible rigidity to the tower and to carry the shock of
dumping directly to the ground..” “With this tower of extreme rigidity, it is an easy
matter to design a screen structure so stiff that the vibration of the shakers will have little
or no effect upon it and the screens can then be hung on properly journaled, rigid hangers
so as to operate with only a small part of the friction and wear incident to roller
supports.” This “new type of structure… has been christened ‘the A. & G. Patent
Tipple.’”
By the early years of the twentieth century, although the headframes were predominately
constructed of steel by this date, there was a great variety of headframe designs being
constructed. During these years, the use of reinforced concrete became widely used for a
variety of domestic and industrial purposes—including the experimentation with mine
headframes and tipples. The earliest documented concrete headframe constructed in
Illinois was constructed by the Union Colliery Company at the Kathleen Mine. This
mine was located on a large tract of land (3,000+ acres in size) located approximately
five miles south of Du Quoin, and the present site of Dowell, Illinois. The Union
Colliery Company developed “a big 1000-ton-per-hour” state-of-the-art coal plant in
mid-1918. As the trade journal Coal Age noted, “substantial up-to-date buildings [at the
mine] are equipped with the most modern devices for handling coal efficiently and
economically.” The trade journal continued by noting that “possibly the most striking
object at the mine today is the reinforced-concrete tipple at the air shaft, the only
structure of its kind in the Illinois-Indiana field.” In contrast, the main tipple was
constructed of structural steel (see Figures 153 through 157).
While promoting his use of concrete in the construction of a headframe in Vulcan,
Michigan in 1917, the engineer Floyd Burr attempted to make some sense out of the
“types” of headframes in use at that time, and presented a classification of headframes
(see Figure 158). In 1917, Burr (1917:615) classified headframes into one of three
general classes, which included headframes 1) with inclined struts (or “back stays” as he
calls them) located approximately in the plane of the resultant or resultants of hoisting
cable stresses, passing through the center of the head sheave and enabling these stresses
to find their way in a single and most direct pass to the foundation, 2) with inclined struts
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located with the plane of the backstays not in line with the plane of the resultant and,
consequently, the hoisting produces not only compression in the backstays, but also
compression or tension in the front columns, such stress being compression when the
back columns are flatter than the resultant and tension when they are steeper, and 3) the
plane of the resultant does not pass through the center of the head sheave and the
distribution of stresses between the front and back columns is indeterminate. Burr
(1917:615) further classified headframes in a relatively confusing classificatory system
based on a variety of traits that focused on the frames position over the shaft, presence of
intermediate columns, presence of side stays or brace columns, presence of battered or
inclined columns, the path of the skip, as well as the presence or absence of diagonal
cross braces or knee braces for girts.
A much more simplified “classificatory system was presented by the International
Textbook Company in 1906. At that time, discounting the simple tripod with three pole
legs, mining engineers apparently recognized three basic types of headframes. These
were 1) the “Triangular” or “A-type”, 2) the “Square Type with an Inclined Brace”, and
3) the “Square Type without an Inclined Brace” (ITC 1906:36).77
According to the International Textbook Company, the A-type headframe was common
among the anthracite mines of Pennsylvania, and was noted as “quite commonly used for
timber frames, though the details of construction vary in different localities” (ITC
1906:36). The height of this frame is generally from 30 to 50 feet. A pair of central
vertical posts are flanked each side by inclined struts that are roughly parallel with the
hoisting rope—together forming a bent with a distinctive triangular form. Joints are often
formed with cast iron sleeves and steel rods with turnbuckles give added rigidity to the
frame. A more simplified version of this headframe consists of a slightly forward
projecting post with a single inclined post (and lacks the second set of inclined posts
noted above). This form of headframe—although still classified as a Triangular or Atype, was referred to as an “ordinary timber gallows frame used at many ore mines” in
1906 (ITC 1906:38). The A-type headframe was the most economical to construct, and
was adapted to a variety of small coal mines throughout the United States. Mentzel
(1912) discussed the use of such headframes for prospecting purposes (see Figures 159
and 160).
The two-post variety—with an inclined strut—appears to have been a relatively early
and/or traditional form of simple headframe design. This headframe design was
illustrated with the sketch of an early English coal mine or “colliery” from the 1840s
(Boyd 1895:93, Figure 18).78 The two headframes depicted in this illustration are of
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Peele (1941:12-61-65) discusses three types of headframes, which he refers to as of the A-type, 4-post type, and
6-post type. The 4-post and 6-post types refer to the number of upright posts surrounding the shaft, and may be
either braced with an incline or not. As Peele (1941:12-61-65) comments, “where a rock-house or tipple is
combined with the headframe, the 4- or 6-post type lends itself a little more readily to the construction.”
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This illustration depicts a relatively sophisticated, industrialized mine of the period. Distinctive features of this
mine include the engine house (E), the “upcast shaft” with its tall chimney or “furnace” (A), and the two headframes
(D and F). The main shaft headframe (D) is simply identified as “Head Gear,” whereas the second shaft headframe
(F) is identified as the “counterpoise.” Presumably, the engine house (with its large vertical drum) was steam
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similar construction, and consist of a sheave attached to a horizontal beam supported by
two upright posts located directly beneath the center of the sheave. A single set of
diagonal braces or struts extend off one side of the main upright posts. A set of steps is
incorporated into the top surface of the diagonal brace. The shaft appears to have been
fenced for safety (see Figures 161 and 162). Several of these simple headframes appear
to have been constructed in early St. Clair County. Although the majority of these St.
Clair County headframes appear to have been of timber construction, one example (at the
Reinecke Mine) may represent a pre-1881 example constructed of cast iron.
The “Square Headframe With Inclined Brace” appears to have been one of the more
common forms of headframe constructed during the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries (see Figure 163). These headframes were constructed with a variety of
materials—including timber, steel, as well as concrete. These structures were constructed
in great variety, with variation in the number of primary posts surrounding the shaft, the
character of the upright posts (straight or battered), the presence of secondary bracing
(such as cross bracing, knee bracing, or secondary canted posts) and the character of the
inclined bent. Major structural differences developed during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries with the introduction of steel, and the contrast between steel and
earlier timber designs. By the 1910s, firms such as Allen and Garcia had developed
distinctive headframe designs (such as their “three-leg type” headframe) that had become
synonymous with their companies (Garcia 1913; Herbert and Young 1920:821).
The “Square Headframe Without Inclined Brace” consisted of four (or more) upright
posts set near each corner of the shaft opening (see Figure 164). The sheave was
mounted at the head of the posts, which may have been canted slightly inward over the
mouth of the shaft. As the name implied, no inclined struts were used for strengthening
the frame. Headframes of this design had one set of upright posts in compression, and
the other in tension. Timber is not well suited for tensile stresses. Although timber
headframes of this design were constructed over many shallow shaft mines, they had to
be sufficiently braced and constructed with substantial timbers (particularly the upright
posts that were in tension) that their use was not practical with deeper mines. But the use
of steel (which has both compressive and tensile strength) eliminated the use of inclined
braces with many mining operations. Many of the early steel headframes, with lattice
beams, were constructed of this type. Nonetheless, though, these structures were apt to
become unstable as the tower became taller—and thus with the need for additional height
(generally associated with more sophisticated tipples)—lateral rigidity was necessary in
the form of the inclined brace.
Very few tipples have survived in Illinois. Frame tipples were prone to decay and fire,
and abandoned steel tipples generally were scrapped out for salvage. Collapsed and/or
filled shafts often result in the destruction of foundation remains associated with the
tipple. Occasionally, a foundation pier or two has survived. The Kathleen air-shaft tipple

powered (note the chimney on the building). All buildings were constructed of stone, and suggest an element of
permanence—unlike many of the nineteenth century mines constructed in Illinois.
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was one of the more well preserved examples documented by this research (see Figures
165 through 168).
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Figure 126. Photograph of top of shaft at the Cherry Mine. In contrast to earlier mines,
this shaft was fairly large and lined with concrete (Photograph courtesy of Charles Bartoli).

Figure 127. This simplest method of raising ore from a vertical shaft was with the use of a
windlass. Such devices were generally handpowered and required little investment of
materials or time to construct (ITC 1906). The windlass is a simple mechanical devise that
has been in use for many hundreds of years.
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Figure 128. Line drawing of a mechanized windlass in use in England and identified as a “cog and rung for raising coal”
(Boyd 1895: Figure 3). This horse-powered system operated a pair of balanced ore buckets attached to rope wound around a
vertical drum located directly over the shaft.
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Figure 129. Line drawing of a horse-powered “gin for raising coal” (Boyd 1895: Figure 4).
This large horizontal drum, which was offset from the shaft, also operated a balanced pair
of ore buckets, except that the rope passed over a set of sheaves supported by a headframe
prior to being wound around the drum. The headframe for this mine consists of two
sheaves attached to two horizontal beams that are supported by a pair of bents each side of
these beams (one bent each side of the shaft). Each bent consist of two upright posts with a
set of diagonal struts extending in the direction of the stresses created by the large
horizontal drum. These horse-powered gins (with simple timber headframes) were
common in early Illinois prior to the adoption of steam power to this task.
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Figure 130. Mule-powered gin operating a simple headframe over a vertical shaft (ITC 1906). This simple headframe has two
counterbalanced ore buckets. Although the knee braces incorporated into the frame would have given this headframe some
added strength, the lack of an inclined strut between the winding drum and the sheaves would have made this a rather
unstable frame.
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Figure 131. This is the coal mine located on the farm of D. B. Boyd, rural Randolph
County, Illinois. This simple mine marketed coal via wagon (note the gravity ore cart on
tracks leading to a dump over a wagon in the foreground) and rail car (note the ore cart on
the low tramway preparing to dump into the waiting rail car), and thus operated as both a
Local and Shipping Mine. The mine, which was operated by a horse gin, had a simple
headframe with small attached building. A separate shed-roofed structure was nearby
(Brink and Company 1875:78). This is an excellent example of an early, non-mechanized
shaft mine typical of Illinois.
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Figure 132. An 1875 lithograph showing the coal mine buildings located on the property of
W. B. Squires in Catlin Township, Vermilion County. Another example of a simple fourpost headframe with inclined braces. The cage for this early shaft mine was raised and
lowered by means of a horse-powered hoist (located the left of the office). Note the wagons
hauling away coal from the mine in the lower figure (Brink and Company 1875).
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Figure 133. Local mine with headframes equipped with horse-powered gins. The upper
image is from Cartlidge (1933) which illustrates Brophy’s mine in Shelby County.
Although the gin is well illustrated, the location of the shaft is not clear. The lower image is
an unidentified local mine illustrated by Andros (1915). This simple Four-post headframe
with inclined braces has an extremely simple tipple consisting with a single chute or screen
for sorting coal.
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Figure 134. Modern steel shaft tipple and headframe illustrating the self-dumping cage,
combination shaking and/or sorting screens, and loading chutes typical of a modern tipple
(ITC 1906).
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Figure 135. Two views of the inside of a modern, early twentieth century tipple. The upper
illustration depicts the tipple floor. After the coal car exits the cage it enters the tipple floor
and is dumped. The checkweighman (bottom) weighs each car prior to dumping of the
coal (ITC 1906).
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Figure 136. View of an automated coal car dumper at the turn-of-the-century (ITC 1906).
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Figure 137. Detail of shaking screens at the turn-of-the-century (ITC 1906).
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Figure 138. Arrangement of shaking screens installed in a tipple, sorting coal into three distinct size classes, and loading
directly into rail cars (ITC 1906).
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Figure 139. Slope and/or drift mines did not require the same headframe design. These
are two examples of early twentieth century headframes at Illinois drift mines. The upper
photograph is a typical drift mine located along the Illinois River illustrating the character
of a simple tipple associated with a local drift mine (ISGS). The bottom photograph is a
more substantial headframe associated with a larger slope mine (the Crescent Mine)
(ISGS).
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Figure 140. Detail of a headframe and tipple associated with a slope mine (ITC 1906).
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Figure 141. Headframes generally consist of upright vertical posts and an inclined strut. Two common designs of wooden
headframes include the two-post (right) and four-post (left) design. The inclined strut is in compression and located between
the sheave and the winding drum, and are most efficient when placed parallel “to the resultant determined by the
parallelogram of forces” created by the stress of the winding drum and the ore bucket. The vertical posts are generally
parallel to the vertical pull of the rope in the shaft (ITC 1906:34).
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Figure 142. Lithograph of Madison Miller’s mine in Randolph County, showing what may
be a representative 1860s four-post headframe with inclined braces.
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Figure 143. In its simplest form, the timber headframe persisted into the twentieth century
with small local mines. The upper image is from Vermilion County (DDM 1910:329); the
lower image is from Russell (1990).
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Figure 144. Temporary sinking headframe and trestles at the future site of the main hoisting tipple of the Kathleen Mine
(Coal Age 1918:1186). This is a simple four-post headframe with incline braces.
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Figure 145. Typical Four-post timber headframes with back brace typical of the later
nineteenth century mines of Illinois. The upper image is from Peele (1941), whereas the
lower image is from Andros (1914??). The four posts of the upper example are battered
(or canted) for extra stability.
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Figure 146. Close-up view of Reinecke’s Mine No. 1 (Brink, McDonough and Company
1881). This was a large, industrialized shipping mine located in St. Clair County. This is
an excellent example of a large two-post headframe with inclined braces. Note the
distinctive form of the tipple, with its two upright tapered posts. The shape of this
headframe suggests that it may have been of cast iron construction. If this is indeed a cast
iron headframe, it would represent one of the earliest documented non-timber headframes
in Illinois. As a material, wood was not well adapted to headframe construction—or at
least headframes intended for long continued use. Exposed to the weather, wood
deteriorated rapidly and did not hold up to the stresses present in the hoisting operations.
Although many headframes were enclosed to protect them from the weather, they also
were prone to fire and threatened the safety of the miners below. A middle-nineteenth
century alternative was cast iron, which was used sparingly for headframe construction in
Illinois. During the 1860s-90s, cast iron headframe construction was often conducted by
bridge builders adept with this material. One of the few examples of a cast iron headframe
is this suspected example that was in use in the Belleville area at the Reinecke Mine in the
early 1880s.
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Figure 147. Cartlidge (1933) illustrates several headframes—contrasting the older wood
frames and the more modern steel frames. The upper image depicts the first tipple
constructed by Warren Roberts during the 1890s (Mine No. 1, Egyptian Coal Company,
Harrisburg, Illinois). Roberts (and his engineering firm of Roberts and Schaeffer of
Chicago) went on to design a variety of steel headframes and tipples during the early
twentieth century years. The bottom photograph illustrates the more modern steel tipple
erected for the Centralia Coal Company by the Morrow Manufacturing Company.
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Figure 148. As steel has both good compression and tensile strength, steel headframes
could often be constructed without an inclined strut. In this case, the vertical member “a”
acts as an inclined strut experiencing tensile forces (ITC 1906).
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Figure 149. Detail of an early steel four-post headframe with vertical posts slightly canted
and acting as both vertical posts and inclined struts (ITC 1906). No inclined struts were
included with this headframe.
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Figure 150. By the late nineteenth century, headframe technology was advancing to meet
the needs of the deeper, more industrialized mining operations. The simple four-post steel
headframe with inclined brace (incorporating a steel tipple into it structure) was one of the
more common forms of headframe by the early years of the twentieth century. Slightly
larger six-post headframes consist of a similar design with six upright posts arranged
around an enlarged rectangular shaft. Others have posts that are canted and/or slope
inward towards the top (ITC 1906).
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Figure 151. Front view of a headframe (or hoisting tower) designed by Andrew Allen and John Garcia (of the firm Allen and
Garcia, Chicago, Illinois) illustrating the “simplicity of construction” of their patented design (left; Garcia 1913:787). The
Allen and Garcia Type tipple illustrated at right was depicted in Peele (1941).
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Figure 152. Side view of a typical Allen and Garcia steel tipple, as illustrated in Garcia (1913:786).
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Figure 153. Modern steel tipples of the Allen and Garcia Type. The top photograph
depicts the Superior Mine No. 4 (with a concrete lined shaft) and the bottom photograph
depicts the headframe illustrated by Andros (1915).
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Figure 154. Two views of the coal and sand “station” constructed along the Norfolk and
Western Railway in 1907. By this date, reinforced concrete construction techniques for
industrial structures such as a tipple had been well established (Atlas Portland Cement
Company 1909: 111-112).
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Figure 155. Detail of concrete headframe constructed at the Curry Shaft by the Penn Iron
Mining Company at Vulcan, Michigan. This headframe was designed by Floyd Burr and
constructed circa 1917-18 (Burr 1917:617; as reprinted in Peele 1941).
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Figure 156. Sahara Coal Company’s (O’Gara Coal Company) concrete headframe,
constructed in 1923 in Muddy, Saline County, Illinois. This headframe has been
determined eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
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Figure 157. View of the Eden Mine near Sparta, Illinois. A new concrete tipple was
constructed at this mine during the early 1920s (Coal Age 1925:843).
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Figure 158. Headframe typology devised by Floyd Burr in 1917 (Burr, 1917).
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Figure 159. Simple headframes adapted to slope mines and illustrated by Peele (1941). These A-Type headframes
incorporated simple ore bins into their design, and were often associated with simple prospecting ventures (Mentzel 1912).
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Figure 160. This is an example of a A-type headframe with two central posts beneath the
sheaves. These were in common use for small mines at the turn-of-the-century (ITC
1906:37).
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Figure 161. Sketch of an early English coal mine or “colliery” from the 1840s (Boyd
1895:93, Figure 18). This illustration depicts a relatively sophisticated, industrialized mine
of the period. Distinctive features of this mine include the engine house (E), the “upcast
shaft” with its tall chimney or “furnace” (A), and the two headframes (D and F). The main
shaft headframe (D) is simply identified as “Head Gear,” whereas the second shaft
headframe (F) is identified as the “counterpoise.” Presumably, the engine house (with its
large vertical drum) was steam powered (note the chimney on the building). All buildings
were constructed of stone, and suggest an element of permanence—unlike many of the
nineteenth century mines constructed in Illinois. The two headframes are of similar
construction, and consist of a sheave attached to a horizontal beam supported by two
upright posts located directly beneath the center of the sheave. A single set of diagonal
braces or struts extend off one side of the main upright posts. A set of steps are
incorporated into the top surface of the diagonal brace. The shaft appears to have been
fenced for safety. This simple headframe design is often referred to as an “A-frame.”
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Figure 162. Detail of the simple two-post headframe common during the early nineteenth
century (Boyd 1895:93).
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Figure 163. Modern steel four-post tipples with inclined braces. The top photograph is the
Ziegler Mine (Church 1925) and the lower image is the Joliana Mine (ISGS).
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Figure 164. Example of a large four-post timber headframe with secondary canted posts
(and lacking an inclined brace). A large frame tipple with screens and loading chutes is
attached (ITC 1906).
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Figure 165. Modern photographs of the Kathleen Mine tipple at Dowell, Jackson County
(FRR 2002). It represents a rare example of a concrete tipple in Illinois. The structure also
is one of the few historic tipples in the state to survive to the modern era (Mansberger et al
2003).
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Figure 166. North elevation view of the Kathleen Mine tipple (Mansberger et al. 2003).
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Figure 167. Sectional view through the Kathleen Mine tipple, looking east to west. The
steel-frame superstructure originally present is indicated with dashed lines (Mansberger et
al. 2003).
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Hoist engine house: As noted earlier, shaft mines required hoisting equipment to raise and lower
materials, workmen, and product in and out of the mine. With greater depth, these
hoisting plants became much more complex. The smallest of mines often incorporated a
hand windlass into the operation. Although these structures were of low investment, they
similarly were of low efficiency and had a small capacity. Typical of small-scale
operations, a windlass was effective to a depth of only 75-100’. (Peele 1941:12-57).
Although simple windlass structures were common among the early prospectors
(particularly in the lead mine region of northwestern Illinois), they were fairly uncommon
among the early coal mines of Illinois. Other simple means of hoisting included the crab
winch (ITC 1906:2). Both the windlass and crab winch were generally hand-powered
operations.
With greater depth, more efficient methods of hoisting became necessary. One of the
earlier systems of mechanical hoisting was the horse whim or gin—which are often
referred to as the “Cornish” whim or gin.79 The horse gin consists of a hoisting drum
with a vertical axis connected to a simple horizontal arm or sweep. A horse or mule
harnessed to the sweep and walking in circles generates the motive power. Early
examples of horse gins had the potential to be fairly large and complex structures.
Pictures of early horse gins have been documented in both the early lead mine region of
Jo Daviess County (Mansberger, Townsend and Stratton 1997) as well as within the coal
mine district of St. Clair County (Mansberger and Stratton 2004).
By the middle nineteenth century, more industrialized mines replace the horse gin with
steam powered hoisting engines—which in turn were replaced eventually by internal
combustion (gasoline and/or diesel) and electric driven systems. Throughout the latter
nineteenth and early twentieth century, though, the steam driven hoisting engine was the
primary method of hoisting at the Illinois coal mine.80 The size (and hoisting capacity) of
these engines variety greatly. The hoisting engine generally was housed within a separate
building immediately adjacent to, and in line with, the headframe. The engine house
generally consisted of the hoist engine room (which housed the hoist apparatus consisting
of geared drums for winding rope) and an adjacent engine room (which housed the steam
engine and boiler). Multiple chimneystacks were generally associated with the engine
room.
Although timber-frame foundation systems consisting of timber cribbing bolted together
(and often filled with stone) for the hoisting engine are sometimes associated with the
less permanent mining operations (and often referred to as “temporary foundations”),
more substantial foundation systems were generally preferred. Permanent foundation
systems constructed with brick, stone, or concrete had more mass and provided a more
stable mounting (preventing vibration and possible lifting of the mechanism). One
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The word “gin” has its original in the word “engine, and is defined by Webster (1854:502) as a “machine or
instrument by which the mechanical powers are employed in aid of human strength.”
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As late as the 1940s, steam-powered systems were still being used in Illinois [see Belleville Public Library
Vertical Files about the last steam-powered mines in the area being demolished.]
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source notes that “under no circumstances should stone engine foundations be built with
lime mortar, as such work is sure to disintegrate from the vibration of the engines, even
with the best class of work, and the additional expense of good Portland cement is
inconsiderable in comparison with the results obtained with it. While the natural cements
are a great improvement on lime, they are inferior in strength to Portland, and are so
liable to crumble when long exposed to the weather that it is not economy to use them for
this work” (ITC 1906:48). Writing in 1906, one source notes that “concrete, while the
cheapest, is the most satisfactory, and is rapidly superseding the other materials except
for small foundations, for which brick is still generally used” (ITC 1906:48).
Surface manifestations of the more modern hoisting operations consist of the headframe
and the hoist house (which includes both the power plant and hoisting equipment). In
England, generally referred to as the winding engine. Ledvina et al (1992:3) contains an
excellent interior photograph of the steam hoisting house at Bell and Zoller Mine No. 1 at
Zeigler, Franklin County circa 1915.
Discussing the proper placement of hoist houses, a 1906 source writes:
[the] engine house should be in such a position, whether at the side or end
of the shaft, that the hoisting engines will center on the center line of the
shaft, and the hoisting drums made to line with the sheave wheels on the
head-frame as nearly as possible. If the drums do not line, the engine
house must be located some distance back from the head-frame or suitable
deflecting sheaves must be employed in order that the rope may wind
properly on the drum (ITC 1907:6).
A general rule “used by some engineers is, to make the distance from the center of the
engine drum to the center of the shaft from 1 to 1 ½ times the vertical height between the
center of the head-frame sheave and the landing” (ITC 1907:7). It was important to keep
a proper distance between the hoist house and headframe; if the two were placed to close
together, the ropes/cables could be subjected to excessive wear, possibly interfere with
the proper bracing of the headframe, and not keep wound around the drum correctly…
The end of the engine-house foundation is frequently arranged as a foundation for the
inclined brace of the head-frame, the upper surface of the foundation being beveled or
stepped so as to receive the sill of the head-frame brace” (ITC 1907:7).
On the interior, the hoist house generally was divided into two rooms—a hoist room, with
the winding drum, and an engine room housing the power plant. One source notes the air
compressor and dynamos often “are under the same roof with the hoisting engine,
although in separate rooms” (ITC 1907:6). A modern hoist house generally was
constructed of brick, tile, or concrete rather than sheet iron in order to fireproof it.
The remains of hoist-engine houses often represent the most prominent feature at a coal
mine site, due to the substantial character of the hoist-engine footings. Hoist house
remains have been documented at the Bunsenville, Cherry, and Hoosier Mines (among
others). The Bunsenville hoist house was quite large and had the distinct two-room
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arrangement discussed above. The buildings at Hoosier and Cherry were smaller and
consisted of a single room set directly adjacent to the boiler house. All three hoist houses
were constructed of brick. The relative size of these buildings and their engine
mounts/footings give some indication of the scale of production at the mines with which
they are associated (see Figures 168 through 171)
Hoist houses generally were not necessary for drift or slope mines, since the
entranceways of these mines were nearly horizontal, or slightly sloped.
Power House or Boiler House: During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, most of the
mechanical power at coal mines was provided by a steam plant located within a boiler
house. One or more coal-fired boilers could be present in the building, depending upon
the power needs of the individual mine. In discussing the physical arrangement of boiler
houses, ITC (1907:1) notes that
The location of the boiler house should be central to the principle points to
which it is to supply steam. At a shaft or slope mine, the best location is
usually near the hoisting engine. Where only a small amount of power is
required, it is customary to place the boilers, hoisting engines, and other
engines under one roof, but the engines are then protected from the dust of
the boiler room by a suitable partition. By this arrangement, the cost of
construction is decreased and the hoisting engineer, who usually also has
supervision of the boilers and of the firemen, can watch the operations in
the fireroom…. If much power is needed for hoisting, rope haulage, air
compression, dynamos, fans, pumps, etc., the boilers are preferably placed
in a separate house from the engines, dynamos, etc. They should, if
possible, be located handily for obtaining coal from the mine cars, or if
this is not possible, they may be located near the railroad track, which
would preferably be the slack track, and the supply of coal drawn from
there. If consistent with the more important considerations, the front of
the boiler house should be exposed to the prevailing winds in the
district….
Continuing, ITC (1907:4) notes that
The size of the boiler house depends on the number and type of boilers
used, the method of firing, and the requirements for cleaning and repairing
the boilers…. Coal bins are sometimes built inside the boiler house, but
this unnecessarily increases the size of the house and they should
preferably be placed outside the boiler house and arranged so that the coal
can be dumped directly into them from mine cars or railroad cars. Holes
are then left in the boiler-house wall opposite each boiler so that the coal
will run by gravity to the boiler-room floor… The width of a house of the
kind here described varies from 36 to 46 feet, and the roof trusses should
be of iron or steel rather than of wood, so as to eliminate the chances of
fire.
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Boiler stacks generally were constructed of sheet iron, brick, or a combination of the two.
Sometimes each boiler had its own stack, while in other instances a single stack was
present. The stacks could vary anywhere from 40-80 feet in height. An ash pit typically
was located beneath each boiler.
Steam power continued to be utilized by some mines well into the nineteenth century.
The Belleville News Democrat carried a story on December 18, 1965 noting the
demolition of the Shiloh Valley Mine six miles east of Belleville. This mine, which was
opened in 1940 by the James Davis family, was “believed to be the last steam-driven
hoist mine in the area.” As late as 1940, steam-hoisting equipment was still being
installed in smaller, family operated mines.
The Cherry Mine had a boiler house very similar to the one described by ITC (1907).
Two of this building’s brick walls were still standing when the site was visited in 2002.
The boilers, however, had been completed removed from the building. At most of the
other mines visited, the boiler houses had been demolished down to foundations, often
leaving only a concrete foundation and/or pad, brick rubble, and ash pits as evidence of
their presence. The Worden Mine, however, did have a nearly intact boiler chamber,
although the boiler itself had been removed (see Figure 172).
Electric Power House or Generating Plant: Conversion to electric power was fairly rapid in
Illinois coal mines, and independent power plants became common features (see Figure
173). Electricity was used for lighting (both above- and belowground), to power the
locomotives hauling coal within the mine, and also for powering hoist engines. The
electricity was produced by dynamos, which generally were steam powered—the steam
coming from an adjacent boiler house/room. Unlike steam power, it is not absolutely
necessary to place the electric power house near the mine tipple and shaft opening. ITC
(1907:8-9) describes a number of potential arrangements for power plants:
A building 30 ft. x 40 ft. will be sufficient size for machinery generating
from 200 to 300 electrical horsepower. Where power is to be furnished
for haulage, coal cutting, pumping, and lighting, the size of the building
will vary from this to about 60 ft. x 100 ft. where the generating
machinery is from 600 to 800 horsepower. In smaller plants, there may be
one or two driving engines each connected with two 40- to 80- horsepower
generators, which are belted directly to two flywheels on an engine, the
belting being about 17 feet to 26 feet from center to center of shafts. In
larger plants, the best arrangement is to have two engines, each of
sufficient power to run the whole plant, and each directly connected with
the dynamos
It was recommended that the dynamos be well removed from the dust and ash of the
boilers (ITC 1907:8-9).
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With increased use of electric power, electric power plants became more sophisticated
and capable of generating more power. A prime example of this is the Standard City
Powerhouse, which was an enormous structure capable of generating power for several
nearby mines operated by the Standard Oil Company (see Figures 174 and 175).
Similarly, larger coal operations required substations located within the mine itself
(Schull 1954:49). Far more common arrangement was that found the Hoosier Mine,
where a small electrical plant was added adjacent to the boiler house. The surface
remains of this building were quite modest—a perimeter foundation demolished to grade
and a concrete footing on the interior for the generator.
Screen House: This feature often was incorporated into the tipple structure, rather than being a
separate building (and this certainly seems to be the case in regards to mine sites
investigated as part of this project). The use of screens for cleaning and/or sorting coal
was a common practice by the mid-nineteenth century. As Leighton and Carroll
(1943:46) indicate, “one of the first mention of the use of screens at Illinois mines is to be
found in the ‘Platform and Constitution of the Re-organized Miners of St. Clair and
Adjoining Counties.’” This document, which was published in the August 1875
Belleville Democrat, took note of the coal mine owners/managers use of screens and
specified that “no coal shall have a screen to exceed one inch between bars…” The
larger the screen size, the more coal deducted from the miner’s car load, and thus the less
he made. The 1886 Annual Coal Report notes that screens were in use at 218 mines, and
80% of the product was screened prior to sale. This same coal report noted that “the
largest number of screens have a space between the bars of seven-eights of an inch, with
an average area of sixty square feet. This is regarded as a standard screen, and is used by
all of the larger companies.” (Leighton and Carroll 1943:46; Millhouse 1931:29).
Andros (1915:202) notes that, “about 20 per cent of the production of Illinois mines is
sold as run-of-mine coal. This coal on reaching the tipple is dumped into chutes and
loaded directly into cars without receiving any preparation. The remaining 80 per cent of
the output receives treatment before shipment.” Andros (1915:202) further noted that
mines in Illinois at that time could be separated into four groups, regarding method of
preparation: 1) those that conducted no preparation, 2) those that used only shaking
screens, 3) those that used shaking screens and rescreeners or revolving screens on the
fines, and 4) those that used coal washers on the fines.
Separation into size by use of shaking screens was the most common method of
preparation. Andros (1915:202) observed that:
Four sizes [of coal] are usually made at a time. These sizes vary widely in
different districts at different times of the year. They are called generally
lump, egg, nut, and screenings but the same term does not mean the same
size in different districts. The coal which passes over the largest sized
holes in the screen is called lump whether the holes are 1 ¼ inches, 6
inches, or any intermediate size.
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Andros (1915:210) further noted that “Mines located in or near cities naturally separate
the coal into more sizes than the others and for this purpose several of them have installed
rescreening plants. A typical separation at a mine catering to local domestic or ‘wagon’
trade is: 6-inch lump, 3-inch lump, 1 ¼-inch railroad lump, 6-inch egg, nut, pea,
screenings.”81
Preparation Plant: Unlike anthracite coal, which requires substantial processing prior to sale,82
bituminous coal underwent little processing prior to its sale during the initial years of
mining. The preparation consisted simply of screening coal within the tipple (as
discussed above). There was no need for further separation, because miners had
discarded most of the waste rock and other unwanted materials prior to loading their coal
cars. Strip mining machinery and mechanical loading did allow for this differentiation,
however, and as these technologies were increasingly adopted, independent preparation
plants began to be constructed (Bristow 1939:15). In early preparation plants, the coal,
after leaving the mine, was dumped into a series of sloped chutes and/or grates and the
sorted according to size by hand. Hand picking was still conducted through the 1920s.
Later on, the breaking, crushing and sorting of the ore was mechanized. The coal was
crushed to obtain adequate size for transport and use. Historically, the larger lump-size
blocks of coal were sought after. Today, most of the coal produced is crushed and used
as a fine particle. In some instances, these specialized activities are conducted on-site at
the mine; other times, it was conducted off-site away from the mine (see Figure 176
through 178).
Coal Washer: One of the characteristics of soft bituminous coal is the presence of sulfur and
other materials, which caused it to burn less cleanly than anthracite. Some of these
impurities can be removed by washing the ore. One of the first references to coal
washing in Illinois was in 1876, which is extremely early for the industry (Meier 1876).
By 1880, thirteen coal washing plants were in operation in the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
regions, but as noted by DiCiccio (1993:197), “coal companies concluded the added cost
in cleaning coal was not economically justified, and therefore coal washers were seldom
used in the bituminous coal industry until the 1920s.” Even so, there is mention of the
coal washer being constructed at Braceville in 1890 (Engineering and Mining Journal
62:5111, Andros 1915:230). By 1915, there were enough mines washing coal in the state
for Andros (1915:202) to consider them as independent category in his discussion of coal
preparation.
Some mines had washeries incorporated into their surface works (see Figure 179). In
other instances, the mines shipped their coal off site to be washed. The Southern Coal,
Coke, and Mining Company, for instance, shipped the coal from its five mines in St.
81

Andros (1915:210) provides additional details on shaking screens, describing them as being “of various types.
They are built with one, two, or three decks, and are from 12 to 75 feet long and 4 to 12 feet wide. They make from
48 to 120 strokes per minute. Their inclination averages 4 inches per foot.” He added that, “Revolving screens in
rescreeners vary in length from 16 to 24 feet, in diameter from 2 ½ to 6 feet, and in inclination from 1 ¾ to 2 ¼
inches per foot. They average 15 revolutions per minute.”
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A common feature at anthracite mines is the coal “breaker” which is a large surface building usually attached to
the headframe that crushed the coal, sorted it by size, removed impurities prior to sale.
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Clair and Clinton Counties to a washery it had constructed along the Southern Railway at
Centerville Station. After the coal washery burned in 1912, the company erected a new
facility on the south edge of East St. Louis (Stratton 2003).
Ore Bins or Hoppers: Oscar Cartlidge described coal storage as being quite rudimentary when
he first starting coal mining in the 1880s. He recalled:
Coal was piled on a large wooden platform where it was loaded into
wagons by the customers themselves. We furnished the shovels. Our
busy time was in the fall and winter. Farmers came from 25 to 30 miles
around to get threshing coal and to lay up their winter requirements. We
employed all the men we could, yet were never able during the rush
season to keep a supply ahead, and we had to adopt the rule of ‘first come,
first serve.’ I have counted as many as twenty wagons at one time,
waiting in the yard at four o’clock in the morning (Cartlidge 1933:14).
By 1920, Herbert and Young (1920:836) noted that, “storage at the mines has been
developed to a considerable extent. The methods vary from simple piling on the ground
to piling and repiling with a steam shovel with clam-shell bucket. The latter equipment
has been used at the Old Ben Coal Corp[oratio]n.”
Storage bins for mined coal were often present at a shipping, and to a lesser degree, to a
local mine. These ore bins were usually of frame construction and may have had a flat or
hopper bottom. They were less frequently of steel and concrete construction. Ore bins
were often incorporated into the tipple or headframe structure and had rail or wagon
loading bays located beneath them. Flat-bottomed bins had larger holding capacities but
were more difficult to completely empty (requiring hand labor to shovel out the bin). The
addition of hopper bottoms eliminated this problem. Often grizzlies (narrow spaced steel
or iron bars to sort the coal), screens, and/or crushers were located above the bins.
Eventually, cylindrical bins of steel and/or concrete construction—similar to grain
silos—were constructed. Bins of this type could be made deeper (or taller) and had more
storage capacity than timber structures occupying the same ground space (Peele 1941:12128).
A number of round coal “silos” were once present at Mohn’s Mine in Peoria. No
aboveground evidence of these structures remains today, however.
Loading Platform: Loading platforms were long, narrow frame structures on which coal was
dumped and stored. They commonly were divided into multiple bins, so that coal could
be sorted according to size. The bins commonly were left open on one side, so that
wagons (and later trucks) could pull up to them and be loaded. By their very nature, the
loading platforms catered to the local coal trade. They appear on a number of lithographs
of 1870s-era mines and persisted into the twentieth century (see Figure180).
Scale House: In shipping mines, scales often were incorporated into the tipple and used to
determinr the production of the miner and his requisite pay. Many early disputes
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between miners and managers centered on whether the coal should be weighed prior to,
or after, screening. Independent scale houses, or at least scale pits, also were present at
mines. These were used for weighing coal that was purchased by local consumers and
hauled away by wagon and truck. Even large-scale shipping mines sold some of their
coal locally and had scale houses present. The field investigations documented the
remains of scale pits at the Bunsenville, Hoosier, and Galatia Mines. At Hoosier and
Galatia, the scales were located next to the mine office, which served an additional role
as scale house (see Figure 181).
Mine Furnace: An early form of mine ventilation involved the use of a “furnace.” A simple
fire, often contained in a barrel, was ignited at base of an air shaft to create an upward
moving draft. This was a dangerous practice that could lead to the igniting of overhead
frame structures. One example where this occurred was the mine fire at Avondale,
Pennsylvania September 6, 1869, in which a coal breaker caught fire and killed 179
miners. This was one of the most devastating mining disasters to occur in the United
States up to that time (DiCiccio 1993:89). More industrialized mines often excavated a
second air shaft and constructed a large chimney stack, complete with grate for burning
fuel, over the shaft to intensify the draft. These stacks are depicted in many of the
illustrations of Illinois coal mines from the 1870s (see Figure 183). Mining legislation
eventually banned the use of mine furnaces and required that fan houses be installed.
Fan house: A fan house was a building that housed a mechanical fan system and was positioned
over a ventilation shaft leading down to the mine. The passage of new mining legislation
in 1880 mandated the excavation of a secondary shaft at all mines in Illinois. The second
shaft was to serve both as an escapement route, as well as to improve ventilation to
prevent methane and coal dust explosions. For mines with more than ten men, the law
mandated the volume of fresh air that had to be constantly discharged throughout the
workings. By 1886, 152 mines had constructed ventilating fans. Fan houses were
constructed at either the main shaft, or more typically, at the second or escapement shaft.
When the fan house was located at the escapement shaft, it often was sufficiently
removed from the main power house, that a secondary source of power was necessary.
The ITC in 1907 noted that “until very recently, steam power was almost invariably used
for this purpose, but electric power is now being adopted, for it is particularly well
adapted for an isolated installation of this kind” (ITC 1907:9). The fan and motor
powering it generally were located in separate rooms in the building.
An early version of this ventilation system was the Guibal Fan, which was developed in
Belgium and saw common use in the United States from 1844 to the 1870s (DiCiccio
1993:89). Initially, the fans used had large diameters—many measuring more than 30feet in diameter—and moved at low speeds. These were later supplanted by high-speed,
small diameter fans. In 1909, the McLean County Coal Company installed the first
Sirocco Fan “in the West.” This multi-blade, high-speed fan replaced a 22-foot slowspeed unit, “and the improvement was so marked that thereafter the large slow-speed fan
was doomed to be discarded” (Cartlidge 1933:45). Figure 184 shows the fan house at
Madison Coal Company Mine No. 9 Mine being constructed.
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As of 2002, the engine room of the fan house at the Cherry Mine was still fully intact.
This building is one of the better photographed fan houses in the state on account of the
role it played in the disastrous 1909 fire at the mine. The foundations of several other fan
houses have been noted at other mine sites visited. Although the buildings vary in size
(with the one at Bunsenville being especially large), their basic plans are quite similar
(see Figures 185 through 187).
Air Compressor House: This building housed air compressors used for running coal cutters and
other pneumatic equipment used at a coal mine. Ideally, the air compressor house would
have been placed in an area where clean, cool, fresh air could be obtained (free from
dust). A air compressor tank commonly was located adjacent to the building. The ITC
(1907:7-8) describes a representative example as follows:
A building 30 feet wide and 40 feet long will be large enough for three
compressors having cylinders 22 inches in diameter and strokes 24 inches
long; or the same building will be wide enough for two compressors
having cylinders 26 inches in diameter and strokes 32 inches long. The
former require a foundation space of 5 ft. x 21 ft. 6 in. There should be a
4-foot space between the foundation of air compressors, and about 10 feet
should be allowed from the ends of the compressors to the walls of the
building, or more, depending on whether there are any long rods to be
drawn out at the ends for repairs. At the air-compressing end, connections
are made with the outside of the building for a fresh-air inlet. An air
receiver will require some space in the building and should be located
where it can be drained by gravity, for at times water accumulates in it
rapidly.
A small air compressor house, consisting of a single room, was documented at the
Hoosier Mine. This “air compressor house” was built as an addition onto the boiler
house and housed two compressors. Sanborn maps indicate the presence of a steel tank
(presumably for the storage of compressed air) along the north side of the building (see
Figure 188).
Blacksmith Shop: The blacksmith was a very crucial employee at the early industrialized mine
complex. During the initial years of coal mining, and at the less industrialized local
mines, the care and maintenance of tools and equipment was either conducted by the
miner himself or by the local village smith. With the development of the more
industrialized shipping mine, however, the repair and maintenance of iron tools and
equipment (as well as the shoeing of the mine ponies or mules) became the responsibility
of the mine blacksmith. Although the role of the blacksmith changed dramatically during
the early years of the twentieth century, the importance of the “mechanic” was
nonetheless diminished in the daily operation of the mine complex. A specialized
workshop for the blacksmith, often located close to the mine shaft and the power house,
was generally associated with the industrial shipping mine. The size and complexity of
this workshop varied with the complexity of the mine. The ITC (1907) notes:
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The blacksmith shop may vary in size from about 15 feet square, for small
operations, to about 20 ft. x 30 ft. or greater for more extensive works.
The building should be located conveniently to the mine opening so that
the miners’ tools requiring to be sharpened and mine cars needing to be
repaired may be taken there without delay. It should be convenient to the
carpenter shop and the machine shop; sometimes these three shops are
place under one roof and have tracks for mine cars and other tracks
connecting them.
One or more forges with anvils likely would be present, depending on the requirements
of the mine. Proper workbenches, vises, stocks, dies, storage facilities for iron and
supplies, drill press, iron bender, and other necessary tools were also present (ITC
1907:9-10). Figure 189 provides a representative illustration of the interior of a
blacksmith shop.
The remains of a blacksmith shop were documented at the Hoosier Mine. At this site, the
blacksmith shop was located in the same building as the machine shop.
Machine Shop: The close association of blacksmithing and machine shop activities is noted by
the ITC (1907:11), which states that, “the best location for the machine shop is under the
same roof with the carpenter and blacksmith shops and between them, so that work from
either of these shops can be sent to the machine shop without delay.” Continuing, this
source notes
There is usually an upright engine of about 15 horsepower connected by
line shafting with the carpenter and blacksmith shops in order to run the
saw in the first and the blower for the forge in the second, or if electric
power is available at the mine, each machine may have an independent
electric motor. The repairs that can be made about a mine machine shop
are not such as require great power, but there should be sufficient power
for the saws, blowers, lathes, etc. in different shops, and the machine-shop
engine is the one best adapted to supplying that power.
It is seldom that a machine shop at a mine need be equipped to make
machine parts; as it is in most cases only a repair shop, excepting where
the mine is located at such a distance from shops equipped for making
machinery that great delays result when it is necessary to order parts from
them… There should be storage ground outside the machine shop for
pipes and such parts of machines as need repairs… there should be room
for uncoiling and splicing ropes. The equipment will generally include a
lathe and drill press, and, perhaps, a small planer, if locomotives, pumps,
and mining machines are used, which have valves and cylinders requiring
frequent repairs. An emery wheel is needed for grinding machine tools.
A machinist in a mine shop should be a man who can run a lathe, drill
press, or planer, use stock and dies, roll boiler tubes, caulk and patch
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boilers, grind valves, seat valves, repair pumps, pack engines, bore
cylinders, set engine valves, cut square threads—in fact, he should be an
all-around, handy man… Where one company owns a number of mines in
the same locality, central shops are often provided at which all the work
for such mines is done .
At Bunsenville, the blacksmith and machine shops were located in separate buildings
located adjacent to one another. The positioning still placed the blacksmith and
machinist in close proximity to one another even though their respective activity areas
were clearly segregated. At the Hoosier Mine the blacksmith and machine shops were
connected to one another (see Figure 190).
Tool House: As suggested by its name, a tool house was used for the storage of various tools
used at the mine. ITC (1907:10) notes:
A tool house about 15 ft. x 15 ft. in size for a mine of average output
may be provided in a building adjoining the blacksmith shop, or near it,
where miners’ picks may be placed on racks, before and after
sharpening, also drills and other tools of the rockmen and company men.
The tool house is mainly for storing the company’s shovels, picks, bars,
sledges, drills, etc., hence when outside laborers are engaged in cleaning
coal, dumping rock, repairing track, or handling material, distant from it,
a tool box is placed near to the work or possibly near the timekeeper’s or
outside foreman’s office, to facilitate the issue and return of such tools
from the laborers.
No tool houses were identified during the field investigations.
Carpenter’s Shop: A wide variety of wood-related activities tool place at a coal mine, including
the mending of tools and ore cars.
The carpenter shop will be at least 20 ft. x 30 ft. in size in order to afford
room for machinery, benches, and mine cars in course of building or being
repaired. It should be located near the mine and connected with the empty
return tracks in order to receive crippled cars and dispatch new ones, or
those that have been repaired. It should be convenient to both the
blacksmith and the machine shop and near the lumber yard. It should be
provided with a grindstone and with the necessary work benches, closets
for tools, and boxes for nails, spikes, bolts, nuts, and mine-car fittings. If
rollers for rope haulage are to be turned, there should also be a wood
turning lathe, which should be run by power from an engine in the
machine shop. A stock o mine-car wheels and axles may be kept in a shed
near the carpenter shop, unless such are stored in the supply house (ITC
1907:10).
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A one-story, frame carpenter’s shop is known to have been present at the Hoosier Mine,
but no surface remains were apparent at the time of the field investigation (see Figure
188).
Storehouse or Supply House: This building type was fairly common at mines and was utilized
for general storage. Stocks often carried by the mine might include mining, carpentry,
and blacksmith tools, construction supplies (such as nails, screws, nuts, and bolts),
harness fittings, machinery parts, belting, pipe fittings, and a wide variety of other items.
It was recommended that the storehouse be located near the shops (i.e. blacksmith,
machine, and carpenter) and be well sited in relationship to the railroad. Ruins of this
building type were documented at the Hoosier and Bunsenville Mines, and, in both
instances, they were located adjacent to railroad spurs. A fully extant supply house was
documented at Taylor Mine No. 5 (see Figure 191).
Material and Lumber Yard: A portion of the mine site typically was allotted for use as a
material and lumber yard. This space was utilized for stacking such construction
materials as brick, lime, and sand, as well as for timbers used as cribbing in the mine.
The yard typically was located in a convenient spot adjacent to the railroad line and shops
(ITC 1907:12) (see Figure 192). This activity area would leave little archaeological
signature.
Sawmill: In the event a coal mine was located in an area where timber was abundant (such as
some areas of southern Illinois) the mine might have its own sawmill, so that lumber and
mine timbers could be produced locally (ITC 1907:12-13). None of the mines that were
field investigated were known to have had sawmills associated with them, however.
Oil House: This was a specialized outbuilding used for storing oil used in mine lamps and
lubricating oils for the machinery. The ITC (1907:13-14) recommended that “houses of
this description, when located near the mine, should be constructed of brick and as far
from other buildings as practicable in order to avoid high fire-insurance rates. Oil may be
kept in barrels in the storehouse, but it is safer if transferred to iron tanks holding about
twenty barrels each of miners’, black oil, and coal oil.”
Oil houses were identified in the field at the Bunsenville and Hoosier Mines. Although
neither building was isolated from surrounding structures, the both were constructed of
brick—as was advised by ITC (1907). The oil houses at these sites were relatively small
and one-story in height.
Mule House or Stable: Prior to the widespread adoption of electrical motors, mules and
occasionally ponies were used in the mines for hauling coal. This use demanded the
presence of a stable for the care of the mine livestock. One unique character of these
specialized stables is their relatively large size, which was required to accommodate the
numerous animals utilized in the mine. It was advised that:
The stable should be located where feed and grain can be delivered to the
loft readily. Where it is possible, stables should be located where a yard
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can be enclosed for mules needing rest, and where they may have an
abundance of pure water and pasturage, if possible. A harness and wagon
room should be located in the stable, and arrangements for cutting hay and
mixing feed. All hay should be in bales and only loosened when it is
needed to feed the animals; there is less danger from fire in this case. All
feed should be kept in dry places and if possible emptied into feed boxes
constructed for the purpose (ITC 1907:14).
Below ground stables were often incorporated into the below-ground works, as is noted
by the ITC (1907:14):
At shaft mines, it is usual to have a stable underground, and feed and baled
hay are kept in the place in sufficient quantities for feeding the animals. It
is usually better to keep the ground feed at the surface and take such
quantities only into the mine as are needed for 1 day’s supply. There is
less danger of the feed mildewing or being injured by rats when it is kept
on the surface. Baled hay should be kept in dry fireproof rooms,
particularly below ground, and these rooms should not be entered by those
carrying open lights. If it is possible, there should be running water in the
stables both above and below ground.
The ITC (1907:14) notes that, “when most of the stock is stabled below ground, there
may be needed a storehouse or shed for hay and feed at the surface near a railroad siding
or switch and convenient to the mine opening and the surface stable.” Plans for surface
and mine stables are given in trade journals and other early twentieth century
publications. The storage of hay in the mine was not without its hazards, as would be
proved by the Cherry Mine disaster in 1909.
A large brick stable was documented at the Bunsenville Mine. This building was divided
into three aisles, with the central aisle serving a drive and those flanking it being used for
stalls and/or storage (see Figure 193). The presence of this stable is of interest, given the
fact that electric locomotives were used in the mine from its earliest period of production.
Powder house or Magazine: During the early years of mining in Illinois, black powder was the
most widely used explosive. This eventually was replaced with the high explosive
dynamite (a nitroglycerin mixture). During the early years of the twentieth century,
“permissible explosives” (also known as “short-flame” or “safety” explosives) were
developed and were used in mines with high gas and/or dust conditions (often referred to
as “fiery mines”).83 Later on, less unstable and dangerous devices were developed and
used (such as Cardox and Airdox).84 Black powder was transported in small barrels or
83

Permissible explosives were first used in the United States in circa 1902. During the early years of the twentieth
century, the term “permissible explosive” is based on the fact that the particular explosive has passed the
requirements established by the U. S. Bureau of Mines at the Pittsburgh testing station (Peele 1941:4-06).
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Cardox utilizes the power of expanding liquid carbon dioxide within a steel cylinder. Similarly, airdox relies on
the quick release of compressed air from a steel cylinder.
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kegs. In contrast, high explosives are packed in cylindrical tubes packed into wooden
crates.
Explosives—whether black powder or high explosives—need to be stored in a wellventilated, fireproof, secure location at the mine. The location of the powder house was
often located in an isolated location that took advantage of nearby hills for protection. As
Peele (1941:4-12) states, “the magazine should be far enough from adjacent buildings to
minimize danger to life or property through an accidental explosion.” A standard 8’ by
8’ powder magazine was capable of holding approximately 5,000 pounds of explosive.
Peele (1941:4-12) recommends construction of a brick walled or “sand-filled” frame
structure, as “stone and concrete magazines are undesirable, because of danger from
missiles in case of accident.” Peele (1941:4-12) illustrates a “Brick Dynamite
Magazine.” Fleming and Koster (1912) illustrate a variety of wooden, concrete block,
and brick magazines typical of those used in southern Illinois at the time; they also
illustrate an example of a poured concrete magazine in use “at an Illinois Mine.”
The ITC (1907:14-15) makes the following recommendations for this building type:
The powder house should be constructed of brick or stone with iron doors
hung on copper hinges. It should be capable of holding at least two card
loads of black powder; and if much dynamite is used at the mine a
separate room for that and fuse should be prepared… a building 15 ft. x
10 ft. inside will be amply large for holding two cars or eight hundred
kegs of powder. A sufficient stock of powder should be kept on hand so
that it will not be exhausted in case the powder cannot be delivered
promptly when more is ordered, particularly where it must come a long
distance. The powder house should be located at least 1,000 feet from
other buildings that might be damaged in case it blew up; the location,
however should be accessible to the men and readily reached by a wagon
road. Powder should not be stored in the mine under any consideration
(ITC 1907:14-15).
Several powder houses was documented in the field as part of the current investigations.
The one found at the Bunsenville Mine was quite large and had walls and a ceiling
constructed of reinforced concrete. The structure was positioned at the far western end of
the site, where it would cause less damage in the event of an explosion (see Figure 194).
Washhouse/Shower House: Washhouses provided a place where miners could change cloths
prior to entering the mine and clean up afterward. ITC (1907:15) discussed the need for
such facilities, noting: “Ordinarily, unless compelled to work in wet places, miners prefer
to walk home, where they can wash and change. It is dangerous, however, for men to
come out of the mine and walk home in cold, wet clothes; hence, the necessity for wash
houses at the mine.” Early 1910s articles in mining trade journals illustrate numerous
European washhouses, complete with floor plans. Their introduction into Illinois appears
to have been somewhat irregular initially. Peele (1941:22-21) observed that, “change
houses, usually provided with bathing facilities, have become a recognized necessity at
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all mines employing more than a few men. Some companies have hesitated to incur
expense of such building, through apprehension that its privileges would be abused or
unappreciated….” In time, however, Illinois law required washhouses to built at coal
mines. As Shurick (1924:306) states, “washhouses at the mines have been required by
law in a good many of the coal-mining States and while some companies make it a
practice to do as little as possible along this line, others provide very elaborate and
comfortable facilities for their men.” Companies generally allowed their workers to use
these facilities for free, although in a limited number of cases a small fee was levied.
General requirements for this building type included: 1) a location close to the mine
opening with an enclosed passageway or tunnel leading into the facility, 2) fireproof
(brick, concrete, or tile) construction, 3) combination use of lockers and hanging baskets,
4) adequate heat source to dry clothes, and 5) adequate ventilation to mitigate odors and
dust. Peele (1941:22-21) emphasized the need for drying racks, or hooks on lines
suspended from ceiling with pulleys, adequate heat and ventilation and separation
between shower and changing rooms, and recommended 15-20 square feet be allowed
per man. He also states that “some recent change houses are divided by a longitudinal
wall into ‘clean’ and ‘dirty’ sides communicating only through shower rooms” (Peele
1941:22-20). In many large washhouses, miners hoisted their belongings up onto a
system of chains and pulleys. Shurick (1924:306) noted that this represented “a rather
unique method… for protecting the miner’s clothes from the depredations of his fellow
workmen by hoisting them up out of reach. In this way the clothes are dried and well
ventilated and each chain is provided with a lock so that no one but the owner can obtain
access to them” (see Figures 195).
Describing the washhouse at Kathleen Mine, Herbert and Young (1920:836) note that
“the Superior Coal Co. has provided a new type of wash-house at the No. 4 mine. Each
miner has both hanger and locker, but these are at opposite ends of the building and
separated by the shower-bath room, thus preventing contact between clean and dirty
clothes.” Describing the unique character of their wash houses at the Kathleen Mine,
McAuliffe noted that:
The Illinois mining law requires the construction and maintenance of wash
houses for employees. In designing these, an attempt was made to insure
absolute cleanliness. Two steel lockers were provided for each employee,
one for pit clothes and one for street clothes; also provision for drying
damp clothes, so as to insure as far as possible the absence of disagreeable
odors so commonly experienced in miner’s wash houses. No provision for
washing other than through the medium of a shower bath was provided,
with the result that 95 per cent. of the employees fully bathe and change
their clothes before leaving the wash house. No seats whatever are
provided in the locker room, which discourages loafing there (Herbert and
Young 1920:838).
The character of the particular washhouse depended on the period in which it was built
and size of the mine operation with which it was associated. The washhouse at the
Mohn’s Mine in Peoria County was relatively small, as was that the Ruby Mine in St.
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Clair County. In contrast, Bunsenville’s was quite large and eventually was doubled in
size through the construction of a large addition. The washhouse at the Cherry Mine,
although it had been converted into a barn, was a intact and represented a medium-sized
example of the building type (see Figures 196 through 198). At larger mines, it was not
uncommon for the washhouses to be segregated according to hierarchy and, in some
instances, by race.
Mine Office: Except for primitive Hand-Operated Mines, most coal mines in Illinois had an
office associated with them. The general uses of this building type is discussed by ITC
(1907:16):
The superintendent and his assistants should have an office near the mine,
in order that they can keep in touch with each other and with the mine. In
this office, there should be kept an accurate mine map, on which every
part of the mine is exactly located. The mine clerk or timekeeper should
also have his desk in this building where he keeps the mine pay rolls, on
which he posts each day the weight of coal from the weight sheets given
him by the weigh boss, and enters any orders given to the men by those in
authority. The same clerk often gives out the powder and oil at stated
times during the day to the miners, or at any time to company men. It is
advisable that some one should always be in attendance at this office to
give orders in case of accidents, or to direct the work in order to avoid
delay. Since the inside and outside mine foremen report to the
superintendent, and other matters requiring privacy are brought to him, the
superintendent should have a separate office. It is also convenient for the
inside and outside formen to have a separate room in the office building
The size of an office varied considerably from one mine to the next, depending on the
scale of operations. Some offices were no more than simple one-room structures, while
others—like those at Orient Mine No. 2 and the Kathleen Mine—were large, two-story
brick buildings with multiple rooms per floor. The Zeigler Coal Company constructed
its office at a prominent location in the center of town, some distance from its mine (see
Figures 199 and 200).
The ruins of office buildings were recorded in the field at the Galatia, Hoosier, and
Bunsenville Mines. All three were single-story structures. Those at Galatia and Hoosier
had a scale pit in front in them, for weighing wagons and trucks purchasing coal for the
local trade. The office at the Hoosier Mine also had a concrete-walled vault
incorporated within it, presumably for protecting payroll and company records. The
office at Taylor Mine No. 5 also had a vault incorporated into its design. Interestingly,
this particular office was designed to mirror an adjacent supply house (see Figures 201
and 202).
Mine Rescue Aid Station and/or Hospital: After such events as the Cherry Mine disaster in
1909, the coal industry placed a greater emphasis on mine safety and rescue procedures.
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One outcome of this was the construction of hospitals or fire aid stations at individual
mines, where injured miners could be immediately treated.
In operations isolated from settled communities, a hospital may be
necessary. This should be provided with proper surgical instruments,
splints, bandages, and medicines, for treating burns, broken bones, and
men overcome by gas, or otherwise injured. It should be provided with
cots and other suitable furniture. One or more stretchers should be kept
near the mine for carrying injured men. In some states, the laws require
that certain appliances be kept in the mine or on the surface near the mine
mouth, for rendering first aid to the injured. A description of these
appliances and of mine hospitals is found in First Aid to the Injured (ITC
1907:17).
The character of these buildings varied considerably. At the Cherry Mine, a relatively
small frame “ambulance” building was constructed (Sanborn Map Company 1915).
Given the proximity of the mine to town, it is possible that the mine owners saw no need
to erect a more substantial building. The first aid station at the Hoosier mine was larger
and built of brick, as was the one at Bunsenville; the ruins of both of these buildings have
been documented (see Figure 203).
In 1919, a mine rescue station was constructed at the North Mine (or Mine No. 7) at
Royalton in Franklin County. This building, which was recorded by Fever River
Research in 1995, was a large two-story, brick structure. The first floor of the rescue
station had an office and meeting room, while the upper floor was divided between a
waiting room and series of exam rooms. At Zeigler, several miles due east of Royalton,
injured miners were treated in a formal hospital in town constructed by the Zeigler
Mining Company (see Figure 204).
Lamp or Light House: For mines with gaseous conditions, it was recommended that a lamp or
light house be located near the mine entrance. This building was used for the storage,
inspection, cleaning, and repairing of safety lamps. It also was recommended that the
lamp house be equipped with testing lamps for sampling air in the mine and determining
the amount of gas present in the mine. The plans for several lamp houses are given in
Mine Gases. No lamp houses were documented at any sites investigated as part of this
project.
Check house: Several types of these small buildings existed at coal mines. One type was used to
shelter an individual keeping track of passing railroad cars, whether empty or loaded.
Another type of check house served as the place where miners “punched” into and out of
work for the day. The Bunsenville Mine had a check house of the latter type located
immediately outside of the washhouse.
Rock Dump or Gob Pile: In addition to coal, mining activity dislodged a large amount of earth,
stone, and slate. These waste materials typically were deposited in one or more “gob”
piles, or “rock dumps,” at the mine site. In areas where the coal seam was particularly
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thick, there wasn’t a great deal of waste materials to dispose after the shafts were sunk.
In contrast, mines located in areas where coal seams were thin or where longwall mining
methods employed sometimes produced more waste rock per ton than coal. This resulted
in the creation of particularly large gobs piles, whose distinctive formations dot the
landscape of northern Illinois. The gob pile was connected to the tipple with a tramway
or a track on which carloads of rock and earth could be moved and dumped. Gob piles
represent one of the most dominant landscape features of abandoned mine sites. The
enormous gob pile at the Bunsenville Mine provides but one example (see Figure 205).
Car puller house: These were small buildings—sometimes little more than three-sided
shelters—enclosing a hoist engine used to move cars around the mine surface. They
commonly were positioned at the base of the gob pole, close to the tipple, and their
engines were used to haul mine cars loaded with mine waste up the slope of the pile (as
was done at the Galatia and Bunsenville mines). They also were used at mines where a
gravity system could not be employed in moving rail cars, as was the case with the
Hoosier Mine.
Sand Drier House: As suggested by its name, this building type was used for drying and storage
of sand. A principal use of sand at mines was to provide traction for rail cars on the
surface and belowground. In wet conditions, the wheels of the cars could slip
(particularly under a full load), and the sand would then be dumped on the rails. The
sand commonly was stored in a bin and then dried in an adjoining room. The exact
process and equipment involved in drying the sand is not understood. Ruins of a sand
drier house were documented at the Bunsenville Mine but were not readily interpretable.
An extant example is present at the Bell and Zoller No. 2 Mine, but its interior has been
stripped out (see Figure 213).
Switch Yards and Surface Tracks: By their very definition, all shipping mines had a direct
railroad connection, and they generally had one or more spur lines servicing them. These
spur lines primarily were directed beneath the tipple, and the number of tracks present is
dependent on the coal sizes shipped from the mine. Furthermore, the length of the
sidings was contingent upon the volume of coal produced from the mine. The distance
between the centers of these tracks varied from 12 ½ to 16 feet. As an example, the
Bunsenville Mine had very long rail sidings, four of which passed beneath the tipple.
Another spur passed immediately north of the tipple. In contrast, the Hoosier Mine, with
a smaller level of production, had three comparatively short spur lines approaching the
tipple—two of which merged before passing beneath the tipple. It also was common to
have a secondary rail spur servicing other parts of the mine site. The Hooiser Mine had
such a spur line, which swung around the rear sides of the machine/blacksmith shop and
storehouse. The Bunsenville Mine had a similar line, servicing the powder house, stable,
and store room.
The empty rail cars waiting to be filled beneath the tipple often were moved forward by a
“gravity system.” With the appropriate slope, the cars would roll by themselves, without
any other assistance, towards the tipple. At the Cherry Mine, an artificial terrace was
created at the north end of the site (using waste material from the mine) to facilitate such
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a system. A similar concept was considered at the Kathleen Mine, but the mine engineers
considered that the grading involved would be too excessive. Instead, they opted to use
an on-site pusher locomotive to move the cars around (Herbert and Young 1920:824).
The rails associated with mine switch yards and tracks were almost universally removed
after a mine site was abandoned. The wood ties often are left in place, however, and help
demarcate the routes of the rail lines. Grading activity serves as another indicator—as do
the locations of the building remains identified in the field.
Roads: Every mine site was accessed by at least one road for vehicle traffic. The roads
generally were dirt, although the main route into the Bunsenville Mine appears to have
been “paved” with cinders. Road beds and/or road grades often remain evident many
years after a mine site is abandoned and becomes overgrown with vegetation.
Water Supply: The surface works at a coal mine often required copious amounts of water—
particularly if they were heavily mechanized or equipped with a coal washer. Often, the
water required was taken directly from the underground works, since water generally was
plentiful there and had to be pumped out anyway. At the surface works, water is needed
for the boilers (which often require about 30 to 35 pounds of water per horsepower per
hour), for household supply, in the shops and stables, potentially with coal processing
plants (such as coal washers), and for fire protection. Coal washers require large
quantities of water, varying from 100 to 600 gallons per minute. Although waste water
was often present from the mines, the mine operations also needed a clean water supply
from a non-mine context. Due to the high sulfur content of Illinois coals, mine water can
often be high in sulfuric acid, which can cause a variety of problems for boilers and other
equipment. The Bunsenville Mine actually was equipped with a water softener—the
only such example found during the field investigations.
Water from the mine and from surface wells was drawn by means of pumps housed in
small structures. These pump houses were common features at coal mines, and a number
of examples have been documented at the Bunsenville, Galatia, Worden, and Bell and
Zoller No. 2 mines. Water was stored in large industrial cisterns and in water towers or
tanks. The Bunsenville mine had a very large water tower present, and even the Worden
Mine, a small local operation, had a substantial concrete cistern located adjacent to its
boiler house (see Figures 206 and 207).
Waste Water Disposal: Mines often needed to be de-watered with pumps. Although the early
practice was to discharge this wastewater directly into the surface drainage system (i.e.
adjacent creek basins), more recent practices entail the construction of water detention
basins for the storage of this water. Many industrial mines, and even small local mines,
had large impoundments for storage of underground water piped to the surface.
Impoundment ponds were present at the Galatia, Hoosier, Worden, and Shiloh Mines (see
Figure 208).
Housing for Mine Management: Often it was necessary to have housing located at mine property
for foremen and other management officials, who were expected to be available at all
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hours of the day. The U. S. Fuel Coal and Coke Company constructed eight managerial
dwellings adjacent to its Bunsenville Mine. These were all well-built, two-story frame
houses and were arranged by social hierarchy along a common street. The mine
superintendent, assistant superintendent, managers, and foreman resided in these homes.
Standard Oil Company also constructed twelve managerial residents to its mine at its
Schoper (or Standard City) Mine in Macoupin County (see Figures 209 and 210).
Worker’s Housing: The topic of mine housing has been discussed earlier in this report and will
only be briefly addressed here. As noted previously, it was not uncommon to find
worker’s housing in close proximity to a mine in the event that the mine was isolated.
Sometimes the mine owners arranged for the construction of this housing; in other
circumstances, private developers were responsible. One solution was the purchase of
pre-fabricated housing. Turn-of-the century advertisements in such trade journals as
Coal Age advertise a variety of ready-made worker’s housing, such as that offered by the
Aladdin Company (of Bay City, Michigan). The quality of the miner’s housing varied
considerably, though most of that actually built by the coal operator was hastily and
cheaply built. Standard Oil’s decision to erect a large number of modern, middle-class
homes in the established community Carlinville for its workers was rather exceptional.
In addition to single-family homes, mining companies occasionally built boarding houses
for their workers, which generally were occupied by unmarried men. The “flats” built by
the Zeigler Mining Company at the Zeigler Mine were discussed earlier in the text. The
Bell and Zoller Mining Company also erected a boarding house adjacent to its No. 2
Mine in Zeigler (see Figures 211 through 213).
Workers’ housing has been noted in and around a number of the mine properties
investigated during the course of these investigations. Bunsenville provides one
example. The Cherry Mine also had some company housing associated with it, but these
buildings were removed from the site after the mine was abandoned. Crescent Mine No.
2 also had workers’ housing located directly adjacent to it.
Company Store: It was not uncommon for general stores and other commercial operations to
develop around a coal mine, particularly if that mine happened to be located some
distance from an established community and had attracted a miners’ settlement around it.
Although “company stores” were common features in the Appalachian coal field, they do
not seem to be as prevalent in Illinois. In 1885, seventy-five such stores were operating
in the state. By 1893, however, the number had dropped to thirty-eight, in the wake of
new State legislation aimed at eliminating abusive practices associated with these
businesses (IBLS 1893). No company stores are known to have been present on, or
located immediately adjacent to, the mines surveyed as part of this project. However,
stores were present at other locations, and they occasionally appear on Sanborn maps (see
Figure 214). ITC (1907:16) provides the following discussion about company stores:
If a store is operated in connection with the mines, it is generally made of
sufficient size to have the offices of the manager, bookkeeper and
assistants, and the engineer under the same roof as the store. It should be
provided with a fireproof vault for the storage of maps, books, pay rolls,
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and other valuable property. The store-room should be light and roomy
and large enough for dry goods and notions, boots and shoes, hardware,
and groceries. In many cases, clothing and furniture are kept in stock, but
in other cases these are sold from samples. There should be a wareroom
in connection with the store and a good dry cellar in which to store such
articles as are purchased in carload lots, as flour, potatoes, etc. Usually
the store building is constructed of wood, although occasionally it is built
of brick
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Figure 168. (TOP) View of the hoist house at the Cherry Mine, 1909 (Photography
courtesy of Charles Bartoli). (BOTTOM) Interior view of a hoist house at an unidentified
mine. In contrast to earlier steam-powered ones, the hoist engine shown here is powered
by two 2,000 volt DC motors (ISGS, photo 1932A).
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Figure 169. Photograph of the engine mounts and footings at the Hoosier Mine. Due to
their massive construction, these mounts/footings have survived, whereas the walls of the
building in which they were once enclosed have been demolished (FRR 2002).

Figure 170. Armature for the hoist engine at the Bunsenville Mine. Such equipment
typically was salvaged from mines sites after their abandonment and is not often found
(FRR 2002).
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Figure 171. Plan of the ruins of the hoist engine and boiler houses at the Cherry Mine
(FRR 2002). Note the relationship of the two buildings. The general design of the hoist
engine mounts is similar to those documented at other abandoned mine sites in Illinois.
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Figure 172. (TOP) Photograph of the Cherry Mine in 1909, with boiler house shown at
right (Photograph courtesy of Charles Bartoli). (BOTTOM) Representative drawing of the
interior of boiler house similar that at the Cherry Mine (ITC 1907).
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Figure 173. Interior view of the electric power plant at Old Ben Mine No. 11 at
Christopher, Illinois, circa 1920s. Note the switchboard at right. The elevated pipe shown
at left likely is a steam pipe coming from the boiler room (located on the opposite side of
the wall) and is connected to a dynamo (ISGS, photo 727).
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Figure 174. Photograph of the Standard City Powerhouse at the time of its construction.
This impressive facility supplied power to several nearby mines owned by the Standard Oil
Company of Indiana (Standolin Record 1919).
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Figure 175. Floor plan of the upper floor of the Standard City Powerhouse. Note the division of the building between a boiler
room and a generator room (Slocombe and Stratton 2001).
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Figure 176. Circa 1920s photograph of coal pickers at work in a preparation plant at a
mine owned by the Chicago, Wilmington, and Franklin Coal Company. The workers are
removing foreign material from the coal as it moves along a series of picking tables. This
process took place after the coal had been graded and before it loaded onto rail cars. At
this mine, it supplied only coal 2” and larger in diameter (ISGS, photo 740).
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Figure 177. Two images of coal preparation plants. (LEFT) The preparation plant and adjacent hoist tipple at the Kathleen
Mine, circa 1922 (Curt Teich and Company). (RIGHT) The tipple and preparation plant for Truax-Traer Coal Company
Mine No. 1, a strip mine located near Elkville in Jackson County (ISGS, photo 937).
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Figure 178. Preparation plant at Bell and Zoller No. 2, circa 1925. Note the variety of coal
sizes being loaded onto the different tracks (Ledvina et al. 1993:18).
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Figure 179. Photograph of the coal washer at Sahara Coal Company Mine No. 6, near
Harrisburg, Saline County (ISGS, photo 778).
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Figure 180. Views of coal platforms and bins for coal storage. (TOP) The mine on the
farm of Russel Park, Mercer County (Hill and Company 1882:685). (BOTTOM)
Photograph of the Pendergast Mine, in Knox County.
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Figure 181. Photograph and plan of the ruins of the scale pit and attached office at the
Galatia Mine, Saline County (Stratton 2002c).
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Figure 182. Lithographs of two coal ventilating furnaces: (TOP) Reinecke’s Mine No. 2,
located outside Belleville in St. Clair County (Brink et al. 1881), and (BOTTOM) the Miller
Mine in Randolph County (Brink and Company 1875:69). The furnaces are marked with
arrows.
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Figure 183. An early design of a fan engine house for a coal mine, published in 1885. Note the large diameter of the fan (IBLS
1885).
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Figure 184. Photographs of the fan house at Madison Coal Corporation Mine No. 9
(Cambria, Williamson County). (TOP) Installation of the Jeffrey Fan over ventilation
shaft. (BOTTOM) Fan house at completion (ISGS, photos 756 and 758).
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Figure 185. Photograph of the fan house at the Cherry Mine, taken during the 1909 mine
fire. A distinctive feature of the building is the steel cowling covering the fan.
(Photograph courtesy of Charles Bartoli).
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Figure 186. Plans of the fan house ruins at the Cherry Mine (LEFT) and Bunsenville Mine (RIGHT) (Stratton 2002b, 2002a).
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Figure 187. Extant fan-engine houses have been documented at a number of coal mine sites
in Illinois, including Crescent Mine No. 2 in Tazewell County (TOP) and Taylor Mine No. 5
in Franklin County (BOTTOM). The designs of these buildings are very similar (Stratton
2004, Stratton and Mansberger 2005a).
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Figure 188. Detail of the 1947 Sanborn map of the Hoosier Mine, showing a number of the
building types discussed in the text. Note the presence of the compressor room and electric
plant (labeled “I.E.P”) on the north side of the boiler room. Also illustrated are a first aid
room, a carpenter’s shop (with lumber stacked to rear), and oil house (Sanborn Map
Company 1947).
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Figure 189. Representative drawing of a "well laid-out" blacksmith shop at a coal mine
(ITC 1907).
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Figure 190. Plan showing the attached blacksmith and machine shop at the Hoosier Mine.
Also note the nearby store room (Stratton 2002d).
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Figure 191. Photograph and floor plan of the supply house at the Taylor No. 5 Mine. This
building had an office and bathroom integrated into one end (Stratton 2005b).
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Figure 192. Photograph of the material yard at Bunceton Coal Mine No. 3, in Westville,
Vermilion County. The stacks of timber shown are intended for cribbing in the mine
(Photograph courtesy Westville Historical Society).
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Figure 193. (TOP) Photograph of a stable/barn at an unnamed mine. One end of the barn
has sunk due to mine subsidence (ISGS 1916:69). (BOTTOM) Plan of the barn ruins at the
Bunsenville Mine (Stratton 2002a).
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Figure 194. Plan and sectional views of the powder house at the Bunsenville Mine.
Although this building was in ruins when investigated, its design was interpretable
(Stratton 2002a).
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Figure 195. (TOP) Exterior view of the wash house at Madison Coal Corporation Mine
No. 12 (ISGS, photo 753). (BOTTOM) Interior view of a wash house, showing sinks in
foreground and lockers to rear (ISGS 1914e:12).
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Figure 196. Photograph and floor plan of the washhouse at the Ruby Mine in the St. Clair
County. This is small example of a mine washhouse (Stratton and Mansberger 2005a).
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Figure 197. Exterior and interior views of the wash house at the Bunsenville Mine. The
lower image shows the cable-and-pulley system on which the miners hung their belongings
and change of clothes (Stark and Brown 1977:238).
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Figure 198. Floor plan of the wash house at the Cherry Mine. This building is still
standing, but has been converted into a barn (Stratton 2002b).
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Figure 199. The size and character of mine offices varied considerable between sites and
through time. (TOP) The modestly sized office of the Staunton Coal Company (Macoupin
County) in 1879 (Brink, McDonough and Company 1879:41). (BOTTOM) The office at
Orient Mine No. 2, “the largest coal mine in world” in the 1920s (ISGS, photo 1980).
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Figure 200. Rather than constructing an office at their mine, the Zeigler Mining Company
chose to construct the impressive two-story, columned building shown above in a circular
park at the center of town. This setting emphasized Zeigler’s early role as a companyowned town (photograph courtesy of Zeigler Public Library).
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Figure 201. Plans of the office ruins at the Hoosier Mine (LEFT) and Bunsenville Mine (RIGHT). Both buildings had
concrete foundations and brick walls. The office at the Hoosier Mine also functioned as a scale house and was equipped with a
fireproofed vault (Stratton 2002c, 2002a).
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Figure 202. Photograph and plan of the office at the Taylor No. 5 Mine (Stratton and
Mansberger 2005b).
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Figure 203. The hospital at the Bunsenville Mine was integrated into a multi-purpose
building which was also used as for storage and office space (TOP). After the
abandonment of the mine, the building was demolished down to its foundations
(BOTTOM) (Stratton 2002a).
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Figure 204. Photograph of the Zeigler Hospital, circa 1920. This facility treated coal
miners as well as the surrounding community (photograph courtesy Zeigler Public
Library).
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Figure 205. Modern photographs of the gob piles at Cherry (TOP) and Bunsenville
(BOTTOM). The Cherry Mine has been abandoned since the early 1930s, and its gob piles
are now covered with vegetation. Bunsenville’s, however, remains a barren heap towering
above the town below it (Stratton 2002a, 2002b).
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Figure 206. Water supply was an important consideration at coal mines. Cisterns, wells,
tanks, and reservoirs were all utilized. (TOP, LEFT). Photograph of the Galatia Mine,
circa 1920, showing a steel water tank at right. This image also illustrates a car-puller
house and associated track leading up a gob pile. (TOP, RIGHT) Detail of 1909 Sanborn
map of the Danville Colliery and Coal Company, showing a large cistern located off the
corner of the boiler house (Sanborn Map Company 1909). (BOTTOM) Plan of the boiler
house at the Worden Mine. Water for the boiler was drawn from a square cistern located
upslope (Stratton 2003a).
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Figure 207. (TOP) The legs of water towers generally rested on large concrete footings,
such as these at the Bunsenville Mine. A well opening was located below the tower
(centered between the footings). (BOTTOM) Opening of a brick-lined cistern located off
the corner of the office at the Galatia Mine (Stratton 2002a, 2002c).
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Figure 208. (TOP) Modern photograph of the impoundment ponds at the Hoosier Mine
Site. The ponds are separated by an abandoned railroad grade. (BOTTOM) Photograph
of the now dry retaining basin at the Worden Mine Site. The basin win was formed by
building an earthen dam across the mouth of a ravine (Stratton 2002d, 2003b).
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Figure 209. Plan of the managerial housing at the Bunsenville Mine. There was an obvious social stratification to these
homes, both in respect to how they were arranged and in their size and quality of construction (Stratton 2002a).
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Figure 210. Residence constructed by Edward Mohn on the hill immediately west of the
entrance to his coal mine. This house and the attractive grounds surrounding it are
indicative of the success Edward Mohn and his son Bernard (“Bun”) E. Mohn enjoyed as
local coal mine operators (Photo courtesy of Mardell Rapp).
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Figure 211. Workers' housing often was located on, or adjacent to, coal mines—
particularly at early mine sites. The character of this housing varied considerably. The
figure at TOP shows a line of small, one-story frame cottages the Miller Mine in Randolph
County. These simple board-and-batten structures likely were used as single-family
residences (Brink and Company 1875:69). In contrast, the image at BOTTOM shows a
series of large, two-story, double-pile dwellings ar Reinecke Mine No. 1 in St. Clair County.
These appear to be have been housed two or more families (Brink et al. 1881).
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Figure 212. Workers' housing improved over time. (TOP) A 1909 photograph of miner’s
homes at Cherry. This row of cottages was referred to as “Dead Row” after the 1909 mine
fire; only four miners, out of a total thirty households, had survived (Photograph courtesy
of Charles Bartoli). (BOTTOM) A representative photograph of the upscale homes the
Standard Oil Company built work its miners in Carlinville (Stanolind Record).
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Figure 213. Detail of a 1921 Sanborn map of Zeigler, showing the boarding house the Bell
and Zoller Mining Company constructed for workers at its No. 2 Mine. The boarding
house appears at far right. Note the proximity of the residence to the mine’s surface works.
The building at bottom of the image is the sand drier house, with attached sand pit
(Sanborn Map Company 1921).
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Figure 214. Detail of a 1905 Sanborn map of Herrin (Williamson County), showing the
“company store” operated by the Chicago and Carterville Coal Company. The store was
located on the northern edge of town. Also note the boarding house in the lower right
corner of this view. Many unmarried miners lived in such boarding houses, which were
could be run by private families and, in some instances, by the coal companies (born Map
Company 1905).
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NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES
AND POTENTIAL ELIGIBILITY OF COAL MINE RESOURCES IN ILLINOIS
Approximately ten years ago, there was an “awakening of governmental interest in
preserving the nation’s mining heritage” (Milford 1998:61). This newfound appreciation for
mining resources generated much discussion, debate, and publications, but, as Milford notes, “it
did not lead to a National Mining Heritage Initiative.” Although guidelines and standards for
documenting these properties were developed by professional historians and archaeologists, their
“implementation has been inconsistent in most states [and] time is running out for anything
approaching a comprehensive national program that will preserve enough of the significant
aspects of our mining heritage” (Milford 1998:61). Abandoned mine sites continue to be viewed
by the pubic and government agencies primarily as environmental and safety hazards, rather than
as culturally significant resources worthy of documentation and/preservation (Milford 1998:61).
Indeed, the majority of the documentation work done to date has been compliance-related, and
has arisen out of the reclamation—not the preservation—of these sites. The Abandoned Mine
Land Program has been responsible for the cleanup of many mining properties in Illinois and
other states. Although the state and federal agencies operating under the purview of this program
have followed the appropriate Section 106 procedures, the results have been mixed from the
cultural-resources perspective. Milford (1998:63) observes that:
frequently, the professional standards established by a preservation office become
the federal agencies’ threshold for the quality of its mine-related investigations.
Often, changes in preservation office staff occasions changes, for better or worse,
in agency perspective and/or its standards. These circumstances suggest the need
for a nationally accepted standard for mine-related cultural surveys….
Perspectives have changed through time. In Illinois, many coal mining properties in the state
have been demolished within the past twenty years. Properties written off without the benefit of
significant (or even limited) documentation in the past would now be considered historically
significant and potentially eligible to the National Register of Historic Places.
Like all historical properties, the significance of coal mining properties in Illinois
ultimately is determined by its eligibility to the National Register of Historic Places. Eligibility
to the National Register of Historic Places is based on four broad criteria that are defined by the
National Park Service and used to guide the evaluation process. These criteria state that, “the
quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, and culture is present in
districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and”
A) that are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of our history; or
B) that are associated with the lives of persons significant to our past; or
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C) that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic
values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose
component may lack individual distinction; or
D) that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in
prehistory or history.
In addition, National Register eligibility also is based on integrity. The National Register
recognizes seven aspects to integrity: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling,
and association. To retain historic integrity, “a property will always possess several, and usually
most, of the aspects” (Noble and Spude 1992:19)
To be significant, historic resources need to convey a sense of time and place, and they
must retain sufficient integrity to convey that sense of time and place. This rubric applies to all
properties being evaluated for National Register eligibility. Mining properties, however, are
rather unique, and they present circumstances not typical of the other sites. This fact has been
recognized by the National Park Service and is specifically addressed through National Register
Bulletin 42 (Noble and Spude 1992), which provides guidelines for identifying, evaluating, and
registering historic mining properties. Developed specifically for the exploitation of natural
resources, mine sites often were short term, occupied isolated locations, and, after abandonment,
were not allowed the same protections typically afforded institutional, commercial, and
residential buildings. The sites were not easily adapted to other purposes, and the buildings
comprising them—which sometimes were hastily or rudely constructed to begin with—were
allowed to decay or had their materials and equipment stripped out of them. Bulletin 42
approaches mining properties from the perspective of the system presented by the mine site,
including the processes of extraction, beneficiation, and refining. This approach equally applies
to coal mines, which although less complex than some mining operations (such as those
involving copper or zinc), can be better understood through the use of flow charts and the
definition of activity areas (Noble and Spude 1992:7). Bulletin 42 also emphasizes the need for
development of relevant historic contexts for individual mining properties. The individual
assessing a mine site should consider transportation, water systems, habitation, labor, the role of
ethnic groups, and the roles played by prominent figures (Noble and Spude 1992:3). According
to Noble and Spude:
Historic contexts must be identified to allow for confident evaluations of a
historic mining property’s significance. Because most mining properties are
either in ruins or mere imprints on the landscape, they can pose difficult integrity
questions. Significance must be determined based on an understanding of an
area’s history before making decisions about National Register eligibility
(1992:4).
Noble (1998:13) acknowledges that Bulletin 42, which was published in 1992, has not
been responsible for a large influx of National Register nominations,79 but would “like to think
79

Between 1993 and 1998, only twenty-one historic mining properties were listed on the National Register
nationally (Noble 1998:13).
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that the bulletin has increased awareness of the importance of mining resources and has helped to
clarify the efforts of those attempting to nominate mining-related sites.” The bulletin emphasizes
two major points: 1) integrity is a problematic factor with mining sites, and 2) significance
“should be based in part on whether the resource can be ‘interpreted’” (Noble 1998:13-14). With
regard to the first point, Noble (1998:13) notes:
The few crumbling structures that may remain at a historic mining site today
cannot be properly evaluated by simply falling back on the seven aspects of
integrity that are traditionally applied to historic buildings. The bulletin suggests
that individuals evaluating mining resources of questionable integrity should ask
whether surviving mining-related features are part of an interrelated ‘system.’ In
other words, a toppled head frame may appear to lack integrity as an individual
structure, but it might potentially retain sufficient integrity as an integral
component of a mining system that includes extraction facilities and
transportation links to a refining operation.
Bulletin 42, “provides further guidance in applying the integrity standards to resources that do
not fit the traditional evaluation process for architecturally significant buildings” (Noble
1998:14). Noble (1998:14) observes that, “the tendency to look beyond individual structures and
to evaluate resources more holistically has become increasingly prevalent within the preservation
and archaeological communities in recent years. This positive trend is readily observed in the
increasing attention that is now being paid to cultural landscapes and historic archaeological
complexes.”
Significance
Illinois coal mining properties may be eligible to the National Register of Historic Places
under any of the four criteria mentioned above. Given the economic and social importance of
the coal industry in the state, many mine properties could be eligible to the National Register
under Criterion A (events and broad patterns in history), provided they have good integrity and
played an influential role in the development of a specific locale or region. Coal mining had
profound economic and societal impacts on the local level. The labor demands of the industry
attracted new population groups into coal regions, leading to the formation of new towns around
mines or the expansion of preexisting communities nearby. The pattern of town development in
some areas of Illinois is directly linked to the coal industry—the Longwall District of northern
Illinois and the Southern District counties of Williamson and Franklin being two examples.
Even short-term coal operations could leave a permanent imprint on the landscape. Standard Oil
Company of Indiana’s foray into coal mining in Macoupin County was brief (circa 1918-1924)
but still resulted in a large addition being made to Carlinville (the county seat) and resulted in the
establishment of the new town of Standard City. A town’s entire history—past, present, and
future—often was intimately linked to the coal industry. This interconnection was emphasized
most visibly by the mine tipple and gob pile, which towered above the town and had great
symbolic impact. In some instances, a mine may have been the site of a historically significant
event, and thus also be eligible to the National Register under Criterion A. The Cherry Mine, the
site of the disastrous 1909 fire that led to a wave of new mining legislation, is a prime example.
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Criterion B of the National Register relates to historically significant individuals. There
are many individuals involved in the Illinois coal industry who are significant on a local,
regional, or national level. Figures of national note are UMWA presidents John Mitchell and
John L. Lewis (the latter of whose residence in Springfield already has been listed on the
National Register), and labor organizer Mother Jones. At the local level, there are individuals
such as John C. Niemann, who was significant in relation to the development of Mt. Olive
(Macoupin County) and its early coal mines, and Joseph Leiter, who established the “modern”
company town of Zeigler (Franklin) and was one of leaders in developing the Franklin County
coal fields.
Criterion C of the National Register relates to the areas of engineering and architecture.
For mine properties, this can apply either to an entire site or to an individual structure/building.
Questions commonly asked for when considering a property’s eligibility under Criterion C
include: is the property a reasonably well preserved example of a technology that represents a
particular period of significance?; does the site adequately document the technological process of
coal mining practiced at the site?; does the process documented represent a typical or atypical
process for this time period?; and is the site one of the earlier, or experimental use of this
technology? To qualify under Criterion C, the physical remains of the mine site (or mine
building) must be sufficiently intact to demonstrate clearly the range of operations and/or
activities conducted there (in other words, retain integrity).
To qualify under Criterion D, a property “must have, or have had, information that can
contribute to our understanding of human history or prehistory,” and the information must be
considered important. Since most abandoned mine sites in Illinois are in ruins and have little to
no standing structures, they usually fall under this criterion. Noble and Spude (1992:1) note,
“the significance of such properties will have to be based on their archaeological potential and
not on their present lack of standing structures.” Despite their ruinous state, these properties
have the potential to yield significant information relating to mining technology, building types
and methods of construction, local community and industrial development, miners’ lifeways, and
labor-management relations. Individual structures that are standing, but are in ruins, also can be
assessed under Criterion D. Assessing a property’s eligibility under Criterion D involves three
steps: 1) identifying relevant research questions; 2) identifying the data sets (or information)
required to answer those questions: and 3) assessing whether the site under consideration
contains the information required (Noble and Spude 1992:17-18). There are three general data
sets that warrant consideration: 1) historical and/or archival data, 2) architectural data (generally
thought of as above-ground data), and 3) below-ground or in-ground archaeological data. The
last two data sets comprise a material culture and/or archaeological approach to the resource.
Field observations, and/or archaeology, often contrasts dramatically with the archival or
historical record (see discussion in Hardesty 1988).
It is important to rethink the data potential of Illinois coal mine sites, and specifically
their archaeological potential. Seldom is a site significant solely under criterion D—a site must
yield important information, and that information generally must have relevance to either
Criteria A, B, or C. Hardesty (1988:109) states, “for the most part, evaluating the significance of
mining sites by the first three criteria [A, B, and C] is a problem for the historian, architect, or
engineer rather than for the archaeologist.” As Hardesty notes, though, the South Dakota State
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Historic Preservation Office also asks questions about “rarity” (first of its kind, changing aspects
of technology, “last of an era”, new or innovative process or strategy) that fall under Criterion A.
Hardesty (1988:111) comments that research questions do not address the “questions that count”
and are often “trivial”—site specific and ad hoc—failing to address broader scientific and
scholarly questions. Hardesty proposes an evolutionary Darwinian approach to culture change
for studying mining frontiers. Site-specific or regional-directed research questions are not
without merit, however. Data derived from individual sites and regional patterning provide the
basis for answering the broader questions Hardesty seeks to address.
Data Sets and Research Questions
In order to determine the archaeological significance of a property, one first needs to
identify relevant data sets and research questions. The coal mine sites examined to date illustrate
a number of broad data sets, including:
1) Site Structure. This data set pertains to the layout, or spacial relationship, between
mine buildings, landscape features and transportation networks. It also involves the
number and type of buildings present and evolution of the features through time, thus
illustrating the development of a system. This data may illustrate scale of production at
the mine, as well as preferences and experience on the parts of the builders and/or owners
involved in their development. The structure of some sites was heavily influenced by
their specific topographic settings. This data set applies similarly to domestic
components, when present, and includes the structure of the entire mining community as
well as the individual properties comprising it.
2) Building Types. Buildings, whether standing or ruins, offer information regarding size,
design (i.e. floor plan), construction materials, and evolution through time. As with the
previous data set, this information may illustrate scale of production at the mine, and
preferences and experience on the parts of the builders and/or owners. The construction
data may also challenge assumptions based on production statistics offered through the
Annual Coal Reports. Examples of the structural remains of mine buildings documented
at the various sites investigated to date have been attached throughout this report. The
data set also involves non-industrial buildings associated with a mine (when present),
including housing and commercial properties.
3) Material Culture. This data set involves both the tools and equipment used at the
mine, as well as the personal effects of the employees who worked there. While very
relevant, this data is difficult to obtain, due to the fact that the material cultural has
effectively been either removed, destroyed, or is otherwise inaccessible. Whereas the
mechanical systems associated with abandoned mines in mountainous regions often are
largely intact (due to their remote location and difficulty in removing such equipment),
those at coal mines in Illinois generally were thoroughly stripped out. Steel-frame
structures at the mines also were salvaged. Similarly, miners’ personal effects also are
rarely evident. These items likely were limited to begin with, since the miner was lightly
equipped (clothes, lunch bucket, etc.) and always on the move. Moreover, much of the
material that was left behind likely is down in mine—and hence unobtainable—since that
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is where the miner spent most of his day. The relative absence of these materials
increases their potential significance when found in the proper context. Domestic
components, by contrast, have a high potential for yielding artifacts, which can be used to
assess the living conditions, diet, material wealth, and social stratification among former
occupants.
These data sets may be applied towards answering a number of research questions
regarding coal mining in Illinois and wider social issues, including the following:
1) How do coal mine sites in Illinois differ from one another? The documentary research
and field investigations done to date reveal considerable differences between mines, even
within the same county. These differences are evident in respect to the spacial layout and
size of their surface complexes, as well as in regard to the types of the buildings
present/absent. There are number of factors at play here, including period of operation,
scale of production, extraction method, geographic location within the state, market
served, topography, and background of the builder/designer or coal operator/owner. Is it
a vernacular concept, based on previous work (whether in Great Britain, Pennsylvania, or
Illinois), or derived from a professionally trained engineer employing industry standards?
Some operators desired the most up-to-date mine for prestige or ego (as reflected in the
Standard City Powerhouse and Zeigler Mine), while others were more practical. There
may be unique differences in the surface-plant designs chosen by large operators like
Peabody and Old Ben.
Period of construction and operation clearly played an important role in determining the
character of a coal mine. During the Explorative Era (1673-1810), coal mines in Illinois
were primitive affairs, consisting primarily of shallow surface diggings and drift mining
along exposed coal banks. These endeavors were early versions of Hand/AnimalOperated Mines. Although little specific is known about these mines, they were small
operations, possibly employing only one or two men. The surface plant at such
operations may have been non-existent or limited to a few rude buildings for storage and
shelter. Not surprisingly, the archaeological signature of such sites would be very
discrete and contain limited data regarding building types and material culture.
Hand/Animal-Operated Mines persisted into the Pre-Railroad Era (1810-1855). During
this period, some of these mines acquired modest, but semi-permanent surface plants,
which might include a headframe with gin hoist, scales, office, and perhaps shed(s). The
buildings typically would have been of frame construction and rested on masonry piers or
perimeter foundations; post-in-ground structures likely were used in some instances as
well. The mines remained concentrated in a few regions of the state, largely in areas with
hilly terrain where coal seams could be accessed easily. By the 1840s, the production at
some mines had expanded to the point where miner communities were developing around
them.
The Post-Railroad, Hand-Production Era (1855-1880) witnessed a dramatic expansion in
the state’s coal industry, due in large measure to the railroad. This was the era of the
Steam-Powered, Hand-Operated Mine. Early on, the surface plants of these mines
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differed very little from the larger contemporary Hand/Animal-Operated Mines. The key
difference between them related to the presence of a boiler and/or hoist engine house and
a more substantial headframe. The boiler(s) and hoist engine required substantial
footings. Both types of mines had fairly compact surface complexes at this date. A
distinction was drawn between those mines that shipped coal to distant markets, via the
railroad, and those that catered to the local market. Railroad expansion, coupled with
steam power, facilitated the spread of the coal industry into new areas of the state. New
communities—some owned by coal companies—developed around many of these mines.
The Longwall District in northern Illinois witnessed dramatic growth during these years.
During the Post-Railroad, Early Machine Production Era (1880-1915) shipping mines
expanded in their surface plants in response to production demands and technological
advances. Progressive-era safety and sanitary legislation also played a role, requiring the
presence of such features as escapement shafts, washhouses, and first aid stations not
found on earlier mines. Scale of production within the industry as a whole increased with
time, but this was not necessarily reflected at the level of the individual mine. The coal
industry in Illinois was not monolithic, and certain small-scale mines were able to persist
in some areas much longer than others. Likewise, the fact that two mines had similar
levels of production and were contemporary with one another does not mean that they
had the same buildings present or the same layout. Older mines generally were smaller
and used more primitive technology than the mines that followed them.
It was during the Golden Age of Coal Mining (1915-1945) that some of the largest coal
mines ever constructed in the state were built. The surface plants of these ElectricPowered Mechanized Mines covered a large area and contained numerous specialized
buildings, retention pond(s), and waste piles. Over the course of this era, the overall
number of mines in the state decreased, while the average production at individual mines
increased. Small and moderate sized Steam-Powered, Hand-Operated and SteamPowered, Mechanized Mines continued to operate.
Documentary sources do illustrate the differences between these mine types through time
and place but to varying degrees, especially prior to circa 1880. In the absence of such
sources, there is an increased reliance upon archaeological data sets—site structure,
building types, and material culture—to provide answers to these questions.
2) What is the cultural landscape of coal mining? Coal mining regions of Illinois have a
cultural landscape of their own, represented by the interrelationship between mines,
towns, transportation networks, and the surrounding landscape. Coal mines from the
Exploratory Era (1673-1810) left a negligible impact on the landscape, while those
developed in the era that followed left more of an imprint. In some instances, mines were
developed to a pre-existing railroad in order to service a specific market (as was the case
with the Braidwood area south of Chicago), and completely new towns were developed
around them. In other cases, mines developed around pre-existing communities (Peoria
and Belleville being two examples). Other times, it was the mines that attracted the
railroads to a given area, or encouraged the expansion of an existing rail network (as
happened in Williamson and Franklin Counties). This question involves archaeology at a
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somewhat larger scale than the previous one. Detailed building-specific data for a mine
is not required, but it is still essential to understand the broad activity areas within the
site—hoisting, preparation, distribution, waste disposal, housing—and how they
articulate to the landscape and transportation network around it. Sanborn and Abandoned
Mine maps can address this issue to some extent, but these are not always available.
3) How do coal mines reflect the industrialization of America during the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century? The coal industry contributed to the industrialization of
America by supplying an essential fuel, but also was affected by it in respect to market
demand and technological innovations. Coal mine sites reflect this industrialization in
their location, layout/design, equipment, building materials, and evolution through time.
Information on mines predating the publication of the Annual Coal Report in 1883 is
relatively limited, and even after this date the documentary record is not comprehensive.
Mines often were located in isolated locations, which encouraged the development of
worker housing or, in some instances whole towns, adjacent to them, interjecting an
industrial/urban construct upon areas heretofore predominately agricultural in character.
Mines were harbingers of change, introducing steam and electrical power, providing new
jobs, attracting industry, and encouraging the expansion of transportation networks within
the areas in which they were located. Another aspect of industrialization reflected in coal
mine sites is the increasing professionalization of management and concomitant
deskilling of the work force through time. This research question is most relevant for
mines with sizable workforces developed during the Post-Railroad, Hand-Production Era
(1855-1880) and later.
4) How does the built environment of a mine reflect the society around it? Mine sites
were industrial in character, and were by their nature utilitarian. Yet, they also were
designed and occupied by people of various racial, ethnic, and social backgrounds.
While we have a good understanding of the how coal mines functioned (their “nuts and
bolts” aspects), we have less of an understanding how, and to what extent, the built
environment of a mine was structured around the people who occupied it. Racial
tensions, social mores, labor-management relations, and legislations all contributed to the
shaping and day-to-day functioning of a coal mine, as much as method of production.
The manner in which these issues were addressed was not necessarily uniform, and
different strategies were adopted at different sites. Buildings documented at the Royalton
and Taylor No. 5 mines, for instance, have provided information regarding the expression
of social/racial status within the built environment of their respective mines.
4) What was the character of mine towns? Many early coal mines had towns or workers’
housing associated with them. Two mines examined to date that did were Crescent Mine
No. 2 in Tazewell County and the Ruby Mine in St. Clair County. A number of studies
of coal towns were conducted during the early twentieth century. While of great
historical value, these studies only covered a select number of communities, were not
comprehensive, and often were biased (coming from the perspective of a social
reformer). Other communities are covered in the federal census, but this source provides
relatively limited information. Where present, the domestic archaeology at coal mines
sites could offer the opportunity to examine miners’ lifeways, social stratification, and the
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built-environment within such communities. It also could compliment—or, more
importantly, pose challenges—to the picture of the mining life crafted by social reformers
early in the twentieth century. Site structure, building types, and material culture all
contribute toward addressing these issues.
Integrity
Although many historic properties have significance, they all are not eligible for listing
on the National Register of Historic Places because they lack sufficient integrity. Integrity “is
the ability of a property to convey its significance” (Noble and Spude 1992:19). For example, a
coal mine might be recognized as the earliest industrial mine complex in a particular region, but
the site has been completely reclaimed—all buildings demolished and extensive re-contouring
having taken place to clean up the abandoned property. During the course of the re-contouring
and cleanup activity, all vestiges of the subsurface remains once associated with the surface
works were destroyed. This property cannot convey its theme, time or place, and thus is not
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
But “integrity” is an elusive concept. What is viewed as poor to one individual and/or
discipline is good to another, depending on what the individual sees in that resource. This issue
is discussed by Spude (in Buechler 1988:72), who writes: “on mining sites, we really have gone
around and around on this [the integrity issue] and our architect says once its lost its roof its no
longer a structure, therefore it has lost its integrity. The archaeologists say if there are any
objects remaining on the ground it still has integrity under their interpretation….” The issue of
integrity is closely tied to the four criteria of significance. What has considerable integrity to an
archaeologist (under Criterion D) has extremely poor integrity to an architectural historian (under
Criterion C). Nonetheless, the data potential of the resource still is sufficient to warrant
inclusion on the National Register under Criterion D as it has the ability to yield information
important in history.
Mine sites do present a unique challenge in assessing integrity. After a site was
abandoned, the buildings there frequently were dismantled for salvage materials, demolished
down to their foundations, or converted to other uses. Machinery and equipment also were
stripped out. Abetting this process was the general sentiment that abandoned mines represented
eyesores and points of danger, rather than historic properties. As noted by Bulletin 42,
The passage of time, exposure to a harsh environment, abandonment, vandalism,
and neglect often combine to cause the deterioration of individual mining
property components. For example, buildings may have collapsed, machinery
may have been removed, and railroad tracks may have been salvaged. However,
the property may still exhibit a labyrinth of paths, roads, shaft openings, trash
heaps, and fragments of industrial activity like standing headframes and large
tailings piles. Although these individual components may appear to lack
distinction, the combined impact of these separate components may enable the
property to convey the collective image of a historically significant mining
operation. In essence, the whole of this property will be greater than the sum of
its parts. In such cases, a mining property may be judged to have integrity as a
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system even though individual components of the system have deteriorated over
time (Noble and Spude 1992:19).
Spude (1988:52) further emphasizes, “The derelict mills, abandoned tailings and mine
headframes are part of a human story, important for study, preservation, and interpretation. With
some care what was once dismissed as rusted debris can be properly seen as the battery and
stamps of an abandoned mill—the workplace of a community that no longer exists.” Since most
mine sites will be abandoned and in poor repair, they require a different method of assessment
than that typically accorded a building.
The important principle … is that the integrity of mining properties will
frequently hinge not so much on the condition of the extant buildings, but rather
on the degree to which the overall mining system remains intact and visible. This
method of evaluating integrity requires a holistic outlook that comprehensively
considers all the component parts of a mining system. If clear physical evidence
of a complete system remains intact, deterioration of individual aspects of the
system may not eliminate the overall integrity of the resource (Spude and Noble
1992:21).
The condition of Illinois’ abandoned coal mines largely reflects those generically
discussed in Bulletin 42. Describing the mines around Toluca and within the wider Longwall
District of northern Illinois Robertson (2000:184) states:
Lost are virtually all of the district’s mine structures. Salvaged and sold during
mine decommissioning or lost through demolition, the hoisting towers,
powerhouses, machine shops, and coal chutes of the many mines that once made
up the state’s most significant coalfield are gone. Little remains of the built
structures of the Toluca coal mine except the Jumbos, which stand over the prairie
community providing a constant and important reminder that Toluca was a
mining town.
The field surveys conducted by Fever River Research for this project resulted in similar
findings, although with some important distinctions. A total of fifteen coal-related properties
have been investigated and assessed for National Register eligibility by Fever River Research for
IDNR between 1995 and 2005. Thirteen of these represented actual coal mine sites, while the
other two—the Standard City Powerhouse (Macoupin County) and the Cahokia Coal Washer (St.
Clair County)—were off-site facilities associated with coal mines. The nine mine sites
investigated presented a fairly good cross section of the coal industry. Their combined period of
production spanned 65 years (1887-1952), and they include both local and shipping mines with
various scales of production. At the one extreme, there is the Worden Mine, which was a small
short-term operation; at the other, there is Bunsenville and Bell and Zoller No. 2, both of which
operated for over three decades and rated among the largest mines in the state (reference table
below). The mines also are spread throughout the state, rather than being centered in a particular
district. Thus, although the total number of sites surveyed was limited, the study group
nevertheless served as a good representative sample of twentieth-century-era coal mine sites in
Illinois.
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Table 2
Mine Sites Surveyed by
Fever River Research 1995-2005
NAME
Bunsenville
Bell &Zoller No. 2
Cherry
Crescent No. 2
Galatia
Royalton (North)
Hoosier
Jefferson No. 20
Kathleen
Mohn’s
Lincoln Coal Co.
Ruby
Taylor No. 5
Shiloh
Worden

PERIOD
1916-1947
1918-1952
1904-1935
1918-1935
1903-1923
1907-1952
1887-1940
1924-1951
1918-1947
1918-1952
1922-1944
1888-1931
1908-1951
1903-1928
1939-1943

TYPE
shaft, shipping
Shaft, shipping
shaft, shipping
shaft, shipping
shaft, shipping
shaft, shipping
shaft, shipping
shaft, shipping
shaft, shipping
slope, local
shaft, local
shaft, shipping
shaft, shipping
shaft, shipping
shaft, local

COUNTY
Vermilion
Franklin
La Salle
Saline
Saline
Franklin
Macoupin
Jefferson
Jackson
Peoria
Menard
St. Clair
Franklin
St. Clair
Madison

For the most part, the mine sites had no standing structures present. Notable exceptions
included the Jefferson No. 20, Royalton, Taylor No. 5, Cherry, and Ruby mines, which had
multiple buildings standing in various states of repair. Isolated buildings or structures also were
still present at the Kathleen Mine (i.e. a tipple), Hoosier Mine (i.e. office vault), Mohn’s Mine
(i.e powder house), and Crescent No. 2 Mine (i.e. fan engine house). For the latter group, the
extant structures represented only a small percentage of those once present at the sites. Much
physical evidence did remain, however, of the demolished buildings and structures at these sites
in the form of footings, perimeter foundations, concrete pads, construction debris, and
equipment. Some of these building remains were interpretable in the field due to certain unique
characteristics (see Figures 215 and 216). The boiler houses, hoist engine mounts, fan houses,
scale houses, and washhouses generally were easily identified and interpreted, since they were
large features and quite distinctive. The powder houses at the Bunsenville and Crescent No. 2
mines actually were able to be reconstructed in some detail, on paper, from their physical
remains. In other instances, Sanborn Maps and Abandoned Mine Maps were relied upon to
determine the precise function of the building in question. On the whole, the mining systems
associated with these sites can be interpreted. Two of the mine sites—Ruby and Crescent No.
2—had small mining communities located directly adjacent to them.
Several general conclusions can be drawn from the investigations of these mines sites
regarding the archaeological character and integrity of coal mine sites in Illinois:
1) Integrity is variable from site to site. Some sites like the Kathleen Mine have
experienced extensive reclamation and have been largely destroyed. Others, like
Bunsenville, have relatively good integrity, even though their buildings may be razed to
the ground. Integrity also varies between features within a site.
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2) The structural features visible on the surface may represent only a portion of those
actually present. The surveys conducted were primarily pedestrian and aimed at
recording surface features. Limited probing, however, has shown that significant
foundation remains often are present belowground and have become buried beneath
overburden.
3) Coal mine sites had considerable variability in regard to site plan. Although many
sites had the same buildings/structures types present, the size, materials, and spatial
relationships between those buildings/structures varied.
4) Some sites contain both industrial and domestic components. These components
typically are segregated from one another, but may adjoin one another.
5) Documentary sources significantly enhance the ability to interpret these sites and, in
some cases, are essential to comprehending them.
Which Coal Mine Sites are Significant?
Over 4,000 coal mines reportedly have operated within the state of Illinois. Some of
these sites have been completely destroyed or significantly damaged, and hence can no longer
contribute to our understanding of the coal industry and the social patterns associated with it.
Many others still remain, however. Determining which of those are the most significant should
be based as much on their information potential, as on their integrity. As this context statement
has hoped to show, there literally is a wealth of information concerning the coal industry.
Documentary records are indispensable in understanding the many facets of the coal industry and
in interpreting individual sites. Their information content is not all-inclusive, however. Several
prominent gaps stand out. One of these is the relative paucity of coal records prior to 1900—and
prior to circa 1880, in particular. Another is the lack of detailed structural data on mine
buildings actually constructed at mine sites in Illinois. There also is relatively little known about
the coal towns located adjacent to early mine sites. The most significant mines are those that can
help fill these data gaps.
Table 3 below provides some direction in assessing the potential National Register
eligibility of abandoned coal mine sites, from an archaeological perspective. The chart is
predicated upon the assertion that archaeological integrity alone does not make a mine site
eligible to the National Register under Criterion D. In addition to having integrity, a property
must also provide important information not otherwise obtained by other sources. National
Register eligibility increases in proportion to integrity and ability to fill relevant data gaps. As
an example, the Bunsenville and Hoosier Mine sites both had relatively good archaeological
integrity and provided considerable construction-related data relating to size, building materials,
as well as in regards to site structure. This being said however, much of this same information is
provided by the documentary record, in the form of historic maps and photographs. The sites did
offer some additional data not covered by these sources, but this data was not significant, and
hence neither site was determined eligible to the National Register under Criterion D. Similarly,
although both sites played a vital role in the development of their respective communities,
neither has sufficient integrity to make them eligible under Criteria A.
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Table 3
National Register Assessment Chart for Mines
Evaluated under Criterion D

Obviously, a thorough presentation of a historical context and site-specific archival data is
necessary for the assessment of any property considered for National Register eligibility under
Criterion D. This narrative serves not only to establish the historical significance of the property
in question, but also identifies the gaps in the historical record that the archaeology data derived
from the site can fill.
Coal mine sites meriting attention in the future include:
1) Coal Mines more than 50 years of age with a largely intact surface complex. Research
indicates that whereas mine sites were once common in Illinois, there are few intact today
and the number continues to decrease with reclamation—thus increasing the significance
of those that still stand. Although the precise number of coal mines with historic surface
complexes still intact is unknown, should a mine have survived to the present with much
surface integrity, it probably would be eligible under Criterion A, C, and D. This would
apply to all four of the mine types discussed in this report, from any era.
The Orient No. 2 Mine at West Frankfort is probably the best surviving example of a
historic coal mine in Illinois. Although the tipples associated with this Electric-Powered
Mechanized Mine have been removed, its surface complex is otherwise intact and has
good integrity. It has been determined eligible to the National Register (though not
formally listed) under Criteria A, in recognition of its association with the coal mining
industry and history of the state, and under Criterion C, for its method of construction. It
was the first fully mechanized mine in the state, and also was the site of a mine disaster
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that led to the Coal Mining Act of 1952. Another mine with a surface complex that is
largely intact is the Bobby Dick Mine in Williamson County. This mine has only been
viewed from a distance, but it too may be National Register eligible (see Figures 219 and
220).
2) Mines with standing structures that convey significant information. There are relatively few
standing structures remaining at abandoned mine sites. While maps and historic
photographs may give the footprints and exterior details of buildings, they generally do
not illustrate interior floor plans or activity areas. Similarly, while engineering books do
provide plans for many mine buildings, these plans do not necessarily represent what was
actually built. Aberrations are sometimes the rule rather than the exception. Research
done to date clearly shows there was a great variety in the mine and industrial building
design. The size and character of these buildings provide much more than raw structural
data, and pose a number of research questions. Does the size and quality of the mine
buildings reflect the production at the mine and its workforce, or is it reflective of the
background of the coal operator and/or designer of the complex? Is it a vernacular
concept (based on previous work in Great Britain or Pennsylvania), or derived from a
professional engineer? Equally important, mine buildings may also reflect aspects of
social mores, hierarchical and racial divisions between the workforce, and
accommodations between labor and management—issues that are not discussed by trade
or engineering publications and can be poorly documented otherwise.
One of the drawbacks to Bulletin 42 is the fact that it discusses mining properties
primarily from the perspective of a system and does not thoroughly address the
evaluation of individual structures/buildings comprising that system. There are situations
where the site as a whole may lack integrity, but individual or small groups of structures
within it may be potentially eligible to the National Register. Bulletin 42 clearly adopts
more lenient integrity standards for the site as a whole, but leaves open to debate whether
this also applies to individual structures. One prime example is the Kathleen Mine tipple
at Dowell, in Jackson County, Illinois, which was recorded by Fever River Research in
2002 (see Mansberger et al. 2004) and determined eligible to the National Register by the
IHPA. Built of concrete, the tipple was engineer-designed and quite unique at the time of
its construction. After abandonment, the tipple had portions of its steel superstructure
and equipment stripped out, comprising its integrity to some extent. Moreover, the site
with which it was associated had undergone extensive reclamation and conveyed little
sense of the mining system once present. Yet, the tipple clearly was historically
significant, and offered important data on a particular building type, irrespective of the
condition of the site around it. A comparable analogy would be a farmhouse that is the
last remnant of a historic farmstead. The farm residence once functioned as part of a
system of interrelated agricultural buildings and structures. While that system is no
longer intact, the farmhouse could still be significant, provided it has sufficient integrity
and offers relevant data. Another mine structure determined eligible to the National
Register, independent of its associated mine, is the Sahara Coal Company Tipple in
Saline County, illustrated previously in Figure 156 (see p. 257).
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It should be emphasized that not all intact buildings at a mine site would be considered
significant. In the case of the Taylor No. 5 Mine, the mine office, supply house, and
washhouse were considered to be contributing elements to a site, whereas the fan engine
house (though standing) was not. The fan house and other features at the site were
determined to be non-contributing since they did not add information to the context on
which the mine’s National Register eligibility under Criterion D was based.
3) Mines pre-dating 1881. The documentation of mines pre-dating the publication of the Annual
Coal Report is relatively limited. There are a number of counties with lithographs of coal
mines from the 1870s (those at Braidwood in Will County being a prime example). Yet,
as detailed as these lithographs are, they are not all encompassing and provide little about
the scale and method of production. Both the documentary record and physical remains
have shown that there was considerable variation between mine complexes, both locally
and regionally, even in the twentieth century. One would expect that the earlier
generation of mines would exhibit even more variability. But if so, how, and why? The
first generation of Hand/Animal-Powered and Steam-Powered, Hand-Operated Mines in
early mining centers like LaSalle, St. Clair, and Jackson Counties would be of particular
research interest. The industrial component of these mine sites may offer data regarding
site structure, building types, and mining technology (particularly method hoisting).
They may also have domestic components associated with them.
4) Historically Significant Mines not well documented after 1881. There are gaps in the
documentary record even after 1881. Fire insurance maps, for instance, do not illustrate
mines located some distance from town. These maps did not cover even some large
mines like Bunsenville. Without such sources, we have often little understanding as to
the plan and composition of the mine surface complex. The Annual Coal Report does
cover all mines in operation after 1881, and provides some indication as the motive
power (steam, hand), haulage power (mule, locomotive), manpower, and production of
these mines. This information does allow the researcher some expectations about the
character of the mine site: a steam mine will have a boiler house with hoist engine house
attached or nearby; a larger shipping mine constructed post-1917 may have two tipples
with accompanying shafts and multiple fan houses; a larger work-force necessitates a
substantial wash house, etc. These conclusions can be drawn without the benefit of a
mine map or without doing a field survey. But while we often make assumptions, they
are not always accurate. For every historic domestic site in Illinois post-1850 we also
have a wealth of information, ranging from census records (which give nativity, family
size, personal and real estate values, possibly probate records) that we can base some
assumptions upon. Yet, when the archaeology is done, we often find aberrations that
challenge our assumptions and preconceived notions. The size of the house may be
smaller or larger than expected from the documentary sources. Additionally, the material
culture may also be different than would be expected for a particular class or ethnic
background.
Some mines clearly are more historically important than others, either in relation to local
or regional development or technological innovations, and the archaeological data (site
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structure, building types) contained by these properties may be significant, if this
information can not be otherwise obtained.
5) Mines associated town sites or domestic components. Many early coal mines had towns with
workers’ housing associated with them. These sites could offer the opportunity to
examine miners’ lifeways, labor-management relations, and assess what the character of
an Illinois coal town was like. Previous archaeological investigations at the Lundlow
Massacre Site in Colorado and Buxton, Iowa, have illustrated the merits of studying
domestic sites associated with coal mines.
The Ludlow Massacre Site marks the location of a tent colony occupied by 1,200 miners
during the Colorado Coal Field Strike of 1913-1914. On April 20, 1914, the Colorado
National Guard opened fire on the colony, resulting in the deaths of twenty civilians—
including two women and eleven children. The archaeological investigations there were
jointly conducted by the University of Denver, Binghamton University, and Fort Lewis
College in the late 1990s. The investigators’ stated goal was to “integrate archaeological
data with archival information to better understand the everyday lives of southern
Colorado coal miners and their families.” They note that written histories discuss the
working and living conditions of the miners, but these accounts are largely anecdotal and
to not fully illustrate conditions before, during, and after the strike. Some of the research
questions they hoped to address included: 1) the demographic make-up of the tent colony,
including single-men versus families and ethnic groups; 2) the extent of material
deprivation and strategies for survival; and 3) differential patterns of deprivation within
the colony. Documentary records indicate that the colony was a very diverse community.
With this in mind, the researchers questioned, “How were the ethnic differences among
Ludlow strikers negotiated in the interest of building a collective class identity and
consciousness.” The researchers also wanted to compare life in the Tent Colony with
mining towns before and after the strike. They used the Colorado Fuel and Iron
Company of Berwind, which was located near Ludlow and was occupied between 1892
and 1931, as a comparison (Saitta et al. 1999).
Another example where domestic components associated with coal mine sites has been
investigated is Buxton, Iowa. Established by the Consolidated Coal Company circa
1900, Buxton eventually contained several thousand residents, a large percentage of
which were African American. The town was abandoned during the 1920s. In the early
1980s, a team from Iowa State University investigated the abandoned town site. The
publication resulting from this work integrated the archaeological data found in the field
(i.e. site structure, building types, material culture) with traditional published and oral
histories (Gradwohl and Osborn 1984).
In Illinois, very little has been done in way of investigating coal towns and related
domestic components archaeologically. This represents a very rich area of research,
however. A cursory survey of the Crescent No. 2 Town Site resulted in the discovery of
a number of suspected house cellars, and there is every indication that the remainder of
the site has good integrity (see Figure 221). The early mining communities in St. Clair
County would be of particular interest to investigate also. Another example is the
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Hawley Mines in Tazewell County (see Figures 222 through 224). Many of the domestic
components associated with coal mining likely would meet National Register
requirements under Criteria A and D.
Future Research
National Register Bulletin 24 (1985:15) notes, “historic contexts are almost always
refined, modified, added to, and elaborated on as the survey itself proceeds.” With this in mind,
this study is viewed as an initial step towards the development of a context for bituminous coal
mining in Illinois, and that further refinement and modifications will be made to this document in
the near future. Future research might focus on the coal towns of Illinois. Abbott (1920) and
Robertson (2000) have previously discussed the difference in settlement strategies and social
conditions between the northern and southern coal fields. Simple community studies,
incorporating oral tradition and photographic resources (like Sculle 1999) are of great value. A
wide range of non-mine properties relating to the coal industry could be considered for National
Register eligibility, including entire towns, commercial and institutional buildings, and
cemeteries (see Figures 225 through 228). Another example is the extant managerial housing at
Bunsenville (see Figure 229). Now all privately owned, these residences represent a rare
surviving example of such housing in Illinois. They are worthy of documentation, if not outright
nomination to the National Register. Another potential avenue of research in this regard are
properties associated with individuals prominent in coal mining. The Conrad Reinecke House,
in Bellville, is still standing, and may also be National Register eligible (see Figure 230). One
could also take a landscape approach (see Gould and Ayris 1995) in studying the industry and its
physical legacy. The surface-mined lands which cover large sections of the state generally have
been considered an eyesore. Yet, this mining method is of national significance, particularly so
in Illinois. The first strip mining in the United States occurred near Danville in the 1870s, and
this area’s Missionfield strip mine was identified as a historic property by the Illinois Historic
Landmark’s Survey in the early 1970s. The manner in which the residents of Minonk have
embraced the “jumbo” towering over their town as a treasured landmark is an example of how
perspectives on mining landscapes can change through time.
We also should not forget the tourism potential of the coal industry. Even with the
wealth of classical archaeological sites surrounding them, nineteenth century mines in rural Italy
are being interpreted and converted into tourist sites with success (Cruciani 2001). West
Virginia also has taken a proactive approach to heritage tourism associated with coal mining. In
Illinois, the Coal Mine Museum in West Frankfort had 14,000 visitors, hailing from twenty-four
countries and forty-five states, tour the Old Ben No. 25 Mine during the roughly one-year period
it was open for public tours (http://www.dailyegyptian.com / Summer97/071197/ coal.html).
Coal mining has touched the lives of many Illinoisans and the story of the industry is of great
interest to many individuals.
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Figure 215. The surface complexes at most coal mine sites in Illinois have been razed to the
ground, leaving concrete foundations and piers such as those shown above at the
Bunsenville Mine. Although obviously less informative that a fully intact building or
structure, such features nonetheless offer data regarding building size, footprint, and
materials (Stratton 2002a).
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Figure 216. The thickness and materials used for exterior walls can often be deciphered
from foundation remains (TOP), as can the placement of internal features such as partition
walls and door openings (BOTTOM). The excavations at these sites have been very limited
(Stratton 2002a, 2002d).
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Figure 217. Most coal miners’ spent the majority of their shift belowground, where they
did their work, ate dinner, and socialized. Hence, much of the material cultural associated
with miners (personal affects, graffiti, etc.) remains underground and is lost to
archaeologists. This image above is entitled “Dinner 2½ miles underground—miners with
safety lamp, in a soft coal mine—Illinois” (Library of Congress).
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Figure 218. The Hoosier Mine is an example of a coal mine that is exceptionally well documented by Sanborn maps. The mine
appears on maps of Mount Olive published in 1894 (left), 1899 (center), and 1905 (right), as well as in ones issued in 1910,
1925, and 1947 (not shown). These maps illustrate the site structure of the mine and its evolution through time. While the
mine was important to the development of Mount Olive, the archaeological data derived from it did not enhance our
understanding of the site (or others in Illinois), and hence the property was not determined eligible to the National Register.
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Figure 219. The Orient No. 2 Mine in West Frankfort (Franklin County) represents one of
the best preserved historic coal mines in Illinois. The tipples at the mine have been
removed, but its surface plant is otherwise intact. Although not formally listed on the
National Register, it has been determined eligible under Criteria A and C (ISGS, photo
1980).
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Figure 220. The Bobby Dick Mine, located north of Herrin in Williamson County, is
another abandoned coal mine with a largely intact surface complex. This mine site was not
visited as part of this project. However, there appears to at least four intact mine buildings
present. It, too, may be potentially eligibility under Criteria A and C.
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Figure 221. A partial survey of the Crescent No. 2 Townsite (11T435) found a series of depression that are believed to be
cellars associated with miners’ housing. The cellars are aligned to a street. This site illustrates the archaeological potential for
investigating abandoned coal towns (Stratton 2004).
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Figure 222. Nineteenth-century coal mine sites with domestic components represent an exciting opportunity for
archaeological investigations. One site with great potential is Hawley Mines, located in Section 28 of Cincinnati Township in
Tazewell County. This mine, shown above in an 1873 lithograph, apparently was located adjacent to the farmstead of Norman
Hawley. The Hawley residence appears at left, mine buildings in center, and workers’ housing on the hillside to the rear
(Andreas, Lyter and Company 1873:116).
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Figure 223. Location of N. C. Hawley’s coal mines in rural Cincinnati Township, as
illustrated by county atlases published in 1873 (TOP) and 1891 (BOTTOM) Tazewell
County, Illinois. Hawley’s coal mines were located at the end of a rail spur adjacent to the
Illinois River bluff line. Some of the buildings illustrated at the mine likely represent
workers’ housing. The “Mission Hall” indicated in the lower map presumably was
operated by Mrs. Hawley in association with her temperance activities (Andreas, Lyter and
Company 1873; Ogle 1891).
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Figure 224. Modern aerial photograph showing the site of Hawley's Mines. This site
appears to have seen little development since its abandonment, which suggests that its
archaeological integrity is good (USGS 1998).
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Figure 225. The coal industry had a dramatic impact on the development of regions within
the state where it took root. The town of Zeigler, whose central circle is shown above in a
1921 Sanborn map, is but one example of a community founded on mining that still exists
today. Future National Register work could be directed toward multiple-property or
district nominations that seek to incorporate multiple contributing features relating to the
coal industry—including commercial and civic buildings, housing, and potentially
abandoned mines sites.
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Figure 226. Miners cemeteries represent another cultural legacy of the coal industry
beyond the mine. The image at TOP shows the Miners Cemetery at Royalton, Franklin
County. The gravestone at BOTTOM is located in an adjoining cemetery across the road.
The marker emphasizes Stavros Heos’ Greek heritage and affiliation to the UMWA—
presumably two key pillars of the identity he crafted for himself in America.
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Figure 227. (LEFT) Monument to the miners who died in the explosions at the Royalton Mine in 1914 and 1917. (RIGHT)
Orthodox church in Royalton. This structure illustrates the diverse ethnic community drawn to Franklin County to work in
the coal fields.
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Figure 228. The town of Cherry, in La Salle County, was one of many coal mining towns
established in the Longwall District of northern Illinois during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. Local studies in such communities—focusing on oral history and
the built environment—could be especially fruitful. (TOP) View of Main Street in Cherry
in late 1909, looking north. This photograph shows the commercial district in the young
coal-mining town and was taken during a funeral procession for some of the miners killed
in the November 13, 1909 mine disaster. Though founded only five years before, the town’s
commercial district was thriving and had mostly brick buildings. Many of the businesses
were saloons. (BOTTOM) View of a group of Italian miners gathered in the cemetery at
Cherry where many of the victims of the 1909 mine fire were buried (Photographs courtesy
of Charles Bartoli).
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Figure 229. Modern view of the managerial housing at the Bunsenville Mine. These
residences are worthy of further documentation (FRR 2003).
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Figure 230. Future research might also focus on the properties associated with individuals
who were locally significant in the coal industry. One example is the Conrad Reinecke
House at 316 N. Jackson in Belleville. The image at TOP shows the house as depicted in an
1881 county history (Brink et al. 1881), while that at BOTTOM is a modern view (FRR
2004).
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